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WEA Germany Buys 20 -Shop Chain
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eight- year -old firm has been experiencing sc
nous cash floss problems. and owner Frank
Michael Wregard was 'nosing to hankrupics
ARce a number of debts to local funs were
settled. WEA. ahn major creditor. stepped in
to purchase. No pnce has been revealed. but
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lbum product
"Playing 'Tusk' in its cntircty without a
break except to turn over the two 1.Ps hurt
our volume on this important album
through the Midwest.- says Dan Denino,
Stark Record Service regional director
"I lost from 100 to 150 sates when
WIIIIY played the album totally on
Monday and I didn't get stock till the fol'
law inLt Friday." estimates Randy Sanders.
Wally's. Montgomery, Ala. "On Monday
night. the station announced it would repeat ihn uninterrupted play Saturday,
which further hurt my stare salts

LICNTMAN

NEW YORK- Counterfeiting of legitimate
recordings in the US. has groan to a level of
5400 million as the sale of pirated and bootleg
merchandise has decreased to a more "man-

here before an attentive au.h,
Yarnell suggcstcd "half joamgly.' ha later
explained -that if there is a key retail outlet
not handling counterfeit product, -it's M ani-

agobfe condition."
-Ifs a terrible indictment of the mdustn
that svunterfcime has proliferated to such an
extent." maintained Jules Yarnell, special
awnsel to the Recording industry Assn. of
Amenca at last week's National .Assn. of
Recording Merchandnen regional meeting

dent."
"But the fact u. our invesugarors and the
FBI have found counterfeit merchandise at
every place they've gone into."
Yamell stated that while retailers have become 'relatively resistant to handling pirated
1Connnnrd en parr 131
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Counterfeit High: $400 Mil
an

1979

$3.00IÚ.5.1

Dealers Deplore FM
Airing Complete LPs

!another

s EMI.
The buyout of Gun. among the largest

NEN 10R1s-%%EA Germans has snored
into record retailing with the purchase of the
stare Gent chain. thus becoming the
WEA International company to acquire such
interests
And although president Nesuht Encgun
says the purchase is not part of a global "master plan" to expand in the sector of the IndusUSAit does make WEA one of the feu major international disk companies with .significant

Nov 3

''II'l'1I
h:
.po.ne . nh
tin the
Led Zeppelin album got it first I had ni)
manager get it over w the station soit could
play d. We had a spot campaign going on
WHII Y for the Zeppelin album"
I

See related storie.: on page 3.

Sum Crowley. who oversees the cluster of
Disc stores in Texas, poins up the inequity
of radio getting top albums first and then

not only playing the album uninterrupted's
sou can he taped. but ballyhooing for days
beforehand with daily multiple spots that
the continuous album prograinmmg will
take place.
"Why don't labels consider gis inn Mall
stores the album lint? Why not give us an
album in advance for in -store play un say a
Saturday, Let radio have It a day later. Pro.
1('nnunued on parr 14)

FCC Delays AM Stereo
I
lilllunink slat..,

prcpursvl
Jean Callahan in Washington oat Hong 11.41
I

he

r.,

ohing ho, I,,,', n','
WASHINGTON [Ake.] dmaning rs
reaching for AM stereo to sais its life. But the "life raft' Is being washed just
out of reach by warm from the Federal Commumcations Commission
"Nothing will stem the detenomuon of AM without AM stored `urns of the
Industry's top engmcenng consultants Jim Loupas argues. "AM broadcasters
need of tt "
are m derprr.,
But the
!tas placed AM stereo "on the hock humer." according to
ffiennnrrrd m, pier ?u/
,
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the marusu tarn ul the

industry
more than 170 e,habnun filling live levels of display space and sound
rooms, and more than 70 papers running the gamut from digital techniques w
high-speed tape duplicating. the AES also has its first scnn pm audio workshop and a career guidance sessnnl.
UCnntrnurd on page 541
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THERE'S ONLY ONE SOUND
IN THE EYE OF THE STORM...
THE
OUTLAWS.
Leading thunderous rampage on their scorching new album.
a

JUST SHIPPED -ON ARISTA RECORDS AND TAPES.
www.americanradiohistory.com

ARUM

JUST RELEASED!
NBLP 7184

PRISONER

The hottest, new LP from

C[IEI*
Including

"Holdin' Out For Love"
"Shoppin"'
"Holy Smoke!"
"Hell OnWheels"

www.americanradiohistory.com
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General News
LOS AN(i1 IS Digital Recording tech
nology has begun tu make its first major irnpacl on the pop chaut.
Fleetwood Mac's "tusk" which indite. the
Soundstrcant digital mastering and editing
soutien, enter. Billboard's I op 200 I IS k I .Ilse
char) this week at 7, herb Alpert's "Rise- albumwlnch employs the 1hI digital ..slim as an
the top IO in its fount% week of chant hic.
Stevie Wondct's upcoming '.Suret I ale 01
Plants" double L l' utilizes the Sons Pt hl h00
digital sssicnn. and Rs C'tk/Jer's "Hop ill 1 ou
Drop" album which uses the 3M digital system
at the Warner Bnw Studios has been on the
pop chan for three months Alperes "Rist"
single was the first No. digital single.
In addition. more and more domestic
recording studios arc adding digital equipment of some type, while more and more dig
Dally- oriented pop productions arc in the
works. These projects are ranging from all
digital to analog transfer to 2 -track digital
1

Digital Now
Popping Up
High On the
Pop Charts
I

I

1

'Tusk' & 'Rise' Pacing
New Technique's Sales
Its .11\1

NI,

r.
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tl tall

masters
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,hfnnfs Illtntc Impett

ri,

the classical charts

with audiophile and now manor label involvement.

1VesiIike Au1110 here, liar essimplc, art rills
took delivery of 3M's 32 -track digital retooling and mustering system, Melon al waih Ihr
55stem now in use it Record Plant, Warner
Bros amt A &M studio complexes.
ARC artist liter Melon is using the Wcsilakc 3ht vision lies portions of his upcoming
LP while Larr11. Wind & Lire may use the system alter thin Along with Sound HO, Min.
neapolis. that places the 3M ..stern in live Cl S.
studios

Spectrum Studios here. reportedly the only
L A facility to have purchased a Sony PCM
Ir600, participated last week in the digital trastenng of Wonder's project. Other pop -oriented digital productions on the drawing
board sec Acrosmith producer Jack Douglas
working with Rick Dufay for Dunhill/ MCA at
the Record Plant while Jeff Bowen wraps rip a

t

AK1

fly

"We hase no special plan of attack," voices Jon Peisinger. marketing-development vice president for
Polygram distnbution. "But it is an
area of great concern. I was delighted to sec the recent Jtte Smith
letter. It might spur some type of an
industrywide effort."
"In promotion, we're caught between a rock and a hard place." say
Mike Bone, vice president of LP promotion for Ansia. "We want the exposure but we don't want it this
way."
It is for the reason of wanting exposure that the labels contacted do

NEW

1

-TK Rc..rds is
sat! and "reslruc-

the label started laying a few people
oft- as early as August.
Katzel attributes the label's need
for "tightening up" to the inflationary state of the economy and an "ex-

ORA.

tnmmtnc its
tunng- the company', internal operations.

number of
other companies have already
done.- sass Label president Henry
Stone -17W'c'rc just tightening up "
General manager Bud Katzel tiIt.
'rimming the fat and red using ccWe are doing what

-

(IlCP NUSSER

a

not plan to cut off service or advertising to offending stations.

"In this country, radio

pendatures
So far the moue has resulted in the

closing of the label's Lin Angeles office and the lay mg off of eight to 12
ploys. ranging from publicists to
nimouon and merchandising pernnel.

don't know if there will he any
re" Katzel says about layoffs
-We're consolidating things ncia
nd taking a look at h ow is working
-1

production department with its
plant production department as part
of the trimming. The label operates

i

studios and warehouses at its Hialeah, Fla., headquarter..

Although eight employes were let
o in the past two weeks. Katie) says

the only

way to sell records," says Tunc Erim.
LP promotion vice president for Atlantic Records.
Atlantic has done one study in a
market which it believes shows a
correlation between the sale of blank
tape and the broadcast of a hot album over a radio station.
"Our regional person in Philadelphia. when the Led Zeppelin album was played all the way through
on a local station. checked stores and
found they sold more cassettes than
anything else," says Tunc.
Record companies feel that radio
stations, in their bid for higher ratings by playing entire albums in the
long run are hurting themselves.
"Kids who tape albums off the air
(Continued on page 14)

tremely high" volume of returns.
Karzel says the cutbacks won't effect forthcoming album releases. but
he admits some product will remain
an the can while established acts are
worked.
"We're going to go where our
strength o." he says. LPs are expected from Foxy, Peter Brown,
Gwen McCrae. the Controllers. Anita Ward. Celi Bee and the debut LP
of Russ Regan's new label A
wholly -owned new wave label will
also be launched early next year
TK has combined its album art

i

is

1M system.

sounJlrack far the upcoming film "Star
trek. Hie Movie" may also employ one of the
i

I

he

A

3M digital systems

Giorgio Morodcr, who recently releamcd an
till-digital record of his own on Casablanca

"I.MC'"

has expressed an interest in
producing Donna Summer's next studio LP
digitally. He used the Soundstrcam system.
MCA's Tim Weisberg has already corn!Acted recording a digital I.P for Nautilus and
it's now in the post production stages.

called

Jermame Jackson's next Motown LP may
employ the Sony PCM 1600 already owned by
Wonder. In fact, the Motown Studios here,
which recently tested 3M, Soundatream and
Sony digital systems, is reportedly ready to go
with the Sony system and may add it before
the end of the year
(Cuninurd on page 94j

WASHINGTON -A Roper Or-

s

royalty heanngs scheduled to he
held for the House Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice beginning
Nov. 15.
The Roper study suggests monitoring a statistically valid sample of
radio ame segments to determine
what records are being played and
how often. Either on -air monitoring
or special station logging could he

Recording Industry Assn. of
coca, the American Federation
Musicians and the American Fed lion of Television and Radio Art suggats a method for determing and distributing performance
yalties that its sponsors say is "of
riling simplicity and relatively
e

odest costs."
The Roper repon wall be part of
e data considered at performance

used.

Roper estimates that it would cost

(

I

"During

Off-Air Tapings

around $5,000 a year to operate this
program using the on -air monitoring approach. Using ntauon logs, the
estimated price lag iv 5300.000
A weighting system would determine fair distribution of royalties.
reflecting such factors as airplay on
large stations versus small. prime
time versus off hours and length of
recordings.
Royalty payments would be dispersed by a private firm with the

The following story was prepared
by Cary Darling and John Sippel in
Los Angeles and Doug Hall in New
York.
LOS ANGELES -Just how extensive is off- the -air taping by listeners
and how much this cuts into record
sales will he examined in research

conducted by Burkhart /Abrams
within the next 30 days.
The firm, which consults almost
70 AOR Superstar stations, regularly polls 5,000 listeners through
vinous research techniques, will ask
such a group if it does off-the -air
taping and if this precludes record
purchases.

A number of record company executives arc concerned that radio
stations featuring albums played
en-

courage listeners to make their own
tape copies of these albums.

Mercury Records president Bob
Sherwood spoke out against this
practice at the National Assn. of
(Continued on page 30)

computer capability to handle large
scale distribution of funds. Roper
would use a major fiduciary institution to perform this function. The
United States Trust Co. of New
York City estimates that nt can
handle distribution l'or between
5100.000 and 5200.000 a year. plus
postage.

The collection and distribution of
performance royalties could follow
the models set up by ASCAP. EMI
(Continued on page 16)
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back and forth to functions and you
m

To Be Surveyed

fully and without interruption

m

D1 week. you spend

half
your time and money just driving
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MIKE HYLAND

year's recent DJ convention here was deemed "basically successful" by those
who attended, there are some problems apparently beginning to undermine its
overall effectiveness. Cited as major complaints by disk jockeys and various
industry executives are such factors as the convention's ill- advised timing just
prior to ARB ratings. escalating expenses. far -flung geographical com"This will probably he the last
plexities, decreasing attendance by
convention
attend." says Dugg
both DJs and major -name artists.
Collins. CMA's medium- market DJ
lack of educational benefits. and an
of the year and program director for O
overall pervasive party aura atmosKZIP -AM in Amarillo. "I'd rather
phere.
just come to Nashville for the Country Radio Seminar in the spring.

Roper Study Offers Performance Royalty Data Method
Ny JF.A

'Michael

NASHVILLE -An exclusive Billboard survey indicates that although this

DAKLINI,

one.

TK Label `Restructuring,'
`Tightening Up:' Stone

line.

1.1'

()martian producing Crisscross lea Warner
Bros at Wainer Bros. studios. and Ilerb Al'
pert set to record another LI' at A&M with the

By KIP KIRB1' &

LOS ANGELES -Record companies. though adamant in their
.und against the broadcast of entire
albums without interruption. have
not come up with any plan to cony
hat the problem. See story on page

POPULAR GUY -Rob Hanord lead singer with Judas Priest. does his part
during an in-person appearance by the act at the Sound Warehouse store in
^San Antonio, Tea. More than 600 tans reportedly showed up to meet the
band.

Bonnie Pointer digital

Nashville's DJ Week
Drawing Criticisms

Labels See
No Answer
To LP Play
Ht

(Billboard.

has been on
Oct 27, 19791

don't get the opportunity to see a lot 1t
-cn
of the big -name entertainers at the
tá
scheduled taping sessions."
Collins also mentions that in a
week designed for socializing and o
relaxation. many jocks are hard- n
pressured by people pitching record o
product and trying to pinhole for
airplay commitments. "I've talked to
a number of DJs who say this is one
reason why they no longer attend
Transportation and booking difficulties are another prime candidate
incurring DJs' ire. This survey indicates that, in a town not known for
(Continued on page 68)

r
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MUTUAL GAINS
FCC OK FOR
SATELLITES
WASHINGTON The Federal
Communications Commission has
dropped regulation of receiver -only
satellite earth stations. opening up
new opportunities for network radio
and cleanng the way. after a twoyear delay, for Mutual Broadcasting
to move ahead with a satellite
hookup of its network.
One of the rust things Mutual will
do, once its 500 earth stations are
constructed and in place, will be to
switch its "Jamboree U.S.A..' a
country music show originating at
WWVA -AM Wheeling, W. Va., to
high fidelity stereo transmission.
The nighttime show is now sent via
land lines live.
Comments Gary Worth, executive
vice president of Mutual: "We're
about to see electronic communications enter yet another new' era.
(Continued on page 28)
second emu posteras p.rd.,
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General News

Dealers Act On CBS' Reduced $5.98 Catalog
More Stores
Lowering
Own Prices

Executive Turntable__
Record Companies

By ROMAN KOZAK

NEW YORK

-It

has been seven
weeks since CBS announced it was
reducing the retail price of 380 LPs
in its catalog to $5.98, and while
some retailers jumped on the pro-

gram immediately, reducing the
prices of the LPs on their shelves.
others held back and only now are
beginning to lower their prices.
CBS pronounces itself satisfied
with the program. with Paul Smith.
senior vice president and general
manager, marketing, telling retailers
at a NARM regional meeting here
last week (sec separate story on page
6) that it was going along "ex-

cellently,"

O

However, the program which was
blasted by Pickwick at its inception
because of its reduced profit margins (Billboard, Sept. 8, 1979) has
been delayed in some areas by slow
deliveries and in other places by the
desire of dealers to sell off their
existing stock at the old prices before
ordering the cheaper product.
The records on the
series cost
me $4.38 each, and when CBS reduced the price. the cost to me became $3. complains George Corse,
a retailer in Graham. Tex.
But the
problem was that
had already
brought the records for the higher
price. And to meet competition I had
to sell them for $3.98."
We havent begun selling the redueed price product yet:' says John
D'Antoni, vice president of the Disco-Mat chain in New York. which
will be adding its sixth store on Fifth
Ave. next month. We first wanted
to stretch out the old stuff, and we
expect to start selling the new catalog stuff this week at 53.69. But we
didn't lower the price of anything we

Z

had

o
ec

p
in
m

oi
p^i

of
m
M

>

1

stock.

in

"Once we start selling it on the
new low price, expect the product
to blow out attic stores. I would like
to see some of the new releases on a
lower price. That's what we need
now."
(Continued on page 37)
1

Sales Barometer
LOS
gles,

ANGELES- Albums, sin-

prerecorded

cassettes and
blank tapes all showed upward sales
action last week.
And according to data compiled
from dealers and one -stops nationally by Billboard's research department. 25% of the respondents report
that business overall is up compared
to the same period last year while
51% said business overall was down
for the same period and 24% reported business stable in a comparison of this and last year's same time

period.
Some 62% responded that LPs
were up versus 56% the preceding
week while 11% (versus 16% for the
previous week) said s`fRs were down
and 27% (versus 16 %) said they were
stable.
For singles. 57% said up (versus
43 %): 13% said down (versus 10 %)
and 30% said stable (versus 47 %).
For prerecorded cassettes, 56%
said up (versus 49 %) 14% said down
(versus 13 %) and 30% said stable
(versus 38 %).
For 8- tracks, 24% said up (versus
22 %). 42% said stable (versus 31 %)
and 34% said stable (versus 47 %).
And for blank tapes. 49% said up
(versus 50 %), 14% down (versus
13 %) and 37% stable (matching last
week's 37 %).

.I.
rti

°

FESTIVE TIME -Rita Coolidge signs LP copies for the public surrounded by
bouquets and balloons at Turtles Records & Tapes in Atlanta. The promo effort is for the AM title, "Satisfied."

LABELS BUY TUBE TIME

Ì

U.K. Strike Ends;
TV Blitz Launched
By PETER

LONDON -The

75 -day blackout

of Britain's commercial television
network by a technicians' strike
ended Wednesday (24). enabling local record companies to unleash a
barrage of tv- promoted product -at
least 20 albums -in time to fuel the

year -end sates momentum.
The settlement is a matter of great
relief to major labels and mass merchandisers alike. As in other markets, the Christmas period offers the
years best sales climate. and tv advertising plays a major role.
The record industry was faced
with the complete absence of this
promotional tool, and the prospect
of millions of dollars worth of product lying unsold in retail outlets.
The British Broadcasting Corp.
was transmitting via its two national
tv channels throughout the lnde-

RAPPING DJs
SET A TREND
By

RADC'LIFFE -10;

& NELSON GEORGE

NEW YORK -Changing directions in disco music have fostered
the growth in popularity of the rapping deejay.
The phenomenon of the disco
rapper. a ,pinner who talks in a lyrical. rapid -fire, streetwise dialog
over the pulsating rhythm track, began in the black discos of New York
(Billboard May 5, 1979), and has
since escalated in popularity to such
major cities as Detroit. Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Chicago and Atlanta.
A number of recordings by rapping deejays are beginning to have
an impact on the soul and disco
charts of various music publications.
Unfortunately. it has also begun
spawning bootleg products. Here in
New York. a bootleg rapping record
called The Spoonin Rap," by an
artist called Spounin Gee, has surfaced and according to record retail
store employes. the 12 -inch 331/4
r.p.m. disk is the hottest thing since
'Rappers Delight,' and even better
than that disk in some respects because it has two different raps on either side."
"Rapper's Delight." by the Sugar
(Continued on page 64)

JONES
pendent Television (ITV) strike, but
accepts no paid advertising.
As it is. the country's ITV stations
are again brimming over with product commercials of every kind, and
the back -at -work technicians will receive pay increases of more than
45% over the next two years.
K -tel was the first disk operation
back on tv, within an hour of programs restarting nationally. Sandwiched between
The Muppet
Show" and soap opera "Crossroads"
was a commercial for the firms teen
compilation, "Hot Tracks."
The package was originally withdrawn because of the blackout, but
(Continued on page 76)
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Marketing
Mike Riley takes over the newly created
post of national product development manager at Pickwick International in Minneapolis.... Carl Michelakos is borlated'
to Denver branch manager of the MCA Distributing Corp. He had been Den.'
ver area sales rep for MCA Distributing.... Carleen Anderson joins Professional Marketing Services, Inc. in Nashville as national promotion director...
Anderson formerly served as sales and promotion coordinator for Buu Cason
Productions and Southern Writers Group.
Blanch

Publishing
Andrea Starr comes to Virgin Music and Nymph Music in Los Angelo as
publishing vice president. Starr was publishing director for Casablanca Record and FilmWorks.... Jay Warner has resigned as vice president of the Entertainment Co. Music Group in Los Angeler ... Phil Perkins steps in as Sparrow
Publishing Group manager in Canoga Park.
Calif. Perkins had been president of Cherry
Lane Music Publishing.

Related Fields

43
34
74, 75
68

DISCO
GOSPEL

SOUL
SOUND BUSINESS

Tommy l.iPuma rejoins Warner Bros. Records as a &r vice president for
pro.
gressivc music. LiPuma. based in Burbank, comes from the dissolved Heim'
label which he headed since 1978. LiPuma had been with Warner Bros.arati
a &r staff producer between 1974 and 1978.... Bill Freston. formerly execuis
assistant to the president of CBS Records Division, moves to merchant/unvice president for the Epic /Portrait /CBS Associated Labels in New York. ... Everett
Smith is upped to national promotion vice
president at Atlantic /Cotillion in New York.
Formerly, he was national promotion director for Cotillion.... Roselind Blanch is promoted at CBS Records in New York to merchandising planning and administration
managing director for CBS Records. ..
LiPuma
Smith
Meanwhile at Columbia Records in New
York. Paula H. Batson moves up to East Coast press and public information
director. Batson had been press and public information associate director...
Over at Epic Records, Jerome Casper comes in as progressive a&r director.
Based w New York. Gasper was with RCA Records as a staff producer. Ron Goldstein named Warner Bros. Records progressive music general man.
ager based in Burbank. Formerly he had been director of jazz and progussrr,
music for the label.... Glen Glancy, formerly president of Century Recordsa
Los Angeles, takes over the newly created post of creative services director far'
the Keysor- Century Corp. of which Century Records is a part. RieiudLami
will continue as chief executive officer of Keysor- Century in addition lobeisll
president of the record label. Ellen WaymaoCieplik is now general manager of the label.
She had worked for the corporate offices of
Kcysor- Century in an executive capacity....
Dan Collins joins Sparrow Records in Canoga Park, Calif., as a &r director Collins will
remain active as a producer.

84
86
87

Henry Brief becomes the executive director of the International Tape Assn. in New
York. Brief has resigned his post as executive
Gasper
Brief
director of the RIAA, which he has held for
the past 19 years to take the new post. He succeeds Larry Finley who had ii
job for nine years and is now the vice president of membership -events for fit
and will remain on the board of directors. Finley maintains his private
ucases. Larry Finley Associates and the Overseas News and Information See
ice. Inc.... Bruce Scrogin is upped to international sales vice presidentatlBL
Inc. in Northridge, Calif. Scrogin recently served as International division di
rector for JBL.... Melvin Davis into the newly created post of finance-adm
istration vice president for the Schwartz Brothers. Inc. in Washington. 0.f
Prior, he had been a partner in the accounting firm of Touche Ross and Co
Also at Schwartz Brothers. Bruce Stroh! joins as corporate controller. HeM
comes from Touche Ross where he was an audit supervisor.... Marilyn Lk
sins joins the Michael Tannen firm in New York to develop new prop"
which encompasses artist representation. publishing and film projects. Lipaa
was associate director of special projects for Arista Records.... Lena Lyn
moves up at Linear Power in Auburn, Calif. to national sales manager. l.)
had been a sales administrator with the firm. The company manufactamptcision component auto sound products.... Mike Craft shifts to the Music Bier
ness Institute in Atlanta as director of instruction of the marketing -prom
course. Craft was regional promotion marketing manager for RCA.

b'

Plea Bargaining Wins Suspension
CAMDEN, N.J.- Conspiracy and

record piracy charges against four
men arrested in the raid of an illicit
record pressing company almost two
years ago were downgraded in a plea
bargaining deal Oct. 15 to the level
of municipal court violations.
The four pleaded guilty before
Superior Court Judge Rudolph J.
Rossetti here to possession of stolen
In
property valued at less than $200.
fo
return for the guilty pleas. the

were guaranteed suspended
terms.
The pleas were negotiated,
representatives of the Cant
County prosecutor's office indict"
they could prove only that theefddt
were employes of a company rin
produced records without the arIP
permission. The record cote
had operated out of an auto
shop in suburban Brooklawn,
n
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"DREAM POLICE"
AMERICA'S MOST WANTED SINGLE IS FROM CHEAP TRICK'S ARRESTING ALBUM OF THE SAME NAME.
ON EPIC RECORDS AND TAPES.
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Chords, Discords At NARM Gotham Powwow
But Those Attending Are Mildly Bullish

YORK -A cautiously optimistic tone on fourth quarter sales.
N

W

I

co-op ad dollars, in -store merchandising including video, defectives
and catalog fill struck chords of harmony and disharmony at the National Assn. of Recording Mcrchandisers 20th regional meeting here
Monday (22).
With more than 250 in attendance
at the Sheraton Centre -the largest
regional yet -major points were
tackled by separate panels of merchandisers (morning) and manufacturers (afternoon).
Both merchandisers and manufacturer panelists projected a bullish
time for sales in the immediate
months ahead.
In addition, label representatives
painted a glowing picture of product
flow in the beginning of the new
decade. and declared intentions of
getting a more "even flow" of prod-

By 1RV

uct throughout the year, although
they insisted that artist product con trol and their creative processes
could inhibit this desire.

Discussions of pricing were
deemed too sensitive for NARM tegal counsel Charles Ruttenberg at a
gathering of merchandisers and
manufacturers, and he often stepped
in to halt such directions.
Two label panelists. RCA's Larry
Gallagher and Polydor's Harry
Anger did not appear on the manufacturer panel "under advice' from
their companies' counsels, according
to moderator Dave Rothfeld of Korvettes.

After high praise for New York as
"the birthplace and home of the domestic record business and

... one of

I.ICHTMAN

the two most important recording
centers in the world." keynoter Barrie Bergman, NARM's president,

somber note: "1979 has
been a difficult year for us. you may
have noticed. The tenuous partnership between manufacturer and
merchandiser has eroded to outright
added

a

hostility.
"We who never took ourselves seriously now find nothing funny. The
spectre of limited returns. reduced
co-op budgets and lessened margins
concerns everyone in this room."
But, he added, "there will be a
record business in 1980. We are a viable industry for the long term and
NARM hopes to bring business acumen and expertise to your market as
well as to the rest of the country."

Merchandisers Roy Imber of Elroy Enterprises, Herb Dorfman of
Bee Gee Distributing, Jay Sonin of
Record Hunter, Lennie Silver of
Transcontinent Record Sales and Al

Franklin of Al Franklin's agreed
with Dorfman's appraisal of
"guarded optimism" for the months
ahead.
But, as Imber stated, "We'll have
to work harder to get it and pay more
attention to details," Herb Goldfarb
of Record Shack moderated theses sion.
Manufacturers Paul Smith of
CBS, Lenny Scheer of Arista, Gary

Mankoff of Infinity and Mike
Lushka of Motown also envisioned a
growing sales momentum.
CBS' Smith admitted that it's tak-

mg "a lot longer to break acts sins
the consumer is not reacting as rest
to FM play. But we sec the (ong.lem
as very vigorous."

Arista's Scheer said the Zabel hid
gone through its strongest Septan,
ber in history. "We have not had to
cutback. We have people on a re.
gionat basis aggressively promoting

records"

All label representatives

promised

solid ad funding for product, with
Lushka claiming a SI million iv/
print budget for the last quarter.

The gathering seemed pleased on
hearing new product news, includ.
ing the new Stevie Wonder (doe this
week) and Rick James albums from
Motown, early '80s releases hs
Heart, Billy Joel. Bruce Springst,,
and Boa Scaggs from CBS, Spsro
Gyre, New England and Orleans
(Continued on page Ai

And In Chicago, Midwest Dealers Air Their Problems
By

ATTN: RECORD PRODUCERS
A &R PERSONS. TALENT

restrictions as the Oct. 19 NARM regional brought retailers and manufacturers face -to-face here.
With 190 in attendance-establishing a new Chicago regional
record- concerns of a broad retail
spectrum were brought before the
afternoon session manufacturer's

SCOUTS LOOKING FOR ROCK

panel.

CHICAGO -Dealers from

tri state area gave vent to concerns
about off-air home taping, cutbacks
of manufacturer support and returns
a

Vexation over 12 -inch singles
product surfaced, and manufac-

BABY GUNN
has

tueres were prodded by one -stop accounts who believe not enough support is filtering down to their level.

it-

Hot Sound

Great Songs
Super Looks 8 Show

The manufacturers panel consisted of Art Keith, Chrysalis regional sales manager; Miller London, Motown Records national sales
manager. Harry Losk, Polygram
Distribution Midwest vice president,
and Bill Swearingen, RCA Midwest
regional director.
Speaking for the manufacturers,
RCA's Swearingen pictured tightened returns policies as an attempt
only to "create a sense of reality' in

BABY GUNN
seeks recording contract and
good tour exposure
Contact
Bob Crook or Jim Nelly
at KUJ Radio

(509) 529 -8000,
after 5'30

(PDT) call (509) 525 -7603
P.O. Bo. 513, Walla Wella. WA 99362

ALAN PENCHA,NSKV
the Industry. CBS, Polygram and
RCA /AM all have announced the
institution of returns ceilings in the
last two months.
Jim McHugh, owner of two Indiana Magoo's Records outlets, said
his store was working to cut down
defectives returns by honoring fewer
of consumers' complaints.
However, McHugh attacked the
returns policies of discount stores
such as Kmart and Venture. He
claims racked accounts often take
back product "indiscriminately."
putting pressure on other dealers to
do the same.
McHugh, a former regional label

representative, also questions
whether labels will be able to hold
the line on returns limits in six
months against pressures from the
big rack users.
"You're assuming that our policy
is an interim policy," responded
Polygram's Losk. "Categorically,
no.'
Twelve -inch singles product is a
source of headaches for many dealers. The topic brought a flurry of

complaints about sudden cutoffs of
availability.
"If it (the 12 -inch single) isn't
available, we need to know it so we
can sell the album," Val Camilletti
of Val's Halla Records insisted.
Camilletti believes promotional only

CREDIT SONG
TO THE POPE

Applaud your success.
Until now, this is one car not even
money could buy. The new, limited
production Stutz IV Porte.
A four door, hand -crafted motor coach
that combines classic European styling and
dependable American engineering. Plus matchless interior appointments like Scandinavian
leather by Connolly, Burled Italian Walnut
paneling and subtle, yet elegant 18-karat gold
accents.
Now that you've got fame and fortune,
why not enjoy it.
For complete information and brochure
contact Verne Barry,

1
STUTZ MOTOR CARS..
366

Fifth Avenue, Dept

B,

ro

OF AMERICA, INC.
New York, NY wool, (212) 683 -0043

NEW YORK -An ad agency's
headline for a Time Magazine cover
story on the visit of Pope John Paul
to the U.S. has led to

song and
recording that's being marketed by
the Bethlehem division of Salsoul
Records.
Roger Levinsohn, a copywriter at
Young & Rubicam, prepared the
copy overnight after the Pope
greeted an audience of youngsters at
Madison Square Garden Oct. 3 and
used the Polish phrase for "wow!"
"woo- woo -woo" -in response to
their enthusiasm for him.
The following day, he suggested
to composer Bill Giant that they
write a song based on the phrase and
in collaboration with two others,
Bernie Baum and Florence Kaye,
the song, "Joy Sweet by (Woo Woo- Woo)," was completed Oct. 6.
The song was cut at Soundmixers
here with a teenage church choir
from Old Bridge, N.J., and lead
singer Michael Lynch. A second side
was cut in Spanish.
11

a

-
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12 -inch

product only serves to "ag-

gravate" the consumer.
A demand for better information
from labels about I2 -inch singles
was echoed by several stores. Said
Michael Mowers of Radio Doctors,
Milwaukee: "The problem is that we
don't know when the cutoff point is
going to be reached."
Many Radio Doctors customers
are irate when they cannot get the
release, he added.
The subject of manufacturer support cutbacks found panelists and
retail questioners together against a
common foe. Motown's London lamented that stringency measures are
being imposed from above.
"Unfortunately we're all victims
of financial staffs that don't know a
lot about day -to -day operation of a
record company." he claimed.
Dealers argued that there should
be expanded promotion and advertising at a time when the market is
soft.
"There's all negative directions at
this time when it's slack," said one
dealer. "There's been cutbacks on
everything and yet I would think
they'd want to promote sales."
Polygram's Losk contended that
there was "no cutting back. We have
established ourselves as the number
one company in the world. We have
not cut back and we don't intend to."
Dealers appear to be skeptical
about finding a solution to the problem of off--air home taping.

"We're happy

to sell blank

tape

because we make more money on
it," chided Keith Eckerling of the
Sounds Good stores in Chicago.
The panelists charged retailers

with responsibility

to pressure
uninterrupted LP airing

against
through their contact with stations
Dealers countered thatalbumsare
being delivered to radio as much as
week before the product is available
for sale. "This is something the man
ufacturers must address themselves
to," insisted one merchant.
The six -hour conclave gave one
stop accounts an opportunity to es
tablish stronger ties with manufac
turers. Progress Record Distributers'
Joe Simone, panel moderator,
pointed out that the NARM regional
meet itself provided solutioas to
many specific grievances.
In the morning session dealers
heard from Scott Ring of the Cts
cago Sun -Times, who stressed a rtes
newspaper commitment to popea
sic. Radio advertising was repro
sented with an appearance by La
Elias, general manager of WLUP
FM Chicago.
Merchandising consultant Yu
Webster's idea -crammed store dui
play presentation was received will
interest by dealers attending the
morning session. The regional men
also brought advice on combatting
piracy and counterfeiting from
a

RIAA antipiracy

assistant

special

counsel Larry Kaplan.

NEED

HIGH QUALITY
CUSTOM
PRESSINGS?
Whefher your next )ob 100 or 100.000 nacords. the Record Factory
to
can deliver finished product In al format your requirements You
can take the headaches out d your custom lobs by letting to handle
Resings Podsaging
Mastering Pkrtirsp Lobeis Jackets
your next custom nob. call Or wltre
Far a quotation on
Ls

The Record ractor
TTrcRr[o,dFa<wry.1U120Me,bleC.wn

l.,.F,-.,111r.Meryinnd I1011tY19M

J

L(/(h 10 has its own beat,
moving through space at its
own pace, standing stillfor no
one, and yet you, as if not
caring, though knowing how
precious it was to you, gave to
me selflessly, lift's most priceless
possession, your time. It is only
my wish that you feel your time
not to have been given in vain.
For waiting is not what I meant
for you, but to share with me
the images of lif that God has
sent me through, and if this life
aords me again the chance to
s re with you the new and
hidden knowledge, through song,

I will move asszvflyaslf
demands, but never so fast as
not to give you my very best.

Stevland Morris
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Learn

the new
equation

One check to
us solves all your
musicians' payroll needs.

IIr

'MUSIC

TALENT PAYMENTS, INC.

l'I'

A Subsidiary of

Call Howard Siegel, Vice
President, at

l

Paul M Roth President
Los Angeles, Calif 90069
9200 Sunset Blvd., information.
.

a

(213) 550 -0285 for more
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Publishing
Demo Masters

NEW YORK-ATV Music Publications' first "personality" folio
since going into independent distribution in association with Cherry
Lane Music in July is "Muppet
Movie," containing the. complete
Paul Williams -Kenny Ascher score.
Folio features a I6 -page, four color photo section with shots of the
Henson Associates Muppet characters in scenes from their movie.
The piano /vocal printed arrangements of the score will also include
guitar chord diagrams, while an easy
piano version will be available next
month.
Though the folio is the first such
book from ATV's new publications
division, the firm initiated its new
distribution agreement with the release of "Beatles' Greatest Hits For
Guitar" collection earlier, and has
completed production on 28 single
sheets of the major Lennon -McCartncy songs.

U.K. Firm Ties
With Interworld

Expanding Again

NEW YORK Music Sales Ltd.
of London has entered into an exclusive agreement with Interworld Music for the production and distribution of sheet music and folios on
copyrights held by Interworld.
Interworld's catalog includes the
former Schroeder Music, Compass
Music. holding Henry Mancini material, and a major portion of Bach arach a David copyrights in the

ANGELES -Music publisher Mike Schaffer has built his

Blue Seas Jac catalog.
The deal was made by Mike Stewart, president of Interworld; John
Valasco, managing director; and
Bob Wise of Music Sales Limited.
Wise notes that his company has
had relationships with the Schroeder
organization for more than five
years and with Interworld for more
than one year.
-

record pressing plant
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RECORD MANUFACTURING CORP.
750 Eighth Are.. New York. N.Y. 10036
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business into a complex in suburban
Canoga Park in the San Fernando
Valley by concentrating on the production of demonstration disks for

aspiring songwriters.

Now he's making another move.
Collaborating with the musicians
and singers who perform unknown
songs on the demo disks he produces. Schaffer now offers a song
evaluation service for amateur composers and lyricists. He charges S8 a
song.

He's also marketing a $3 Guide
To Songwriter Contacts publication
which lists what he considers are the
100 top music industry professionals
who will take time to audition material submitted by unknown writers.

erates in Pasadena.

OUR PRIME OBJECTIVE,
IF ITS YOURS CALL US.

QUALITY

By DAVE DEXTER JR.

Schaffer, in his 20s, heads up
Demo Masters in Canoga Park
along with his BMI -affiliated Schaffer Publishing Group. Until last August. he was a partner of Ben Brooks
in a demo-making firm which grew
so rapidly that each principal agreed
to go out on his own. Brooks now op-

New York City's only

o

ABC Keeps Interest
In Music Publishing

Muppet Movie Music In ATV Folio

354-4336

Schaffer's system of producing
demos differs from most. Instead of
overdubbing singers and musicians
repeatedly. he prefers to go back to
the basics. He records as they did 30
years ago when tape first was used
the musicians and singers rehearse a
song a time or two and then tape it in

-

one take.

IMPORTS FROM
*):

C-F11.Xl lvaì

JAPAN

The Beatles

Collection
13 Album Boxed Set
Pressed in Japan
Complete Set ONLY

$90.00

each

John and Yoko
The Wedding Album
Boxed with Photo
Book and Poster Pressed in Japan
Complete Boxed
Album ONLY

$8.50

each

Additional Imported Beatles Albums
Your Cost $6.50 per disc
(Limited Quantities)
With the Beatles 80551
Hard Days Night 80552
Rubber Soul 80555
Revolver 80556
Collection of Oldies 80557
Sgt. Peppers Lonely
Hearts Club Band 80558
Submarine 80559

WRITE OR
CALL FOR

COMPLETE
CATALOG!

"The feeling is much more spontaneous," Schaffer asserts. "A lot of
people don't know that Frank Sinatra still records that way. By
avoiding overdubbing we achieve
better musical results."
Schaffer's Demo Masters uses several San Fernando Valley studios.
but the young entrepreneur has big
eyes for a studio of his own. "It will
take about $500,000 to get into that,"
he says. Based on his current grosses,
Schaffer figures he can begin construction "sometimes about the
middle of the coming decade."

Abbey Road 80560
Something New 80564
Early Beatles 80565
Bealles VI 80566
Help 80567
Hey Jude 80570
Beatles Greatest 81056
Second Album 70101
The Beatles Beat 81057

GALLANO

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Arelitage. Avo.
4147 w'.

Chicago. tri. 60639

(A -C) 312, 235-3800

WB Music Intl

Fortifies Growth
This story prepared by In Licht man in New York and Peter Jones in
London,

NEW YORK -Stressing ils strong

international growth

pattern,

Warner Bros. Music has elevated
Rob Dickens to the first international executive on its management team.

Dickens, formerly managing director of Warner's U.K. operation,
has been elevated to vice president

of international publishing by Ed
Silvers, chairman of the company.
All other Warner overseas companies now report to Dickens, who
was named a managing director at
the age of 23.

Besides Dickens. who remains
London -based, the management
team now consists of Silvers, Mel
Rh. president, and two other vice
presidents, James Cornelius. financial. and Leonard Golove, administration and house counsel.

The first "mass" reporting to
Dickens is to be at MIDEM in 1980,
but he also plans to visit vanous ter ntories where Warners does not
¡Continued on page 76)
www.americanradiohistory.com

IRV LICHTMAN
NEW YORK -While the greater
national publishing administration,
portion of ABC's music publishing
the firm has picked up several non interests were acquired by MCA last
tv associated songs. and in tv expoMarch, ABC maintains growing insure it will be represented with a
tcrests in the area.
song, "Love Long Ago' by Bonnie
The company. in fact. controls
Jo Chermack, to be presented on the
more than 1,000 copyrights, mainly
NBC -TV show. "Chips."
stemming from television properties,
The catalog controls various maand is seeking new copyrights. ABC
terial by Harry Chapin. Paul Wilalso kept usage of ABC /Dunhill
liams, Fred Karlin, Hugo MonteMusic as its BMI affiliate, and
negro & Bradford Craig, Ernest
American Broadcasting Music for its
Gold, Henry Mancini. among othASCAP copyrights.
ers.
After the MCA acquisition, ABC
In addition to Studnicka. who is
renegotiated its subpublishing ties
located on the West Coast, other exabroad and in key markets that inmotives include Ron Schubert. sen- +p
clude Cavalcade in England, Chap for director of music publishing and
pelt in Australia, Victor in Japan,
director of ABC Music. based in
Schmolzi & Slezak in Germany,
New York, and Ron Sunderland,
April in Scandinavia, Marcouani in
vice president of business affairs for
France and Ricordi in Italy.
ABC Corp., based on the West
According to Georgelt Studnicka,
Coast.
director of domestic and interBy

Lowering Production Costs
Viewed Vital By Benedetto
NEW YORK -As a publisher
who evolved a production division
years ago that now accounts for
50% of the firm's income, Victor
10

Benedetto. president of CAM America. sees a reduction in production
costs as vital to industry well- being.
"I'm asking for less and I'm asking
producers for lower rates and fees,"
declares Benedetto.
Also he maintains, he's calling for
less expenditure in studio time, a financial outlay of as much as $60,000
for 300 hours of time at $200 an hour
to produce an album. "This is
money spent at a point when no one
else has yet to make a dime.'
He, in turn, claims he can bring in
a completed album by a CAM artist
on such a cost- savings basis for between $25,000 and $75,000, depending on the type of product. Benedetto says a typical label deal would
be 55,000 for each of three sides,
with a 10% to 14% royalty fee based
on 100% of list price. "Advances are
not important to me. since we're a
well -funded company."
Benedetto says that he's getting

more requests from labels which are
interested in talent brought to their
attention. but prefer not to take over
the production of product.

Marketing meetings are held with
Labels and CAM America augments
label promotion with an internal
staff headed by Artie Simon and the
appointment of independent promotion people as well.
CAM America is working on IO
production projects, live of which
are about to be completed. Artists
just added to the company's production wing include Altha Cook.
Driver and the Kenny Brothers.
Cook will be recorded by writer/
producer Gerard Cohen. just inked
to CAM America. while Dnver, a
New York -based rock group, will be
cut by another staffer, Corky Abdo.

Benedetto has been chief of Italy's
CAM since the mid-'60s. starting off
as a publishing outlet here for Italian soundtrack scores. Its productions have included hits by Eric Carmen and Samantha Sang. among
others.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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General News

Rock -Disco Fusion Trend May Spawn Subsidiary Lines
DARLING
Other labels, while not planning
By CARY

LOS ANGELES -The growth of

rock -disco fusion has motivated
what previously could be called
disco labels to move in a rock direction. with some indicating they may
r is blish separate new wave or rock Iiuton labels in the coming year.
"TK has a lot of label names and
we are considenng a new label for
this kind of music," says TK vice
president Steve Alaimo. But we
haven't made a firm decision on it

yet.'
Alaimo says that although TK's
Clouds label has rock acts. the new
label would be formed to avoid any
stereotyping as disco. "Radio stations will look at a label and think it
carries a certain connotation,' adds
Alaimo, whose TK has just signed
the Chiclids. a new wave group from
the Miami area. Alaimo expects the
new label to come into being sometime after the first of the year.
We are thinking about opening
another label and just putting rod
or dance- oriented rock acts onto it.notes Billy Smith, national radi
and disco promotion man for Sal
soul Records. No definite name or
dates for this new label arc available

West End Records.
t,
his label is considering adding ., new label. We have had serious discussions but have made sit
decis«m We have a label that's inteinatioually known and I don't
rea lls know how much I like the idea
of introducing a new label."

president
t

"We're considering a separate
identity for the heavy AOR stuff,"
says Butterfly Records president A.J.
Cervantes. He estimates this idea
will come into fruition within stx to
12

months.

Butterfly

Your Stage Attire
As Unique As Your Act?

experimenting with

LP.

The album was originally released
as a rock effort with two cuts being
remixed for a heavier disco edge.
The label has no plans to re- release
the entire album unless the I2 -inch
does well.

separate fusion divisions, nonetheless are moving in that direction.
"We arc encouraging the producers
and artists we have to stay abreast of

what is happening," says Marvin
Schlachter, president of Prelude
Records. "We are aware of what's
happening. We arc aware of transition that disco is going through."
Ocean Records has only one artist
that could be described as discorock, according to disco promotion
director Rusty Garner. The act is
Paul Sabu whose first album is due
to be released shortly. "I can see us

doing some more.' he states. "Ann Margret's album will have a rock oriented disco cut."
At AVI, vice president and secretary Ed Cobb says his label is moving in this direction with Peter Babbitt and Canadian act Lynx Its a
situation of findings
form

of music that people can

feel and get

emotional energy from instead of
the overproduced record," he says of
the movement.
Marc Paul Simon. head of Casablanca's disco EarMarc Records
notes that his label is entering disco rock fusion with an upcoming release by artist Ricardo DeCampos.
He also sees more r &h- oriented
dance music in the future as well as
rock flavored music. "What's real
important to remember is that disco
music is just a part of dance music
and that the music is evolving." he
notes.

No one was willing to admit that
mainstream disco is no longer viable. "There will always be disco disco albums like Voyage. Cerrone
and the USA -European connection." voices Garner, who feels there
is still a substantial audience for it.
Differences of opinion did exist
over whether AOR stations. previ-

ously not all that important to mans
of these labels, would now play their
rock or disco- fusion tracks.

"I truly

believe that they're going
to play the music the people want to
hear. I think that a lot of those supposed prejudices are over- emphasized," says West End's Kushins.

"I don't

problems at all."
says Salsoul's Smith. "After attending a few rock conventions. I sat rn
on a few of the AOR meetings and
they're willing to give our type of
music a chance on the air."
see any

However, Alaimo is not so sure.
"AOR people have a cenain altitude. It's like when a kid graduates
from high school and goes to college.
All of sudden he doesn't like Paul
Revere and the Raiders anymore.
You're always going to have that
syndrome with radio stations that
say TK is just KC & the Sunshine
Band."

MCA Joins LAX In Kicking Off New Label
JEAN WILLIAMS
MCA Records, expected more than
Edmondson, formerly of Adebt
300 persons from across country for
Records with Levine. have pulled
its official launching, with a weektogether a complete promotion/
end dubbed "LAX Weekend" Frimarketing field staff. Earl Sellers.
day through Sunday (26 -28).
formerly of MCA handles East
Coast regional: Larry Davis, who
In addition to the new tabel'sstaff,
comes from A &M takes over the
Bob Siner, MCA Records president
Southeast area: Ed Warner, forand company executives. represenmerly of MCA. is Southwest retatives from MCA Distributing, all
gional rep and veteran music indusMCA regional promotion reps and
try representative Emmett Gardner
others from the music and broadhandles the Midwest regional terricasting industries were expected to
tory.
be on hand at the Continental Hyatt
House
part in the busiFieseha Dimetros from Ethiopia
ness sessions, product presentations
is promotion coordinator. According
and social events, according to Al
to Edmondson, Dimetros has been
Edmondson. the label's vice presiworking through the African Emdent.
bassy to launch LAX's musical ventures in Africa.
In addition to the Hyatt House.
Jerry Goldstein's home was to be the
"We made videocassettes for the
site of the product presentation
officials at the embassy to showcase
along with a sound stage for a live
our acts." says Edmondson.
showcase.
Showcasing product was a vital
Goldstein and Steve Gold, owners
part of "LAX Weekend" for two of
of the label along with Far Out Prothe label's six acts -Pressure and the
ductions, tapped Eddie Levine.
Gianta. Although War is signed to
former head of Blue Note Records
MCA its product also was to be
as president of LAX as it is called
played.
Other acts signed to the company
are Blood Sweat & Tears, the FunBs

ANÜLLLS -- L.A. Inter-

LOS

Is

is

rock -disco fusion by releasing a 12inch edition of two cuts from Cheryl
Ditchers two -year -old "Blue Sailor"

yet.

Edward Kushins, executive vice

bur

national Records. distributed by

YOUR OLD 78 RECORDS

ARE VALUABLE,

but not if they
are warped.

STAGE
GEAR
(Div.
of Shufflebottom5)

Revolutionary new process

STRAIGHTENS
RECORDS

Specializing in
one -of -a -kind
clothing for the
performing artist.

without cracking or
distorting grooves.
For information, write

P.O. Box 352

256 West 54th Street

Roslyn Heights
New York 11577

(next door to Studio 54)
New York. N Y. 10019
212-541-9661

kadcliu. Aalun and Yutaka YokoIona. "We're still negotiating with
other acts." says Edmondson.
"We're not going to be locked into
any one type of music and we're
rounding out our roster of acts to
cover all musical bases.
"At the same time. we'll only hase
one staff to handle the product. The
same persons who go to pop stations
will go to r &b stations." he adds.
Although LAX was formed some b"
time ago, this is its first release
schedule. "In addition to our own
staff." says Edmondson. "we work
closely with MCA by having weekly
meetings with them."
MCA's Siner was to officially
open the "LAX Weekend" proceedings while John Smith. an MCA vice
president, also was expected to address the gathering.
Others scheduled to participate in
the program were Jack Gibson, publisher of the Jack the Rapper newsletter. who was to speak on radio
trends in the '80s. with Ed Wright
and Bill Speed conducting a session
on syndication. records and radio in
the '80s along with Gold. Levine and
Edmondson.

A Deluxe Album
For WB's 20th
EXPORT DIVISION

OUR TELEX NO 420961 JRR

EXPORTING
TO ALL COUNTRIES

We have a full
catalog of all labels,
same day service.

LP's, tapes, 45's
blank tape & audio video equipment.

Lowest prices, best service.
Individual attention to all our customers.

LOS ANGELES -Warner Bros. is
celebrating its 20th anniversary with
the release of a deluxe six -album
boxed set highlighting the company's most memorable musical moments.

The 3,000 limited edition sets will
not be offered for sale but will he
distributed to past and present
Warner Bros. employes, artists and
others who have contributed to the
company's growth.
A 44 -page booklet tracing the development of the company in words
and pictures will he included in the
package. The set has been in production for two years and will be distrihuted in early November.

Music and comedy included
ranges from Ed "Ko skie" Byrnes,
Harper's Bizarre. Allan Sherman.
Bill Cosby, Bob Newham, Frank Sinatra, the Marketts, Kenny Rogers
and the list Edition. the Kinks, the
Association. Tiny Tim, Trini Lopez.
I

23 PARK ROW NEW YORK.

N.Y.

10033 (212)732- 8600

OUR TELEX NO 420961 JRR

Don Hu, the Watts 103rd St. Band to
contemporary artists like Fleetwood
Mac. Van Morrison. Rod Stewart.
Dixthic Brothers, Gordon Lightlirot.
Steve Martin, Arlo Guthrie, George
Benson. Bonnie Raitt. Richard
Pryor and Bixttsy's Rubber Band.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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la»g-el;' another side of Alan O'Uay is ready to be revealed! His
sensational new album. "Oh .ludimly!"
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ON PACIFIC RECORDS AND

TAPES

PC 1301 PRODUCED BY STEVE BARRI &

ALAN O DAY
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FMs Spin Complete LPs And Dealers Irked
Continued from page I
vide us with some ad support so we
can advertise on radio that the first
chance to hear the album is at the
store. That way we create a captive

audience of the act's fans, most of
whom would buy the album if they
liked what they heard immediately
after its played in the store." Crowley suggests.

Ann Murphy, accessories buyer
for Disc, and several other retailers
point up a Memorex blank tape ad
campaign, which sponsors FM album programming segments, during
which albums are played without interruption.
A spokesperson for Leo Burnett
Advertising in Chicago, explains the
"Album Hour" programming is
being used "in several markets."
We in no way want to encourage
home taping of albums," the agency
person says. "We just feel that classical, rock, disco and jazz fans want to
hear albums without interruption."
Memorex and the agency in no
way dictate music programming, the
Burnett representative states. The
shows run one hour once per week
on selected stations which even use
their own designated show titles.
Carl Keel, buyer for the Flipside
stores out of Lubbock, Tex.. is the
only retailer contacted who found
the continuous play of an album assisted him. "KTXT, the local Texas
Tech student campus station, plays
albums without interruption on
Q Tonight At The Radio.' It often
a plays new acts. It helps a record fan
mhear the entire content of an album
by a new group. He doesn't get that
very often."
mchance
Most damaging to retail sales is
the practice of some stations on a
o' weekend late night show to regularly
program a segment on which rive or

rr
al

>

Re- Release Night
LOS ANGELES -Night's debut
album is being re- released by Planet
Records, with the new pressings including "If You Remember Me." the
top 25 solo hit by Night vocalist
Chris Thompson, as well as a remixed, reworked version of the current Night single, "Cold Wind
Across My Heart" The LP also includes "Hot Summer Nights," the
Walter Egan song which was a top
20 hit for the group in September.

six albums are played without inter-

ruption.
Stations reported using such a
programming technique include:

WIYY Baltimore; KILT Dallas;
WPLX Milwaukee; KQRS Min-

neapolis; KYTX Amarillo and
WFBQ Indianapolis.
Stations which regularly advertise
in advance that they will be playing
albums uninterruptedly include:
KZOK. KZAM and KISN Seattle;
WQXI, WKLS and WZGC Atlanta;
WVOC Columbus, Ga.: WERC

Birmingham, WABX, WAIF and
WWWW Detroit: KLOL Houston:
KAZY and KEPI Denver: WMDI
McKcan, Pa.; KINK -FM Portland,
Ore.: KQRS and K101 Minneapolis; WMMS Cleveland; KZEW Dallas, KLBJ Austin; KQDR Raleigh;
KLIV and KOME San Jose, Calif.;
WGRQ, WBUF and WPHD Buffalo; WCMF Rochester, N.Y.;
WAQX Syracuse; WEBN and
W SA1 Cincinnati; WLPL Baltimore;
WKDF and WKQB Nashville; and
WLVP and WMET Chicago.

Labels Mull Full LP Play
Continued front page 4
take listenership away from stations
when they subsequently play back
those tapes," says Chuck Thagard,
national field promotion vice president for RCA Records. "If the stations want to provide a service, they
should play a rare album or cutout
that people can't buy anymore."
"This has been going on awhile
but now radio stations are telling
their listeners to gear up their tape
machines. That's what is starting to
happen. It's getting serious," says
Ken Buttice, Elektra /Asylum's promotion vice president.
"We know that kids are picking
up an LP, taping it and returning it
as defective, then buying another album by someone else." says Stan
Marshall, sales vice president for

Elektra /Asylum. "11 the retailer
would only exchange for the record
that was sold, it would make things
easier."

"Radio stations are hurting their
audience draw," offers Buttice, "Not
all their audience wants to hear all of
Led Zeppelin."
Both Tunc and Buttice of Atlantic
and Elektra/Asylum respectively,
say their labels have lawyers looking
into the situation, though that kind
of legal action either against the station or tape manufacturer which
sometimes sponsors the album presentations, is nebulous.

"We're definitely concerned
about it," admits Arista director of
sales Harold Sulman. "But I don't
know what we can do about it."

Al Green Accorded Kudos
By Memphis' Songwriters
MEMPHIS -Al Green's "Belle"

Larry Rogers, was named top pro-

was chosen top record at the Mem-

ducer.
East Memphis Publishing received top publisher for "Knock On
Wood," "Soul Man" and "If Loving

phis Songwriters Assn.'s annual
awards presentation. Green, along
with singer Jetty Lee Lewis, was
honored as being "superb stylists
who have brought international recognition to Memphis Music."
The Bar -Kays captured group of
the year and top album honors with
"Flying High On Your Love" Top
vocalists awards, based on record
sales, went to Anita Ward and Elvis
Presley.

Charly McClain was voted entertainer of the year. and her producer,

You Is Wrong, Don't Want To Be
Right" by Homer Banks, Carl
Hampton and Raymond Jackson,
winner of the top song award.
Jerry Hayes, whose "Rollin' With
The Flow" was placed in the Hall of
Fame, presented the songwriter of
the year award to Ronny Scaife of
Shylo for "Me And The I.R.S." and
seven other chart songs.
The Silver City Band received the
best performing group award while
"Smootchie" Smith was recognized
as the best nightclub entertainer.
Shelton Harrison won top promoter
1

Retailers and wholesalers admit
they have appealed to area stations
asking programmers to ashcan the
opportunity to tape selling albums
off the airplay, but have received
little or no cooperation.
They point out to program directors and salesmen who call on them
that these long periods of uninter-

rupted play offer commercial -le,

periods, which slash a station's billing.
A number of retailers report a
heavy surge in blank tape sales, es.
pecially C -60 and C -90 package,
when stations advertised in advance
that they would be programming the
two-pocket -Tusk" in its entirety.

Trucker Nixing Fee Boost
By ED HARRISON
in reducing your overhead as mud
LOS ANGELES- Record Transas possible. If we all make sacrifice
port, a local independent trucking
now, I feel confident we can over
firm whose accounts include WEA,
come the setbacks we have been ex.
Capitol, Polygram, MCA, Pickwick
periencing for the better part o:
and others, rejected a voluntary 3`J:
1979."
surcharge increase by the Public
According to Richard Guillot
Utilities Commission of the State of
California because "it would not be
sales manager. the decision not te
pass along the 3`g hike to its ac
in the best interests of the record incounts will result in an industry say.
dustry."
ings of approximately 575,000
From Jan. I, 1979 until the
year.
present, the Public Utilities ComThe I5- year -old firm. whose tern.
mission has granted mandatory intory runs from Santa Maria to San
creases totaling 10'6% for all shipDiego, has always prided itself on
ments 5,000 pounds or less and an
offering the lowest legal rates pos
1116% hike on shipments over 5,000
sible. "If we pass along the increase
pounds.
Since Record Transport is solely
we'll be deviating from the theme we
dependent on the record industry,
grew on," says Guillot.
Record Transport picks up an
president Gordon A. Johnson, in a
delivers to and from the manufacletter to its accounts dated Oct. 17,
turers, racks, one -stops, chains arse
stated: "We have made this decision
independent retail outlets.
(not to take advantage of this increase) because we are well aware of
Also included among its account[
the troubled conditions existing in
arc Integrity Entertainment Corp
the record industry.
(Wherehouse chain) and PVC. the
manufacturing firm.
"We are attempting to do our part

If you're ready

for digFd,
we're ready

We provide state
of -the art
digital recording services anywhere it
the world. and feature on- location editing. To go digits

on your next project, call us collect at (215) 782 -1002.

honors.

Tony Joe White, James Griffin of
Bread, David Porter and Stan Kesler
were recognized for their outstanding achievements and accepted
honorary membership in the organization.
Craig Morris, a D1 from Paragould, Ark., won the song of the year
award for "The Mountains Don't
Seem High." Other membership
awards went to Benny Burleigh, best
professional song; Frances Ferlons
and Ruth Pollard, best song by a
duo; Dennine Lubotsky, best lyricist; Ann Davis, best gospel song;
Linda Bolton, best pop song; Juanita Tullos, best r &b song; James R.
Vachon, best novelty song, and
Craig Morris, best country song.
ROSE CLAYTON

For the Record
CHICAGO -The Memorex "fotal Excellence" company sales
award was not presented to Lieberman Enterprises this year as reported in the Oct. 20 issue. Memorex
"Total Excellence" awards went
only to the Lieberman advertising
group and to Lieberman national
accessories buyer Tom Cross.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Cattleman
makes house calls
Get a great steak dinner and all the trimmings from
the Cattleman delivered to your house, office, or
apartment. Just call 593 -3888 from 4 pm to 11 pro,
7 days a week.

Deliveries to all areas of Manhattan, south of 96th St.

Mention Billboard Magazine and have your
coffee, tea or soft drink on us!

DialA Steak

593 -3888
EMA
i
®
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General News

U.S. Counterfeit Recordings Up To $400 Mil
or bootleg product." rhea hat,
turned to coumerteit good 1 h,
growth rn counterfeiting is matched
by a skswnotrn in other bogus pn,duct from a high of $400 million to a
current estimate of S100 to $150 mil.
lion." he reported
'Some of the product is so good.
that record companies rant detect

The RIAA hopes to make lehln
utg a good deal caster when it puts
IMO use a free tí(10 toll nunihci hs the
middle M nest month "l'aui at the
cistent has till-cads been mst.dlcii
and we base it nunibet, but it can

ehatifro 'i, ir ncll

s.lnl. "slue

6o

thrl

Irleph,nie cunitauii pnunue.
ncil concedes that the wheels
ol lust's a arc lunting slowly in the
pr+sccuuon ol nllcgcd uiuntcrfeiters
1

iiII

,,t.11'll,nlenis were

raided in
wide
a
iwecli fail t)cc. 6. "It's not the
I Ill's fault, hut of priisecirtnrial pro
lines Some have pleaded guilty to
mlornuuion, on plea bargaining "
Yarnell said that alter ho ad-

dies, tided "the Great American
Record & Tape Robbery" -he
wasn't "challenged and no one
sought to defend himself' on the issue ol the widespread sale of counterfeits by legitimate retail outlets.

them and thcs'rt achtalli gi,mg
credit on return's," 1 am,ll dcClared
Although the RIAA leant of nine
investigators and FBI agents base
certain guidelines on uncovering

YID

Ir

counterfeit product. Yarnell admit
tcd It much more h lìculi for oih.
Cr, to determtnc
While not about to res cal such entena of JeKKtion. 1 amen added
later the offer of sale of cauntertcit
goods tin be detemuned hs sei end
other factors the oiler orbit product
tor a pncc "less than the going
pnce" and the appearance of hit
product at timbal! price, in Ilea
nuricb and retail otabluhmcnt
that are not regular retail channels
for recordings
"Anyone who buss counterfeit
product is lust as guilty as the one
who sells it to him." Yarnell emphasised.

smell also complained about
the -drying up" of NARM Shopper
Report -often." he explained. the
feu leads we base."
When NARM Instituted this
method of prosiding information on
bogus goods rise sears ago. the
RIAA could expect from 20 to 30 reports a month. '-Now we're lucky tf
we eel one every other month," he
1addcd. -cis important to have the
eyes and can furnished to us by
I `ARM members."
Yarnell', belief is that it's not lust
a matter of the inability to detect
ounterfnb that has resulted in the
-.irp decrease in reporting but a
a.r
.,.,mplacencs as well."
1

,,.

Rainbow Records
Stores Will Open
4

CHICAGO -The north suburban
Rainbow Records chain is franchising four new stores this fall. A halt Interest is the new stores remains
with the parent company. according
to Chris Londe. part owner of the
Ramhon Holding Corp

Willowbrook Commons Mall,
Uîllonbrook. IIL, u the site of the
nennt opening. a 2.000 square foot
location. Lynde says it u proving
-.sine of the biggest volume outlets in
the web.
Other new franchises arc planned
in Bollingbrook. Naperville and
Schaumburg. These stores. covenng
o, 1.600 to 2,000 square fat. are schcdn icd to open within 60 days, Lynde
says, bringing the Rainbow store total to 13.
More than six local retail chains.
including Rainbow, arc involved in
store openings this fall (Billboard,
Oct. 20. 1979). According to Lyndc,
eight Rainbow outlets are 50% franchises, with two 100`f franchises.

FBI

.

MNCu

Confiscates

.

p,-

SI RINER

2,300 N.J. Tapes

,--

NEW YORK -More than 2.300
allegedly pirated 8 -track tapes, and
the equipment used to manufacture
them, as well as a supply of components were seized by the FBI in raids
on two stores in Newark. NJ.
The raids, under the direction of
+.Leon C. Schenck. special agent in
charge of copyright investigations
for the FBI in New Jersey. hit Kings.
a store dealing in audio equipment.
and Libras Orchard Tree Outlet
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Optimism At
CnnnnueIpunt page

NARM Meet

N.Y.

swered crl(Jlasm from SV11111 b) declaring that CBS plants were now
providing 98% of catalog fill. Others
agreed that the prerecorded cassette
boom had led to a fulfillment problem.
Merchandisers also called for
more imaginative in -store display
material. "We need more quality,
not quantity." stated Roy Imber.
"Moving displays are always effec-

D

from Infinity, GQ, Grateful Dead
front Arista.
Merchandisers, however, took labels to task on co-op dollars and
relationships between the two.
"Coordination has deteriorated
and an adversary relationship is implied." stated Dorfman. "Label
shackles have worked against the retailer when he's not recognized as a
key merchant. The adversary relationship has got to stop and we must
recognize each other as true partners. Right now. the tail has to wag
the dog."
Jay Sonin viewed heavy co-op
dollars going to major retail outlets
as "my good fortune,' since, he contends, they often don't have the
product they advertise in their
stores, regardless of price."
Sonin echoed other merchandisers who called for better informational flow from labels on new product. He claimed he's been forced to
include product on mailing pieces
that, he's discovered, have been de-

tive."
Imber also decried album packaging that otTers little identity
among releases. "A wall of records
becomes a blob," he added.
In the area of defectives. Smith
contended that bad factory runs
from CBS amounted to of I %, and
all label executives stated that no
ceilings existed on returns of such
merchandise.
Some of the merchandisers complained that manufacturers have yet
to develop pressings on a par with
the greater demands resulting from
advances in phonograph technology.
Warpage remains a major problem, the merchandisers agreed. Earl

leted from the catalog.
As to catalog. Paul Smith an-
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Glenn of Korvettes said from the
floor that the problem is "more serious than you realize" and advised
that label revive the old practice of

providing record care information
on album sleeves.
Smith, whose label was the first to
20Y returns policy, effective
Jan I. stated that CBS recognized
the unique aspect of developing new
acts by exempting such product
from its returns policies.
He also stated that CBS' reduction
to S5.98 on close to 400 LPs did not
constitute a loss to the retailer who
bought this product at S7.98 list
wholesale prices. since other price
increases would actually indicate
set

a

"an appreciation of inventory."
Other elements of the meeting included a radio ad panel headed by
Ben Karol of King Karol, who said
"you'll get more for your dollar by
going FM radio.
"I don't know what the percentages are, but I do know a large percentage of people who buy newspapers don't buy many records ... if
they buy any at all.
"Our radio advertising experience
has also taught us that our ad helps
all dealers within listening distance
of a station, no it follows that almost
always the manufacturer should pay

for the ad, not you.
"The manufacturer

gets cumulative results, while you get only a

NEW YORK CBS Records International has formed the CBS Discos label which will market, promote
and distribute Latin product in the
U.S. The new label will be headquartered in Coral Gables, Fla.

THE

DELETED.

operations for Latin American Operations. CBS Records International.
CBS Latin product in the U.S. has
been distributed by Caytronics, and
a spokesman for CBS says this relationship has "not been terminated."
Negotiations are still going on between CBS and Caytronics to deter mine what the new relationship between the two companies will be, he
adds.

Head of the new operation is Ronald W. Chaimowitz, vice president
and general manager of CBS Discos.
Chaiplowitz reports to Steve Diener,
executive vice president of creative

On -Air Monitoring Plan By Roper
Continued from page

Munitonng and weighting airplay

3

would be performed by a private
firm (such as Roper) under the supervision of the Copynght Royalty
Tribunal. The data could be compiled by ASCAP or BMI.

and SESAC. Additional models exist in the requirements of the Copy-

right Law for payment of royalties
by cable systems and jukebox operators.

The end product would be a computer printout listing all recordings
played on the air throughout the
year, and the percentage of royalties
to which each recording is entitled.
A bank or some other agency would
take it from there to handle distribution.

The model proposed by RIAA.
AFM and AFTRA calls for registration of copyrighted sound recording
users with the Copyright Office
through a single form with update as
necessary. Collection of royalty fees
would be handled by the Copyright
Office, also on an annual basis.

IMAGE HOUSE
West 55th St., N.Y.C.

fraction. It naturally follows that
any ad placed by any dealer in your
area helps you just as your ad helps
him."
The morning session included
several NARM films on in -store
merchandising and the use of radio
time. The CBS -hosted luncheon featured an address by Andrew Stein,
Manhattan borough president, who
chided the Small Business Administration for addressing itself to matters beyond its legislated mandate.

e
Typical triplex unit (artist's rendevvg,

NARAS Lures
So. Floridians

Construction nearly complete!

LOS

ANGELES Spearheaded
by Lee Tingier. Miami recording
studio operator, and Jim Progriss,
faculty member of the Univ. of
Miami school of music, the South
Florida recording industry has established an ancillary NARAS
group.
More than 30 persons attended
the second meeting last week of the
Miami Members Assn. of the Atlanta NARAS chapter held there.
Hosting the meeting was Coconut
Grove Records. a local label. Progriss and recording artist Mickey
Carroll were guest speakers.
The third meeting of the budding
Miami group will be held Dec. I at

Some south
facing duplex and triplex units (shown above) and
some upper and top floor units still available.
Former film studios with 12 It ceilings zoned for conversen to
Deluxe Coop Loft Apartments in Midtown.
Sponsor will do all work for residential certificate of occupancy
incl. newly installed kitchens and baths. Units 800 -2000 net
square feet, low maint. Centrally located in film district. Excellent
transportation, exposed brick walls, steel & concrete construction, excellent south expos.. triplex lofts, fantastic top floor
units with multiple skylights and roof privileges. Sponsor R EL
Development Corp.

Information or appointment -NYC (212) 242-6731
offering by prospectus only
For

I

Criteria Studios, North Miami
Beach.

Those interested in joining the
South Florida group can contact Lee
Park TinglerStudios. 6819 S.W. 81st
St.. Miami. Fla. 33143.

1i3c LABEL BLISTEiS
SPLITS. OR WON'T STICK...
IF THIS

YOU'LL LOSE
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JECTED LP!!!
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Retailer Arrested
PHILADELPHIA

The FBI
flagged a record retailer and held
him in $ 10.000 bond following his
arrest on charges of fraudulently obtaining $22,000 in record albums
through a mail-order scheme. Lawrence Martin Kendrick was held before U.S. Magistrate Edward
Naythons for a hearing on the SUf
pea's possible removal to Baltimore
for prosecution.
An FBI spokesman says Kendna
was accused of having record albums delivered to a warehouse in
Baltimore, although he lived here,
and for using a closed checking account to pay for the' records he ordered by mail.
I
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New Latin Music Label At CBS
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call us today
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Unless you are using the
FINEST labels available
held to strict quality
control .. those labels
cost you time and moves
KEYSTONE offers the
BEST quality labels and
ships all over the U.S.A
When you make
over 6 MILLION A DAY
you've got to know how

KEYSTONE PRINTED SPECIALTIES CO., INC,
321 Pear Street- Scranton, Pa.

(717) -34ó -1761
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extends its congratulations
to Paul McCartney, on his selection by the
Guinness Book of Records as "most honored
composer and performer in music'
CBS Records

r.09 CB,
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"without commercial interruption."
Led Zeppelin's "In Through The Out
Door," on Tuesday night the Eagles'
"The Long Run," on Wednesday night
Fleetwood Mac's 'Tusk," and finally,
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wait for retailer bankruptcies to skyrocket? Are the labels going to lay off
more and more people before we act?
And all the while our friends in radio
are going to double spot costs thanks to
their soaring ratings now that they've
plucked our golden goose.
The four of you are the most seriously
hurt by today's KRTH advertising and
programming approach (even though
I'm bleeding to death, as should be every other retailer). And the four of you
have the wherewithal and capital base
to find an answer to the off-the -air taping problem. You must, or there just
won't be a record business anymore.

Thursday night Supertramp's
"Breakfast In America."
That's it for the hit business. But
they'll take care of the catalog end of
on

things by devoting Friday. Saturday
and Sunday to the "Best Of The
Beatles" (sorry, Don Z.).
The advertising copywriter only left
out one line in the ad, but the idea is implicit. "Don't forget to have your tape
recorders ready out there, fans, so you
can rip -off the dummies in the record
business."
Just think, for $6 worth of blank tape
our used- to -bc- customers can tape
completely the four hottest pieces of
product in the business today. These
four items are supposedly the salvation
of the business, if you listen to the seers
on Wall St. These four top hits, $43 at
Ben Bartel: "They're
list, yours only for $6 worth of blank
product to anyone with
tape for even less if you don't buy a
brand name.)
Well, that's the record business. or
what's left of it. Our friends in the radio business have taken
your free records, and your investment, and have built themselves a powerful and profitable business. And now they're proceeding to destroy our business by giving away our product to
anyone with a blank cassette and a recorder. And, by the way.
much of the radio business has grown to super profitability
thanks to your advertising dollars over the past few years.

we

group of us a few
weeks ago that what's needed is a tone
on a record that will "blow up your
house if you tape off the air." A great
line, but Joe always has great lines. Now
what we need is immediate action. Here
Joe Smith told

a

giving away our
a blank cassette."

are a few suggestions:
I. An electronic genius on one of
your payrolls to develop a signal
scrambler or "tone" that will discourage
off- the -air taping, that can be used on records and tapes.
2. An immediate approach to radio to get them to realize
that the playing of entire albums on the air is killing this business and will hurt them in the long run, plus an economic boycott of those stations which insist on playing entire albums. Let
them live without record industry advertising dollars for a

while.
servicing promo copies to stations that play entire albums. Let them pay retail to a retailer. (This will also help stop
the sale of promo copies in headshops.)
4. And most importantly, an immediate approach to Congress to foster legislation prohibiting media from playing more
than five minutes of any recorded work in any given two-hour
period (this might even bring the classical customer back into
the sores when he can't tape entire works.)
3. Stop

`Playing entire LPs on the
air is killing the business'

8

DeVekey (London); Classified Advertising Manager. Murray Dorl IN

EL,

needed, the story went, "because radio was playing il." And
boy, were they playing it! The entire album!
Off-the -air tapers were having a field day. Lee Hartstone told
me that our Wherehouse stores had a great day the day after
"Tusk" hit radio, and the extra sales were all in blank tape. And
you hadn't yet shipped a copy of "Tusk."
We've waited a longtime for four hot pieces of product to appear at the same time, but it seems they aren't going to do us any
good at the cash registers. Why buy
'em? Our friends in radio are giving
them away free.
What's going to happen before the industry does something? Are we going to

An open letter to Ahmet Erregun, Joe Smith, Mo Orlin and
Jerry MOSS on the question of our survival.
Ivey quiet Sunday morning has just been shattered by opening the Calendar of the Los Angeles Times to see a full page ad
for radio station KRTH -FM proclaiming this to be "Great Album Week."
KRTH's "Great Album Week" promises to be a moneysaving week for all the tape recorder owners who used to be our
record customers. KRTH's ad tells us
That on Monday night it will play,

î

Sales Director. Tom Noonan (LA ), Nall Sales Manager: Ron Willman (N Y.); U.K./
European Sales Coordinator, Graham Lockhart: European Sales Consultant: Andre

I

business, as the journalThe last year has been tough for
ists delight in telling us over and over again. As a resull, some in
the industry have "taken heed to straighten things out" by cutting return rights (tough luck to new artists), by chopping advertising dollars to the bone (tough luck to new product by any
artist), and by raising prices to the point where customers can't
afford to buy (and therefore flock to off-the -air taping).
But all we've had from the industry about oil- the -air taping
is a little conversation.
Off- the -air taping is the single greatest industry problem today! This is where the customers have gone. This is where
they're going. And our friends in radio are helping customers
leave us in droves as they program the contents of entire hit albums. It just proves that free satin jackets and timo rides don't
buy any loyalty from the boys in radio.
Mo, you had to release "Tusk" earlier than planned because
radio had grabbed a copy somehow. And it was all over the air
in a matter of hours without your control. The early release was

`Free Satin jackets don't buy
loyalty from those in radio'
Off -the -air taping

Radio is pandering to and
fostering the crime, and the theft rate is increasing daily. The
survival of the record industry is at stake.
The four of you have the ability and resources to start measures that can stop the rape of our business. You must get started
today. I'll even come out of retirement to help.
is a crisis now.

Ben Barrel, former senior vice president and a

directorof lnteg-

rite Entertainment Corp., remains a major stockholder in the
West Coast based retail chain (the Wherehouse and Big Ben').
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Dear Sir.
In the wake of the economic

situation, record companies have been deleting from their mailing lists col-

the same runaround.

It's

a

frustrating thing that

will had the industry in the tong nun.

Dick long

lege stations. small town stations, and newspapers. II

Program Director

they think that is where the waste hes, they have another think coming.

WKLP AMFW

The waste lies in disco or country stations receiving

tito

your Oct

Not only have

I

been cut

Iron mailing lists, it has

hard to gel added to others. and
gel
shuttled from one department to another at labels I'm
also been

-,,...Urn nth..

I

nennie a,awww.americanradiohistory.com
(.alma ihr ninth and yet

I

mg

Douglas Ikie
New tad Ciq

Dear Sir.
in

potential, not if it is already to the national Top 40.
It it wasn't for stations like ours, new artists would
never gel the airplay they deserve, and established
pedormers would lose their charting power

pity most music retailers who are slaked to
the ceiling with gaudily packaged rock nobody's but
money,

Keyser, W. Va.

multiple copies of Bob Dylan, Boston, or Cheap Trick,
which will never gel played (here. People do buy rec
ords and listen to radio in a small town, and in a sla
such as ours new releases may be programmed as
soon as They arrive We look at a retad to see it It has

the current recession deepens. and all the
teenles and unies lose even Alone of their pocket
As

Week after week it's pretty much the same sounds
Billboard -Rock! Pop! Disco!
But Norman Schwarti s brilliant Commentary (in

13th issue) gave the he to this endless, urneterrupted melody of rak'n roll is here to stay.
I'm 32. I've bought exactly one "contemporary"

music record in the last live years. (And it wasn't "Sal.
urday Night Fever" or "Grease. ") The majors are simply oblivious to the type al product that interests me
Thu includes -most of all -contemporary renditions of

8 Hart, Alec Wilder
kind) by singers and instrumentalists who are here 1n
day hut won't he pone tomorrow.
good songs (the Porters, Rodgers

Dear

SW:

have

a

question

or two

How do

gel around the

'holier than thou- altitude I'm getting Iron music

di

rectors at so many radio stations as try to promote
our first record release, "Peanuts To You''!
If you're not already somebody, they treat
you like
nobody. Is it valid for them lo say they don't have time
to check them out, Shouldn't it be part of (heir lob'
Just because I've never cul a record before doesn't
mean that it is automatically no good
I

R.B. Slone

1r Galaxy Music
Fig eyil.

Nf.

it

singles

going
steady
A.47

1110t4,-

The first American album release
from Britain's #1 New Wave band.

Available at record stores everywhere
An L R. S. record.

IO'

r

d°w

SP Cr'''

1979

I

R S

Records. Inc All Rights Reserved.
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Based on station playlists through Thursday

STYX

LITTLE RIVER BAND -Cool Change (Capitol)
SUPERTRAMP -lake The Long Way Home (ABM
CLIFF RICHARD

i

-We Don"!

i

WA- Phoenix
More

nets added at the radio stations
listed, as delermined by Station
personnel
PRIME MOVERS -The Iwo
products registering the great

-Do That

To Me One

lime (Casablanca)

g.C.8NE SUNSHINE

'MT-Tucson

'Columbia /Casablanca) 29.21

1EFFERSONSTARSHIP- IanelGrunt)

COMMODORES -Still (Motown)

-Heartache Tonight (Asylum) 5.1

I

-i

5114

IR

(EMI)

HOOK

-hotel

y,

SIEISMD 1 SUMMER-NO
(CaubunuaGlameai
RUIUR HOLMES-Escape lo,
CUFF MCHIRD-We

D'+n

t

l

(Capitol)

Anrmpe

1

L

11

PRIME MOVERS:

PRIME MOVERS
COMMODORES -SIR

FIANCE1011 -Come

Me

To

14 8

IUD

STREISAID/SUMNER- No More Tears
(Columba /Casablanca)
JFF0E0SON STARSHIP -lase

000 RICHARD -ere

Don't tan

EMUS MYER Ba1,D -Cod Cmnae (Gpant,

(Gnat)

RUPERT

NUN (Till

(AIM) 2411

*

-LA

SIEYIEWONOER- SendOne Your Love
(

a

STREISMD

SUMMER

-No Mine leu:

LAUREN WOOD

TUE SUNSHME

C.

-lane (Grunt)

WIO -Pleas

Eon

SIMSHN -lane (Grunl l
M ICMUL IRCIISOR -Rat with Me ttpe)
IEFEERSOi

RUPERTHOLMES- Esape(Inhmty)

(Columbia /Casablanca) 20 10
STYX -Babe

RCBQ -San

(Á8M)14

8

Diego_

KENNY LOGGIAS-Thais
CHICAGO

II

(Columba)

-Street Player (Columbia)

ED. SOUTHER-Tou

(Columbia)

reOnlylonely

19 11

STREISAND /SUMMER- NoMore Tears
(Columbia /Casablanca) 26.7
ROOM

-Cod Change

(Capitol)

COMMODORES -Still (Motown) 105

SIYK- Babe (MM)

SIYX -Babe (ASM)22

N.C.&THESUNSHINEBAND- Pleasebonl
Go(SunshineSoued)17-9

DecaaledUn lile

RIM

14

CUFF RICNARD- We Don't Talk

Francis.

DONNA SUM MEN -OIm MI The Lighls

Mymae

MICHAEL JOHNSON- This Nigh( Wont last
Forever (EMI) 3014

EAGLES

fik)W01114

CAPTAINATENNILLE -Do That ioMeOne
More Time (Casablanca)

SUPE8IRAMP- take The Long Way Nome

-HeanachelonigM(Asytum)

21

10

(Columbia / Casablanca) 33

-I his Night Won

STY((- Babe)AOM(32.12

BARRYMMAOW -Ships IArn(a12620

REET000D MAC- Toni (W8)18

LITTLE RIVER BAND-Cool Change

STYA

STREISAND /SUMMER- No Mote Tears

(Columba) 7?

(Columba /Casablanca) 30

13

1.D.S0UTHER- Youie Only lonely

R.C.ATHESUNSNINE RAND -Pleaseboa'1

BOB DYLAN

'

Go

(Sunshine Sound)29

17

Go

Ooh Lawh IEabssuri

PRIME MOVERS

STYg- 804,4440

Ea0ES- HUdxte fomenl )40e1om)
Ciáis GTLE -)Mis l e an (Cdunik0)

9

-Babe (A0M)2211

re

Only lonely

on

7

-Gott a Serve

JEFFERSON STARSNIP- lane(Grunt)

(EMI)

GetEnough(Epic)15

KNUS(M -11R((ä

KENNY ROGERS-You Decorated My
(ÚA118 13

a

S(YX

-Babe

tile

LITTLE RIVER BAND

l

leave (WO)

-Cool Change

0 2d

STTX- Babe(A6M1103

BLONDIE- Dreammg(ChrysMrs)

Heared Me

/ Capitol) X 2?

SUPERTRAMP -lake The Lok i88088me

(8001)

12

_

VEIS- Clalca@

Ill Do

EAGLES -Heartache

IAhstaI

l.ight (Asylum) 17.

II

CAPTAIMATENNILEE- Oo Thal lo Me One
More Time(Casablancal

STYX- Babe (ACM)186

(Con7intaed on page 22

STNEISAND /SUMMEN -No More Team

COMMODORES -Sidi (Motown)

UTTLE RIVER BAND- Coo5Orange

www.americanradiohistory.com

ggOE10606 -Ilia Is n ICaAmW l
IMAM HOUSES- Ewe lle9 dol

9

ALAN PARSONS PROI COI -Damned

21 12

KENT11 ß -911 R.WdFN

(Capitol)

ANNE MURRAY- Broken

(Iamb)

Mylde

(Columba /Casablanca) 3020

(A &M)82

MOP- Chneland

LAUREN WOOD-Please Don

KENNY ROGERS -You Decorated

51591LM0110ER -Setl One Yaw love

MICHAEL IACKSON- OonISWOT-You

22

COMMODORES- Still(Motown)

KNACK -Good Gans Don't (Capitol) 15

(Cdumba)

(551 10.5
Saereb>dy

SIBEISAND/SUMMER- No More Teats
(Columbia /Casablanca)

CUFF RICHARD -We Don'1 Talk Anymore

BREAKOUTS:

(Suruhine Sounds)

CRYSTAL EAYLE- HaOTbe Way

WGCL- Clevaaed

(0,0101)

re

KM-Dallas

STMSHIP- lane (Grunt)

IC0)umba129

(EMI)

BOB DYLAM -Gotta Seise Somebody

*

COMM000RES- Still (Mo(eoen)

(Infinity)

1.D.SOUTNEI -Yoúre Only lonely
(Columbia)

D. SOUTHER -You're Only lonely
IColumba) 156

CUPPRICHMD- WnSnn'l1a16Anymore

CRUSADERS-Shed We(MCA)

LUMI
ID. SONDO-Ya

14

KENNYROGERS -YOU Decorated My ide
(UA)

tCo)umbu)17

TaIIAnymae

(EMI)

Mae Tears

KRBE- HOUMon

-Louisville_

1.0.SOUTRER -You

(IT(- Seallle

CUFF RICHARD -We Oan'I

bent IaaD -Gal Dunle llaWdl
SUPERTU/R -tear One Lot can Hone
UYNE

Last

l

TOP ADD OHS:

&SI(Se -Lote)

STREISAND /SUMMER -NO

JEFFERSON

SIYII- Babe lA6MI62

BROT- Sacramento

Nr

FOREIGNER -Dirty White Boy (Atlantic) 16

EAGLES- Canl Tell YOUWhy(Asylum)

RENNYROGERS -YOu Decorated My Life

(AA Mi

15

K001.61HEGM6- ladies

ISMC RAYES -Oon't let Go 180101or1

STYA- Babe (ACM)168

TID
HE

Midwest Region

K.C.I THE SUNSHINE BMO- PkaseDont

-Cod Change

(il-Vaille

a FLEETWOOD MAC- Tusk(WB)33 75
AUA) 26

KERN- Bakersfield

IERNIFERFMRNFS -1 Know *Hearted*
Wren See One (Mesta) 12 7

WI0N -Bo Ae10eeen.

(EMI)

9

0UV -San lose

(Caplo)

(CaprloV)21 -11

HILT- Heauton

You Remember Me

(Capitol) 29.13

(Capitol)

LITTLE RIVER RAND -Cool Change

ELTONIONA- victimOl Uwe (MCA)2620

II

RUPERT HOLMES- Escape

1-Oman

LITTLE RIVER BAND

MAC-

MNEMUOAY- Broken Hearted Me

Aapydn

19

BLONDIE- Dreaming (Chysahs)

,a..- A.,voo.vl

Y0ulEpc)

(Columbra /Casablanca)

FLEETWOOD

((tel)

IEkglra)

WAXY

MICHAEL JACKSON-RakWeh

(CasabIanra)14

WORD ROBIIISON -Gunn (Tama(

IAMB -Ooe 1 Let Go
TIE GAS -IEs MI Go Do IEiektn)
I001. I IME WIG -Laden Ntet (De lwel
ISAAC

MICHAEL JOHNSON
Forever (EMI) 24.14

I

-San Bernardino

UTTLE RIVER BAND

1

KEA- Delver

STREISAND /SUMMER -No More Tean

AYA -San

((aw5ol)

BAND-Cool Chug.

CHRISTHOMPSON-

STYX- 8abeIAAM110.3

KFRC-San Fyautis.

(CA) 26

KEEL -Shreveport

BREAKOUTS

(Sire)

7

11 3

LITTLE MYERBMD -Cool Change

1HETALIINGHEADS- Lde Dunne Wartime

(Tama)

RENNT ROGEN -You

IArylalm)

18

216 NYM -FM) -brand

STEVIEWONOEB -Send OneVourlove

leafs

(EMI)*

(Malmo)

STYX-BaberA6M)14-12

Tatnt

Night Won't Last

his

CARS- 11'0W I Can Do(OeMra)

COMMODORES -SIJI

(Glumba.frsadznca)
EIKIES-HeadacAe

ISMCHAYES- DantletGo(Polydoe)

Don't Talk Anymore

SIREISAND/SUMMES- No More

STIEISMO a SUMMER-No More Tear.

EAGLES-Heartache tonight (Asylum) 1 -I

Tonight (boeium)

NeOeieas

SUPERTRAMP -Take The LongWayHome

KENNY LOGG)N5- ThesIsIt(Columbia)

STYX- Babe(ACM)1I3

EAGLES -Heartache

-T,mui

(sylum)9I

IA6M)

(Cap,IolI

Leave (WC)

PRIME MOVERS.

5m-84v,A3M

LITTLE RIVER

CHEAP TRICK -Dream Police (Epic)
WONDER -Send One Your

EAGLES- Heartacbe Tonight
11110E-

MAC -Rini

Itamla)

BREAKOUTS.
SIMI

(Casablanca) 6.2

Tee wae

(Columbia)

Forever

STEVIE0ONOER -Send One Your love

16

CUFFRICHMD -We
(EMI)

17

KRSP- SaMtake City

lee)

IR -LA

DOIMSUMMBI- DimMIbe lights

t Ar i UA.

Gao

(Suns,ne Sounds)

SREIS*IID/SUNMER- NoMoreTears
(Columbia/Casablanca) 165

CRYST/1GAltE-,

*

lOUINEY- Levin,Toochri,Squeeee

25 20
Don

Mt,

Mr

LanE way Home

e

(BOW)

(UM)

114E

WDRQ -Deteed

(Columbia)

-Pease Don't

Orlon

17-10

STREISAND/SUMMFR -No More Tears
(Columbia /Casablanca) 21 IC

ICduineq /Casablanca)

KOOLA THEGAMG -Ladin Night (De
21

R.C.ATHESUNSIIINE BAND-Please Don't
Go (Sunshine Sound)1 5-8

l'

MICHAEl10HNSON- I

PRIME MOVERS'
sin -lake lAW)

lamia)

IEFFERSONSTARSNIP

Cecnale o

SurE1mMMP-Taie

BLONDIE-Dreaming (Chrysalis)
Is It

11.1

SOPEBTNAMP -Tate The LaoIWae home

TOP ADD ONS.

EAGLES- Heanache Tonight (Asylum) 12 6

KENNYL0G61NS -Tors

RNQ -New

1HECANS -IesAll I Can Do

AERNT ROGEAS-YC,

KCPX -Salt Lake City

HOLMES-tenpin 110Ár)

(EMI)
COMMODORES- She(Motoen)

(Tama)

FLEETY100DMC- Tus144B)2416
COMMODORES -Skit (Motown) 23

CUFF ECNARD -We Dont Talk Anymore

Love Next Time

SMOREYROBINSON -Cuom (Motown)

(Capitol)

ItMI

RRA000UDGE -One Fine Day (MN)

STEMEWONDEI -Send One Your love

LITTLE RIYERSAND-Cool Change

COMMODORES- Std1(Motonn) 18,7
STYX -Babe

CA.H00I- Better

SIIEJSAND /SUMMER -No Mote Tears
(Columbia /Casaba nca)

TOP ADD ONS.

2S 10

AEU -Tuba

Southwest Region

CILW- Delved

EAGLES- Heartache Tonight (As,lum) 5 2

-LA

Soon.)

EAGLES- NeartachnleeogM(ASyhm)94

KTAC- Teseme

Pocific Northwest Region

(Ren)

The Line (RCA)

9

(Capeo11

(Columeui

Lover

RFE1V1000 MAC -1ug (W8 )13.7

STYA -Babe (AA M) 22.12

STREISAND)SUMMER -No More Tears
(Columba /Casablanca) 27 17

COMMODORES -Still (Motown) 20 14

Krum)

One your Lvee

Is It

One

166012316
love

Go(Sunshmc

FORB6NEN- DUtsWhite 8oy(Atanbc) IS

L06616 -fois It II Cohantaa)
UTlGt MYFR RING -Cod Charte Kaons')

A

LC. &THESUNSMINEBMD- PWse04n't

(Cotillion)

JBLMTBUFFETT- Fins (MCA)

taon,

SUPERTRAMP- Take the long Way Home

Item'/(

ITamlza

EMIT LOGGI6 -Alm

Yna tour

KENNY

CLIFFRICNMD -We Don't talk Anymore
(EMI)

STEVIE WONDEI -Send One Your

BREAKOUTS.

CNEAPTRICR -Dream PoIae(ERE)

TRIUMPH- tay(IOn

Putt NOROER -Send One

CAPTAINITENNIIIE -0o Thal lo Me
More lime (Casablanca)

(Prelude) 23

MICHAEL IACRSON -Doe tStop TdYOu
Get Enough (Epic) X.14

NFU-Pittsburgh

BREAKOUTS

RMMB- Spokane

(Columbia /Casablanca)

-Sind

Go

1

-Tba
10NII000GAR -I Need

X.1

COMMODORES-Still (Motown)X -13

non (Polydor)

KTFX

(Capitol)

SISTER SLEDGE -We Are Family

STVBSAND /SUMMER -No Mae Tears
(Columbia /Casablanca(% IS

STREISMD/SUMMEI -No Vae Tears

STEVIE WONDER

(Motown)

-

SUNSHINE 91nO-PleuSe Don

LITTLE RNER BAND -Cool Change

RRIB -San Diego

IAtylne

1LFFERSOR 51AFSHIP -1ue

lie

17

Sm- 34,e(AIM)
EAGLES- Nearratne tonignl

If

COMM000R6- SHII Motown)

IMot,m!

Wee IYeDBINSON-('Ur

1

ILE

LITTLEINEA BAND -Cool Change
(Capitol)

BART MMILOW -Skips (MWa) 3017

ns41

(Capital)

Let Me

COMMODORES -Sidi (Motown) 11-2

ANNE MURRAY- Broken Hearted Me

-Seattle

The Long Way Home

(AMA)

130 (WRTQI-_Pdtcburgll

(iambi

*

2318

RUPERTHOLMES- Escape (Infinity

4

OORM GAYNORei

14

-tac Vegas

11E80

ndy)

al

ANILOW- SIps(Me1a) 23

ANNE MURRAY- Broken Hearted Me

It rn

SOPEATRJMP- lake

STEVIE WONDER -Send One Your love
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Radio-TVProgramming
OLD & NEW ROCK FATTENS RATINGS

WPIX -FM Moves Up In N.Y.
By

ROMAN KOZAK

By ALAN

PENCHANSKY

NEW YORK -The mass au-

CHICAGO -Black radio stations

dicncc is not there yet, but word
among some music critics and taste makers here is that the station to lis-

are liberalizing their attitudes about
programming pure blues. according
to Bruce Iglauer of Alligator Records. independent label specializing
in urban blues.
The new attitude toward tradi-

WPIX -FM.
Reason for the attention is an innovative blend of new and old rock.
unusual features and live new wave
concerts from rock dance clubs
around the city.
"If radio would regain its lunatic
fringe right now. the 18 -34 market
would be theirs, simply because
people arc bored," says Joe Piasek,
program director of WPIX, and hall'
of the team that has since early
ten to is

Q

Black Stations Give
Blues Another Look

spring changed the musical direction of the station.
The other half is his wife, Meg
Griffin, musical director of the station. whose move from WNEW -FM
precipitated an audience shift
among rock'n roll purists to the station next to WNEW on the dial.
The music we play is contemporary rock'n'roll, not contemporary
rock." says Griffin. "Our assumption is that if you listen to the new
stuff. it is reminiscent also of the old
stuff. And it is still all rock'n'roll."
The program mix at WPIX is that
half of what is played is mainstream
rock. a quarter is new wave, and a
quarter is oldies with heavy emphasis on early Motown and Atco rock.

"When we like something we will
play it to death until we get sick of
IJ
it," says Piasek explaining that he
Im has a basic Top 40 list. 10 to 15 new
1°' songs the station is working on
cr, breaking. and an extensive library of

tional black music is credited with
launching a turnaround in Alligator's sales strategy. The label is finding success for the first time in promoting its releases to black
audiences.

eight -year -old Chicago company that has concentrated
primarily on AOR stations and
white college audiences.
Now. says Iglauer, a thriving ethnic market for traditional blues is
being discovered.
Iglauer claims there has been a
widespread unwillingness of black
radio to program blues because of its
so-called 'old- fashioned" sound.
Today, the label is finding some of
these harriers are coming down.

Alligator

F!litl.
Program Team: Joe Piasek, program director of WPIX -FM, and his wile, Meg
Griffin. music director of WPIXFM. ponder a point in their office.

doing Joint shows with Ron Dcócner, now that the established promoter is booking more new acts.
The live shows. "Alive Al II," are
broadcast on Saturday and some-

times Friday nights, and are only
part of the stations spectrum of special features. The most popular. says
Piasek, is the "PIX Penthouse Party"
(Continued on page 28)

is an

Alligator says that WXOL -AM
Chicago. WILD -AM Boston,
WDAO -FM Dayton. KAEZ -FM
Oklahoma City, WEDR -FM Miami
and WYZE -AM Atlanta, are some
of the black stations supporting traditional blues today.
"Since the company started. all of

I7Le

I

oldies.
The programming is dayparted.
cc
w The various DJs have some leeway
in selecting what to play. They get a
lw list of artists and songs from which
they can program their own sets.
1Ó
Z says Piasek. Griffin adds that there is
an effort to balance oldies, mainstream rock. and new wave. WPIX
sets usually contain a representative
of each.

ri

I
i

Piasek says the station does not
program strictly new wave because
much of the audience is still not
ready for it, and also because there is
not yet enough good new wave on
the market to be able to program a
full day's entertainment.

Griffin points out that

the station

strong new wave identification
through some of its features and
through its live concerts which are
almost exclusively new wave. originating for Hurrah's, Club 57 and
Trax. WPIX reportedly will also be
has

a

Black Listenership Will Merit
Heavier Attention From Arbitron
By DOUG HALL

NEW YORK -Look for black
music to be getting wider airplay
and black artists to be more influential on the airwaves shortly. Arbitron
is adjusting its procedures to add
more black listenership to Arbitron
reports and program directors are
sure to react accordingly.
Arbitron is doing several things to
more accurately report black listening which will result in more blacks
showing up as listeners for longer
periods.
Two programs are at work here to
add more blacks. The first is Expanded Sample Frame, a system of
measuring listeners with unlisted
phones, which research has shown to
be a higher percentage black than
the population as a whole.
Expanded Sample Frame was introduced in 1977 in four markets. It
is now in 12 markets and Arbitron

WKTU -FM N.Y. Returns As No.
NEW YORK -The October Ste diatrend shows WKTU -FM back on
top in this market with a 9.2 share
displacing WBLS -FM. which had
held the first place position since it
ousted WKTU in August.
The rivalry between the two disco
outlets may have been tipped in favor of WKTU, which has broadened
its playlist beyond playing only
disco.

Station consultant Kent Burkhart
told a session of the National Radio
Broadcasters Awn. that WKTU was
moving toward a more "Top 40ish"
format. The station has added "My
Sharon" by the Knack. and several
ballads.
While WKTU rose slightly, from
9.0 to 9.2. WBLS fell from 10.8 to
7.2.

Contemporary

WABC -A M.

which was for years the top station in
the New York market, continues its

1

decline. slipping to the latest Mcdiatrend to sixth place behind Spanish
WADO -AM. WABC has a 4.9 share,
down from 5.4 in September, 6.5 in
August and 7.7 in July.
Some observers sec WADO
climbing ahead of WABC with a 5.5.
up from 2.1 the month earlier because of coverage of the Pope's visit
in Spanish.
WABC's FM counterpart, WPLJ,
which runs an AOR format, is just
behind the ABC flagship with a 4.5.
up from 3.0 a month ago.
Behind WPLJ is contemporary
W N BC' -AM with a 3.7 share and the
NBC FM outlet, WYNY, which has
developed a very traditional MOR
format that has been gaining audience. Heavy helpings of Frank Sinatra have moved the station up
from a 2.1 last month to a 3.0. Two
months ago the station did not show
up in a list of top 20 stations.

plans to have it in all markets by
1982.

also revising its
method of measuring black listeners
in general. Since 1967 Arbitron has
made a special effort to record black
listenership by a telephone retrieval
system, which called for Arbitron researchers to phone black listeners
and walk them through the Arbitron
diary over the phone.
This system has been criticized by
both black and white broadcasters
as being unfair. Black broadcasters
said the system under measured
black listening and white broadcasters claimed the blacks were getflog special treatment and Arbitron
was committing a research sin -mixing methodology.
Now Arbitron is moving toward
something it calls "augmented diary
measurement," which places diaries
in black homes just like white
homes. However, to encourage
blacks to fill out the diaries in sufficient numbers special premiums
will be offered.
This system is now being tested for
both blacks and men 18 to 24, an age
group Arbitron has had difficulty
getting sufficient response from.
Early indications of This augmented diary system finds blacks listening at higher levels than telephone retrieval did.
With this system and Expanded
Sample Frame Arbitron will be reporting a lot more black listening in
the future and the station catering to
black tastes will he doing better in
Arbitron diaries.
As Arbitron gears up with these
new techniques its advisory council
has just released a survey of 611 station managers which give the rating
service generally good marks for its
performance.
The survey shows 40% think Arbitron is better today than it was three

Arbitron

is

www.americanradiohistory.com

year., ago, 59% favor a shift to extended measurement (a 12 -week rat-

ing period versus a four -week rating
period now in force in New Orleans,
Seattle and Indianapolis), and 80%
find Arbitron "friendly, helpful and

concerned."
The study faulted Arbitron on delivery of reports -44% found poor.
Some 58% favored product usage reports and 61% called for reports on
socio-economic characteristics.
Some 74% voted to delist stations
"engaged in rating distortion" and
39% said Arbitron should be responsible for discouraging on -air announcements about a rating survey
during the rating period. Most research experts feel such announcements distort rating measurements.
However, 25 Washington stations
have voted to continue such on air
announcements and Arbitron is prepared to list all of these stations in a
separate category (below the line) in
the Arbitron report.

Veteran Singers On
Broadcast On WNEW
ALR YORK -In celebration of
the return of the "Make Believe
Ballroom" to WNEW -AM, the stalion broadcast live the Johnny
Desmond -Ella Mae Morse show
with Sy Oliver's band from the
Rainbow Room Thursday (25 in
what was billed as a "Tribute To
The Big Band Singers."
The Radio City penthouse night
spot will be featuring Bob Eberly.
Dick Haymes, Connie Haines and
Fran Warren in upcoming engagements and they will make guest appearances on the "ballroom" show.
The broadcast also celebrated
the 45th anniversary of the Rainbow
Room.

our marketing has been toward
white college educated males be.
tween 18 and 34," Iglauer explain,.
Iglauer has seen his entire market.
ing approach change in the last sic
months. He admits Alligator may
have been overlooking a market that
was out there all along. The new direction has brought Alligator its first
single release and with it its first
jukebox play.
Alligator's most recent release is
"Bayou Lightning" by the Lonnie
(Continued on page 81)

Philly WZZD
Ousts Disco?
PHILADELPHIA -The
WZZD -AM

sale of
by Fairbanks Broad-

casting to religious broadcasters
Communicom Corp. for $4.5 million will probably remove the disco
format that Fairbanks installed earlier this year.
Communicorn is expected to take
the station into a religious format
similar to the one Communicorn
runs on WWDJ -AM in Hackensack,.

NJ.
Ironically, WZZD

used to be
known as WIBC when it was in its
rock heydays. The WIBG call letter
stands for "1 believe in God," and
was chosen by a religious group
which put the station on the air in
1923. The WIBG call letters have
since been taken over by a station in
Ocean City. NJ.

Fairbanks bought WZZD in 1976
for 52.9 million and ran a Top 40
format until it was switched to disco
earlier this year. Fairbanks bought
the station from Buckley Broadcasting which had acquired it seven
years earlier from Storer Broadcasting for 55.7 million.

Calif. Producers
Form a 20 -Firm
Industry Group
LUS A ::DELLS- Tssents members of the Southern California
radio production community have
agreed to form an organization
to represent companies in the US..
Canada and overseas.
A formation meeting was organized by Harry O'Connor of

O'Connor Creative Services and
Charles Michaelson of Charles Michaelson, Inc
Among those which have committed to the idea and who attended
the organizational meeting are rep resentatives

of Live Sound.

Radio

Arts, Radio Works, Southcott Productions. Studiohousc Radio, Tuesday Productions, Audio Stimulation
and Watermark.
Out -of-town firms which have
also agreed to participate include
TM Productions of Dallas, Barrett Gorin of New York and Night engale- Conant of Chicago.
Tom Rounds, president of Watermark. has been named to head a
committee to work on organizational details.
The new group is committed to
p men
w ide publ ic
relations and developmentt of further rapport with such industry
trade organizations as the National
Assn. of Broadcasters. the National
Radia Broadcasters Assn ;std the

lot
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OF THE
YEAR:'79
o

Presenting the #1 Radio Documentary of the Year.
HOUSTON: The Holland Group is proud
to present NUMBER ONE: MUSIC OF
THE YEAR '79. A six hour radio documentary based on Billboard's 1979
Talent in Action Year End Awards.
MUSIC OF THE YEAR captures the
radio audience unlike any special
broadcast this year ... With the same
blend of music and interviews ... The
same blend of hard hitting information
and exciting entertainment. The same
blend of production and content that
made The Holland Group's last production "Woodstock: Ten Years Later' a
smash from coast to coast.

Not a Year -End
Countdown or Awards
Presentation Show.

Exclusive Interviews with
Billboard Award Winners.
MUSIC OF THE YEAR features exclusive

interviews with many of the winners of
the 1979 Billboard Talent in Action Year
End Awards (they won't even be
announced until Billboard's Talent in
Action issue, December 22nd).
Plus the music that made them NUMBER ONE ... In categories like ... Sin gle of the Year ... Album of the Year
Male and Female Artists of the Year
.. New Artists of the Year ... Box off ice, Stadiums & Festivals Artists of the
Year ... Comedy Artist of the Year ...
and more.
And ... this musical documentary
looks at the trends in music that will
capture your audience in the 1980's.

MUSIC OF THE YEAR is an audio magazine ... capturing the elements that
made the news and created the excitement in the world of music throughout
1979.
It takes the audience on a six hour

The Number One Holiday

journey through today's music industry.
We'll look at the makings of a number
one artist or number one song step by
step ... From the artist to the producer.
From the publisher to the record cornpany. From the radio programmer to

Holland and Eric Chase, MUSIC OF

the radio listener.

But hurry. This is an exclusive offer
on a rust come, first sewed basis. Only
one station per market. So mail in this
coupon below or call The Holland
Group collect at (713) 789 -9676 ..
and well tell you how to lock up your
market for the programming event of
the year.
.

r

1

I'm interested, Please

Send contract today.
E] Call with details and demo.
Name

Station

Programming Format
Address

Gift for your Listening
Audience.

City

Written and produced by Herb

zip

THE YEAR presents you the NUMBER
ONE Holiday Package of the Year.
Not just great programming. But
great promotional ideas to help your
station capture the audience's imaginaLion ... While you capture the market.

_

-_

ia

state

Mail to:

6200 Savoy Dr.
Suite 634
Houston,
Texas 77036

Cll The Holland Group collect (713) 789-9676
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Radio-TV Programming

Hookup To Satellite
Okayed For Mutual

WPIX -FM Moving Up In N.Y.
Continued front page 26
on Friday and Saturday evenings
which features rock dance music virtually nonstop.
A show that brings in new wave
and new wave -oriented artists for
live on -air appearances is "Radio/
Radio." which Piasek describes as a
"free -form four -hour audience participation and interview rock show
covering everything from JFK's assassination to the latest thoughts of

Continued from page 3
For network radio it will represent
the first major improvement in
transmission quality in 54 years. It's
been a long time coming and the
public is going to be better served."
In addition to the "Jamboree.
U.S.A." plans. Mutual executives
say thcy are talking with major symphony orchestras, country music
groups and others about new programming to take advantage of the
satellite transmission.
Mutual will be able to program as
many as six shows by satellite simultaneously, all in stereo. "We'll be
able to maintain 15 khz fidelity. the
same as FM stereo," a Mutual
spokesman says.
Mutual expects to build 500 to 600
earth stations for its affiliates over
the next two years.
While the FCC is moving out of
the regulation of receiving stations,
it is leaving the option of users to file
for a license to be protected from interference.
National Public Radio is filing for
frequency protection. Only time will

Lou Reed"
Every Tuesday there is "102 Tuesdays" where two songs in a row are
played by an artist throughout the
day. There is an "Old Rock'n'Roll

Show" Saturday afternoons, and a
"New Rock'n RoU Show" just before "Radio /Radio." Unrecorded
groups or acts with self-pressed records can be heard on Saturdays at 11
a.m. on the "No Major Record
Show."
"Dr. Demento" is among the most
popular of the syndicated shows.
Others, originating from KMETFM in Los Angeles, include the
mini -interview "Off The Record,"
the life -style program, "Brainstorm," and the top 20 countdown
"Great American Radio Show."
WPIX has its own countdown program as well, "New York
Rock'n'Roll Countdown," on Tuesday evenings.
WPIX has the full spectrum of
news, weather and minifeatures
geared to a rock'n'roll audience, and
by way of audience participation
á there is "L'Comb Talks," an early
O Monday morning call -in show. and
the Sunday morning "Simone
Phone" where host Mark Simone
aD may answer (and hang up on) more
than 30 calls within a minute.
rn
Bob Piasek and Griffin have their
regular programs: Griffin following
her husband weekdays al 6 p.m.
cc
w Regular weekday jocks on the stalion include Alfredo Santos on
w morning drive: Dennis Quinn, earls
> afternoons; and Rick Allison, from
Z10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Other air personalities include
Jane Hamburger: Mark Simone,
Dan Neer: Ralph Newman, who
hosts the "Old Rock'n'Roll Show:
Alan L'Comb: and John Ogle. the
news director who hosts "Radio/R.
dio.
In the past few months the station
has stressed "25 years of rock'n'roll"
in its promotions, but now it is
changing focus to "the next 25 years
of rock'n'roll."
This stress on the old and new
rock has had a two -fold effect on its
audience. The station has a virtual
monopoly on fans devoted to new
wave, and by playing early rock it is
doing much the same as what the
Clash does in touring with such acts
as Bo Diddley or Sam & Dave. It
teaches the new fans something
about where their music comes
from.
Conversely. since the station plays
so many oldies, it has attracted older
fans who are being exposed to the
new rock music. Piasek says the station is looking for the audience that
has given up on radio which has become too predictable.
While WPIX's efforts to program
both the old and new rock has not
skyrocketed the station in the
crowded New York rock radio market, the station is making progress
The latest Mediatrend puts the station at 2.1. In July it was 1.4.

Peters Relocates
SAN DIEGO -Peters Productions Inc.. has moved into its new $2
million center featuring audiovisual
studios and facilities for radio, television and graphic production.

Belboard photo by Chuck Puhn
Quinn plays the latest in

Quinn Rocks: WPIX -FM air personality Dennis
rock'n'roll during his weekday afternoon show.

tell how necessary this will he.
NPR's satellite system is nearly completed with 169 of its 204 planned

earth stations already approved under past FCC regulations.
NPR vice president Walda Roseman believes that while the FCC decision will "stimulate competition,"
it will also "pose new copyright
problems."
Anyone who can afford to can
now build an earth station and pull
down whatever satellite signals he
wants.

Pattiz At N.Y. Forum
NEW YORK -Norm Pattiz, president of Westwood One syndication
firm in Los Angeles, presents and
moderates a workshop on syndicated radio Tuesday (30) at the Center of Public Resources here.
The Center is hosting this seminar
for 35 broadcasting management.mutives. Pattiz will join Frank Gil lard, former head of the BBC. and
Jim Cameron, director of NBC
News' "The Source" among others
for this symposium.

News Swings To Top Rung In Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA -Sharp falloffs
of audiences from contemporary
and beautiful formats leaves news
the top format in this market by
default, according to an exclusive
Billboard analysis of the July /Au-

has fallen from 17.3 to 12.4. News
edged up from 16.4 to 16.7.
Listeners have spread their time
among a variety of formats, including disco which jumped from a no
rating a year ago to a 6.1 share.
AOR is up too. from 3.4 a year ago
to 5.5. Progressive is up from 2.2 to
5.7. Black is up from 8.4 to 10.3.
Among men 18 to 24 progressive
is the leader with a 20.5 share while

Contemporary has slipped from a
23.8 share among listeners 12 years
old and older to 16.4 and beautiful

among men 25 to 34 contemporary
takes the largest share: a 15.9.
Men 35 to 44 prefer news for a
17.8 share while news and beautiful
are about tied among men 45 to 54:
22.8 and 22.5 respectively.
Among women 18 to 24 black music is the most listened -to format
with a 17.9 share. Contemporary is
the favorite among women 25 to 34
end 15 to 44, 194 and 23.5 respec-

tively. Women 45 to 54 prefer beautiful music for a 24.9 share.
Top format among teens is contemporary with a 26.0 share. followed by black with an 18.8 share.
Looking at actual listeners perav-

erage
format with 1.190 listeners. This is
followed by contemporary with
1.160 and black with 984

BILLBOARD ARBITRON RATINGS

A computation of individual market's formats released by arbitron based on metro average quarter hour and
share figures for Monday to Sunday 6 a.m. to midnight. All figures are reported to the nearest 100 people.
Figures in lightface are from previous year.
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FCC OBSTACLE

Hustling AM Radio
Reaching For Stereo
Ccomment from pugc i
Broadcast Bureau chief Dick She
ben. "It has a very low plumy because I don't have an engineer to assign to study the ceste. Some Arc on
task forest and others are
the 9

hr

invohnl with clear channel pro.
c e lingo"
Both V khi spacing -a stove that
would squeeze AM stations closer
together on the dial- and dear channel Audits a noose that will probably drop additional slavons into
what hase been clair channels for a
select few A NI stations are both
s.
morc politically .appealing since
both stets would put more stations
on the air and allow more people.
particularly minonties. into broad.
casting
But Loupas says the commission
a
os not acting in the interest of the
public by agnonng the AM stereo issue The commission has had an m
quin and collected onimenrs from
those wishing to speak Unfortunate", most of the comments came
from manufacturers which hase a
crated interest an seeing AM stereo
does des clop and not from the general public

Although the tone s past for comments to be tiled. the National Assn.
of Broadcasters has launched a letter -.none campaign to FCC coo
nussionen to hase the attention to
AM stereo raised
But probably nothing will happen
. unless the FCC engineering staff is
expanded There is a move under was within the commission to obtain
an allocation for a stair expansion.
but the direction of the Carter Adps ministration has been to hold down

of government
Meanwhile AM stations. particu-

the sue

larly music stations. are losing stead ih to the growth of FM. The decline
of WABC -AM New York at the
hands of two FM stations is a good

illustration

Loup.. reasons that
the only way that AM

y`.t

i.e..

t

is

hill

is

i,. ,.cis will

done with AM

,

I

HI.. ,t-.

.year -old

I

1

l

ttbahly

the

becoming u
sounl;cst
barlie, who
tilt.,
slat t,,,.
holds down :t 111 to I a rah spot on
WINS -AM Coshocton, Ohio, was
shown ut work on "Sunday Night
Prime" on NB(' Sunday (211 and is
scheduled to appear on N BC's "Real
People."
Charlie. who has been doing his
show since spring. pub together his
own play list by asking his friends at
school what they'd like to hear
The other jocks al the station.
which is descnbed by the staff as
having a free form MOR format,
think Charlie has more freedom
than other personalities. He plays
AC /DC and Kiss. which are generally not played on the station.
Charlie says hell play any disco or
rock'n roll, 'what anyone wants to
hear." lie also includes Donna Summer and the Village People.

n,tI.

to be sstnapehaise.
Because of this. Loupes sea FM
as becoming the pnmary music outlet with AM shifting to a "greater
role in news and information" re-

of what

I1+
F.

be improved Ile ',Maniocs that the
AM section in a good AM -FM
stereo tuner as only worth S IO
Even if AM stereo were approved
tomorrow, it would take Yeah to reverse the listening trend to FM.
Loupas estimates it will "lake 20
Years to phase out "existing mono
low fidelity AM receivers."
And he saes AM stereo will not he
tomparahle an quality to FM stereo,
but it will gise AM a fighung chance

gardless
stereo.

Vox Jox
n

I

I

111111, 11.511.

hark broke

the business
war.
when
younger al Mx or seven " And to
Used this experience to ask WINS
general manager Bruce Wallace for
t

unto

doing samovar rim Is

u

UJ Job. Charlie's

h.,. lust been brought to our
...cloy,. that an item which appeared in You Jos, Sept. 10. concerning
!lank Spann was erroneous. Spann
has never been charged with criminal
"downy nor is he presently being
,ought by police authorities for
quesnning. Spann has no criminal
history with the New York City
Police Dept. Billboard regrets this
CfrOf
h

I

nether and

grandmother already work at the
station doing bookkeeping and as
counting respectively.

Will

he he a Jock when he grows
up? "I'll wait to sec when gel out of
I

college," he says.

Steve Casey has been named

Bob Leonard has been named
morning man of WDAI -FM Chicago. FM sister of WI-S. He comes
from Philadelphia where he worked
mornings on WYSPFM and

mu

director of WLS -AM Chicago.
He comes to the ABC outlet from
KKKQ- AM /KUPD -FM Phoenix
where he was pad. and afternoon
drive jock on the AM and research
director on the FM. Prior to that he
was research director and weekend
sic

WMGK-FM.

Larry Coati has
been named morning man at
WJRB -AM Nashville. He comes
from WVOV -AM Huntsville.

r'oatmeal

an page 30)

Pro - Motions
LOS

ANGELES -Pushing

the

"Don't Throw Stones" album by the
Sports and the single. "Who Listens
To The Radio," Ansia promotion
people dressed in vanous sport uniforms visited radio stations an the
Atlanta area While visiting WQXIFM and WZGC.FM. Southern re-

gional promotion representative Bill
Lemmons dressed as a football
player; regional advertising coordinator Denise Baggily came as a
cheerleader while southern regional
album promotion director Jeff Cook
was armed with a baseball bat and
cap.

David Crook, Western divisional
marketing director for Cream Records. set up an Oct 20 date for the
group Snail in which the band
played on behalf of Spokane's AOR
KREM -FM it a Batte of the Bands
contest there. After that appearance

a.

,

.:.,od of

22,000, the band

made 4 showing at a Eucalyptus
Records outlet un the arca managed
by Dawn Lindley.
(96 -K)

Richmond.
Ind_ program director Brian Christian worked with Atlantic local pro nsomon manager Bill Heltemes in
planning promotion tie -ins for local
appearances by AC /DC. Blackfoot
and Sniff 'n' the Tears. Heltemes
also worked with WVAF -FM (V100) Charleston. W Va in planning
an AC /DC weekend. Bill McCown,
program director of WAIM -FM An-

WALK -FM

,

derson, S.C. planned an AC /DC
weekend with contes ticket giveaways with local promotion manager Mark Diller. All of these activities were coordinated with Carole
Singer national secondary promotion director.
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Supersax Stanza a
'Several

At The John Arson

Fad Theatre'- KCET -T%.

Laos

An-

geles. Oct. 21, two hours.

Thn outdoor Jazz concert was the
finest mix of sight and sound this
long-ume Jazz buff ever attended.

'

Yet I was four males away But the
phenomenal coordination between

performers. cameramen. sound
technicians and production chiefs
yielded a landmark tv Jazz slereocast
special which upgrades video music
presentation the way ABC -TV enriches pro football on the tube with
its strategic visual and aural close.
ups.

Watching Supersax against the
final backdrop Mother Nature
could produce on a tv set at home
topped even being there with the
largest crowd (2.000) this long -lime
Sunday fall free concert series ever
drew.

There was a harmony evident
nght from the start After it was over.
Supersax leader Merl Flory credited
the station and its apparent pre.
planning. Executive producer and

KCET program director Jerry
Hughes laid the al fresco success to
the cooperation of Flory and the
musicians and those supplementing
his own work.
The sound was arrestingly real

from start to finish. Using a 10 -yearold 23 -inch Motorola tv and a similarly -aged KLH -FM receiver tuned
to KCRW -FM. from Monty Bud wig's husky acoustic bass to Lou
Levy's acoustic piano. Supersax's
sound at our home was stellar.
Hughes praised Flory, who came
90 minutes early- while the entire
band was there for a final sound check 45 minutes before the gig.
Too. Flory provided the sound and
tv crew with complete charts, indicating when soloists and ensemble
would be working. Hughes said this
advance notice from Flory made the
date epochal
Hughes warned Flory to caution
Supersin that his cameramen would
be working in clone. Flory gave the
go-ahead The closeups of soloists
framed against the bright blue sky
and palm and evergreens that crest
the hill that backdrops this gorgeous
intimate park were continually
memorable. Because of the huge,
unexpected turnout. the audience
was seated onstage in a homey setup
that seemed to inspire Supertax. 'the
open -air roofless stage was no barrier.
KCET sound chief Jerry Zellinger
got a strong assist from Hollywood
Sound, whose p.a. system didn't
once crack and reverberate. The

ZIP

.STATE

CITY

Revelation

American Express
Diners Club

Credit Card a

VISA
Master Chg
Bank Js

Expires

Hollywood mikes picked up sound
for tv as well as for the audience.
Flory apologized because Super sax had rehearsed its

___

_

Signature

difficult charts

only three times since June He
needn't have Flory and Lanny Morgan. alto: Ray Reed and Jay Magliore. tenor; Jack Nimitz, bantoue.
Conte Candoli, trumpet and John
Dente drums, never hit a clinker.
The group offered an expanded
library, featuring Bud Powell piano
and Thelonious Monk parts to go
with its well -known Charlie Parker
standards. These are as yet not available In the U S. except on MPS imports, but soon will be released on
the Pausa label through Earl Horwit. and California Record Distributing here.
Max Herman of Local 47. AFM,
gave permission for the three Sunday series only if it were done live.

SpS10N
PROGRAM

Next tune Flory and Supersas
play such an auspicious gig, they
should work in more slow tuna.
And next time they work out new arrangements, they should work out
some early Jay McShann Parker composed tune from Decca days.

JOHN SIPPEL
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Production Firm
Surveys Tapings

Top

PoP

Broadcasters Programming Conference in St Louis (Billboard. Sept.
22, 1979).

But Kent Burkhart says he would
be"very surprised if a great number
of listeners arc taping." He estimates
that those taping ofT the air arc %to
2% and he is sure his research will
bear this out.
Most of the SuperStar stations
have "midnight hours" which "often
feature unknown artists:' Burkhart
explains. The record companies
don't give us credit for exposing this
new talent. Burkhart says.
Burkhart does say that if his research shows widespread taping,
"we will look for a solution" which
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night only.
The idea of running the ad was
not original, Hamilton says. He says
he feels other stations cross country
have run similar print ads to plug
such uninterrupted album play.
Starting Monday (22). KTRHFM played on consecutive nights at
I I
p.m. the current Led Zeppelin.
Eagles, Fleetwood Mac and Super tramp albums en toto, while on Friday, Saturday and Sunday it featured "Best Of The Beatles."
In a random survey of broadcasters on the subject of playing entire LPs for home audience taping,
these comments were forthcoming:

Tony Berandini, program director
of WBNC -FM Boston:
"1 don't feature albums. It's got
nothing to do with the record companies. I don't give two damns
whether they sell their records or
not. It's just not good programming.
Except for Led Zep and Fleetwood
Mac, most listeners don't like whatever artist you're playing. If you play
one artist for an hour, you turn off a
lot of listeners. We hold all types of
block programming to a minimum."
Larry Berger, program director of
WPLJ -FM New York:
"We do it (play complete albums)
twice a week hut we never encourage
taping. We do new albums and promote them for a day or two and we
do classic albums such as the Doors
and Led Zep. We are sensitive to the
issue, particularly since the summer
record slump. We at one time had a
blank tape ad promoting off-air taping. We took it off and changed the
copy after Tunc Erim (Atlantic vice
president of national AOR promotionI called and objected. We think
Ihi, feature probably generates
,ales.,.
Jeff Pollack, program director of

WMMR-FM Philadelphia:

Name

L

Bob Hamilton. program director
of KRTH -FM, Los Angeles. says a
full -page black- and -white ad the
station ran in the Sunday (211 Calendar entertainment section of the
Los Angeles Times ballyhooing
seven consecutive nights of one -album without interruption programming was a trial balloon. We
wanted to get reaction to this policy;' Hamilton stated.
Hamilton says it marks the first
time the station has played hit albums consecutively. For the past
two years, Hamilton says the RKO
station has played a single album
without interruption on Saturday

Zip

"We don't encourage people to
tape off the air. We play two new
and two classic albums a week.
think it's a great way to showcase albums-to sell albums. I think most of
the taping is not done off the air, but
among friends passing albums
around. This goes on in college
dorms."

*

John Platt, program director of
WRVR -FM New York, has named
two of the station DJs co -music directors, Patricia Prescott. who handles middays, and Herschel, who is
on evenings, have been given the
added duties.

*
KLUC -FM

*

*

Las Vegas has

a

new

on -air line up: p.d. Dave Anthony
from 6 to 10 a.m., Dave Van Stone
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Bobby Irwin
from 2 to 6 p.m.. Rick Denton from 6
to IO p.m., Terry Gibson from 10
p.m, to 2 a.m. and Ken McCartney
from 2 to 6 a.m.
*

could include discontinuance of
playing albums as is now the practice.

*

*

WYDD -FM,

*

an AOR outlet in

Pittsburgh has a new program "New
Views," hosted by Jim Kinney. The
show, heard Tuesdays from 11 p.m.
to midnight, plays cuts from new releases. Kinney remains as music director. On Oct. 20. the station program director Jack Robertson
hosted a two hour retrospective on
Lynyrd Skynyrd. Coinciding with
the second anniversary of the air
crash which killed several members
of the band, the show featured inter-

Jazz
Carter Concerts

*

[Jazz
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New titles are by the

The concerts are unrehearsed sessions with emphasis on improvisations. This is Carter's third return to
Princeton as a visiting professor
this time conducting a seminar on
"Jazz And The Twentieth Century
American Culture."

burgh

GET

and Supersax'S "Chasm' The Bird'
David Grusin and Larry Rosen, heads of the
Arista /GRP label, are cutting Scott lerre0
brother of piano /sax man Keith

It was'the first of two campus concerts this fall for 72- year -old Carter.
While the first concert in Alexander
Hall was with professionals, he will
join forces with one of the university's jazz ensembles for the second
gig Nov. 10. Both events called for a
S5 admission with students coming
in at 33.

*

air positions. Those interested
should contact p.d. Will Hansen at
Box 998, Pocatello, Idaho 83201...
KHOW -AM Denver morning team
Hal and Charley traveled to Pius burgh to broadcast live for the
Broncos -Steelers football game.
They did their morning show from
the studios of WTAE -AM Pitts-

-YOU

lour reissues. The re issues include George
Duke's "The Aura WIII Prevail, loe Pau 'Inter
continental." Oscar Peterson's "Mellow Mood

phone and trumpet. who has been
teaching at Princeton Univ. here,
traded his books fora musical instrument for a rare concert appear ance Oct. 12 with a sextet that included trumpeter Dizzy Gillespie.

KWIK -AM Pocatello, Idaho is
taking applications for full -time on-

101

mg seven LPs Iront MPS ln the U.S. Including

PRINCETON. N.J. -Benny Carter, one of the jazz greats of the saxo-

views and music.

*
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Concord Jazz Label Issues Its 100th Album
Ili li

LOS ANGELES

Carl

E

Jcllci

son's Concord Jazz label Issued ras
100th album this week. and therein
lies a story.
Founded Jan. 5. 1974, Conc rd's
progress on the Industry has proven
h susvcsaful in a quirt,
umvn

intestine Anderson and the Janis.
1Villuuus Quarters "1 sctvihing I

ose

I,

limbed.
"

And lai the first tune eiet. tic hr
bel is working up attrastise displ.is

Ilave

scars as

letterson

Ill in
,I
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It
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Is
iole nn, t.ikc, in

1

I
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In,

',online! and marketer.,..

a

,asks

scud wok

book about
he answers him +ell "Ifut mostly it'+
all been rewarding and lure
"Now we shall set our target at 2(51
albums and see what happens in the
I

a

unspectacular way.

We

HAVE WE FINALLY
DEVELOPED

Jefferson While he comrunning a record label with
operating a Lincoln-Mercury dealership. most of my time is devoted
to records." he says.
E.

"Our cross this scar." sass Jeffersoo. at l be almsat exacds 50 umes
that or our first scar"
Jefferson. for 2 sears a LincvinMerrun motor car dealer in the San
Fnnoscv suburbs. is 59 scan old
and a one -ame child pianist. But for
all his success with cars-his agency
employs 80 persons -his big interest
m hfe is Jazz
"1

goàscka long way. "henotes.

"1n the I930s

I

Brow n

-Oddly.-

"there is no
one package out of the 100 we've issued that has stepped out and outhe declares,

sold all the other- Some. of course.
outsell others but there are about a
dozen which are all at the same sales

Ind.
"And."

he adds.

"a few have

Jefferson recenth signed with
w Bntain's EMI for exclusive dtstnbuDon nghts throughout the L K.
Concord sales in Japan also are surpnungly brisk. he says.
The 100th entry is the LA. Four
ILaunndo Almeida. Bud Shank.
r Jeff Hamilton. Ray Brown) performing at the Swiss Montreux Fesuval last summer.
Along with it, Jefferson is issuing
Warren Vaches "Polished Brass Dave Brubeck's "Back Home." the
Ray Brown Tno s "Live At The 1979
Concord Jazz Festival" with singer

ous absence of authentic jazz content.
Some of the composers working with new
forms and styles. employing electronic instruments, and developing new systems of
notation. have from their own reference
points given some attention to the jazz
idiom. However. composers whose training and background are basically in the
middle European classical traditions and
who include jazz as an element in their
work have not succeeded in capturing the
energy and vitality that we know to be the
basic ingredient in jazz. Because jazz has
been such a powerful part of and influence
upon the entire spectrum of modern life
and culture, it is our contention that only
as the work of composers who are trained
and tempered in the jazz tradition becomes
part of the basic literature of the music of
our time. will there be a true twentieth century music.
DON

S

THREE WORKS FOR JAZZ SOLOISTS
& SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

I

o
o

Arne. JON FADDIS. BOB BROOKMEYER, ALEX FOSTER.
JOE BECK. GORDON BECK. RICHARD DAVIS.
JIMMY MADISON
f>ROGRAAYMt

BIRD AND BELA IN B
A musical

LOS

ANGLLLS

Sch

tar. hips

amounting to S9.800 arc being
awarded outstanding music students
by the Dick Grove Workshops in
suburban Studio City
Tieing in with the awards is the
National Assn. of Jazz Educators of
. Manhattan. Kan.. which will assist
in determining the winners in three
classifications: contemporary cornposing and arranging, professional
inslrumcni and vocal instruction.

of an

^ ii

Bit+Banni n the formol

a

,

sey meeteg between Char n Bed Parie. and
concerto la i10 pntet art orchestra e 8'

reryryl,/ 1w.
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Itv

So
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like selling cars"

at Gryphon be-

the elements of western
'classical' music with
powerful jazz statements
and idioms. This music
embodies Sebesky's synthesis of these influences, creating a distinctly new form which can truly only be
called "20th Century Music."
Sebesky, classically trained has however. spent the greater portion of his life in
the jazz environment which is so necessary for a real understanding and appreciation of jazz as an Art. Unlike most of the
others who were impressed by the music
but never really a part of it, Sebesky has a
real involvement in both the classical tradition and the multi faceted world ofjazz.
The compositions are played by the
brilliant jazz soloists BOB BROOKMEYER,
JON FADDIS, ALEX FOSTER. JOE BECK,

GORDON BECK. RICHARD DAVIS. and JIMMY MADISON with the ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA under the direction of
HARRY RABINOWITZ, M.B.E. These com-

positions are designed as concert music
and even as the album is being released,
several orchestras are planning to perform
them in their programmes for the Fall and
Spring seasons. This music will find its
way into the repertoires of college and university jazz ensembles and orchestras as
well as the better known symphony orchestras, and it is to be hoped that it will
help break the barrier between the 'jazz"
and "classical" worlds. There is no doubt
that more works like these will follow.
Don Sebesky's career and background
has always indicated that he would at
some point, take his place among the recognized composers of his generation. We
are all grateful that 'jazz" is an integral
part of his contribution. (
/

A

conpow,on

and

by a theme

\\

7725

Norman Schwartz for
Gryphon Records Ltd.

THE RITE OF SEBASTIAN'S
SPRING
THEME
A

Grove Workshops
Offer Scholarships

Jaca.

nesses

Music." This music created
by Don Sebesky combines

The works ofBach, Beethoven, Brahms. Tchaikowsky. Mozart and other great composers
which have survived through the years are
variously referred to as belonging to either
the 17th. I8th or 19th century. In our time
there has been a body of work classified as
20th century music. but which, for the
most part, has been marked by a conspicu-

bombed out."

I

termed "20th Century

CENTURY
MUSIC " ??
Cart
bines

1950. I'm confident. learned these
past lew months that the record
business isn't affected nearly su critically by a recession as other busi-

lieve that we have now
recorded a group of works
that responsibly can be

"TWENTIETH

collected Fletcher
Henderson. Andy Kirk and all the
1m swing bands of that era We knew
who played second trumpet and
third alto in all the hands and if one
of them mined to another orchestra
it was big news.
But Jimmie Lunixford was my
at+
all -urne fasonte.°
Jefferson's 100 LPs all remain active_ "We have nescr made a deletion " he boasts 'The first album we
produced and marketed is still selling, It was one that featured Herb
Ellis. Joe Pass. Jake Hanna and Ray

,

31

rrrnte...v,t .nP I.t

Iron

I
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6ach

WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
UNDER THE DIRECTION Of
HARRY RABINOWITZ. M B E

New from Gryphon, where you'll hear music

saying things you've never heard before.
Manufactured S Distributed by

LEONARD LEWIS ENTERTAINMENT CORP
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Wes, Sath Street
New York, N Y WON
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INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT EXPOSITION
LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
DECEMBER 1114,1979
SPECIAL LASER DEMONSTRATIONS
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

THE GREATEST EXHIBIT OF ENTERTAINMENT
EQUIPMENT EVER ON DISPLAY
FOUR DAYS TO SHAKE THE INDUSTRY
FOR: Clubs, Concerts, Discos, Parks & Fairs, Hotels, Tours, and more.

DON'T MISS: THE SEMINAR PROGRAM
39 Panels covering topics of interest for:
Discotheque, Hotel,
Professional Sound and Lighting
Concert, Park Personnel.
Personnel.
Casino Gambling. Investment Personnel.
For

a

detailed program of topics, speakers, dates, and limes, contact American Expositions, Inc One Lincoln Plaza, New York, New York 10023

212 691 5454

VISIT THESE GREAT EXHIBITORS:
Amphion Sound
Asl Sound and Light
AVAB America
Accurate Sound
ACIIDave Kelsey
American Products
Arc Sales

Altec Lansing

sue

Ih

-r

A & S

l+t

Case

Aesthetic Design
AAL Speakers

I

Amusement Business
Audio Logic
Bally Mfg
Beta Sigma Corp
Billboard Publications
Buckeye Fireworks
Bureau of Radiological Health
Blackstone Mfg
Community Light & Sound
Cerwin Vega
Cinema Services
Clear Com
Crest Audio
Creative Engineering
Crown Industries
Computer Ventures
Coreco Research
Concord Mfg
Control Devices
Computer Ideas
Data Display Systems

Disco Scene
Design Circuit
Disco Explosion
Disco Tek Systems
Disco Lighting Systems

Julianas Sound
Kiernan & Associates
Klein's Attractions

Discotronics
Diversitronics

Kustom Electronic
Jim Kinner Sound
Laser Images
Lumens Corp
Lighting Dimensions
Litelab Corp
Lightworks
Lance Enterprises
Latec Light and Sound
Linear Sound
Limelight Productions
Laser Presentations
Len Talent
Laser Displays
MGM Stage
MultiPhase Entertainment
M.E. Productions
Mass Laser
Mater Del Productions
McDonald Sound
Meta International
Mobil Sound
Motion Message
Nameth and Co
Newth Lighting
Neoray Lighting
Optical Radiation

Dynamo Corp
DB Magazine
Disco Trade Magazine
Disco Distribution
Decor Electronics
Discoteque Magazine
Easy Bar
Elcon Industries
Electra Displays
Ekkor
Entertainment Dynamics
FM Productions
Falk Engineering
Farralane Lighting
Frank B. Hall
Great American Screen Design
Galaxy Stage Light
Game Plan
H.C. Edwards

Company
Hammond Industries
Illusion Lighting
Interscience Technology
&

Imax
Irving Kaye Co
Illinois Cable

www.americanradiohistory.com

Klieg) Brothers
Kenroy Lighting

Olesen
Omega Artists
Portman Shore
Packaged Lighting Systems
Phoebus
Polaroid Corp
Performance Magazine
Party Particulars
P.A.S.E.

Partee Products
ORK Electronics
Radio City Music Hall Productions
Roll a Deal

Rocktronics
Rosco Labs
Rosner Custom Sound
RKB Industrial Inc
Sentinel Security Lockers
Sun International
Spark Art
Saturday Night Lights
Stillwater Group Industries
Strand Century
SCR Digitrol
Sound Chamber
Spectra Sound Productions
Graham Smith
Science Faction
Soundteque International
Sundance Lighting
Skirpan Lighting
Sound Unlimited Systems

SICO
Twelve Signs

Theatre Systems
Total Concept Si
Talent and Buck
Tivoli Industries
Towards 2000
Tourist Attradtrh
Tunes Sedan lll
Teaser Wreath
Tealronics
Telex Commun
Total Entertair r
Vista Lighting
Vue More Mlg
Varaxon
Visual Produiln
Vita Mix
Wing IndustrN
Wavelength
Williams Elect
Wood Wilkingi
Wico
s'
Yamaha
Zambelli Inleme,,.a.
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ATTENDANCE IS FREE AT THE IEE
REGISTER NOW!

Name
Company
Address
State
Telephone
Disco Operation
Club Management
Concert Promoters
Talent Manager
Fairs & Parks
Investor
Bookers

Zip

eite,

Hotel
Casino
Light & Sound
Interior Design
Record Company
Other

Return to: American Expositions, Inc., One Lincoln Plaza, New York, New York 10023
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DENY REPORT
POLYGRAM TO
GO DIGITAL

uubli5lrer

öntemporaqj
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best

selling

middle of the road

radio station air play fisted

singles

CHICAGO -Reports that
and Philips will begin releasing

(rom

compiled

itally

rink order.

m

quashed by Jim Frey, head of Classics International. Frey. in responding to rumors that Polygram is readying digital product for release (Billboard. Oct. 27. 1979), ruled out any
digital LPs in 1980.
"If we determine that it (digital) is
better than our present recording
system then we would consider using it," the Polygram executive explains. Frey says no decision on digital has been reached. though the
company's "expcnmentation and
investigation" is continuing.
Polygram remains the only major
classical label that has not made a

i
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Label

Number (Dist. Label) (Publisher, Lfcenkee)

1

1

7

BROKEN HEARTED ME
Anne Hurray, Capitol a/li (Chappell a Co'Sadmakcr, ASCO?)

2

3

6

YOU'RE ONLY LONELY
ID Souther. Columba
11079 (Ica Age. ASCAP)
1

3

2

7

4

4

16

5

7

4

YOU DECORATED MY UFE
Kenny Rogen. United Mists 1315 (Musk Ldp

ASCAP)

WHERE WERE YOU WHEN I WAS FAWNG IN LOVE
Lobo, MCA/Cmb 41065 (Bobby Goldsboro ASCAP /House Cl Gob. BMI)

SHIPS
Barry Manlove,

kola

0464 (April Muskrlan Hunter. ASCAPI

6

5

19

RISE
Herb Alpert, AIM 2151 (AlmorBadact. ASCAPI

1

6

14

THIS NIGHT WON'T LAST FOREVER
Michael lohnson EUI America 8019 (Captain Crystal. BMI)

8

8

11

SO GOOD, SO RIGHT

Brenda Russell, Horizon 123

9

9

10

tl

7

17

1

(AIM) (Rutland

Road. ASCAP)

11087 (Cnriswood, BMIiMmleerongs, ASCAP)

4

Commodores, Motown 1474
12

9

12

10

5

13

11

19

14

23

2

15

HALF THE WAY
Crystal Gayle. Columba

33

3

(lobete!Commodores. ASCAP)

WHEN I THINK Of YOU
led Garrett, Scott, Bros 502 (Atlantic) (Shephard
HOLD ON
Ian Gomm. Stitt/Epic 950747 (Albion. HMI)

1
o

Fold'Saber Tooth. BMI)

ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE
Dan Peek. MCA/Songbird 41123 (Word)
(Christian Soldier. ASCAP/Horne Sweet Home. BMI)
NO MORE TEARS
Barbra Streisand
Donna Summer. ColumbarCasablanca
Fedora. BMI)

I

1

11125

12

SAIL ON
Commodores. Motown 1466 (lobete /Commodore. ASCAP)

17

15

11

ONE'

ME

MOSS PROJECT

Mahler Fare Due
For Digital LPs

DAY

Rita Coolidge, ABM 2169 (Screen Gems EMI. BMI)

I8

4I

3

19

32

3

PLEASE DON'T LEAVE
Lauren Wood. Warner Bros 49043 ICreeping

biking, BU))

WHAT CAN I DO WITH THIS BROKEN HEART
England Dan E John Ford Coley, Big Tree 17000 (Atlantic) (Cold Zinc.
First Concourse/ Silver Nightingale. ASCAPI

10

18

19

21

13

17

22

28

3

23

19

24

24

21

II

25

25

5

26

27

10

27

30

7

28

20

13

29

24

13

30

16

26

31

26

19

32

31

21

33

43

2

34

22

13

13

I/

DIFFERENT WORLDS
Mauee'.. McGovern. Warner/Curb 8835 (Brun, BMI)
AFTER THE LOVE HAS GONE
Earth, Wind B fue, An 311033 (Columbia) (Ninth/Garden Rake /Irving /Foster
Frees, DMI!Bobette, ASCAP)
BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME
Dr Hook, Capitol 4785 (House Of Cold. BMII
l'u. NEVER LOVE THIS WAY AGAIN
Oronne Warwick. Arista 419 (Irving. BM))
GET IT RIGHT NEXT TIME
Gerry Rafferty, United Artists 20507 (Colgems EMI. ASCAP)
FOREVER
Orleans. Infinity 9006 (lucid. BMI /Orleansongs. ASCAP)

FOOLED BY A FEEUNG
Barbara Mandrel!. MCA 41077 (P! Gem, two
RAINBOW CONNECTION
Kermit The Frog, Atlantic 3610 IWelbeck, ASCAP)
THEN YOU CAN TELL ME GOODBYE
Toby Beau. RCA 11670 )Acuff Rose. BMI)
UFE GOES ON
Charlie Rkh, United Artois 1307 (MakaMilhon, BMI)
LEAD ME ON
Marne Nightingale, Windsong 11530 (RCA) (Mmo, ASCAP)
If YOU REMEMBER ME
NM Thompson. Planet 45904 (Elektra/Asrlum)
(ChappNURed Bullet, ASCAP!Urichappel!Begoe,a IAe)odres. OHO
I
KNOW A HEARTACHE WHEN I SEE ONE
lennder Warnes, Arista 0430 (Chappell. ASCAPrUnrchaPPell
BUI /TriChappell, 50180)
DEJO VU

Drone Warwick. Arali 0459 )Ikecor Angela, BMI)

600D FRIEND
Mary MacGregor. RSO 938 (Bernal /ASG
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/Habburton'Summa CamprASCAP /BMI,

DO THAT TO ME ONE MORE TIME
Caplan I fernille. Casablanca 2215 (Moonlight B Magnolias, IMO
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SPOOKY
Atlanta Rhythm Section Palydor 2001 flowery Musk. BMI)
ANGEL EYES
Abba, Atlantic 1609 (Countless, BMII
SAD EYES
Robert lobe. EMI America 8015 (Careers, BMI)

DEPENDIN' ON YOU
DUPUe Bros., Warner Bros. 49020 (Sequel Songs, ASCAP /Snug, BUD

40

44

3

PLEASE DON'T GO
K.C.
The Sunshine Band. IK 10351ShehnrHarrkk, BMI)
PETER PIPER
Frank Mills. Polydur 2002 (Peter PperrUnkhaPPell,
SW)
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SWEET SUMMER 1OV1N'
Sally Parton RCA 11705 (Song Yard. ASCAP)

ESCAPE
Rupert Holmes. Inlinily 50035 ilACA)
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commitment to the new technology.
According to Frey. digital taping
has been carried out at only two actual recording sessions. A Sony
PCM -1600 digital machine was purchased by Polygram.
Several varieties of digital equipment have been put to the tat in
experimental use. But Frey says
Polygram's "hierarchy" remains unconvinced of digital's superiority

iCi,.i

Sly:, AIM 2188 (StygarnrAlmo, ASCAPI
14

/

TOUR LAUNCH- Pianist Balla Davidovich and her manager Jacques Leiser
share a proud moment following Davidovich's soldout Carnegie Hall recital
debut. Davidovich will criss -cross the country with 50 U.S. engagements this
season and has two LPs released by Philips. She is scheduled to record the
Chopin Concertos for Philips in 1980.

BABE

16

UG
digmastered recordings are being

the Holmes line 01 Musk, ASCAPI

LOOKS LIKE LOVE AGAIN
Dann Roans Internatmnal Artists 500 (ABCrGunbll, 0M5
TAKE THE LONG WAY HOME
Superlramp. ABM 2193 (Alma /Delicate. ASCAP)
FiNS
homy Buffett. MCA 41109 (Coral Reeler, BMI)
DIM ALL THE LIGHTS
Donna Summer. Casablanca 2201 (Sweet Summer tight. (010
HEARTACHE TONIGHT
Falter, Asylum 46545 (Cass Country/Red Cloud /Gear /Ice Age. ASCAP)
DREAM ON
Val Ridge boys. MCA 41078 (Duchess, BIM)
COOL CHANGE
Lithe River Band, Capitol 4789 (Screen Gerer(UI. OH))

ALAN PENCHANSKY
CHICAGO -The Moss Music
Digital engineering of the recordGroup is beginning a digital Mahler
ings will be handled by Digital
Symphony cycle. a project expected
Recording Systems of Philadelphia.
to carry over the next four or five
The company owns a Sony PCM years.
1600 two-track digital machine.
Artistic direction of the recording
Plans call for Farberman to record
project will be in the hands of Harall 10 Mahler symphonies in Lonold Farberman, former Oakland.
don. The conductor is represented
Symphony music director. Work on
on records with several albums for
the cycle begins this month in LonVanguard.
By

don.

According to Ira Moss. Moss Music Group head. the Vox labels are
making their entry into digital
recording with the Mahler project.
Moss says Mahler's "First" and
"Fourth Symphonies" arc slated to
be taped this month with Farber man leading the London Symphony.

Moss says he expects some of the
sonic advantages of digital mastering to be lost in the transfer to conventional disk. But the executive describes digital as "vastly superior to
analog in terms of the finished master tape and preservability.

"It's likely that all of our American symphony orchestra recordings
(Continued on page 35)

------VERDI'S `OTELLO'
First Digital Taping Of
N.Y. Met Rates Encore
NEW YORK -Playback of the
first digital taping of a Metropolitan
Opera performance was impressive
enough to tarn an encore for the
three additional "Live From The
Met" telecasts on PBS this season.

The initial taping of Verdi's
"Otcllo," the first opening night production to be carried live in 25 years
Sept. 24, was handled by Digital
Recording Systems of Philadelphia,
under contract to the Metropolitan
Opera Assn.
Another first was the inaugural
"Live From The Met" telecast to be
carried over the 70 public television
stations linked by satellite with the
DATE (digital audio for television)
system. This piggybacks a 15 kHz
stereo signal onto the video signal to
provide improved transmission for
the FM simulcast on some 60 public
and commercial radio stations.
The digital taping, directed by
www.americanradiohistory.com

Moss Shipping
First Dozen
Cassette Packs
NEW YORK -The Moss Music
Group is shipping its first batch of
multi- cassette packs this week all
packaged in containers newly designed for convenient consumer
storage.

The

firsts

12 packages in the
lease, each comprised of three itssettes and devoted to the works of a

single composer. are program
equivalents of traditional VoxBoxts
List price is $15.98.
Called the "Cassette Library Of
Recorded Music," the packages
have the appearance of standard size books (6 by 9 inches), and

uniformly on conventional

fat

book

shelves. The three cassettes are carried snugly in a specially molded

tray.
The packages also allow use of reduced versions of the original album
art, with additional space inside and
on the back cover for liner notes.
The initial release will be followed
by four more titles before the end of
the year, says Ira Moss, head of the
company. He envisions a catalog of
some 50 cassette boxes within the
next 18 months. Some will be released simultaneously with new disk
VoxBoxes, he adds.

Digital Recording Systems president
Terrence Tobias, used the Sony
PCM -1600 professional system to
record the stereo soundtracks of the
production which featured Placido
Domingo, Gilda Cruz -Romo and
Sherrill Milnes.
Peter Jensen, the company's chief
engineer, took the stereo line feed
directly from the mixing console,
handled by John Pfeiffer, Met audio
director, and audio engineer Gino
Lombardo. All the compressors and
other signal processors normally
used to condition the audio portion
of the program for tv broadcast were
thus bypassed.
The result, according to Tobias, is
that any subsequent tv or FM rebroadcast of these Met productions
using the digital tapes will carry an
FM stereo program "that is absolutely stale -o(--the -art with full dy(Cwuienied on page

Beethoven Keys
Moss Campaign
NEW YORK -It's Bcethosen's
turn for a special promotion at the
Moss Music Group.
The label has launched a "Bravo
Beethoven" campaign, spearheaded
by a SI.98 sampler album featuring
cuts from the company's more than
50 Beethoven recordings and a complete discography of the company's
classical product.
Last May the form offered a similar promotion on "The Magic Of
Moran." also including a S1.98 sampler.
Like the latter drive, the company
will make up Beethoven T -shins and
will develop local tie -ins with classi-

ir.,.t:itires.

J
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Classical NoIes
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digital."

MOSS

adds

With

a

SIO -plus Int pncc

loch.

the disks will fall well outside the
traditional \ ox budget categors
Mars says piscine will he at the
"regular (LFttal mark." a 7evc1 ex-

pected to he determined by moves of
the major labels.
Moss reseals that digital master
copying of Vox s xut tape library is

t

bang looked

at

seriously

Digital

technology is claimed to allow tape
storage without any sound degradawet user tame, once each copy of a
digital tape is identical to the imp-

Gmup also is reaching
audiophile market with releases

The Moss

the
in the dbx sones

of encoded disks.

Hoist's "Planets" and

Rachmamnofrs "Symphonic Dances" arc
among Vol catalog titles recently
rereleased m dbx version.
Moss portrays the dbx disks as a
logical middleground between today's analog playback technology
and the all-dip-al future.
The dbx encoded recordings.
when played back through a SIOO
list decoding device, exhibit dramatwtally greater dynamic range and re,wduced background none than stand and preamirs ,if the same material

Gothic Label Preps
-

Double Digital Album
CHICAGO

ark -based
Gothic Records has targeted an
early November entry In the premium- priced classical audtophilc
market
New

5

The independently distributed la-

will offer

double LP set of mufor organ performed by Catharine Crozier on the instrument in
Alice Tully Hall m Lincoln Center
The digitally recorded album will
bel
sic

a

list at 524.95

The program includes Bach's
"Fantasia And Fugue in G Minor."
Hindemith's "Organ Sonata No. I"
and works of Dotter. Sokola and
Rorem.
The recording was produced in
',August using a Technics SH -PI
PCM digital machine. The perform,

a

billowing a
king halles hunt la Iwo channel masters the
retold is one d several SlorwwkIrSymphony el
Ito An peifamanies licensed to Pickwick
The New lama Symphony is hack at wok al
1980
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Gen Seib and the Cheap Smarmy Moe his
abed tyro new televwon

issue

antes were edited by Digital
Recording Systems Co. of Phila_ ut.mont.
sr
delphia. usin
www.americanradiohistory.com

lei

sii day strike that lotted cencellahon of
the season's first Unce concerts the new con
a
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31

cells lot players to receive $325 weekly los

weeks, up slightly hom the 1918 19 season,

musicians bese pay was $300 la 28
weeks Playa's, who also look issue wdh "astis
when

In prerogative"

of conductor Thomas Michalak,
will continue to strive for a longer season and
"lots more money, reports Billboard ;Isla
delphia correspondent Mamie Orodenker Play
ors were without a contract last year as the do
pule raged
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Lighting And Trucking Areas Attract Journey
Iss

NEW YORK -Journey, the San
Francisco -based rock band. has expanded its operation to include a
lighting company and a trucking operation.
The band is also now as popular
as it has ever been in its five -year
history with its Columbia "Evolution" LP nearing 20 on the LP chart
while the single, "Lovin' Touchin;
Squcezin'" is within the top 20. A
recent spring /stunner concert tour

nient and as the company's headquarters.
Under its Night Moves wing Journey owns three $80,000 tractor trailer rigs, which the band either
uses itself or rents out to other
groups. The trucks have been used
by Pablo Cruise and will be used by
ZZ Top on its upcoming tour.

ROMAN KOZAK

Night Lights Is Journey's lighting
company, which has its own lighting
system including trusses, dimmers
and a custom built computerized
"lighti>irci " The ',tent is now on
tour with the Eagles.
Herbert says that for the future. if
he gets financial backing, he may
form his own label which would

null,

than S5 million,
daims band manager Hcrbie Herbert.
Herbert says that unlike many
managers who take a percentage of
has grossed

the gross from their acts. with Jour ney he is financially the sixth member of the band. splitting costs and

profits equally ii ith the musicians.
He says that at the beginning this
forces a manager to starve right
along with his musicians, but in the
long run it pays off since the manager then identifies more closely
with his band's interests. and is thus
able to work more closely with them
"It gets away from the master/
slave relationship, and as a manager
you don't have different motives
from the artists," adds Herbert.
Nightmare Inc. is Journey's management company and it serves as
the umbrella organization for Journey's other enterprises. The company recently purchased a house in
a the exclusive Marina Heights section
mof San Francisco both as an invest...J
Co"
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IT'S RECORD TIME

B,Ilboard photo by Chuck Patin

ELTON SOLO -Elton John performs solo at the piano during an eight -day
concert stint at the Palladium in New York.

AT HILTON SHOWROOM

Vegas Headliners Join
In Telethon For Blacks
LAS VEGAS- Numerous Strip
headliners participated in a three hour taping Tuesday (23) to help the
United Negro College Fund reach
its targeted S3 million goal.
Christened "The Lou Rawls Parade Of Stars," the television special
event utilized the 1.200- capacity Las
Vegas Hilton Showroom through
the facilities of Trans American
Video Inc.
Current Hilton headliner, Lou
Rawls. hosted the fourth annual
event with co- partner Ed McMahon.
The 26 -piece Jimmy Mulidore Hilton Orchestra provided musical accompaniment.
The list of stars included Mary
McGregor. Glen Campbell, Lola
Falana, the Mills Brothers, Tina
Turner, Paul Williams, Joey Travolta. Chancy Pride. Isaac Hayes.
Bill Cosby, the Treniers and George
Duke.
Set to be aired sometime next year
in 50 large metropolitan arcas of the
country, the syndicated special is a

1

venture between the United
Negro College Fund. Rawls and Anheuser- Busch's Budweiser Beer
which pledged 5200.000 seed money
to underwrite the Iv production
pJoint

costs.

Both Chris Edlcy. United Negro

College Fund's executive director
and Michael Lamonica, AnheuserBusch president. made major appeals at the taping. Each personality
followed his appearances with prepared plugs.
According to United Negro College Fund officials, a radio special
will be taped in Los Angeles in late
November featuring a history of
black music with Lott Rawls. It also
will air next year on 103 black -oriented radio stations.
The funds raised will aid the future of 41 private. predominantly
black colleges. About 50.000 underprivileged students are enrolled and
presently enjoying the benefits of
the United Negro College Fund's
help.

concentrate on finding new artists.
But, at present. he has no plans to
extend his management beyond
Journey, preferring instead to concentrate full -time on the myriad activities of the group.
Journey was formed in late 1973
as an offshoot of Santana. where
Herbert was the road manager while
keyboard player Gregg Rollie and
guitarist Neal Schon were key members. The addition of accomplished
English drummer Aynsley Dunbar
(now with Jefferson Starship) made
for a solid lineup of virtuoso rock
musicians.
"Just when we started out," recalls
Herbert. "I told them they were all
great players, but that was not the
whole baltgame. They still had to be
singers, songwriters. composers and
entertainers."
"Because of this," continues Herbert, "the band embarked on a training program that on the one hand
included singing lessons and on the
other martial arts training and oriental exercises to build up stamina
for almost continuous touring."
Journey does LPs in cycles of
three, says Herbert. The first three
Journey LPs were "Journey." "Into
The Future" and "Next." Then. says
Herbert, it was still apparent that the
band lacked a center or a focal point.
and Steve Perry was added as lead
singer. a move that made the band
more song -oriented and helped
break the group with a wider audience.

"Evolution," the current Journey
LP, is the second in the latest series

of three. It

was preceded by "Infinity," and the band is now rehearsing
for "Departure," the next Journey
LP.

Journey is a mainstream cock
band whose period of greatest popu.
larity has coincided with a slump in
the business for many established
acts ails type. But, says Herbert. the
slump has not bothered Journey.
A key to its success may be that
while Journey is a macho rock band
that attracts the male 18.24 crowd, it
also has become a "sex symbol"
band, appealing to female fans as
well.
And while many of the established acts feel threatened by the
growing new wave scene. Herben
claims Journey members have gone
out of their way to check out new
wave. This has had a "tremendous
influence" on the band, says Herbert.
"These kids (the new wave) were
right when they said the established
bands were becoming like the military industrial complex. The bands
became humorless. And how can
anybody enjoy what you are doing if
you cannot enjoy it yourself?" asks
Herben.
In order to get into thespirit of the
new wave, members of Journey as
well as some members of the Doobie
Brothers. Tower of Power and
Stoneground got together for a
"King Biscuit Hour" syndicated radio program where they played '60s
rock'n'roll.
"We had a lot of fun? says Her -

Cohen & Morristown Link
NEW YORK -The Richard Cohen Organization, a concert promotion company that does shows in
Pennsylvania. New Jersey, New
York, Ohio and Maryland. has
signed a long -term agreement with
the Morristown Concen Hall where
the company expects to put on about
30 shows over the next year.
Schedule of events has not yci
been announced for the 1,300 -scat
venue near Passaic, N.J., but Marcus
Peterzell, promotion director of the
company, says it will include the entire spectrum of pop, from MOR to
new wave.

For larger shows in the New York
area Peterzetl says the Richard Cohen Organization has the use of the
13,000 -seat Rockland Arena. outside New York City. The company
has put on a number of shows there

already
s s Peterzell. The last one
was the Doobic Bros.
Penwell says the company plans
to use extensive publicity. promotion and marketing campaigns to insure the success of its shows and will
work with local retail outlets to
coordinate artist appearance.

Passaic's Central

PASSAIC. N.J. -The 2400 -seat
dual -level Central Theatre, the last
of the big band strongholds, has
been given over to the wrecker's ball.
Following demolition, the 38 -yearold theatre will become the property
of a hamburger chain. Maurice
Miller, owner of Theatre Management Associates which operated the
house, says it became economically
unfeasible to operate a theatre of
this size in Passaic's inner city.
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singer /guitarist of the Doobic
Brothers, whose debut solo album
"Everything You've Heard Is True,"
has recently been released on
Warner Bros.
Johnston is making his first return
to live concerts since 1976 when he
last toured with the Doobie Brothers. Although a full concert schedule
is still in the making, he has been
doing sporadic dates throughout

California

opening act for
Sammy Hagar and with Randy
as

Hansen's Machine Gun.

"We're doing some warmup gigs
to see how the band sounds and to

HARRISON
get a stage feel," says Johnston. Almustcal direction. "I didn't feel comthough most of his set consists of
fortable with the music." he says. "It
tunes from his new album, Johnston
just didn't fit right. They weren't
is performing such Doobie Brother
doing any rock'n'roll to speak of. It
classics, which he wrote, as "Rockin'
wasn't what the Doobie Brothers
Down The Highway," "Long Train
welt about in the old days."

Coming" and "China Grove."

Those songs have been integrated
into the set for "recognizability."

Comments Johnston: "It's hard to
tell if I have an identity. The
younger crowd doesn't really know
who I am until I play 'China Grove'
But the older ones do."

After years

as a

major headlining

act, Johnston finds himself as an
opener, which he says "doesn't

bother me."

According to Johnston, the major
reason he departed the Doobic
Brothers was the change in band's
www.americanradiohistory.com

Johnston's roots are imbedded in
r &b /rock which is the direction of
his album. The material for it was
written as far back as
years ago.
"If I was to make another album
now, it would be more rockish, but
I'd still stick to r &b- oriented rock."
I

.

Johnston claims that he rarely listens to the radio, which has isolated
him from the commercial mainstream. "I'm not making music
solely for the purpose of it selling. I
must be happy with it.

flooded. Making it
100 times harder than

"The market
now

is

is

a

ben.

A Lonely Fight For Ex- Doobie Bros. Star
LOS ANt,LLES -"It's like start
ing over again even though I've been
through it before. Except that there
aren't 20,000 people out there
screaming," says Tom Johnston,
founding member and former lead

4

the Doobie Brothers started. When
you're off for a couple of years, you
just don't go back out and think it
will be easy."

Johnston was originally going to
make a showcase tour, although that
was cancelled due in part to the

amount of tour support dollars
available and he already has a certain degree of familiarity through
his past affiliation.
"I'll keep working miscellaneous
dates until we can latch onto a major
tour," Johnston says. "It takes a hit
single to help with the drawing
power."
He adds that a good deal of his
own money is being utilized to subsi
dine his current dates. Johnston is
also doing a taping for the PBS tv
...
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Convention Center. courtesy M the Los Angeles Vide) Stew

"Creative Input For a Mass Marke:" rap session with ,ndetimidenl
prckt,rters andp.0p, anvrio.s m;nitalrl by Jahn WS$Ver.K ear A Co
Portcpants huas Paid Flattery, f'scone Producer Jon Roseman ProdotIo r't George Hoechst. Eetutrve Vice President +liste
Femnunu Associates Eric Gardner, Prescient Panacos Ubpu Video.
Ron Nays. President, Muss Image Michael Nesmith, President. Pa-

Chat and Stephen Waterton.

t

Participants include Gory Gannet', Prescient. EMI Vdeograms.
John Lobo*, Senor Vcc President. Video tape Network. Sam
Director. Eolerlainmeot Programming, Time-Life Video. Wowed All:
Director of Sales, Voleo Canmunicatans Inc Ire Ditga . Vice President Special Programming Home Box Once

Sari*

,

"7nlemdlonel Video Muse NMvorke."

Coffee Break

"Marketing Muscle For New Medic" distribution experiences and

,

audio and video breakthroughs and their impact on the industry. maderaled by Roger Pryor. General Manager. Sony Digital Audio
POrl.c,pants ,ncluda Robert Plannkueh; Meade.. Bell 6 Hewett
Video Mori Wan, President M D Wax and Associates, Mont Hair
path, Manager Marketing Planning e, Development GTE Consumer
EbctrOnics
"Looking Ahead," windup session moderated by Stephen Tralrnae,
8,1150010 Taper AudioVdes Edam and Conference Chairman. with
moderators al all panel participating, plus Todd Rundgren, Utopia

,

Luncheon

d videodisk and videotape recording sys
onto video egispment studs workshops and video progrsmmrnp presentably*, mire o the Nagnintaz Megnev,san (Phttpa: MCA) Videodisk, Bowy Vdao Studio. Jon Roseman Productions' "Video
+Arson-RonHeys -Work Impel" Kee a Co.. and Masi talon.
Video Srbwcase programkning
Smaa pros10 democW.rabons

ghls on the growth of

"Future Teehneogloo- PromlN a Potential," with updates on new

eiperenenls in one music and video markets. rnoObrkted 5y Ken Wt.
alpe, National Video Cleanngnovse
Participants Include AI Bergamo, President. MCA Dotributing,
Jim Lam Vice Pregeonl Pickwick Inlo,Nal.onal. Gene Silverman,
President Video Trend. Bab VandagriK, Vice President. Consumer
a,., -., Mayne 5Áe0. Al Marklm, President. Video Corp Of Amer_
David Heneberry. Vco President Marketing RCA SeleclaVoon
-The Resin Cooeectron- peeHr/Gne Stop Experience." Focus al
,eaCtiarS to Ine lust ,deocassene programs ana
instal vkde00sks moderated by Joe Cohan. Executive Vice Prescient

.

11951

cie0 00 the rnlerriatanal scene 0 key music markets. moderated by
Don MacLean, Managing Directs. EMI Audio-Visual Services. London
Panicipanls include John RouBamerd, Homo Volvo Manager.
BBC. London, and repreVenlalves Irum other Fey music markets Iry
cludlrip Europe and Japan
Cones Break

Intemalonal

:c' -e^

of recording and video

NORM

video

Participants include Lee Nanatone, President, integrity Entertain
ment. Wherehouse Noel Gimbal. President, Sound'Vdeo Unlimited
Gary Thorne. Vice Prescient Merchandising. Sam Goody. Sieve Ub
men, Executive Vice Pressent Emerald City Oz. among

Farewell Brunch
AddillONal vides demOnstraliortsrpresentation5 and
Snowcase programs

repeal Video

Arnold Levine
-BS Records

Todd Rundgran

Juno A. Lack
/carer Cabin Cap

P,tlure

An ,LBeansvnle

tAUtiun
a5yn ,.I hKi.rKa

^-Bi
^

Intr+Ii,

Pacific Ans

III

Mad LumUlcI.:

Ir..rm

r..

DIANE KIRKLAND
llirards International

You may i:h,irl;c your
Y

FALK

Video Music Conference
9000 Sunset Boulevard
Lea Angeles, CA 90069

am entlosmg a check or money urane, rit the
.,f (please check):

r.trni..n

Rai

it

O BankAmencurd/Visa
D American Express

imuunr

Signature

Registration does not include hotel' accommodations or airfare.
Registrant substitutions may be made. 10% cancellation fee will
apply to cancellations prior to October 26. Absolutely no refunds
after October 26, 1979.
Register Now! Sopistritiun at the door will he $25.00 higher.
'All information on hotel rii .mmudauons will he mailed to you immediately upon receipt of your completed registration form

and Spouses.

Namens)

Ist

Name

Inn

Badge

Title(s)
Company

_

Address
__

Billboard

Expiration Date

Billboard'. International
Video Music Conference at the Sheraton-Universal
Hotel, November 15-18,1979.
I

D Muster Charge
D Diners Club

`+Jai, \lusts

Credit Card Number

Please register me for

0$275 REGULAR RATE
7$195 for Panelist, Students

Michael Neimm.

IrIrphone
State

/ii
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Gummy_

). Mondrar
F,O;ennno Associates

Talent__
TQIenE In

Top

DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET
THE LATIN PERCUSSION
JAZZ ENSEMBLE
BOIII at Lrrte', :t erx

1

-turf,

stellar gathering of Latin music heavies and
the one and only Oa drew on SRO crowd here
Oct 14 for the third program in this special twonight engagement Tickets priced at SS were
higher than the Bottom Line average, but pa
A

LPs

Irons let that ride.

1945 -1977

An exciting rhythmic forum, the Latin Per

Action
recto on congas.

PLANT PARTY -Stevie Wonder is surrounded by friends and photographers
at a listening party held at the Botanical Gardens in the Bronx, N.Y., for his
new "Secret Life Of Plants" LP.

THE ONLY

COMPLETE
RECORD

BILLBOARD'S
"TOP LPs" CHARTS
OF

Whitburn's lop LPs book and
supplements includeevery artist and record
10 till Blttboartis "Top LP,' album darts
Joel

from '45'77.
PACKED WITH INFORMATION

Oat,

record hit charts

Hlpnest numerical poslllon record
reached

Toul

number

weeks on charts.

of

label and record number.
PLUS:

Soundtrack

and original cast secIlons.
Index of lop artists and albums.

Picture

Trivia Index

of

Interesting and useful

lacis.

Chronaloglcal year
al Na.

I

by year Waling

records and much more.

authority on charted music
Order your set today!
Be an

fl8cch,
.O.

REO Speedwagon has managed in
the nine years it has been together to
break itself in the middle American
market through almost non -stop
touring, according to John Barock.
manager of the group.
When REO appeared at Denver's
McNichols Arena recently, it garnered the top indoor gross of the season. 5116,682.50, says Barry Fey,
president of Feyline.
"People tend to think of it as a
Midwest group but last year when it
appeared at McNichols it drew 6,700
at a SS ticket This year it pulled in
13.350 with an $8.50 top ticket.
In a time when many major acts
are not selling out. REO Speed wagon is doing twice the business it
did a year ago." Fey adds.
The group doesn't make much of
a splash in such centers as New York
or Los Angeles. but go to Detroit.
Kansas City or Pittsburgh and there
you have a headlining arena act that
can easily sell out most venues,"
claims Barock.
And its album sales are respectable as well, Barock continues. Epic,
for which the band records. reportedly has sold 1.5 million copies of its
double live LP, 900.000 of its You
Can Tune A Piano But You Can't

Menomonee Falls. WI 53051

By

NASHVILLE -Adding
or money order lo:
Record Research Inc. P 0 Box 200
Menomonee Falls. WI 53051

Mall your check

Top
O

LPs'45'72.
'5572
40.55
C8W'49: 71

030

R88 (Soult 49-71

325

Top Pop
Top Pop

Top
Top

UTop

S30

SUPPLEMENTS

'77

LPs

O

Pop

new di-

mension to the term crossover.
singer Big Al Downing is successfully negotiating the switch from
r&b to country.
In the year since he first signed

S25

S10 Each

00

liriiaaRAn,te

Ow

wtAwr

RIM rr0e.

Country

O

O O
O

Soul
Easy Listening

Overseas orders add 3500 per book
and S1 00 per supplement.

BLACK & WHITE 8x 10's
537.00
1000
554.00

500

COLOR PRINTS
1000
$257.00

Name

![ND 410 eMOrO CNCCw O. NO
rniCFS wICLaUf TYIESERnp ANO FNEIONT
aAMeLfS ON NEOUFbI

Address
City
Slate

-

Zip

ery year.
Despite this season's slowdown in
the live entertainment market. Baruch says major acts such as REO
will continue doing well in the markets where it is known through previous appearances. But going into a
new market may be a bit more diffi-

cult," he concedes.
in breaking into a new market,"
he continues, the support acts are
almost as important as headliners.
You just can't put on any act with
you. The kids are paying to see a total show. They want a package. and I
want to be able to sell as many tickets as possible,"
Among the acts that have opened
for REO before going onto bigger
things have been Kiss. Ted Nugent.
Bob Seger, Journey, Cheap Trick
and most recently, Molly Hatchet.

In addition to managing REO.
Barock is also the U.S. manager of
Bram Tchaikovsky, who is now on a
our of new wave clubs in the U.S.

PICTURES
1867

FLORIDA Sr.
SPRINGFIELD. MO. 05803
E.

and the equally dynamic Patato Valdez. Valdez

Sometimes a bit cloyingly cule, these nonettle
less delighted an audience already wan over by
fine musicianship.
Jazz voicmgs came Horn the other members.
particularly Alfredo Delete, whose fusion style
bowing on electric wolyn occasionally mimicked
a Latin horn section. and Eddie Martinez, who

!enema combustion

CHICAGO -The Museum of

Contemporary Art will present a
Sunday afternoon concert series offering a perspective on the history of
Chicago blues music. The first of
five concerts is scheduled for Sunday (4).

Performers scheduled to appear in
the series include Homer Harris, Ted
Bogan, Jimmy Bell, Snooky Pryor
and Homesick James, Johnny
Shines. Fenton Robinson, Jimmy
Dawkins, Atomic Souls. Sons of the
Blues and the Syl Johnson Band
file concerts have been organized
with the aid of Jim and Amy O'Neal,
editors of Living Blues magazine.
.

of

the Latin ensemble
BOB RIEOINGER jA

STANLEY CLARKE
Palladium.

Vc-o

to
pp

and down his axe the way a great senate( bums
up a running track. But unlike a sprinter, who
needs only seconds to show off his gilts, park

took an hour and 42 minutes to show ha speed
and little else in this Oct. 13 date.
As a sob performer Clarke has never quite
been able to find a way to apply his considerable
bleats. The audience he attracts pnmanly aro
silts of other musicians who marvel al the
toner Return To Forever members deftness.
The 10.song set featured most of Clarke's
best known material such as -Silty Putty
rd
"School Days." but the tunes were more show.
rases for [tarke's quick fingers than actual mu.
oral compositions. Highlights of the evening
were two traditional

"Goodbye

tau classes.

especially warm bed beneath
Puentis melodic lead in a piano /vibes duet.

Parker's "Confirmation.'

an

Turk

Clarke is one of the finest athletes
ever
take up the bass. His nimble fingers scurry

gas'

Martinez set up

by

piece composed by the late Chance Pow
were
highlighted. but the overall set missed the soon

tapped the mainstream ¡au tradition on piano

Pak

Pie

Hat"

Charles An
and

(Continued on

Chine

page 43)

ToIenI Talk
Frank Sinatra's 40th anniversary

in

show

business and his 64th birthday will be cele
tinted Dec. 12 with what Caesars Palace in Las

shoving film clips and tv tapes Iron Snaba's
long career. Sinatra's music will be played
throughout the hotel.

Vegas promises to be the "biggest, most lavish.

slay- studded party

m

the history" of the hotel.

Who'd

embark on a national tow in De
will
include 12 shows in 11 cities
cember that
including two dates in Philadelphia and single
sham in other major East Coast and Midwest
The

cities... lama kaukodaw's

band was detained

airport after
the band's drummer knocked on the cockpit
door on a flight from San Diego. He was looking
for en.... When Rbckfoot performed at the
long Beach, Calif., Arena recently, its 22 foot
Ryder truck was stolen with $50.000 worth of
equipment, guitars, drums -everything. The
poop was traveling in a Silver Eagle bus and its
tires were slashed. Blackfoot is offenng a 35,000
reward for information leading to the offenders.
by the FBI briefly at San Francisco

Performers, actors and singers who have
been associated with Sinatra will comprise the
guest 1st. the tables will not be numbered. but
will be named with the titles of Sinatra films
record albums, song titles, television specials,

with his career. The
guests at each table will have had a connection
with the event named on the table.

with Warner Bros. Records, Downing has had three singles released.
Two jumped into the top 20 of the
Billboard Hot Country Singles chart
(his latest, "I Ain't No Fool," has just
shipped).
Although he retains long -time
manager Bob Walters and producers
(Continued on page 72)
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between Puente

and events connected

Chicago's Blues

'76 '75 '74 '73 72-73

DO

Tuna Fish" LP. while its current
"Nine Lives" LP is at 84 on the current LP chart.
The band, booked by ATI. is on a
European club tour and is expected
to return in mid -November for more
US. dates. Baruck estimates that the
group does more than 100 shows ev-

MP KIRBY

320
325

Listening '61-'74

Easy

a

in the timbales-conga clash

the show with his mugging and stage antics.

Downing Country Switch Clicks

Box 200

Sr, songs provided ample opportunity for
solos and improvisational tradeoffs, culmnating

also gave vent to his puckish whims throughout

No Ink, No Air But
REO Is In Demand

NEW YORK -Receiving virtually no airplay or press writeups,

pensation

The quintet, augmented

trumpeter-disciple Jon Fadden. offered a pd
shed tive.song, 65mmute set. Not surprisngty,
the multi- atmospheric "Hrghl In Tunisia" and
a

dug well into the second tune.

til!brmrn pholo by Chuck Pulin

to

rays into Latin back in the'4Da. Ho concession
to that chapter was the wise choice of Ray B.

Puente, who didn't arrive until the septet had

the audience felt shortchanged by
Puente s late arrival and the resulting brae ntss
of the 45 minute set, the quality of this jazz
Lalrn concept in action weed beyond mere con

J

one of the gentler highlights of the nigh)
Headline Gillespie pioneered early ¡art

cusswn Jazz Ensemble got all to a late start (al.
most one hour past schedule) blamed on Tito

If

,

Various areas of the hotel will also be turned
into galleries festooned with giant record lack

-

ets, photographs. memorabilia and wide screens

The New

Yell tstaeders

hockey team has re.

corded an LP. "Home For The Holidays." released on the TA M label
Irai Gidte and
the rock group the Babys were forced to cancel
their soldnot date at Tokyo's Sun Plaza Han be
cause of the devastation reaped on the city and
its surrounding area by typhoon Tip. Eighty
mile an hour winds and torrential erns paralyzed air, sea and land traffic
bd Mean

releases his first LP in more than two years
when "Roads" hits the streets this week w
Stanyan Records .. A musical versen af'The
War Of The Woods" will be developed as

a

no

ten picture

by Jeff and terry Mayee for Parr
mount Pelures. The two record LP was released
last year on Columbia
Daryl Hal and Joke Oates began then -t
Static Tour '79" Oct. 12 at Willamanle, Cor.
The tour. which covers 33 aises ro the US and

Canada, concludes Dec. 15 at Albany, N.Y...
Stephanie Nits o set to move into the Metropolitan Opera House at New York's Lincoln fen

ter Nov.

18 She

recently retuned

a

gold

reed

for 'YYhatcha Gonna 0o With My Lown'8"
The Love On The Beach concert at Miami's North
Shore Park was changed to Love On The Bay at
Ronda International Lino 's North Campus Ott.
28 The

allday event

was sponsored by WWWI

FM

Signings
Harold Melvin 8 the Blue Notes along with
Sharon Paige to Source Records
Tin Pioton, lose White Jr., Steve Toting and Betsy
take to Mountain Railroad Records. All acts
have new product with Young planning a release
early next year

Ritchie Adams to Infinity
Diamond of Silver Blue Pro
ductions producing
Frankie Valli to Nick
Sevano of Nick Associates for personal manage.
ment.
Records, with

WI

The Holland á Sparks Band to Paul Addis of
Eighth Note Management for personal manage
men,
Ovation recording group Tantrum to
Variety Artists International for booking The

"Rather Be Rodin- LP recently
shipped
Chalice, a tourmember contempo
rary Christian group to the Malcolm Greenwood
Agency of Atlanta lot representation
Jamie Owens-Collins to a recording and pub,
Wing deal with Sparrow Records Her debut LP
Pinnball recording
is seI for early next year
group crystal Io Sully p r. for promotion
A
Inga, lamer lead singer for Germany's

group's

5

und Frumpy rock bands, to RCA Records wit
Richard T. Rear producng. Debut LP has

lazz leaen band NM to Moto.
with an LP due in January- The long lslao
group is noted for its taux rhythms and the use
of a poly trumpet
CMA winner Charlie Danieh to new redo
and publishing agreements with BMI.
Smin
Jerry Wallace, off the recoedmg scene for Mo
shipped.

years, to Poor Knob Records n Nashvolle hat
lace, best known ton such hits as "In The Mstl
Moonlight" and "Primrose Lane." is being No
duced by Door Knob president Gene Kennedy
with a single due cul soon ... &W. Steven*
to Chris Christian Productions in Nashville.
Doc Sevennsen lo Chartes Underwood la pro

doctor'

of Dis Co Recording Corp.
in LA and
plans also tu produce
a lair% rock album with

Seonnser and the London National
manic Orchestra.... The Stamps
to a

Phdhar

personal

management contract with Reggie
Churchwellol
Nashville International, Inc The
Stamps veto

ymrrlY

seven years.

ON
TAKE ALL
OF ME"
BARBARA

LAW
GIVES YOU
ALL SHE'S
GOT.
And Barbara Law
has a lot to give.

On songs like "Love Shot "and
"I Just Live "- written by the super
hot team of Freddie Perrin and
Dino Fekaris. And produced by
Harry" Little Lovin'(Keeps the
Doctor Away)" Hinde.
And if that's not enough,
Barbara's debut album also
marks the debut of the Pavillion
label. Where Pavillion president
John Luongo plans to do for
her what he's already done for
The Jacksons, Dan Hartman and
Jackie Moore.
Barbara Law. Her debut album
has it all.

"TAKE ALL OF ME:'
THE DEBUT ALBUM AND
SINGLE FROM
BARBARA LAW.
ON PAVILLION RECORDS
AND TAPES.
Pr 9duced by Harry I.t °' '"r
Exer_tltive Producer ,1
Muted by Jahn LunnRrS:+-

gift

Distributed by CBS Recorde,

ael Har !Nero

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Freedom Hall
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Arthur arhanks said his deport
nient useJ undercover policemen to
infiltrate
te tea , concerts held at the
outdoor lacdrv. the largest concert
venue in the suie
Alcohol Mas made asdduble to the
public at one of the concerts and
Fairbanks said he look the action tu
assess whether alcohol availability
contributed to crowd control pmts.
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opposite is true in classical
are meant to

be-in fact

i Speed

set fashion

m

110

á92,a20

11

were

the performances
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1115,915

$7 50
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20

Ca

rum pre000s albums, and

during

the two one

how

sets

different

¡han daring the groups swing 78 tar
However. the Quality of the musicianship and
the tract reproduction o) the comp!. compose
lions precludes any idea of stagnation the mu
sec defines itself, and stands al the am ads
of ¡au and classical Eberhard shuns pm sa
Scans and musical looseness In his own wards.

Auditoriums (Under 6,000)
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JUDAS PRIEST /POINT RIANK -lohn Bau,, Concerts.
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Gus From Mayo,

a

'Pretty
popular traditional song

and the encore ballad "Gare Me Your Hand "
What seemed to work well was the presents
lion each member of the group made as they

cent around the stage one by one Half of the
band del this in the first pan of the show and
on in the second pan All performed a calico
lai pt or ballad that held a special importance
and One which also showcased Ina irae musical

COMM

019CENT

THE YACHTS
71,ra,ni lane.

`r,. Lark

Coming Iron lnerpool, England, the Yachts
showed that that city can still produce polished

However. it would be un
fruitful to compare the early Beatles to this con
our member bands

Went new wave bind
Al its It song 55 mmule set Oct 20 this
Polyda act showed it n clearly a part el Iho
generation horn alt dccatranalle politico) lam.

1950s styled

demeanor

clothing,

¡ht Yachts

and

aggressive stage

are very much a

British

band of today
In fact what stopped the Yachts Irom being

totally predlcatable was the play of its keyboard

id While most of the new wave bands seem to
lake the short punchy guitar sound of early rock
as ors inspiration the Yachts keybard,st ',hen
showed traces of Yes' Rob Wakeman in his work
This subtle progressive rock influence, how

eve never Peened the Yachts !tom its main
puloose 01 beating rock ny011 dance mudo
With the Yachts urging much of the Crowd 10
dance In the auks. one band member remarked

sensdne drum and percussto, work
"From 8.11 Gardens' by Brunmghaus was the
only new song of the evening, and also the only
ant played with ¡he aid of emits 'Bah Gar
dins" best erhibded the Incredible dynamic
range the band a capable ol, anging ham a

that he'll be glad when they gel rid of chairs in
dubs here. so the audience can dance as a the
custom in England.
The Yachts made fine use of numerous white
sheets positioned to resemble yacht Saris Co

hand muted piano solo intro to onental Kole
tike syntheslter sounds, then linally building to

Personality to the stage.
Among the Yachts' more engaging songs were
'Look Back In love Not In Anger and "Salvage

cumeusly rocking china.

DAVE BUFE

both proyect pictures against and add

love "

Our

a

touch of

NE1500 GEORGE

THE CHIEFTAINS
e

urne6tr J(ull,

A

r

Exponents of traditional Irish music ¡he
Chieftains defiled the lull house with their ire
pressare style d performing pgs and ballads Oct
the group can
16 Mostly an instrumental band,
sots of Paddy Moloney on Udlean pipes and tin

whistle, Sean Keane and Martin fay on fiddle.
Oerei Belton 19e Insb Harp and dulcimer, Kern
Connell on Bookie la type al goatskin drum)

wide acasronally singing.

and

the

newest

Molloy on Ilote Molloy Is a
member,
former 1kí1..1 with the Bo)h1 Band and Racily.
two groups that specialize in Irish folk music,

Matt

I

Cab)

unusual foe slang bas of ties own de
sign. Ranier Brunmghaus on ground and electric
pianos and syntheslrer. sOmetmeplayrng dual
kids sanul)aneously, Charlie Marunds Impee
cable soprano sal and nagaswaram in Indian
reed instrument) plating and lohn Marshall's
erg an

Canada. Oct 70

-.

11

don't Ike throw away muse
Colours consists of Weber plucking and bow

a

4.551
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at some were indeed not markedly

10.311

1111LATS,NASS PR009cTION/CAME0/1001 L
YIE 61116-feyuu Resent Rn 8 Productions,

et r

theatre and sought the license

talents

-A,

Su of the seven tunes )lawlessly played by

Ois 20

Mpod. OkaOaesa Cat. 064 0d

1

.

a similar performance again and again
n moo) pop music un be considered a death

music
11

FORD JA

EBERHARD WEBER
COLOURS

1109.260

'Treble Clet. Crac Center, Ottawa.

3ACK50l5/150-Rowe Productions
61c

the und showed the kind al

skill that Clarke s past musical asociales Pea
sassed Moro of me set was well recent The
audience seemed to be m awe of the basest

1109,423

Cable Do JI

TE

as no one Ill

Lost

I

halle to the

ROHM

Oarton ONC, Oct 21

RINI

evening

Oct IS

1103011S/ETD-Rose Productans.

km&

WWI
211

Entertainment lnc the firm which
owns the Compton Terrace Amphi-

composed by members of the band.

tas

Clarkls seven piece band added

Oct 21

Pvedeact. RI.
THE

112 50 117 50

Des

IBNI1 FnGEILS DOrnt WEST. OM RIDGE SOTSCI Spolka Anduetons. Hearses Budding
DEMO

1119 1115.067

13.696

Sp

Mile

Od 15
1061215/OOflIE

c

Rlcult b. mein /lot alcohol sales to mr
man.
Clark was representing Southwest

I

19

CR. S..Neb Pioductrows veteran Mem
!R9as rouet Oct x,

N

But others Idt the )ryuor Iierrr,e
was not in the Foist mitred of the
rlommunor Fxcao.0 11 wuUhl be dif-

Talent n Action

19

Russo

J

Hattawt
11

Oct

14

and he r, making his debut with the Chielains
on this current North American tour
the two hour, 32 song show climaxed with a

standing ovation and featured plenty of fiddle
playing and toot stomping up One can milked
comparison to the American bluegrass genre
Highlights o) the show included the group's
new Island single, -Carolyn s Welcome," a tune

www.americanradiohistory.com

NANCY LAMOTT
Hrno .yt,ernrh 14rí. l rÁ
San Francisco cabaret singer

lamotl.

In

hei

Yak debut displayed a wide ranging talent
and a carefully chosen selection of songs
Ably accompanied by Rehard OeMone on p1
ono. lamotl performed IF obscure but appeal
ieg songs during a 90 minute set
One nl the better known selections

Barry

Meadow's "Oven Now was given a reeding That
had more thoughlurness and conviction than

Manilow's version

the pertormance Oct 15 was a personal one
with moth emotion Not emoting, but emotion
She opened with an approprule' San Francisco
Farewell" and segued into New Yak. New

York'
Another parlicularty appealing selection was
'Through

The

In Delaware
ED HARRISON
LOS AN(' LETS the tlmv o2
Delaware al Newark is entering the
second year of its restructured concert program with impressive result.
Pram 1970, when a poorly promoted Chicago concett all but wiped
out 1u coneral program until 1977,
the only event presented win One
"low -budget" show a year m 900 .ca1 Mitchell Hall.
But In 1978, the Student Programming Assn. was formed which composed two separate committees. one
for the big shows and one for the
smaller events. The Student Programming Assn. encompassed the
concert committee, cultural events.
films and special event.
The Assn was granted a budget of
535.0010 and the school was off and
running with shows by Dave Mason/Livingston Taylor. Eddie
Money, Dun Fogelberg, Tom
Chapin and a Ramones date that
was cancelled at the last minute
The whorl) has throe facilitato.
ranging from the 350 -scat Bacchus
nightclub to the 9110 -seat Mitchell
Hall to its gym which coin seat up to
7.000.

This year. the budget was upped
modestly to 537,000. According to
Mark Fendnck, vice president of the
student programming group. the
emphasis will he placed on building
up the credibility of Bacchus. Shows
hooked so far include Johnny's
Dance Band, Livingston Taylor.
Steve Funcert, A's /Laughing Dogs.
Pure Praine League and Karla Bon -

off

On

Mitchell Halle

Ticket prices usually average under $5 although Farber( commanded a S6 ceding and Bonoff
tickets are going for 56.50. Non-student prices are about 52 higher.
Fendrick reports that location rs
the foremost problem affecting
bookings. "People don't hkc dealing
with us because we're not a major
marker. They don't know where
Newark. Del.. u," he says
The university relies on middlemen for its concerts since ifs easier
obtaining acts. usually through r
package. and the middleman also
takes the raponsibalits. "We do
some of the smaller shows by our selves. hut ifs tough getting the bigger acts,° says Fend rick.
As of yet, the university has shied
away from booking a major show.
Part of the reason is that the athletic
department uses the gym for basket hall. leaving only a handful of available slates for concerts The school is
also being selective, not wanting to
blow its budget on a risky act.
The school uses the campus newspaper tor advertising although calls
are made to Philadelphia stations 60
miles away for inclusion of
events
on Most station's concert hotlines.
Fcndn.'k says that for big shows in
Philadelphia. he buys tickets and
runs bus trips into Phdly on a bus
rented from the school.
l'cndriek is trying to get a SS student activities fee which would bring
in ,about an additional S70,000 but
"people are afraid we won't know
what to do with it since it's only our
second year and they are fearful
they won't get their money worth."
The concert board received a
boost when the publicist from Philadclphià s Electric Factory concerts
came to Newark and gave ups on
publicity, advertising and how to
work with record companies.
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Video
Technological Progress On Display At AES
T

NEW YORK -Fora tar cumingent of the music industry, the semiannual conventions of the Audio
Engineering Society are opportunities to become current with the past
years technological progress. At the
64th AES Friday through Monday
12 -5) there'll be no shortage of such
opportunities.
The Waldorf Astoria has never
hosted as large an AES convention,
with nearly 170 exhibits occupying
five -levels of hotel space. This
growth in exhibition activity has
seen no let -up over the past few
years in spite of slumps experienced
by other industry segments.
A
SIGNAL PROCESSING
large percentage of the exhibits will
be in the category of signal processing devices. In this age of "if -tt'.-

-

Biggest Array Of Exhibits For Waldorf
By IRWIN

electronic -It- can -be- put -on -a- chip,"
there seems to be no limit to the way
a signal might beshapcd, shifted, expanded or compressed.
Syntovox of Bruckelen, Holland. will show its new vocoder, the
Syntovox Triple Two. The unit is a
simplified version of the company's
model 221 vocoder which will also
be on exhibit. The 222 provides a
means for direct vocal control of
each note from an instrumental
source. Applications include talking
instruments, wah -wah and fuzz cffees. each of which could be useful
in film and television as well as
record production.-

EDUCATION & INFORMATION

Diversity On Tap At
64th AES Meeting
NEW YORK -Diversity characterizes this week's 64th Audio Engineering Society convention with appeal for a large spectrum of interests
in the audio professions.
Organized in the 40s primarily to
cc provide a medium for exchange of
et technical information, these AES
meets have become a tradition ea-1 gerly anticipated each year as an opportunity to observe and discuss the
m

n

latest trends and developments in

audio.
o
This weekend's show at the Waldorf-Astoria boasts five levels of
Cr nearly 170 exhibits that include a
complete range of professional and
m
semi -pro audio gear from highs speed duplicators, to semi -pro mule titrack recorders, the most advanced
Z professional studio recording consoles as well as the latest digital audio recording systems.
For those with engineering inters

technical papers are slated
under the general heading: Transducers; Signal Processing & Instrumentation; Distortion In Audio Systems; Magnetic & Disk Recording;
Digital Techniques: Environmental
Audio /Acoustical & Medical Impact On Man; Sound Reinforcement; and Electronic Music.
Notable among these papers is
that by Okada, Kuho, Susaki and
Sato of Mitsubishi Electric Corp. titled, "A New PCM Audio Disk
Pickup Employing A Laser Diode."
The group has developed a new
optical pickup device weighing just
Iva grams. The pickup includes a
1 /10th -gram micro-lens, and a laser diode chip all part of the same package. The paper is scheduled within
the Transducer session, Friday (2).
Another paper significant in
the developments relating to a prac(Continued on page 58)
ests. 70
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DIEHL

Eventide Clockworks will be
exhibiting a new model Harmonizer,
the H949. This unit contains both
delay and pitch change functions
permitting a range of minus -one/
plus -two-octaves of pitch change,
and as much as 400 -milliseconds delay at two separate outputs. Also
shown will be broadcast products,
the ßD955 Delay Line and the
RD770 Monstermat.
MXR will introduce its Pitch
Transposer, a device which provides
mal -time pitch shifting of plus or
minus one octave. The unit can be
used to create doubling, pitch correction and choral effects as well as

other musical cticets. Also displayed
will be the Flanger /Doubler and a
new line of graphic equalizers, a
dual 15 -band, two- thirds -octave system and a 3I -band. one -third -octave
unit.
Audio & Design Recording will
introduce the Ex -press Limiter, a 134 -inch rack -mount unit that features digital logic switching. This
stereo unit has variable attack and
release times as well as an auto release function and has selectable
compression ratios of 1.5:1, 2:1. 5:1
and 20:1. The device can also be operated in an expander model pro-

`Met' Taping
Gets Encores
continued from page 34
namic range, and with no background
noise or hiss other than that contributed by the broadcasters themselves."
Michael Bronson. the Metropolitan Opera's executive producer. says
the digital recording makes use of
the best available level of audio
technology for archival purposes,

enhancing the quality

of future

fThIlboard

digital taping for the current 197980 season. the Met could not only
use digital audio for future live
broadcasts, but also for eventual
home videodisks or tapes that are
now the subject of negotiations with
unions and other interested parties.
A Met spokesman emphasizes

IRV LICHTMAN
NEW YORK -1s in -store video
Dorfman explained that "push" or
merchandising a boom or bust for
"baby" acts can he exposed on the
stimulating recording sales?
retail level. but established acts are
This is the question that evolved
necessary for rack accounts.
during discussions of in -store merLennie Silver of Transcontincot
chandising at last week's National
Record Sales stated that in -store
Assn. of Recording Merchandisers
video can draw trafic away from
regional meeting that drew 300 to
buying records. but he would go
the Sheraton Centre here.
along with new act video as long as
"Video can be very effective, but
they are visually exciting.
not
serviced
it's
correctly." advised
At Franklin of Franklin's Music
Herb Dorfman of Bee Distributing,
World wondered if video makes for
a member of the merchandisers
more congestion than help" ana
panel.
As both

also stated
a

retailer and rocker,
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The new Eventide model H949 Harmonizer gives you pitch change (one octave up, two down).
400 ms on two outputs, time reversal, flanging, repeat, randomized delay, and micro pitch
for precise, stable settings near unison Frequency response is 15 kHz, signal -to -noise ratio is 96
it at the AES Convention, Booth 54, or write tor details
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Mixed Industry Reactions
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In -Store Video Use Draws

there are no commercial plans at this
time for any such venture, but with
the growing interest in better tv
sound, and the prospects for stereo
television more encouraging, the potential for the future is bright.
The expansion of the PBS DATE
system, which now is capable of
reaching 45 million tv households in
the U.S. via the 70 stations linked by
satellite. is another important factor
in the extension of digital audio to iv
music, Tobias notes.
Several "Live From Lincoln Cen(Continued on page 62)

stong* system
standard or with transparent
cover

pno,

Digital First: Peter Jensen, technical engineer for Digital Recording System,
is at the controls of the Sony PCM1600 at right, with Metropolitan Opera
audio engineer Gino Lombardo at the mining console during the initial digital
backup recording session at the Met opening of "Otello."

re-

broadcasts.
While there is no commitment
from the Met beyond the additional

different colon

Your perInor for

verberation System. The 224 fee,
tures a remote control assembly
consisting of pushbuttons and linear
slide controls to allow full manipulation of system parameters from the
(Continued on page 5 )

First Digital

Nonko.tyN bon
In

vided with a choice of three threshold settings.
Mic Mix Audio will be demonstrating the XL -305 Master Room
Reverberation Chamber. This multiple spring reverts unit is designed
to simulate the sound quality of a
natural live chamber. The 31é -Inch
rack -mount package is "ruggedized"
for road use and designed for opti.
mum isolation from acoustic Iced.
back and mechanical vibration
Several firms will be exhibiting
digital delay devices including Lezi.
con with its model 224 Digital Re-
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Copyrighted materi.

Almost everybody admits digital recording
will someday be the ideal way to make records.
With a Sony PCM -1600 system, you can stop
waiting for that someday to happen.
And start recording now
IN THEORY, ALL DIGITAL SOUNDS TERRIFIC.
IN REALITY, SONY ACTUALLY DOES.
If your ears are even in scrnkteIrablc condition, you've no doubt been exposed to incredible
amounts of digital audio hype.
"The most dramatic change in audio since flat
records," says one prestigious audio publication.
"At last...perfect sound reproduction," notes
another.
So instead of dwelling on how digital can
improve the sound of your recordings, we'd rather
dwell on how Sony-and only Sony -has finally
made digital performance live up to its promise.

"WE'D LIKE TO DEDICATE
THE NEXT FEW NUMBERS TO THE SONY
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT."
In order to convert regular audio signals into
digital, the Sony PCM -1600
digital recorder uses a pulse
code modulation system
developed and perfected
by Sony engineers.
The same people
who have been behind virtually every audio and
video breakthrough since
the late 1940's.
Consequently, the
dynamic range of the two
track PCM -1600 is greater
than 90dB.
Frequency response
is 20 to 20kHz.
The total harmonic
distortion of the PCM -1600
is inaudible over the entire audio spectrum.
There is no measurable wow and flutter.
And because the PCM -1600 puts binary
code on tape instead of audio signals, it's not
susceptible to tape hiss or print -through; there's no
need to subject your music to noise reduction
equipment or realign your recorder for bias and
equalization.
EDITING PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN FADED OUT.
Since the PCM -1600 works in conjunction
with two Sony video recorders, a standard Sony
video editor, the BVE -500A or the new DEC -1000
will fill your every editing need
DROP -OUTS HAVE BEEN DROPPED.
Based On a technique used by computers
(where the loss of a single bit of information could
mean millions), Sony engineers have created an
ultra- sophisticated digital correcting code that can
actually restore "dropped out" information.

r

And considering that Sony video recorders
are virtually immune to this problem in the first
place, the chances of it plaguing your sessions are
all but negligible
DIRECT -TO -DISC QUALITY
WITHOUT DIRECT -TO -DISC LIMITATIONS.
Because digital quality doesn't deteriorate
from one tape generation to another, the PCM -1600
lets you make generation after generation of lacquers, all with direct -to -disc quality-but without
any limitation on the number of lacquers you can
press.

And if you use the digital format for distribution to your foreign affiliates, you're guaranteed that
your last digital master will be absolutely identical to
your first.
SONY INTRODUCES TWO
NEW WORDS TO THE DIGITAL VOCABULARY:
AVAILABLE NOW.
Unlike other digital equipment, the PCM -1600
is actually available for delivery today. Not six
months from now. Or "when we finally get all the
bugs out"
PCM- 1600's are currently being used by well known recording stars,
and are already in operation at Polygram, CBS,
Spectrum Sound and Digital Recording Services in
Los Angeles, and Digital
Recording Systems in
Philadelphia.

A FEW SONY DIGITAL
ADVANTAGES
YOU CAN'T HEAR.
Besides the quality
and reliability Sony equipment is legendary for,
we've set up a 24 -hour
digital hot line to service our customers.
We're prepared to provide as much technical
expertise and engineering assistance as only Sony
possibly can.
And we intend to continue our exhaustive
research in digital audio -and share future insights
with the growing Sony digital family.
If you'd like more information about any facet
of Sony digital equipment, contact Roger Pryor at
(415) 467 -4900.
You may think you've heard a lot about digital
in

the past.
But until you've heard Sony, you haven't

heard anything yet.

SONY
DIGITAL AUDIO
We've never put our name on anytring
that wasn't the best.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Digital Gains Strong Foothold In Classics
By

CHICAGO -Digital audio's firm
commercial foothold in the classical
music industry will be expanded in
1980. And significant promise for
breakthroughs in digital recording
of pop music are evident.
A smattering of digital pop music
recordings has appeared Iodate.
However, equipment scarcity. particularly in multi -track gear; prolonged debugging of some systems
and continued skepticism from segments of the engineering community

have held back the use of digital in
pop session work.
On the classical side. little caution

quarter of all
U.S. classical sessions today is being
digitally mastered. and there is keen
interest from major labels.
According to CBS executive, Simon Schmidt. a new premium
priced digital line will be unveiled in
early 1980. CBS is one of the most

is

evident, possibly

a

aggressive in exploiting the new
sound technology.

Freddie started backup singing in his
New Jersey junior high school. He earned a
Bachelor of Music Degree from Howard
University, and taught in Washington, D.C.,
while moonlighting as a producer. In 1969,
his first Motown production, "1 Want You
Back" by the Jackson Five, went platinum.
Since then, he has collected close to 30 gold
or platinum records. Freddie now owns his
own studio in L.A. and has recently produced
disco hits for Yvonne Elliman, Tavares,
David Naughton, Gloria Gaynor, and Peaches

and Herb.

ON CREATIVE EXPRESSION
"I'm thinking charts. I'm thinking commercial. And I'm thinking hit, as opposed to
creative expression. Because that's usually
what I'm hired for. I mean, I hear the standard rap that I would get from a company
person or a manager is that 'this group, live,
is a knockout. I mean, they're killers. All
they need is that hit record. When they get
that hit record, man, you're gonna see the
baddest group that ever existed in the
history of recorded music.' So they want
the charts. And that's why I approach it
like that."

ON HEARING
the ears, and I do hear
very well. Musically and technically. I hear
stuff all over the place. The guitar player if he accidentally hits an open A string while
he's fingering a chord, we could have thirty
pieces on tape and I'll hear that and solo it
out and bust him -say, 'Hey, could you keep
that string quiet ?' He says, 'You mean you
actually heard that ?' So my ears are really
my fortune. That's where everything lies.
"I only go by

Right in my ears."

ALAN PENCHANSKY

of

In one
CBS' recent digital sessions flautist Jean -Pierre Rampal
was recorded with the Mostly Mozart Chamber Orchestra. Sony
PCM -1600 digital equipment was

Schmidt says CBS' classical

York Philharmonic. London uses its
own two -track digital equipment.
For the London sessions, Mehta
conducted Berlioz richly orchestrated "Symphonic Fantastique."
CBS Records also has taped
Mchta and the Philharmonic in a

recording schedule is being entirely
covered in digital today.
London Records' most recent
digital sessions m the U.S. placed
Zubin Mehta at the helm of the New

man. the Cleveland Orchestra and
the Philharmonic under Leonard
Bernstein also figure in CBS digital
tapings.

used.

digital rendition of Stravinsky's
"Petrouchka." Pianist Lazar Ber-

Critical and commercial

accept-

ance of the new classical releases has
been impressive. A look at the most
recent Billboard Best Selling Classical LPs chart shows four digital LPranked in the top six listings. One -

fifth of all albums ranking were recorded on digital equipment.
Major labels that have committed

ON TAPE

classical projects to digital also include RCA and EMI. EMI is using
its own digital system that MCI in
the U.S. is building for open market
sale fa prototype will be demonstrated at the AES in New York),
The smaller independent record
labels were the first to mine the new
sonic lode, with Telarc Records
the U.S. emerging as a leader. Th
classical chart LPs are on the Tel
label.
Telarc's a &r plans call for a thi
volume of symphonic wind music g,
conducted by Frederick Fennell,
and two tapings with the Cleveland
Orchestra under Lorin Maazel in
January. The Soundstream system
has been the vehicle for Telarc.
The small independent labels
apparently have the production and

"I do not know much about the characteristics, physically, of what tape is made of.

marketing flexibility
mount digital projects.

ON RHYTHM SESSIONS
"I do my basic rundown on the rhythm

date. The guys are really cookin' and the
groove is there and everything. I come in
and take a listen to what kinds of sounds I
have. But if that sound is not there, then
I don't record until the sound is right. There
may be some other producers who would
just go with the flow. 'If it's groovin', hey,
you know, we'll save it in the mix.' But I've
attempted to save things in the mix. It
doesn't happen. It has to be on tape"

I'm not too much into that -the chemistry
involved. However, after spending six years
at Motown -they had many, many rules and
regulations. Now, one was that we always
use Scotch Tape. When I ventured off into
the world of independent producing, out of
habit, and not wanting to change a good
thing, I went right back to the same tape,
which was 250. And I was then approached
by other engineers telling me that if you
switched, you could increase your performances here -you know, the bottom end, so
forth and so on. And I did stray away and I
did try cutting other projects on different
types of tape. And the bottom line is that I
came back to Scotch. I can't say that I noticed the difference of, you know, 3 dB and
the low end with Scotch, and the other only
gave me a dB- and -a -half. I can't say that.
I only go with my ears. which tell me that
my home is with Scotch Tape."

readily
These firms
in most cases do not have their own

expensive analog equipment to
amortize, nor do they have big
analog recording catalogs and unreleased analog tape backlogs to protea.
Some of the most aggressive digital production work is coming from
Delos Records and from Chalfont'
and Varese -Sarabande Records.
Delos has placed three digital
bums of brass music on the m.
in time for Christmas, including
brilliant baroque recital by trumpeter Gerard Schwarz and colleagues
Chalfont has issued three
Soundstream mastered LPs. including two orchestral programs under
the leadership of Morton Gould
The classical repertoire clearly
leads the way in digital release

However, jazz recordings in digital
are on the upswing. In this category
there have been

SCOTCH 250
WHEN YOU LISTEN FOR A LIVING.

to

recent offenngs

from Discwasher.Recordmgs. Sonic
Arts and Telarc.
One reason for the immediate link
between classical music and digital
is the aural allure of the repertoire.
Symphony orchestras proside the
broad tonal spectrum and loudness
range necessary to begin to realize
the potential of digital taping An
this raises the question as to whethamplified music stands to hen,
greatly from digital reproxluction.
Recordings of true contempwa
pop have been more limited Th
Warners' "Bop Till You Drop" b:'
Ry Cooder brought digital into t
pop limelight and was well receiv
by audio and music writers. Wa
Bros. in Canada has releas
Soundstream digital taping
Myth" by group Tnie Myth.
lacking U.S. distribution.,I.
release has not gained significant a
pusurc.
Herb Alpert's "Rise" marl, a elf
nifrcant coincidence of dig,. and
commercial mass accept,in,. Inc
record was mastered on 3M egu
ment but transferred to anal'
sumahly for editing, This su
that the 3M editing system has
he perfected. And don't he su
if an audiophile pressing of !'
lease from the digital tapes
tually appears
Several pop recordings tha
originated on multi -track
machines have been mixed d.`
ing digital equipment. This a
rrJ nq pn:.
'
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the features you'd expect from
a 2- channel parametric equalizer.
At a price you don't
All

A radical departure in circuit principles, Technics
5H -9010 universal frequency equalizer offers the

experienced technician and demanding audiophile
the flexibility of a 2- channel parametric equalizer
with five bands per channel.
Each bond has a center frequency that's
continuously variable. By turning the control knob
below each slide pot, the center frequency con be
varied up or down by as much as 1.6 octaves. So,
unlike conventional equalizers with a fixed -center
frequency, the SH -9010 has no frequency "blind
spots:' What's more, each band of the SH -9010 can
adjust to overlap the adjacent band to further boost
or attenuate a selected frequency width.
Incredible for the price? You're right. But what's
even more incredible is that variable center
frequency is just one of the 5H- 9010's advantages.
Variable "Q" or bandwidth is another. With it
you can broaden or narrow any frequency band.

Independently or both at the same time. Which
means you can balance an entire string section or
eliminate an annoying little hum.
Technics SH -9010. Compare specifications and
prices. And you'll agree there's no comparison.
THD:

0.02 %.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 10
Hz
kHz (-r 0,
0.2 dB). 10 Hz
kHz
dB). GAIN: 0 ± dB. Si N: 90 dB. BAND
0,
LEVEL CONTROL: + 12 dB to -12 dB (5 elements x
1.6 oct. to
2). CENTER FREQUENCY CONTROL:
1.6 oct. BANDWIDTH (Q) CONTROL: 0.7 to 7.0.
180
CENTER FREQUENCIES: 60 Hz (Variable 20 Hz
kHz
Hz), 240 Hz (Variable 80 Hz-, 720 Hz),
(Variable 333 Hz - 3 kHz), 4 kHz (Variable 1.3

-20

-3

(

-

-70

1

-

-

1

16 kHz (Variable 5.3 kHz
kHz). SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE: $560.00.'
Technics SH -9010. A rare combination of

kHz--12 kHz) and

48

audio
technology. A rare standard of audio excellence.
'Technics recommended price, but actual retail price will be set by dealers.

Technics
Professional Series

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DEALERS REPORT STRONG MART

Pro & Semi-pro Business Solid
B)

JIM McCULLAUGH

Digital Software Boost For Classics
Corninued from page 48

fion of digital locks

in the quality of
the first generation master tape and

preserves
through
digital copies.
it

and disco applications is keeping a
torrid pace at retail.
Pro dealers around the country as
well as manufacturers arc reporting
business as strong to ahead of last
year's pace.
"We've had a 70% increase in

LOS ANGELES -Professional,
semi -professional and related elec-

tronic equipment for recording studio, broadcast. sound reinforcement

IMPORTANT
NOTICE

business," says John Borman of
AVC, Minneapolis. "In fact, he
continues, "we've had a 50% in-

Announces

AVC, indicates Borman, is a professional sound retail firm covering
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and
North and South Dakota.
Markets catered to include broadcast, professional and semi -pro
recording studios and p.a. and
theatre sound reinforcement.
"It seems," he points out, "that we
have been selling a lot more turnkey
studio packages as well as individual
studio pieces. And the individual
studio pieces are going out of here at
a much higher ticket. Instead of selling, for example, a $5,000 mixing
console, we're setting a 515,000
board or even a $30,000 board.
"Everyone is making the jump.
Eight -track facilities are upgrading
to 16- (rack, while 16 -track is upgrading to 24- track."
He also adds that studio outboard
equipment -such as the Lexicon
digital reverb -has been hot.

NORELCO STYLE

BOXES
40 MILLION
C -0

PER YEAR

CASSETTES

CASSETTE & 8 TRACK TAPE

CASSETTE COMPONENTS
CASSETTE TABS
BLANK CASSETTES
C -30. C -60.

C

-90.

HEAD CLEANERS

HIGHEST QUALITY
LOW PRICES
Call

or

Write

AUDIO
INDUSTRIES
Bread

S

Ridçehei0.

Lmden Aves.

Tel: 201 -945 -4545

:

V

for the

crease in business each year
last four years."

AUDIO INDUSTRIES

On the semi -pro. side, he notes:
"The Tascam four and 8 -Track market has been very strong also. A lot
of those packages are going to cor-

0755!

Telex 133396

por.u,,ms for audio /visual applications and that market has grown
steadily.
"A lot more firms arc putting together production studios and that's
really adequate for their uses. We
just put together three studios for
IBM here as well as one for Northwest Bell."
Borman adds that his best promotional tool for all his markets has
been seminars.
"We had been advertising," he
stales, "in local music publications,
for example, but the results were not
that strong. The best approach is
seminars. In fact, we are trying to
have a seminar at least once every
three months. There's no substitute

for that."
And the 10,000 square foot operation has just become the Midwest
distributor for Ncve and hopes to
become a much larger factor in professional recording studio equipment sales.
"This will position us," he says,
"in the big studio market."
Paul Westbrook of Westbrook
Audio, Dallas, also reports strong
business.
Begun six years ago, this operation carries such lines as Sound

Workshop, Tangent, Otani, dbx,
Delta Lab and others.
"The whole professional audio
business in terms of sales and interest in the equipment," he notes, "is
on the increase."

Notes Bill Mohrhoff. national

all

additional

Digitally mixed -down LPs include the epochal Fleetwood Mac
"Tusk" LP. Reaction to this just-released album could impact forcefully on the future of digital in pop
production. Soundstream equipment was used.
Albums by Herbie Hancock and
Chick Corea (CBS), and the Cryers
(Mercury) also were mixed to twotrack digital. And upcoming Stevie
Wonder and Germaine Jackson albums (both Motown) reportedly utilize the production method.

At least half

dozen different
manufacturers
their digital machines in use today. In the U.S.,
Soundstream and Sony equipment
is in use most often.
According to Thomas Stockham,
a
see

Soundstream president, 25 digital
LPs on the market were recorded by
the company. Stockham says another 25 are in the can. The company celebrates the second anniversary of its launch of commercial
services at the fall AES.
Of released digital albums, the
largest number has been produced
by Denon of Japan using its own
sales manager for Tascam: "Business has been strong for the last few

months"
The firm recently introduced

its

Portastudio M -144 to the creative
audio /semi -pro community which is
(Continued on page 51)

equipment. The Denon catalog, dis tributed in the U.S. by Discwasher,
numbers well over 100 disks today.
In the classical field some of the
latest digital entrants include Moss
Music Group (Vox). which is
launching a complete Mahler Symphony cycle this month using Sony

ott

equipment provided by Philadelphia's Digital Recording Sys-

terns. Gothic Records will release a
two-record organ recital this month,
one of the first albums taped on

Technics digital equipment.
Sine Qua Non Records completed
three digital albums last summer,
and Vanguard Records has avantgarde solo piano and the Mostly
Mozart Orchestra preserved in the
new sound technology_
A convert from direct- to-disk

recording

M &K Real Time
Recordings of Los Angeles. The firm°"
is

used Sony digital equipment

to

record five albums in Europe
recently with the Phalharmomc
Hungarica Orchestra.
Consumers are paying up to

5)7.98 for the new classical disks.
Even at that puce dealers report
brisk trade. London and RCA have
come in at the 59.9ft mark for digital,
with CBS and EMI expected at
510.98.
Observers believe that 1980 will
see the major label digital price
mark stabilize at SI or S2 above the
S10 list price mark.
The smaller, so- called audiophile
labels expect to maintain a quality
differential through greater attenlion to production details. These
firms will continue to cluster at or
above the S15 mark.
!.
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A NEW MUSICAL
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he -$1 &Ilion Dollar Market" has finally arrived with a
tremendous and loud "Ole" in Latin America
And with the mother countries of Spain (to all
Spanish speaking nations) and Portugal (to Brazil).
the count already is well underway towards the next
plateau, a $2 billion dollar market
Only unforseen economic reversals can stand in
the path of preventing all of these lands from becoming perhaps the
most lucrative in the world as we swiftly approach the decade of the
1980s. No longer can any of the major companies and artists ignore
its vast and sensational potential
More than 100 top companies -international and independent
alike -are sharing in the pot of musical gold And it is lust at the
dawn of its great awakening. The figures prove it beyond any doubt
In annual retail turnover, some of the figures in records and lapes
sold from each country's own product and licensed material from
around the globe are staggering:

Brazil-approaching $350 million.

19.

4

Mexico -at approximately $250 million.
Argentina- around $120 million

Venezuela -at the brink of $100 million
Mix in the U S Latin at somewhere in the neighborhood of $70
million. a spoonf ul of Colombian $40 million, a dash of Central
American and Puerto Rican $20 million each and a few pinches of
Ecuadorean $11 million, Chilean $10 million and Peruvian $6 mil
hon plus three drops of Uruguayan, Paraguayan and Bolivian which
add up to over $5 million and the immense musical cocktail is ready
If you want it extra strong, add some Spanish and Portuguese tonic
for another $150 million combined
Things get even dizzier when individual performances are brought
into the Latin American lormula: over one million units for Abbas
"Chiqudda, the surge of "Amigo" sales in Mexico zooming past two
million units, the sustaining high counts for Julio Iglesias. Robert
Carlos, Gloria Gaynor, Bee Gees. Rafaella Carra, Boney M. Village
People, among dozens.
The record stands. A new power in the world is beginning to wield
its weight.
These pages tell the tale of Latin America -a new musical giant
indeed
MARV FISHER
'

Billboard Publications, Inc., 9000 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 (213) 273.7040 Cable: Blllboy LA; NY Telex -620523; LA Telex -698669:
PUBLISHER: LeeZhito; ASSOCIATE PUBLISHERS: Tom Noonan, Bill Wardlow
www.americanradiohistory.com
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INCREASED STABILITY
POINTS TO
OPTIMISTIC FUTURE

Right, vocalist-rnni
poser Jose ,41.frea,
Fuentes .ho plated
third in the O I978,
is one of the most popular Em/ -Odeon Chnlcnu artists.

f!

rise in sales for these tour thinly
populated nations- Chile. Peru,
Ecuador and Bolivia -has still not
lived up to expectations for the
24.month period since the sum
mer of 1977. And although a
shade on the underside of $30
million in gross retail sales. the
quartet looks to a sunny future.
Still beset with some economic
and political problems. the free
dom signs are glowing ever brighter to demonstrate more sta
bility, a factor which will eventually show in the purchase of
he'

Above. left, Dolores. Soledad un,: l'

three e.eplr,.
rating cucu /i,sts from Chile lot Rs -I rlorrnerli' Fee'
cuenriu A /ro//, therms. now called .Super rout recently re
corded in Germany
seer

Center. Mr. 1'eng. right, delivers a gift to Miguel
Ulluu Figuerrxr, general manager of Radin 1.0 Pren.sa. ore
the occasion of the .station's lents anniversary last July
Far right. Antonio

J. Segura Gomes, president of Surumencana De Discos in Caracas. center, signs the /iritis
ing contract fix l'ene :uehtn representation of the Erna.
durian firm Ifesa. Ai his left is Ilenberta Ortega. on
right. August° Villegas, hod, s- os'/'utiit5 with Ifera.

more records and tapes.
Starting from the top, both figuratively and geographically,
with Ecuador, where the estimates are over $11 million in
www.americanradiohistory.com

gross turnover for the past annum. the situation is stable but not
extraordinary as was expected.
A couple of factors which have held it back have been the lack
of a new government administration's clear policy, and the
simple reason of the market still basically being restricted to the
populous centers of Guayaquil and Quito.
The coastal metropolitan area (about 1.5 million population)
and the mountain capital (slightly under one million). respec.
lively, still comprise approximately 65% of the record and tape
sales in the country of some 7.5 t to eight million inhabitants.
Although. only a short 25minute flight between the two centers, the tastes and reactions to music are vastly different. The
recent personal appearance of American artist Gloria Gaynor, the
first ever in the country, is classic proof
Gaynor played to big audiences in Guayaquil (Infinity Disco and
Coliseo) and made a big impression, but in Quito (Tennis Club
and bullring) the crowds were slim and with lust a so -so reaction.
Nevertheless. promoter Andres Chinboga reported "good eVturns." The likelihood is that there will be a repeat of such ¡m.
portation of talent in the months and years ahead. This isan mite
cation of the breakaway from isolation by becoming more
sophisticated on an international scale.
Disco, like in many other parts of Latin America. has made am
solid overall impression with the buying public. Good reason.. m.
creased airplay by the radio stations, and even wide exposureon
the part of television.
Oswaldo Valencia, an aware young man billed as "Mr. Soul
Train," who's an announcer -mc for Channel 10 and WBNX radio,
is typical of the people who are diffusing more international-type
hits. He is an Ecuadorian who lived in New York City tor closet()
two years.
Actually, there is a pretty good distribution of stations through
out the entire country, an indication that the people are thor
oughly exposed to what kind of music is on the market. Thecoun
try's total of close to 400 AM stations is more than the lotalof the
other three in the Andean range put together (around 165 m
Peru, over 100 in Bolivia and only around 35 in Chile). Ecuador
also has some 15 to 20 FM stations transmitting.
Fediscos, IFESA. Fadisa and Famoso, latter two in Quito, are
still the top four in the oil -rich country (where a gallon of gasolinet,e -;
only costs 20c). But a fifth firm. Discos (Carlos and Luis Felipe)
Aguillar. is making big strides and finding its shareof the market.
The company is "very contident" that the market is far bigger
than what present statistics show.
Newer and more modern technical equipment finds its way ev
ery year into Ecuador. where there are still very few restrictioni`r
for imports. Advocates of such lurther modernization are the
Wierdak brothers -Bronislaw (graduate of MIT) and Mario (grad.
uate of Boston Univ.)-of Fediscos. The pair are nearing completion of an exceptional 24.track, MCI console studio.
The former, Bronislaw, who entered MIT about a decade ago
with one of the highest passing grades ever in the history of the
school, observes: "When the talent catches up to the sapins
tication of new recording techniques in three to five years. we will
see more international hits coming out of here (Ecuador and the
rest of Latin America)."
The younger "beoni" Wierdak brother. who has increased the
pace of construction for the recording facility within the past lew
months with special wood and other top grade microphones and
speakers (Tom Hidley of Eastlake was the consultant on the prof

Oct), has been holding daily classes with seven potential en(''
neers to conduct the sessions when all is ready. He also has"'
oughly translated into Spanish brochures of every single known
piece of recording and pressing equipment known in the Wester,

world.
Leticia Pino, daughter of Carlos Pino Plaza. of IFESA, the other
solidly entrenched manufacturer and distributor in Guayaeol.
and one of a growing list of top female executives in Latin Amer
ica (a couple of other examples being Sassy Monge de Von
Schwedler of Cordica, Venezuela. and Myrian Avanzi of Top Tape'
Brazil), contends that the activity is "busy but will get Susie," ,
The general manager is working to increase the output of prod
uct over the next year or two with an expansion of pressing KO,
ment. Right now, they have 30.40 presses (Fediscos has 1S.
Aguillar 5. Fadisa 12 F
varies from

mpnt

Hamilton to
an. (constructed for
by
Codrscos
Famoso
of Medellin, Colombia).
is
still
seeking
Ecuador
more of an identity in the musical
of
the
world.
And with a further growth in our
community
market -we have the oil-there is no reason why we cannot do
it," says Fadrsa topper Roberto Recaído, a mild and confident
record tape executive.
Recalde keeps an eye on what is going on in the Guayaquil
area of operations. However. he doesn't let the companies
"down there" influence what kind of product he will distrib
ute. Fadrsa has a good trump card currently in handling RCA
product. mainly the records and tapes of Abba and honey M
Both are selling "exceptionally welt."
Another company which keeps doing its thong rs Fen..
(Aguilar). putting out a goodly amount of criolla" mati'
from neighboring Peru. "We seem to be doing okay with a
Winch of small lines." claims the younger Aguilar. and that's
been going on for the past 28 years" There could be a slight
alteration in policy. though. in the near future with the firm
going after mire international lines other than those in the
neighboring countries
One of them. Peru, still relies heavily on much of its local
creatans. as there is still somewhat of a problems in exporting
monies from the country However, that still doesn't stop
them from giving the public a taste of the outside.
We know the market still does not represent something
formidable in comparison with other countries in Latin Amer'ca." says Jaime Delgado. the general manager of the longtime solvent Sono Radio (CBS distnbutor). "But we are start
mg to recuperate some extensive tosses we have suffered in
the past year or two."
The Peruvi an market has started a campaign whereas it is
II relatively easy for the public to buy musical product. In
tact. a is one Cl the cheapest areas in the world for people to
obtain their special kind of music. An LP is selling for $3.50
and a single goes for 70 to $1.
Tropical still holds a high position with the public, however,
because at the tremendous impact made by "Saturday Night
with the Bee Gees and John Travolta (distributed via
Fever
the essentially new member of the Polygram family, El Virrey),
there has been a wide, overall acceptance of all kinds of mu.

'

e
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Delgado ,eels_ She some of the other executives in Lima,
that. e.en though the figures still do not show an explosion.
people outside of the capital are starting to listen and look for
more international sounds. "They know there is something
else. other than what is produced locally. One artist who is rid
aig along on such an international wave is our line with the
Cdr Bee product.
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TODO ESTO A SU SERVICIO
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"&x Although the o.erall retail figures in the past year of only $6
minion puts Peru near the bottom of the list, some definite
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comments.
London-based Bryan Miller who accompanied his clientsdi
their first Latin American tour sees Boney M doing a lot better
in these parts in the next few months. "Our purpose was to
see what was here, and to further enhance the group's image
in the country. am sure we'll be back on a much grander
scale," says Miller.
What is quite important, though, in the estimation of the
Chilean musical future is that hardware equipment is starting
to come in by the ton. The public is subject to only 10% myPt
duty on most all items, except for cars whereas that "ism
puestoW" is out of sight.
hat some feel Chile lacks is a sufficient amount of radio
outlets to help promote the various new international sounds
and to sustain the indigenous rhythms. The disk jockeys here
in this long coastal and mountainous nation still do notdittet.
entiate between disco and pop. Everything is lumped of°
he

sin_nn_r
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Continued from page LA -5
facts of unit sales justifies several rays of optimism for them
near future. One of them is that last year's drop of 30% was
recouped by half in the first quarter of this year
FTA's general manager Osvaldo Vazquez, who returned to
the label approximately 18 months ago. also highlights a valid
point about the demand for product which still has not sur
faced in statistics. That is because at present (July '79) we
are around 130.000 in back orders," the executive reports.
Product has not been hurting for the Peruvian consumer,
and a greater variety of styles and artists will surely be mer
chandised before the year is out. FTA early in the summer ac.
quired the rights to Ariola worldwide product via a deal terminated between Vazquez and the fast-flying, European
company's key Latin American vice president Ramon Segura.
"It means our market has come alive following the boom
publicity of the disco fad. They (the public) know a lot moreof
what is going on outside these borders -and they're going to
be looking for it more in the future despite our depressed
economy," emphasizes Delgado.
IEMPSA head and longtime music executive Augusto Sarria
Salas also is one who has confidence in the market springing
back to a more solvent position than in recent times.
"We've been moving pretty good lately with EMI product,.
especially Wings. and believe we have a solid, international
seller (mostly throughout Latin America) in Yola Polastri who
is especially important now because of her specialty with chit
dren's songs (International Year of the Child)," he points out.
IEMPSA also has been given a lift with recent releases of
Arista, basically the material from Barry Manilow and Queen.
Over the past two years, the Peruvian market has gone from
salsa tropical to disco and "probably back to salsa and the
Spanish ballad again," according to El Virrey international d
rector Dante Capella- He cites (as in most parts of Latin Amer
ma) such artists as Julio Iglesias, Camilo Sesto and Mece
dades still being in somewhat of a demand -but not as much
as in the past. One Spanish artist who hasn't seen too much
action of late is Joan Manuel Serrat. "Too much protest,"
claims Capella.
El Virrey's longtime general director, Alejandro Parodi, .s
not too worried about wheat he will do for an encore following
the long domination of the "Saturday Night Fever" of a year
ago. "We have complete confidence in ourselves. our market
and the worldwide line of Polygram product."
The sustaining maverick organization of the Peruvian musi
cal community, Alberto Maravi and his Infopesa firm are still
alive and well and basking in homegrown releases. Among"
some of its hit material are releases by Los Pasteles Verdes,
Los Mirlos, Ivan Cruz, Otto de Rojas, Los Carinosos, among a
couple of dozen.
One salsa artist from outside the borders of Incaland who
has had substantial success is Oscar D'Leon from Venezuela's.,
Top Hits, distributed via IEMPSA. Salas believes he'll be
around for a long time and "will eventually become a solid
catalog seller."
Of all the markets along the western stretch of the South
American continent, Chile possibly stands apart as being one
which can burst forth with music coming and going at any
given moment. In so many words, it is on the brink of conwm
ing far more than the current estimated retail turnoverot $10
million -and the talent in the country has vast possibilititesof
crossing frontiers even beyond the'huge Latin American tern.
tory.
One clear and outstanding example of such international
possibilities is the threesome formerly known as Frequenta
Mod -now dubbed Super. It recently recorded a new LP in
Germany for RCA under the a &r supervision of Jose Manuel
Silva Child, who also serves as the international manager for
IRT, the government'owned record and tv manufacturer (an
RCA property expropriated by the former Salvador Allende re
gime early in this decade).
"We are really just beginning to scratch the surface down i1
here," says Silva Child, who has high hopes of expanding the
potential in his native country. He succeeded the late Roberto 1
Inglez two years ago, and his personal touch with more expo
sion and youth has paid off handsomely, especially his guid'
ing of the RCA line.
Early last July, Child was instrumental in spearheading the
first promotional tour ever for Bonny M in the country. Ac
tually. it was the kickoff of the European based group's initial
junket through Latin America (other stops were in Buenos
Aires, Rio and Mexico City). "I would have to say it met with
great success -and there should be more like it in the future."
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Alejandra Pont Lexica, left. star disk jockey for the
"Saturday Night Parues-- in Buenos Aires, also supervised four compilation albums for the teenager
market.

Leon Gleco. above, major folk -rock poet and singer.
with great following both in Buenos Aires and all Argentinian provinces, recently recorded his fourth LP.
Los Cantores Del Alba. right, folklore group front the
Sutra Province: Gilberto Vaca, Horacio Aguirre,
Tomas Campos and Hugo Cavana Flores, one of the
leading forces in the Argentine marker.

Argentina. the tough seventies are almost over,
and the final lesson will
tt
have plenty to do with
the survival of the fittest. A lot of time, energy and money have
been spent
vain during adeca
cade that has
seen not a single major
pop star emerge in the
process. The reason: inflation, of course.
In fact. to 1974. the dollar was worth 16.08
pesos in Argentina. Now in mid -1979 it is aln

sey, with fair results. The next one will be Sergio Mendes.

During the years 1975.1977, the Argentina rock movement
took over the stadiums. Crowds up to 15,000 gathered to
cheer stars like Leon Gieco. Charly Garcia. Nito Mestre and
Luis Alberto Spinetta, among many other young musicians
who composed their own repertoire and sang everything in
Spanish.
Thousands of color posters covered the walls of the Argen.

TVENTEIR
INFLATION WEARY NATION LOOKS

TO PROMISING 80's
1'.''"".
uI/

'

ARGEf1TIf1A

most 1.400.00 pesos. The inflationary spiral is
a crude reality here and now. but not the only
villain. A proper acknowledgement and a responsible awareness of the negative forces in
action during the past 10 years, will soon hopefully lead to a great deal of radical changes for
the local record industry. Otherwise, the only
road will be the one that leads to extinction, say
a number of industry executives interviewed by
Billboard.
Local live talent is scarce in the realm of pop
music. This year, only a Sandro return concert
had something that resembled past glories.
The rest, as during the last five years, was
dominated by foreign pop stars (Raffaella
Carra and Julio Iglesias on top) and several
rock artists followed by loyal young crowds. On
this level. two concerts by guitarist John
McLaughlin and his band plus the group of the
Brazilian Egberto Gismonli attracted to the
Luna Park Stadium almost 14,000 rock fans.
No one, outside of the rock scene, can gather
so many people in such a manner.
Last year, due precisely to the lack of meaningful activity by Argentine artists, the market
was seized by foreigners, mainly Brazilians.
who for the first time since 1969 offered very
successful shows: Gilberto Gil, Gal Costa. Simone. Caetano Veloso, Hermeto Pascoal and
Mardis Medalha. Two others will make the
scene very soon: Milton Nascimento and Elis
Regina. Recently. Brazilian empresario Marcos
Lazaro has started business in Argentina, in association with a newcomer to showbiz, German
Gorenstein. Their first move was Shirley Bas
Miguel D. Gnnberg is an Arpentinoiournalist whocov.
5,s the music scene for Buenos Aires newspaper La
lp.ntnn and the Belgrarm llm+recsdy paper %gent.
www.americanradiohistory.com

By MIGUEL GRINBERG

tine cities announcing concerts and festivals. Several dozens
of concept albums were recorded by them. but the industry
merchandised the records as any other regular pop music
product. Radio and television lent little support. But the
crowds kept moving ahead. Three monthly rock magazines
established themselves with a faithful following.
But suddenly, all that energy was not enough and the
money earned from all live presentations was not enough for

,.

liaban RaJ/alla Cana, lr/r,

Imported instruments and sound
large
equipment demanded
investments that the artists had
to race themseues Revenues from recordings were scarce So
the leading groups disbanded and the top artists began going
abroad looking tor better chances
The arena became a desert But not for a long time Disco
ode Cher. even though there was little talent tor the creation
local disco bands. Then a young amateur disk jockey found
,ur,sdf leading the fun dunng Saturday night parties in sub
colleges. and he quickly became the star of the show.
The name Alejandro Pont Lenca suddenly appeared
rafted on Large street posters. announcing "fiestas" in
Ch00ls. dubs halls and colleges. He became a trademark
end established an organization He started a new trend and
:t'er amateur disk Jockeys followed his steps with growing
:,,tees Other names appeared on the same walls where the
absent or quiet rock artists had starred one year before They
were Rafael P Sarmiento and Golzalo De Alvear
Pont Leztca's selections conquered the youth dancing mar
kit Fancy discotheques did not exist in Argentina (they still
do not. and the regular explanation is to blame the growing
inflation). and he provided the proper answer. The Interdisc
record company got the underlying message and today there

is

and sold between 500,C)00 and

the young musicians.

a new hot
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'/cran tango orchestra director and patois, Osvaldo Puglie.re,
greatest tangairts

of

top, ha( a large jalliioing In Argentina and abroad lie ix the lare
the forties. Ne ts seen with colleague lose Bassa und popular tango singer Alberto Podest.

of the

Rafael P. Surmiento, bottom, another rvning disk /arker eln'atrd to the caregon of star by young people addicted io the disco era :e, not
in fancy discotheques but during parties open to everybody in Buenas Aires.
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are, in the market, at least four LP compilations authored by
Pont Lenca and two others authored by Sarmiento
Each of them has a personal -touch" which is followed by a
new wave of young disk jockeys who dream of becoming Sat
urday night kings someday Pont Lenca and Sarmiento are
booked as any other pop star. and they supply taped comp la
lions for all sorts of parties, at a lower fee. sending one of their
loyal aides for the supervision
Buenos Aires audiences' locus of the Argentine showcase.
are highly sophisticated and demanding.
Recent successful activities, both in Buenos Aires (clubs
and television) and other cities, have involved Iva Zan cchi, Mi.
guet Gallardo. Boney M. Richard Clayderman, Laurent Voulzy
and David Soul
Folklore musicians and tango artists are very active But
only a few have success on records.
When the entertainment has value. the crowd appears In
spite of inflation. business has been very rewarding for the
cinema and the theatre. In the music area, while there are no
top local stars. audiences respond to good foreign acts.
Meanwhile. although executives are loath to go on record

to Abba.

toilizi.j,lerge
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about Argentina's doldrums, many believe the industry is
working at half its potential. As a result. there is much impro
visation -Everybody admits the existence of an economic
crisis," says one executive. "But no one dares speak about
the evident creative crisis. t suppose the hope is that such silence will correct the situation of the talent scarcity sooner or
later The lack of impact among local composers adds to the
general frustration of the industry, too."
Cable tv does not exist in Argentina. There are 13 AM radio
stations in Buenos Aires and only three of them are privately
operated These three stations are active also in FM stereo
Only four of the 10 stations operated by the government have
FM broadcasting.
TV is completely under governmental control. None of the
tour Buenos Aires channels emphasize music, and are in
valved in a desperate battle for ratings. Of the 20 leading pro.
grams, only one is devoted to music, "tango nostalgia." The
rest consists of soap operas, entertainment, sports. news and
American series. From time to time. these channels offer
"spectaculars" related to the music scene: Special programs
with visiting foreign stars or imported shows from the Beatles

Aldo Mangr, too
to the c uni.. do

C

Recently. veteran channel 7 was absorbed by the slate
owned Argentine Televisora Color, created in 1978 for the coy
erage of the World Soccer games. All Argentine tv is still black
ind white Commercial color broadcasting will be started by
1TC.7 on May I. 1980 Color tv set imports are not allowed
The sale of locally produced sets have started already, costing

$1,250

Radio and tv programming are seen here as plagued by
mediocrity Executives say the exceptions are few. as speakers
try to become entertainers. Journalists attempt to be show
men and actresses and actors try to become Journalists "Mu
sic lust appears by accident when speech turns into a helpless
waste," is the way one executive puts it
The general activity of the industry gives the image of a "hit
and run" operation Top selling artists have at their best a life
performance peak of two years in the market, and suddenly
they vanish when the promotional efforts of the label is placed
on a newcomer with seeming potential for becoming another
ephemeral success It happens even with artists that have
earned a gold record (100.000 copies in this country) They
still get a few tries with two or three singles If the sales are
very low, the contract ends and they try to make it with other
labels.
"Local creative producers seem not to exist," laments one
executive. "so that much of the basic operation depends on
guessing. The shortage of imagination and craftmanship is
aggravated by managers constantly cutting costs lust to be
safe. Because every studio musician costs $150 per hour
standard orchestras are reduced from 14 to eight members
"The result of productions with this method is product re.
yarded below the level of the standard U S /European pro.
ductions, eliminating much of the chances in the local market
and closing ways of project on to the Latin American scene."
Another executive sums it up. "In the Argentine market to.
day, everybody suffers a so.called 'sales fever.' Almost no one
works for the future. building a coherent catalog Thus, the
present becomes the reality and all marketing efforts concen
trate on sales and promotion, while the artistic side gets little
or no attention at all With most of the very good product corn
ing from abroad and a growing dispersion of all known and
unknown talent not getting a single chance. the results are
shrinking the market.
"No one dares to confront this rampant truth, and the 'hit
and run' policy continues as the rule. Practically two thirds of
all albums issued in Argentina get no promotion at all in the
media. while on the other side plenty of promotions given to
disks that no one ends up buying.
"Not a single local disco group has been created. The last
pop stars have been Palito Ortega and Sandro. So when the
pain of all failures becomes unbearable, inflation is used as
the scapegoat for a situation that demands a brave new action on all levels "
Since the establishment of stereo recordings, obsolescence
has been the main enemy of all sound addicts, from the tech.
nician to the plain listener. In Argentina, during the past
years, "serious" recording studios were the ones owned by
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°UNA COMPAÑIA DEL GRUPO
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MAMMOTH NATION
GAINING AN
EVEN LARGER

MUSICAL APPETITE

Ben, Sigla's No 1 artist, with his
swinging band "A Banda do Ze Pretorhn, "has
continually been on ehe top of the charts and his
records get a lot of arrplas.

Jorge

the along
Polygram's top artists Chu., Buarque and Maria Belhania received their ,C,riv rr, r,ii
"Chico Buarque" and 'Alibi." The! were presented in a special pans' where Nara Leas and Beths ati
brosherand famous perforrnerCaelano Velaso wrrc present. On the left. with Chico, is Sergio Canaleo, hh
producer, while Belhania is seen next to her producer Perinho Albuquerque.

Milton Nascimento again broke all the
attendance records in Rio de Janeiro
and Sao Paulo during the last year. This
poet from Minas Gerais has .reef! Irai
songs recorded by tep singea anda /so hr
other composers. He records albums
specifically for she U.S. and International market. 'Journey To Dawn"
has just been released by ABM ut his
two precious ones. "Courage" and "Milton." He is an EM/ -Odeon must.

4,40111k

RCA's Maninho da Vila is "Mr. Samba" himself ile is presently
recording a special album wish Latin Amenca's greatest hits. sung in
Portuguese with versions written by himself. Alro set is his greatest
samba hits, recorded in Spanish and placed in various Latin rhythms
for Latin America release.

By JOAO LUIZ DE ALBUQUERQUE

rom the day Carmen Miranda set her funny shoes in the U.S., Brazil
realized it had. aside from coffee beans, another first rate export
business; its music.
With an area larger than the continental U.S. and a love and passion for music that is only equaled by the attention devoted to "fule.
bol" -the Portuguese word for soccer
comes as a surprise to no
one that Brazil is considered one of the most musical countries in
the world. It has more than 25 totally different types of typical Brazi
lian music, even though a segment of hard core purists and tradi.
tionalists claim that some of them are more Brazilian than others.
Of these, bossa nova is, internationally the best known of all, as it
took over the music world in the beginning of the sixties. What few people realize is that, sometime
around 1964.1965. when it was receiving worldwide accolades from critics. musicians. retailers
and public alike. the death of the bossa nova was being declared in Brazil.
From a too -deep influence of tau to an even deeper accusation of being sophisticated music for
sophisticates, the real reasons for its early death in Brazil have never been found and the discus.
sions about it are so many they could fill a thick book.
The king is dead, long live the king. And in comes the tropicalia onto the local music scene. The
tropicalia was meant to be a movement back to the pure Brazilian origins of the samba, a trip back
to its rhythmic African roots. It launched the careers of two brilliant composers /singers. Caetano
Veloso and Gilberto Gil. Everything went fine until they both decided it was time to introduce elec
tric guitars in the pure, back -to- the. origins- tropicalia: they were hteratly thrown off 01 the
stage.
But what finally caused the abrupt end of the tropicalia was not a violent academic discussion
on the "impurity' of electricity, but the toughening of the non written censorship rules
enforced
by the federal government. Many artists had to flee the country and few -Chico Buarque and Milton Nascimento are two exceptions -were able to maintain a high degree of creatvity during the
years that followed.

-it

The promises of brighter and better times that had been promised for the last 12 months
seemed to have finally arrived when Brazil's President Joao Figueiredo, a smiling and easy
going "carioca" general, had lifted all but very few of the obstacles that were hampering the
existence of the freedom of thought and speech.
The gates of the dam are open and everyone is trying to guess what the free -flow of ideas will
bring to the highly competitive Brazilian music market. The record company executives are
keeping their thoughts secret. but the first sign is that the Latin American market is getting
more attention than ever before. In the past five or six years the number of artists recording
material in Spanish has grown here. The language barrier has always been a problem. while Brazil speaks Portuguese, the rest of Latin America speaks Spanish. And the two languages are not
as much alike as people like to think.
The traditional samba, Brazil's "national music." is going through a strong revival, with new
artists writing and singing new material that follows tradition. Producers are trying to figure a
way to adapt the incredible sound of the " baterías das Escoras de Samba" -the 200 man al
percussion bands that create all the carnival atmosphere at the big Sunday parade -into POP
music without any loss of strength and sheer beauty. Patrick Moraz, the Swiss musician with the
Moody Blues, is on the international level, the one who has some closest to achieving that. especially on his last album, "Patrick Moraz."
Some of the instruments of the " Escoras de Samba" have found their way into disco. and are
being used liberally by American and European disco producers and percussionists
"I think everyone is trying to guess what will come alter the disco." says Joao Araupa. SIGIAS.
will
executive director, "or, at least, what new sound will enrich it now. think the next few years
see Brazil increasingly fueling this type of music that is being played all over the world, becauseA
is a very musical country, there is a constant renewal of creativity here, and our samba rhythm
has been used more and more to bring new ideas into different forms of music."
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bit isolated from the rest of Latin
America by its language
and culture -is at present

passing through a period of
musical development that
is keeping its recording in
dustry vibrant with energy
and activity, and rs beginning to do the same to foreign markets.
This immense territory,
that in various earlier periods had earned an important place
In the world music
market through its own captivating genres
like the samba and the
bossa nova, finds itself affected by a
new movement that is fighting to spread itself to other coun

PVhde visaing Bra:il to 1977 Prin
that in Rio deJunenn. Clara Nun,

of Rra :tl

bares inaugurated EMI.Orkon's new sire
rte. is meat the most popularsumbvt singers
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tries.

artists who collaborate among themselves. Those who stand
out in the group are Gal Costa, Los Nuevos Bahianos. Baby
Consuelo, Yvonne Lara, Rosmha Valenta, and Maria Beth

This astonishing creative activity has converted the Brazi.
ban recording market into a true phenomenon -the undispu
table leader of the continent.
The present musical movement marks an evolutionary
tendency of a new generation of artists called the musical
stream of Bahia," so named in order to Indicate that the art
ists representing this style come from the Brazilian state of
Salvador de Bahia.
The bahiana movement has been developing during the
last six or seven years. initiated primarily by Gilberto Gil and
Caetano Velos gerttodeyoonsrshuro N
group of

ante, Veloso's sister.
The movement, made up of these and other artists, declares that its music is a renovating music, that marks a dis
find and definite stage in the country's production.
Nevertheless, there have been those who deny that the Ba
hianos constitute something truly different in Brazilian mu
sic, but believe that its a style that borrows from the general
musical richness of the country.
The critics have reactdd somewhat to the big promotional
push that has been given to the Bahianos, and they maintain
that more image has been created than true substance.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Bottom, view of Sinn I ndu.nria e Conrer.m's -parent of ehr
259enrald Copaiabana Records -plant pressing facilities.

Truthfully, the Bahiano artists have received intense pro.
motional support from the beginning.
It is considered that one of the decisive factors in estab
lishmg the Bahiano movement in its initial stage was the pro.
motional push given it by Polygram of Brazil, directed at that
time by Andre Midani, who is presently the director of WEA.
Such is the role attributed to Midani in establishing this
stream that it is anticipated that some of these artists will loin
1i .mtinnrd GropyligAtedit)aterial
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WEA Hermeto Paschoal, who is one of Bru :il s mast ¡ono vu rte musician,
and composers with strong Brathan Northeastern folk music and ja:: in
fluences, signs his new contract with WEA', who director Mazola

The young, modern, and swinging sound of this racal
group. centered, Harmony Cats on RGE /Fermata has
captured the attention of the teen -ager market. They
are continuously performing on it.
When Brazil's Top Tape decided to give a tn. in the
U.S.'s disco market they signed a contract with Amer
can singer Gary Criss. lop right, who sung and discoed
Billy Terrell's "Rio de Janeiro"al! the way up to Bill.
board's own Disco Action charts as a hot import on Top
Tape's Amazon Label. It was later released in the U.S.
on

Salmi!.

Joao Araujo. executive

director, and Roberto
Carlos in the new Siglo
Rio studios.

Eli: Regina

Egberio Gismonts is one of Brazil's mon talented corn.
posers. musicians, arrangers ro come after Antonio
Carlos Jobim. His latest albums. "Dana Das Cabecas, "and "Sol Do Meio Dia" received escellentreviews all over the world "Sol Do Meio Dia" vectored
n award os the best fusion/ Latin album of 1978 bs
High Fidehh Magaine.

f

moved to WEA in the beginnarg
ihe year and is already enjoying a new international status. In less thon 30 days. she
made appearances al Montreuxs and Japan's jazz festivals plus
having her new album, "Essa Mulher" skyrocketing towards a
gold record.
e

Sidney Magali. center, is the
newest and hottest idol of the
Bra:dian teenagers, and his concerts always end in riots. with
fans trsing io climb on the stage
to touch, grab and kiss titis goad
looking young Brazilian singer.
He is a Polygram artist

Raimondo

Fagner,

above, is one of the most
important new names of
the Brazilian folk music.
The CBS artist's songs

strong North eastern influence and his
poetry can be profoundly
romantic or deeply in-

hate

a

volved in the social aspects of the Brazilian way

of life.

There has never been a Brazilian nene WW1
more recordings world -wide than Copacabana aroisl Monis Albert's "Feelings."

Sight's Rita Lee heu had mort hits now in her solo career than
when the .11A a member of the vanguard-comic group. "Os Mutantes." Without
losing her sense of humor she has become one of Brazils ben social critics.

,r1hted;
www.americanradiohistory.com
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O Fatalistic Flving Saurer DiNcolheque in Sun Jau, Puerto Rico (.rçhi
Z anti sound lier similar !o "Slur Wars" MOM' elf e(N.

SPANNING A VAST
PANORAMA OF MUSIC
can go pretty fast in the purchase of musical product. more
recently via the surge of disco product up against the tradi.
clonal salsa. Some reports had the island annual retail turnover at a phenomenal $20 million. This is contrary to other assessments that Puerto Rico has fallen off in sales lately to the
tune of 40%.
But at first hand observation. despite any downbeat outlook, the market is truly healthy. Otherwise. a pair of vital in
dependents from elsewhere- Velvet of Venezuela and Orteon
of Mexico- wouldn't have ventured into the area, loaded with

maze of Caribbean islands -from
the southern tip of Florida to the
northern extreme of the South

American continent in longitude
and from the Western stretch of
the Atlantic to the Eastern coast.
lines of Central America and Mex
ice's Yucatan peninsula in late
tude-gives a vast picture of the
varied area which actually is domi
nated in sales by the Latin pope.
lace when it comes to music
At times. the thrust of the buyers and the rush of the cash
registers is similar to the behavior of the regional storms
known worldwide as the hurricane.
Consequently, the barometer of laughing and crying by the
dealers and manufacturers more or less gives the picture of
what is happening in the Caribbean. It also can be described
as a large spot on the map which is susceptible to record and
tape piracy. though measures are in the works to begin con.
trol of this vulnerable region, especially more vigilance via
FLAPF (the Latin American record and tape association).
The hub of activity still remains Puerto Rico where the dollar

tremendous potential.
In contrast to the plush hotels often thought of in connec
bon with Puerto Rico, a small sector in Santurce known as
Calle Cerra (a throwback to the Hester Street in the Eastside
of N.Y.) constitutes the bulk of offices, shops and tightly
packed warehouses. It is a far cry from the greater sophistication and power demonstrated in most other areas of Latin
America, 1,e Mexico, Brazil and bordering Venezuela
Nevertheless, the important aspect is what goes on busi.
nesswise -and there is a flurry of such activity, fiercely corn
petitive. Besides the circulation of product throughout the is
land of three million inhabitants, many dealers hop over from
the other islands to pore through and buy the new releases
coming in from the States, Europe and the rest of Latin Amer.
ice.

"We have substantial business now," says veteran indus.
tryite Gilberto Gonzalez of Distribuidora Nacional De Discos,
also owner of Musicalia in nearby Santo Domingo, "and we
look to maintain such a pace for the future."
High in his loft-like office. Gonzalez has brought his businesses to a lofty position in not only Puerto Rico but in the entire Caribbean sector. He has a myriad of labels, does his
thing in one of many directions. One of his sons. Dario. made
it a spinoff a few years back with Borinquen Records, now one
of the leading manufacturing mainstays on the island.
Carlos Colmenero, general manager of the Orteon branch
operation, has his hands lull in competing with the other es
tablished musical styles of salsa and disco, "but with long
enough time we'll make the breakthrough." One of his
"finds" is Italian born Guido Del Verdi. who recently was
called to Mexico to complete an LP under the aegis of the main
www.americanradiohistory.com

headquarters Orteon.
Another of the more than two dozen firms holding a considerably top position is Juan Martinez Vela, Inc., headed by Felix
Martinez. Not only are they competing in the racklobbingand
one-stop operations. but are busily engaged in manufac
turing.
Others there openly engaged in the torrid turnover include.
Allied, Aponte. Island. Liznel, Artomax, Casa Fragoso. GMC.
TR Records and Microfon of Argentina. There's an attraction
there that is difficult for one to ask why "so many."
"We find it to our liking," asides Roberto Page. of Velvet,
(affiliated with his brother Jose's longsuccessful company
they recently celebrated their 20th anniversary in the business in horne.based Caracas), "in functioning from here."
They have a good edge now by handling the distribution of at
Polygram Latin product.
One of the factors which could bring about some changes
on the Puerto Rican scene is the new "protectionism" for the
national artists. It could show up shortly with further success
of such artists as Danny Rivera (Coco), Lissette (Borinquen).
Sophy and Chucho Avellanet (Velvet).
There's another major company -Fania -which also finds
the Puerto Rican isle very much "to their liking." And the
energetic and enthusiastic promo rep for the Jerry Masao
firm, Tony Conga. has plenty to say on the subject. He recog
nues the major influx of the disco sound there, "but our sta
tistics still prove that salsa is holding the line.
"We have a sizable amount of stars in the charts ratings
(and Fama has plenty of those, i.e. Willie Colon, Ruben
Blades. Larry Harlow. Hector Lavoe. Johnny Pacheco amonga
good dozen top sellers in this genre of music)." the younger
ecutive boasts. "They're as much a part of this body of landas
anything here -and we certainly intend to keep the pressure
on with this type of music."
In tact. reports have it that Masucci has been in Brazil trying
to find a formula that could blend the salsa with the samba
But so far, no such luck. Although, besides the States and
Puerto Rico, salsa still seems to do pretty well yet in the tot
Venezuelan market. This is also true in Colombia, and as far
south as Peru.
i
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By PEPE ESTRADA
fter CBS.Indica. the only inter
national label based in Cen
tral Amenca (Costa Rica). it
is a short string of rode
pendents which still corn
prise the musical makeup

he

of this group of the seven
sometimes troubled. small

nations
One of them, Nicaragua
(see separate story). has
la,en lrprn the ranks. at least for the present The estimated
mss in annual retail sales in that nation has been set at over
S2 million A crippling blow although the overall across the
counter tally for the entire territory (except Belize) is in excess
¡Of $20 million, a similar figure to that of Puerto Rico alone
,,
Even with its political and economic troubles, Central Amer
rlca. as predicted in these pages two years ago. has lust about
doubled in record and tape income So what's the reason,
More product. better merchandising and a further awakening
to foreign music which sets off more interest in listening and
purchasing. Some added personal and promotional appear
anus have also helped in sales in varied forms
Eduardo Soto. CBS' Indica. views the overall market situ
ation as being stable and "very hopeful" for the future The
general manager of the largest firm in the area also remarks
that many plans are afoot for more expansion Right now
there are some 12 presses. with more to come. and the blue
prints are ready for the construction of a modern studio tacit
Ilk adjacent to the main headquarters
"I realize most of the figures are fragmentary when it
comes to tallying the retail turnover in this territory " states
Guillermo Lopez. vice president in charge of not only Central
America but Colombia and Venezuela (where CBS also is well
entrenched). but we know our percentage of the market and
we can estimate that the $20 million is pretty much on the
mark."
CBS. unlike the other companies. has actual staff outposts
in all of the nations in the area -Guatemala. where there are
'some one dozen personnel. El Salvador, where it is a little less.
s etc.
We pride ourselves at being most organized." adds Soto.
i "and we fully intend to continue and strengthen the distnbu.
1 ton and promotion facets of our setup."
i

Byron Gain. I lo.mpuin, president of llivo.i Jr fern..
than ht izan ..I age. he it Ihr younger! lop r.,rruiiiw not
Amrnia hut in Ihr entire lauln At'tiraian region
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in Central

i

Byron Galvez Thompson, of Dideca (Guatemala). perhaps
the youngest top executive in all of Latin America (he was
made president of the firm this past summer at the ripe
young age of 28) is totally aware of the problems which face
him in the future. "But entered this business as a kid, and
am ready to lace whatever is in the years ahead "
He already is steering the company into a solid position with
the opening of a modern studio facility on the same grounds
of the pressing plant, lithography division and the cassette
duplication section Like many companies today, Galvez real
izes that heavy reinvestment in the operation is important
"Despite the headaches of rising costs, inflation and the
search for hit product (there is very little immediate concern
for devaluation since the quetzal Is on the same parity as the
ICanlin iiil oii page 4...21
I
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continuing growth of the Central
American record market has
made it one of the most produc
five worldwide Total sales in 1978
amounted approximately 520 and
lion, which is considerable related
to a 20 million population. Central
America is formed by seven coun
tries. Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras. Costa Rica. Nicaragua.

Panama, and Belize Because of
its contiguity these countries share traditions and cultural
customs Whatever happens in any part of this area. logically
affects the whole
Nicaragua's recent violent revolution affected drastically
the region's commerce and industry, especially the Nicara
guan market, and the record business did not pass unat
lected through this chaos Nicaragua. being basically a record
consumer country, had zero sales during June, when the
most intense fighting occurred
Taking notice of the repercussions of this phenomenon are
the principal managers of the most important labels of the
area C.B S Indica, Discos de Centroamenca, Discos
Latinoamericanos, DICESA, Discos Leo and other less impor,
tan! labels. Also concerned are disk salespersons who were
directly affected when their shops were destroyed or robbed.
Starting Jan. 10, 1978, the commerce and banking firms as
whole
a
- decided to go on a series of strikes that ruptured the
course of safes, including records
May, traditionally a good month for the record business (in
Central America, Mother's Day is the 10th), marked a consid'
arable descent The assault on banks and commerces contir
ued
In August the Sandinistas overtook the National Palace.
From this guerrilla action. the situation grew worse. The
people stayed in their homes. Various record shops opened,
but at different hours than normal The battles in the Nicara.
guan provinces of Masaya. Este! and Leon have repercussions
in the absence of orders from the provincial racklobbers. Dur
1C',iitnailed an /wee L1 -74/
Pepe Estrada is

a

report.. with

a

Quatemala daily

l,,opyrignted material
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Central America
ContinuedI from page LA-19

dollar). we still have great confidence of sustaining our pos.
non as one of the leaders in the territory."
With such licensed lines as Polygram. EMI. A &M. Hispavox
of Spain and Melody of Mexico. among close to two dozen.
Galvez's Dideca can clam, such solvency. With local produc
lion of the marimba sound (Ecos Del Pacific is one of them)
plus other pop material. the company has good balance.
A short 25 minute flight south to San Salvador resides the
other longtime, independent, powerful Central American
record operation, that of the fiery Jose Antonio Hutt's Dicesa
(Discos Centroamericanos). "People here may talk of a shaky
potitical and economic situation (some feet a similar unrest
which erupted in Nicaragua can happen in El Salvador). but
have the faith we will ride out the storm. We just have to keep
concentrating on business, not politics," he says.
Dicesa's prime line of product comes from RCA and its contracted material from elsewhere, notably Hansa, to still give
the company plenty of prestige and economic stability. Al
though, with the loss of revenue from Nicaragua, it has hurt in
the balance of payments overall.
"We just have to put more emphasis in our home market,
Guatemala, Costa Rica and Panama (Hutt's Padisco company
in the most southerly Central Amencan nation distributes to
Honduras because of the latter's no -trade relations with El
Salvador) in order to overcome such loss," remarks Hutt's
son, Alejandro, in charge of sates and distribution
One of its biggest releases, like elsewhere, is Abba's Spanish and English versions of "Chiquitita." The sales at August
count were ranging anywhere between 75,000 and 100,000
units for all of the active nations. The younger Hutt (there also
is another. Eduardo, who functions as head of plant Oper
ations) sees it sustaining for awhile longer.
A former Hutt employe. Carlos Dreyfus, of Prom -Disko in
Panama, is beginning to operate with relatively good success
after more than two years in business. He indicates the sales
of salsa, tropical, cumbia and other music are beginning to
lose some ground because of the increasing demand for the
disco sound.
There are several more disco clubs in Panama City than
there were two years ago, and, if the fierce politics of the Canal
still exists, there certainly is not too much evidence of such
anti -American wrath when the lights go on -and the people
play, dance and gamble in the night spots.
People are buying records and tapes -legit or pirated. Allegedly illegal material flourishes in the isthmus land, to the tune
of 156 to 20% of the overall tally of the entire block of Central
American nations They do so because of the constant expoI

sure on the small but very powerful number of radio and television outlets (sonic 25 AMs and close to 10 FMs).
Strangely. the haven for radio in Central America is in Honduras (more than 150 outlets), and they play all sorts of music A good deal of such programming is in the Spanish language, although English -language sounds are beginning to
creep into the chart action.
The companies in Guatemala, El Salvador and Costa Rico
supply the biggest number of promo disks (Panama is a nation unto itself in the type of songs radio has for the chart action). The huge amount of radio in Honduras still gives the
neighboring Nicaraguans some musical comfort (some along
the border are easily picked up, even as far away as Managua)

during their intensive reconstruction period.
Opportunities for American artistic and technical assistance are apparently abundant, particularly with the independent companies. John Moore, who specializes in quality
control and audio engineering, is currently doing his thing for
Dideca.

"My main task in the months ahead," says Moore "is to get
the studio rolling." A decision will be made shortly on the type
of equipment to go Into the Galvez recording facility "which
we hope will bring positive results, not only for the region but
on a full international scale."
Bob Porter, formerly of the Lancers singing group of a
couple of decades ago. is doing some special a &r work for Dda
(Discos Latinoamericanos) "and the chemistry is apparently
paying oft." As a bilingual now after a few years of residency
in Guatemala City. Porter has given the small independent
some needed expertise.
"We're getting around to some better methods of promo tion," asides Sylvia De Molina. a Guatemalan native who has
worked herself up to marketing assistant and head of the international division for Dita, "and the efforts are bound to pay
off in a very short time. We know we've been behind -but
we're beginning to get on track in the selection of product and
moving the merchandise in a more streamlined manner."
Manuel Lombardo Aguilar, who heads up another small
record and tape firm, Boni Discos of El Salvador, is somewhat
more pessimistic about the future of the record and tape industry in his country. "Meanwhile, l'Il do my best -and hope
for the best," the young executive explains from his tropically
decorated office on a small hill overlooking the crowded San
Salvador's airport boulevard.
The biggest worry of all companies is what repurcussions
the Nicaraguan situation will have in diverting the public's attention away from buying music. As one anonymous executive puts it, "We don't like to think of ourselves sitting on top
of a 'time bomb' to really disrupt not only ours but all busi
nesses."
"I don't give a damn what others think about politics,"
storms the elder Hutt. "I've been around this game too long

Han sido s dos maravillosos años. Un millón de gracias a nuestros
licenciatarios, a todas las radiodifusoras, discotecas y en especial
al gran equipo de promoción y ventas de Centro América, que lo
han hecho posible.
Cuando piense en resultados.

Honduras,
x
Guatemala.
Nicaragua.
Costa fica.
'k
Panama y
El Salvador
Apanado 2526
San Salvador,
El Salvador, C. A
Tel.: 22 -4770

now -and I've *eathered other So-called s(Qga'in the pastDicesa has a pretty good tin on the market. and. except for
Nicaragua at present, moves the merchandise pretty
smoothly to all outlets in the Central American common mar
ket territory.
Hutt's biggest gripe is that the retailers are taking too much
advantage of the "mark up." He has begun a campaign to
lower the price of LPs and cassettes, "so that the poorerclass
(and there are still many of them) can still afford the luxury of
buying such items to sustain the volume flow.'
Some changes are bound to arise in the Central American
market, and the majority are hoping and praying it will be for
the better. They know it has the potential of becoming a very
powerful area in the entire Latin American musical scheme of
things. "That's providing all things remain fairly stable in the
months and years ahead," says one cautious executive.
AMPROFONO (Central American record organization) is
still weak because of its limited membership (CBS / Indica, Didecd and Dicesa still make up the association's roll call), but a
recruiting campaign is being intensified to persuade more to
join. One of them who feels the industry would progress at a
faster pace if the AMPROFONO ranks were strengthened is
Galvez.
The Dideca executive has finally convinced the "old guard"
(Hutt) of drawing one more member into the ranks. That is
Leo Records of El Salvador, an offshoot of a chain of record
shops in that relatively small country with its exploding popu-

lation.
We lust have to have unification with the big and small."
remarks Calvez, "in order to structure better prices. ha
more feedback in promotional techniques and to susta'
better campaign in our fight to limit tape piracy- Those
abstaining in the area are Dila, Lyra (of Costa Rica) and

nica.

Roberto Mendizabel, head of the latter company. has
toying with the idea to join AMPROFONO, "but still preferta
do my own thing and sustain the business as see fit, not to
interchange thoughts while it costs me to boot."
Fonica still produces some good local product, besides having widespread acceptance of its international material
(mostly Spanish -speaking) from Coro, Rex and Son Art of
Mexico. Velvet of Venezuela and Fuentes of Colombia. Velvet
and Fuentes have a huge stockpile of tropical and cambia hits
which find favor with the Central American record buyers.
Mexican music, because of its proximity to the territory, remains another big favorite. And some of the top artists from
Mexico are finding it increasingly advantageous for them to
make the short venture south to capitalize on such popularity
Two well -known names in their homeland and in Central
America who have been more than aware of the situation in
recent times are Jose Jose and Napoleon. Singer -composer,
Napoleon, who had a string of hits over the past five years for
Mexico's Cisne, will be making a second trek into the area in
October.
It's our closest and one of our best markets." statesJaime
Sanchez Rosaldo, personal manager of Napoleon, from his
headquarters in Mexico City's famed Zona Rosa. "Besides the
personal appearance monies, we are certain that in order to
sustain success in those countries one most reach the people
with the in- person factor in order to make the records and
tapes go at a better rate." Napoleon is getting an extra push
by Cisne with his new single and LP releases in late Septem
I

ber.
The disco scene all over Central Amenca is increasing at a
faster rate than most realize Besides Panama, there are a
couple more in Costa Rica. a few more in Et Salvador and a
whole slew of them to come in Guatemala.
"We see a big change on the horizon," notes Camino ReaiBiltmore general manager Wolfgang Havey. "So we are seriously investigating the possibilities of installing one in our hotel (one of the biggest at around 500 rooms in all Central
America) within the next six months to a year."
As to the expansion process in general. CBS / Indica is not
exactly looking over its shoulder. "We have to stay ahead of
the ever -increasing pack of companies," cites the bilingual
Soto, "so that's the reason for more presses (the building ex
panded to house another half to a full dozen) and the con
struction of our new studio facility. Our blueprints have been
drawn -and the close-by property has already been ob

tamed."
"We don't rely exclusively on what the rest of the CBS chain
sends us," comments Luis Salas. the CBS / Indica a &rdirector. "The company is constantly on the lookout for new taF
ent -and when the new studio is in full operation it will come
together even more so. We have the biggest roster, therefore
our potential in maintaining such leadership in the production
of regional music."
Salas also indicates that the eye to the future will include
more material which will be destined for CBS companies
throughout the entire Latin American territory. "Because of
the varied tastes throughout Central America, we are al more
of an advantageous position in developing talent. There is
all kinds of talent to select from in the various countries."
While Nicaragua is still in the process of restoring a normal
daily routine, when people can think about the luxury of mu.
sic, the record companies outside are still maintaining direct
contact with their representatives in the embattled nation
"They are a big key for us as to how we all will fare in them,
future," adds Mendizabel. "In re- developing their poht'áal.
social and economic structure in the right direction. we can
better estimate how the rest of the region will respond bus'
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The ine.dications for a prosperous future in the sales of rec.
ords and tapes in Central America are still somewhat clouded
because the impact of what happened in Nicaraguans still in
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discos de centroamerica, s. ci.
OFICINAS ADMINISTRATIVAS
Avenida 10 -44, Zona 1
Teléfonos: 537137 537457
Telex: 5413 Dideca Gu
Apartado Postal 1792
3a.

-

EL SALVADOR

MUSI CENTRO
47 Avenida Sur, No. 118
San Salvador, El Salvador
Apartado Postal: 106) 111

-

327, Zona

-

537565

NICARAGUA

OFICINAS DE MERCADEO
12 Calle

29634

Y

VENTAS

DIDECA
Apartado postal: 2144
Managua, Nicaragua.

1

Teléfonos: 237898 230240 243678
Dirección Cablegráfica: MUSICENTRO
Telex: 330108 MUSICENTRO

Teléfonos: 519602 533695 24792 (VENTAS)
Telex: 5413 Dideca Gu
Apartado Postal 1792
Guatemala, Guatemala, C. A.

Teléfono: 23915
Dirección cablegráfica: ARDELI

HONDURAS

COSTA RICA

PANAMA

DIDECA
Edificio Quinchón León 502

GRAMUSIC,

Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Apartado Postal: 1198

Teléfono: 225788
Dirección cablegráfica: DIDECA

-

-

S.

A.

60 metros al norte de la Embalada Americana
Altos de la Casa Dinamarca
San José, Costa Rica
Apartado postal: 6360

Telefóno: 219219
Dirección cablegráfica: RUSAF
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SONOMUNDI, S. A.
Calle 45, Edificio Condor, Primer Piso
Apartado 6 -4297 Estafeta El Dorado
Panamá, Rep. de Panamá

Teléfonos: 694669 694884
Telex: 0377 2048 SONOMUN PA
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MUSICAL PATCHWORK
MIRRORS REGIONAL
VARIATION

Sian

COLOMBIA

By

Four gold records und awards are Claudia De Colombia's rewordfor consistency. A permanent entrap, e
on Colombia's charts. De Colombia is the No. / female vocalist in the count'):

MANOLO BELLON

ecause of Colombia's peculiar geography. the
music industry is equally peculiar. Located
in the northwestern corner of South Amer
ica it has extensive coast lines both on the
Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans. Three
mountain ranges divide the country in as
many zones. plus the Llanos Orientates
and the costal regions. each of which has
.
its own particular characteristics -which
reflect clearly in the musical tastes of each
area.
The warm and balmy Caribbean coasi
towards
tends
the tot and sensual beats of the cumbia, vallenato. and An
rhythms.
titliantinged
Disco music. of course. is also part of the musical
scene in the major cities of the area: Barranquilla. Cartagena and Santa
Marta, as well as in the smaller towns, cattlelands and large cotton and banana plantations.
The areas of Antioquia, Caldas. Risaratda and Quindio feel strongly their
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Z
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The Hermanos Zulera are vallenatar, expressing the sentiment.'
Coast.

Paola. an rip and

coming .singe,
has turned her
charisma
inter
great popularity
onstage.

Caribbean

heritage and the music is a clear reflection of this situ
ation. Andean folk, traditional boleros. tangos. as well as
Mexican music. find a stronghold on the airwaves as well
as in the stores. Carlos Gardel's death in the Medellin air
port apparently has a lot to do with this. There is a yeahi
tango testivat around the period of the untimely death of
this wellknown tango singer.
The wide and fertile Cauca Valley, the land of sugar
in
cane and modern industries, is also the area
which salsa felt its high point. Tropical dance music.
ballads in the Spanish language and disco are alsa
very popular among the inhabitants of this area
Gay, fun.toving people, their music is the same.
The capital city of the country. Bogota, at 9.00
feet above sea level. is also the largest city in Co
lombia with close to 20% of the national populalia'
T" living there. Its close to five million inhabitanisarea
patchwork of tastes and cultures. All roads seem to
RL7,
lead to Bogota.... And people Irom all walks of Mfe
(Continued on page 1..A /A)
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Los Nadel Que Ver,

are exponents of
tropical dance music and are regular
contenders far the
top of the charts

of the

i

Manolo Bellon is a freelance writer
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Billy
Pontoni

Claudia de

Colacho

Diaz

Mendoza

Los Ayer's

Emiliano
Zuleta

Los Nada Que Ver

La compañia

de la musica
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Golden

Antonia

Calle

Diomedes
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Maria

Fernando
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Poncho"
Zuleta

Los Rivales

Colombia
Continued from page 1.A-24
and from all areas have come to the capital with their customs. loves. and life styles.
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Bogota is the most universal center as far as music is con
cerned. Rock, pop, disco. folk, classical, tropical, ballads: you
name it. there is a market for it all in this cosmopolitan city, a
beautiful and interesting mixture of architecture, scenery,
contrasts and people.
The area made up of the Santander areas (North and
South) is again a very traditional area. But with a difference:
the influence of Venezuela makes the market a little more
open, and though the traditional boleros still are a basic
staple of the market. pop /disco, ballads and tropical dance
music also have an expression in this area.
The Llanos Orientates, the plains to the east of the country
are not very important to the overall music market, but its in
fluente is felt everywhere. The joropo and other contagious
rhythms coming from this area. which runs all the way into
Venezuela. is felt throughout all of Colombia. And in Villavi
cencio. capital of the Meta region. and called "Gateway to the
Llanos," people celebrate yearly one of the most important
music tests held in the country.
ln recent times, hits tend to be regionalized. with very few
songs breaking nationwide. However, as Alberto Suarez of
CBS states. with a greater influence of television, this trend is
reversing and hits like "Shake Your Body Down to the
Ground," "Do Ya Think I'm Sexy," and " Chiquitita" among
others have made an impact on all market segments in Co.

lombia.
This is Colombia: contrasts, excitement, varied climates
and geography, and an extremely interesting, if often unpre
dictable. market for all types of music.
DISCO: FEVER ALSO IN COLOMBIA
Like in many other parts of the world the "fever" really took
hold only with "Saturday Night Fever." the movie and the
soundtrack. Most discos in all corners of the nation play disco
music at least to some extent, many of them playing basically
disco music, mixed with a little tropical dance music as well as
salsa, although the latter very definitely has peaked both in
sales, as well as in airplay and at the discos.
The "Saturday Night Fever" explosion last year, was
¢ strongly felt in Colombia. The "Fever" phenomenon. as Al
xtt fonso Escolar, of Discos Philips expresses it, "opened doors to
mall kinds of new and in many cases unknown artists to at least
get exposure." He adds, "people are now taking a closer look
E at music that until recently was considered for an elite."
Disco music has found a solid niche in programming at ra
of
dio stations, which find in it a beat easily accepted by many
cri

Liz

people (in contrast with other pop sounds. which are rated as
too sophisticated).
Curiously, disco dance contests have never really caught
on. A few contests on television, and some at discos, more to
promote themselves than the phenomenon itself, are the
rather frustrating result of this facet of the disco fever. People
of all ages will enjoy an evening of disco dancing -doing so in
great style.
The promotion of disco material has been aimed mainly at
radio, where the promotion departments of the industry find
open ears and willingness to air many of the disco tunes from
Europe and the U.S. Promotion at the discotheques is much
more difficult and hardly effective Interestingly enough, dee.
jays from the main discos listen to the radio, and play the music, based on what they hear there. At the dance halls there
fore, the result is play the hits -never try to make them. This
has led record companies to prefer radio over discos for pro.
motional purposes. An interesting aspect has been the release on tv of tapes of some of tfie main disco artists which
has notably influenced the buying market.
Films by major pop groups from the States as well as Europe are very popular Explaining why disco dancing contests
have never really caught on. Suarez, head of the publicity de
partment of CBS. says, "The people who could have made
these contests successful seem to find it difficult to get together enough publicity with media to make an effective cam-

paign."
And yet. discos all over the country, are playing a much
larger percentage of disco music now than ever before. The
base format of programming at discos is still tropical dance
music, but disco is sharing close to 50% of what is played at
discos. Gerardo Gutierrez, disk jockey. feels that, "the advent
of disco music, helped considerably in burying salsa." Salsa
was one of the big sellers until 1978, which ties in perfectly
with disco boom.
Jorge Gonzalez, Codiscos manager in Bogota, is emphatic
in stating, "Disco and pop. represented 50% of the national
market in the first of 1979." The general feeling, at retail
level, as well as radio stations, is that disco is just fad and will
soon peter out. because of the saturation of material available
and the apparent tiring on the part of the public of the patented disco sound.

Suarez states, "Disk jockeys at discos. listen to radio. and
from there pick up hits to play." As Benjamin Morales. owner
of a disco in Bogota, puts it, "People won't dance to music
they haven't heard before on the radio." Gaston Moulin, international pop manager for Philips, considers that tv is also
basic to breaking artists. "The visual impact of seeing the artists themselves doing their big hits have notably influenced
the buying public." Philips and CBS pioneered in having
videos of their major international artists played on musicals
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TRADITIONAL MARKET LOOKS AT ITSELF
Although, disco is a strong movement in Colombia. the na.
lion remains a fairly traditional market. Javier Garcia of
Fuentes states. "We firmly believe in the pop /disco market,
but a large percentage of buying public is still looking for ma.
riachis, boleros, and Colombian folk music."
Escolar makes it clear that "I really didn't believe in Andean
folk, until saw the sales of 'America Libre,' a folk group from
the Narino area. Youth in Colombia seem to want to look into
our musical heritage, explore the roots of our rich and varied
forms of folk music." He then adds that more groups of this
nature, not only Colombian, but from other Andean nations
will make a larger impact on the market.
Gonzalez, mentions that "The vallenato is slowly beginning
to achieve importance beyond its costal birth place "
Alberto Suarez talks about "a decline of balladeers in eq.
lombia. perhaps due to too much of the same matenal c ra
A

I

lating."

These opinions all reflect a tendency of the market to close
the gap between national and international repertoire. At
present imported material represents 70% of the total mar.
ket. There is a consciousness that Colombian product has to
take on a major role in the market. It must first of all beamed
at satisfying a national need, and then with the hopes of ex.
porting to other Latin American countries. "We have quality
product, and would like to export some of it," is the general
feeling of the record people
Andean folk, either locally recorded or imported from Ecua.
dor, Peru, etc., is discovering a new market, a new public
which is avid about music outside of the international pop
sound.
The decline of Colombian balladeers could in part be attributed to the musicians strike which lasted several months ear,
her this year. A total jack of new product gave international
artists, Julio Iglesias, Roberto Carlos. Jose Velez, Palito Or.
tega and others a completely free road to success.
Then as Alfonso Barrios says. "There is the desire to ex
plore, to experiment, to reach a new public." Says Escolar,
"The buying public is basically between 12 and 25 years old.
We are offering them what they want: pop. and folk."
Slowly, but surely, the musical scene in Colombia *chart

(Continued an page LA
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well

with their recent recordings. In the meantime. whatever the
future may be for disco, at the present it is a fever as sales and
airplay throughout the nation prove.
With an album that sells close to 90,000 (an educated'.
guess, as there are no official figures available), disco has ob.
viously taken off. And releases of disco oriented material have
increased notably in the past months. taking close to 6096 of
the pop market in this territory

on tv.
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the change to color, stating that a whole new field of expert.
mentation and expansion of creative talents will offer to Co.
lombians different and varied concepts in tv.

-..'h

ing, and searching for new paths to explore and follow.
A market like the Colombian one, with all of its complexities
and interesting variations, would seem to be a very liberal and
progressive one. However, the opposite is true. It is surprising
that Mexican music (mariachis), tangos and the old traditional boleros are some of the most popular music in all areas
Radio, to, live shows, restaurants. jukeboxes throughout the
land play a lot of these forms of music.
This does not mean that Colombians have lost a feel for lo.
tatty produced music. The unanimous concept of record producers is that. on the contrary, there is a new interest in all
forms of Colombian folk, especially Andean folk music. One
gathers that with the saturation of interational product (70%
of the market) there is a tendency among the young people to
look into the rhythms, and treasures of one of the richest musical heritages anywhere. The result is groups like "America
Libre" and "Vaijeros de la Musica" making it big with records
made here and abroad.
The vallenato, for many years very popular in the Caribbean
coast, is slowly making inroads in the interior of the country as
well. The vallenato. a musical form originating in the Upar Vat
ley, could be compared to the blues of the American South.
Nostalgic, rich in beat. full of the fife of these people, the valle.
nato seems to find a new, youthful public willing to accept a
very regional type of music. Los Hermanos Colacho, El Bi.
nomio de Oro, Jorge Onate among others are well -known in

TOURS ARE STILL LIMPING
The question most frequently raised by the general public is
why major national and international artists rarely tour the
country, and in the case of international acts, why so few come.

Tours in Colombia, both of national and international artists are practically non -existent.
Many reasons are cited for this. Suarez mentions the fact
that there are very few adequate facilities for major artists.
Most venues do not permit compensation between the high
costs of presenting big names in music with the prices that
the public can pay. The venues that are large enough, usually
are sports arenas and therefore not adequate for musical
shows.
On the local level, artists are more accustomted to one night
stands, in a rather haphazard way. That is to say. artists will
play smaller venues. hotels, night clubs, etc., as contracts flow
in, usually tying in with release of newly recorded material.
Escolar states that in a relatively unimportant market, hot
international artists are not easily interested in coming
through Colombia, unless the offer is extremely attractive. At
tractive offers are difficult to come by because of the limited
amount of people with the sufficient means to pay the high
prices that this would imply.

Armando Plata, promoter of concerts with new talent, has
had experience in the field of tours. "They are not financially
viable," he claims. "the initial investment is very high, and
profits -when they exist -do not make up for the work and
cash put into organizing a four, six or 10 city tour."
International acts are financially not viable yet. High costs,
and lack of large enough venues to house big audiences make
it difficult for big names to be an attractive business proposilion to impresarios. The only major international names that
have a real following are Julio Iglesias and Roberto Carlos.
Consider also that very few national acts are successful acts
in large venues. A lack of promotional and publicity efforts on
behalf of these make it difficult to make presentations or
tours attractive to those in the business of organizing and putting on shows. However. slowly one feels a change coming.

this particular genre.
Even disco music is being produced in the country. Jimmy
Salcedo, Ximena, Gloria Cristina are some of the artists exploring this field, with many dif ficulties. Producers have mentioned the main problem as being the lack of stimulus to
learn, study and delve in the mysteries of disco recording.
However slowly, there is a new awakening. Both record
company executives and the buying public are achieving a
new consciousness. The willingness to explore, to experiment
is there. And slowly, but surely. the musical scene in Colombia
is changing and searching for new paths to explore.
TELEVISION: BIG CHANGES
The government as of the first of August of this year gran.
ted time to the programers who will for the next three years
offer a large variety of live and canned shows. An important
factor in the new schedules was the complete elimination of
programs with violence in their concepts. Cultural programs
4 will find more time. and musicals have been assigned in which
mnational and international artists will find space to air their
-i latest hits.
In December. most probably. color television will be inaugu.
.
rated which will allow musicals to be enjoyed in their complete
am
splendor. Tv executives have expressed their satisfaction with

THE VIEW FROM MEDELLIN
High in the central mountains of Colombia lies the second
record center of the nation and possibly equal in output to Bogota. Although, some in Medellin, where five productive com
panies are located, are loud in claiming they are "numero
uno :' They really are when it comes to a solid lineup of inde.

pendents.
Discos Fuentes, which recently celebrated its 45th anniver

rn

sary in business. is about the biggest. Hoytgve

at

times, its

ranking is relatiJe wnen n comes ro me nit
oduct" releases
of such other growing giants in the area such as Sonolux and
Codiscos. The other two on the expansion list are INS and the
longtime Discos Victoria
All are geared for greater volume and all have the capacityw
of distributing whatever the public's demand is at the timeregional, national or international. The area also is unique for
this part of the nation, Latin America and even the world;
there are still many devotees of the tango
"We know just where we are going." says veteran afar top.
per of Sonolux, Leon Cardona. "And that means to sustain
with a sufficient supply of local product to balance the many
international releases mostly RCA, Melody (Mexico); WEA,
Mader (Spain); Polar (Sweden); Hansa, (Germany), among
uple of dozen.
One of the basic problems Medellin has is holding its talent
in Medellin. Many would rather move to the more cosmopoli.
tan Bogota, and this may be more accentuated in the Iuture
when Eduardo Calle (Bambuco) opens his new independent
studio. Calle is planning for the construction of a modern facility which would be accessible for most musicians and sing.
ers in downtown Bogota.
"But we still have enough advantages for the talent to remain here," comments Juan Fernando Restrepo, salesdirec
tor of Sonolux. "It is much more conducive to creating inas.
much as the pace is much more relaxed, and the climate is
more agreeable." The city of one million -plus has a mean tem.
perature of around 70 degrees fahrenheit
One way of looking at the tranquility of Medellin is that itis
virtually free of noise at nights. No planes can land or takeoff
from the center city airport because of the extremely high
mountains which surround the valley. "It really does help one
to think from dusk to dawn," adds Restrepo.
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"We can match just about any company in Latin America,
let alone Colombia," comments Conrado Dominguez, general
manager for the longtime Fuentes operation. "Some people
are under the misconception that because we are nestled in
this valley we are apart from the rest of the nation and wodd
But we definitely are not."
Fuentes, as one of the pioneers of the now expanding
record and tape industry of Colombia, has made a lot of noise
over the years. Some of it has worked to the benefit of the r:
business, while at other times there have been rumbles of dis- r
cord.
Over two years ago Fuentes was reportedly close to being r.
brought to the courts by Philips of Colombia for alleged infringement of copyright on covers. But the claim was later
dropped, and Fuentes was reinstated with the other con,
panies in the nation's ecord association.
"Our firm is too entrenched and dedicated to this industry
to put us apart," augurs Dominguez. "therefore we intend
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warswerw
;revs- rvtmtes has large
remain for a lent
and
facilities
pressing
studio
and we surely won't slop with
"
our expansion
The company has a huge catalog to give it substantial sta
duty. We also are not stopping in seeking out some of the
"'best in international product," asides Javier Garcia, who
heads up that department They carry a lot of wallop from
neighboring Venezuela via Velvet and Brazil (Copacabana),
among some 25 lines
Another company on the scene tor several years and con
tribubng with a lot of local product is Discos Victoria We are
lust beginning to get more and more into the international
area." claims Otoniel Cardona, "and would venture to say d
won't take us long in catching up to the others "
Victoria was considered a small operation a few years back,
but is extending its clout with additional space and presses
(all semi automatic). The company has steered itself over the
past couple of years into a much more modem position, a far
cry a decade ago
i Guillermo Zea Fernandez. who recently formed INS (Indus
tna Nacional De Sonido). is hopeful of creating a solid musical
entity with his budding company. He claims it will take a great
deal of eltort plus capital But "poco a poco" ( "little by
little 1 he has the confidence of getting there -and last
The remarkable thing about the musical community of Me
deem n comparison to Bogota is that there is a seemingly bet
s
ter camradene amongst the companies "We're closer to each
Vence, and the atmosphere lust lends towards this kind of a
feeling,- says Sergio Berdugo. president of the record and
tape division of Sonotux. part of a huge conglomerate
Codiscos forms the final link of the top trio in Medellin. and
with Alvaro Arango (formerly heading the local setup for Mu
sart of Mexico) back as executive vice president there should
~be some additional stnces taken by the company.
We have been around for quite awhile like Sonolux and
Fuentes." states Arango. "and, with the overall expansion of
the Colombian market (presently in the neighborhood of
some $40 million annually on the retail level), there's no
doubt we will sustain our share of the market -" Codiscos also
has gone into some diversification with the manufacture of
other commodities
There are three map discos in the area. and. for the time
I

,+

' being. rt w a sufficient number Although, with the greater
reach va radio of such an international novelty. there no
doubt will be additional construction of such entertainment
= spots in the very near future.
tAe all user Colombia. there is a definite mix of the trade
r, tail al drsoo sound with that of the cumbia and other tropical
" strews The people are lust dance crazy." contributes Sono
An regional promoter Alfredo Nova. Therefore we have to
n slippy them with what they are accustomed to, as well "
`" One of the sounds almost sacred to the people of Medellin

and its environs is the tango he Late Carlos Garde!, Argeriti
non idol and interpreter of the tango who was killed in an
aviation accident on the airstrip in Medellin ui the eddy
1930's, has been enshrined here
Shortly alter his death. the city of Medellin had a museum
built in Gardol's memory Arid the memorabilia has never
stopped arriving to the site which is still considered one of the
main tourist attractions not only in the area -but for all of Co
lombia.
Companies like CBS. Philips (Polygram). Orbe, Discomoda
De Colombia, among others, trans Bogota (even the Fortou's
Discos Tropical of Barranquilla), consider Medellin as increas
ingly important We strass the same importance over there,
as we would to our own backyard in Bogota or, say. a center
like Cali," notes Alfonso Escolar. the dedicated general man
ager of the Polygram outpost
We do our thing while they do theirs But were all part of
the same market and we welcome the open. what consider
healthy. competition," local CBS head Carlos Guilierrez cites
from his headquarters is Bogota.
At $40 million for the overall retail turnover, the best esb
mates are that Medellin companies account for a good half of
this sum It shifts trom time to time depending on what is
"hot." but the fact is that these companies in Medellin are
making themselves heard
Thus, Medellin is a rather important part of the entire Co
iombian picture, another of the last growing markets of all
Latin America
1
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WE OFFER FOR LICENSING:

Top Colombian artists

Rammiro

Anibal Velásquez

Conjunto

Pacho Galán y su Orquesta
Bovea y sus Vallenatos
Grupo Palma Africana
Sonora Tropical
Los Padrinos

Cumbia Moderna
Orquesta de Manuel Villanueva
Alejandro Durán y su Conjunto
Banda 20 de Julio
Alci Acosta

Brazil
We here at Polygram," says Roberto Menescal. director of
Ala, "believe something very new. fresh and strong is be
ginning to happen in Brazil. as important and strong as the
bossa nova and tropicatie movements We did a lot of re
search and think we are on the right track. plus we feel it has
a great deal of chance of happening, also, on the interna
tional level It is not attached to any of the past styles. it is
not music made artificially inside the studio, it is something
very important. happening right now. and think we were the
first ones to see and feel it."
Andre Midani. managing director of WEA. believes the new
Brazilian music has every chance of conquering an important
piece of the highly competitive world music market "All it
needs," Midani says. "is to adapt itself to only two important
factors. One. the Brazilian artist has to accept the fact that he
should live away from home, in Europe or the States, at least
six months every years Second. the Brazilian producers will
have to atone their own Brazilian concepts to the rules of the
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world market "

Emilio Fortou P. -President
Tony Fortou E. -Sales Manager
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STEADY GROWTH EXTENDS
MUSIC MARKET LEADERSHIP
By MARV FISHER &

HUMBERTO QUINTERO
Yvonne Elliman recording at SA CM Centro de Grabaciones super modern
sw<hos.

Estela Nune: is back working in television and for Ariola following a lengths.
illness. She is one of the nation's premier
vocalists.

Mexican President Lic. Jose Lopez Portillo (extreme right). composer Ornstein Vela:toe: and
Maestro Carlos Gomez Barrera, left -applauding. at Saciebnd de Actores and Conipositorer studio
(Centro De Grabaclonl inauguration in January 1 978.

RCA s Pedro Vargas. an all -three star.
The golden voice has endeared free obre
iban itlhistarie Carson thrsame label
e

Mexico has not arrived in the eyes of the rest of the world, it is certainly getting there -and fast. The figures, though perhaps with an error of some
5%. are proving it is the leader (by tar) of the Spanish-speaking world and
climbing up the ladder at a swifter gait than most other nations.
In a survey of several major companies and confirmed by AMPROFON
with official reports of 16 record and tape firms, Mexico is considerably big
ger in annual retail figures than most on the outside would imagine. The
numbers have jumped to an almost exact $250 million in a recent 12.
month turnover in the stores.
By taking into account the 3 billion peso wholesale report of the 16 major
international and independent companies. adding some 50 other large-to
small organizations. i.e., Odeon, Guitarra, Son Art, etc.. the tally begins to surge like a huge let
f

stream.

There has been a booming sound to this bustling market in the months since 1979 began to
uphold the tact that Mexican buying power is beginning to come into its own.
It all started when Pope John Paul It made his historic pilgrimage to the 95% Catholic country.
January and a children's choir performed -Amigo.- Shortly alter His Holiness' eight-day slay. the
Roberto Carlos Erasmo Carlos song, "Amigo," was released in various versions which demon
strafed that when the Mexicans want to buy -they buy in droves.
Musart came out with a release of the Institute Miguel Angel and La Rondalla Infantil delColegio

-"Atti

lr
Mary Fisher is Billboard's correspondent in Mexico
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Bra:dlun Roberto Carlos, left. performed
like u real "Amigo"
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people and garnered additional Impact in CBS
rules with that sang
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theme for Pope John
Paul's visit to the countn earls this year
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improving rating nut only
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been a .stead, 100010-plus
LP seller with even release
for the pan decade.
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Mexico that went way past one million combined LP and single
units. It started the wave of heavy penetration.
CBS rereleased the Carlos version (with Spanish lyrics by
Buddy and Mary McCluskey) -and it skyrocketed to some
400,000 units Mundo Musical, the CBS publishing arm, reported
the song sold faster than any copyright in its history
There were over a dozen "Amigo's" marketed, and all with rel
atively excellent success Rogeno Azcarraga's Orleon had three
in various styles in the stores. Gas had one. Guitarra had another,
RCA had a pair and so the tale of "Amigo" went into the record
books.
But the proof of Mexican musical consumption was riot over
Gamma introduced an album called "Disco Samba" by RKM of
Belgium around March. Its official estimates three months later
had the count at 800.000 units (around 500,000 LPs). and it was
the biggest sales ever tor the major independent in a 90 day pe
nod.

Others followed suit with so called covers, Musart lumped into
the derby with a single and album release by Los Joao, while Or.
teon developed a Disco Samba Group for what ultimately spelled
150,000 unit sales each for three different LPs
Add the steady 100,000 plus sales of every Vicente Fernandez
(CBS) release, those of Marco Antonio Muniz's tor RCA. Jose Jose
in. ...0 accnrtfnent of disco
'and Juan Gabriel pl

sounds imported and others manufactured by Polygram. i.e the
heavy acceptance of Donna Summer and Gloria Gaynor releases.
and one can easily understand how the figures can become most
beheveable
The story of Abba has become history in Mexico with more than
500.000 units of its " Chiquitita" (in both English and Spanish)
sold in another short span of time RCA promoted it to the hilt
And the preChristmas surge of late annual releases is lust get
tong underway The turnover is predicted to be far greater than
the final quarter of 1978, according to most experts. Some of the
factories have already initiated an around the clock threeshilt
basis for the yearend heavy onslaught of record and tape de
mand.
A contributing factor to the vast growth of the Mexican market
nowadays is within the power of radio and television. In the Fed
eral District alone, there are 28 AMs and 21 FMs transmitting.
The breakdown in balance of the types of music relates why the
people are consuming the heavy number of international prod
act. as well as the national material. The AMs are
International instrumental, 4: disco international 4; Spanish
language rock 'n' roll (adapted from English. language originals)
1; classical, 2; ranchera, 4; Mexican romantic, 3, tropical, dam
zones, cumbias, salsa, etc.. 3; Spanish ballads, 2: various, 2.
!Continued on page LA -iii)
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llamrella bores, pretends marned. ,nanti d her rating
,i is and is still one of the strongest mom' sellers for CBS
rn the Mesaan marker.

YOU'VE PUT A LOT OF EFFORT
COUNTLESS HOURS SPENT TRYING

TO
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MUSIC GET LOST

IN MEXICO WE'LL MATCH YOUR EFFORT
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Melchor Ocampo 309 -403
TEL: 545 -99 -40 5312414
MEXICO 5, D.F.
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The youngest independent production
company in Latin America.
We're no.1 in Mexico producing: the best Jingles,
the best music for TV & Films, the best Records

and we keep on rising...
MUSICASTIL,S.A.

Salvatierra no.58 San Angel Inn México,20
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QMexico
C'oniinned from page LA-31
75%
There is one each in the following categories -one with
news, another with continuous time checks and a third with
aIl.English part news and standards over the past 20 years.
FM demonstrates a heavy swing away from the traditional.
The division is: disco. 9: classical. 3; international instrumem
tal, 4; ranchera. 1; boleros, 2: Spanish ballads. 1: time check,
rise.
1. An indication is that the middle class is on the
The initial thrust of disco music came when the rage with
the Bee Gees burst upon the scene last year. It hasn't stopped
since, with major discotheques in the country numbering way
over 100. The increase has been more notable in recent
months in the Federal District. One project underway is for the
construction of a discotheque to have the capacity of around
2.500.
RCA with the sounds of Boney M. Village People and lately
Abba and Polygram with the Bee Gees, Summer. Gaynor,
among some others, have been the principal distributors of
few more.
O1 disco material. But lately, CBS with Celi Bee and a
g havegone after this share of the market. The same applies for
Gamma (Two Man Sound), EMI -Capitol, Musart and Peerless.
It the latter making a belated drive in recent months with the
addition of a new international division. headed by former
m Musart executive Frank Segura.
a
Unlike other markets in Latin America. except possibly for
Venezuela, Mexico has a better than even balance between
the internationals and the independents. Besides Peerless,
Musart and Gamma. the other powerful 100% owned- and -operated by Mexican capital and personnel includes Orfeon,
Melody. Cisne, Coro and Gas, latter nearing completion of a
massive, self -contained facility in the extreme northside of
Mexico City.
Two other homegrown entities are the Televisa disk subsidi
ary, Discos America. and the unique setup of the Composers'
Society (SACM) with its AC Discos. Neither has made too
much noise with releases (in comparison with the other companies), however both have enormous potential when they do
start to begin rolling on all axles. Especially. SACM with the super- modern and huge Estudios De Grabaciones at its disposal.
In addition to making co-production arrangements for international -type recordings, we have the vast pool of writers
o who at any given moment can come up with some hits for the
cc national market," remarks Jose Antonio Zavala, managing director of the SACM facility. SACM general director Carlos GomJ
niez Barrera recently celebrated his 25th anniversary in such
_d a post.
m
The Televisa record and tape operation, being guided in by
ai longtime hitmaker Armando Manzanero. has been going

along for the last couple of years on a low key basis. But the
giant operation can leap forward at any given moment once
there are a couple of breakout releases. "We have a pretty
good key in promoting heavily, perhaps even bettering what
radio can do. And in one fell swoop to millions of viewers at the
same time," says one of the key executives who prefers to remain anonymous.
Exposure on the tube was proved for a brief period early this
past summer. Orteon, via the promotional wizardry of Azcar
raga. set up the Disco Samba Group during the fad of the
samba sound. He slotted them on two successive weeks in
and the results were
special programs aired by Televisa,
overwhelming at the time." Its sales count soared, and it tultilled a successful nightclub engagement in Mexico City.
One of the bigger clues, though, for the spread of inter
national sounds lies within the impact of "La Fiebre del 2," a
weekly Televisa program which took off in the ratings early
last year. Thé show, produced by Joaquin Salcido, has made
such a solid imprint on the nation that it has literally forced
the opening of more discos.
By cracking through the mass public barrier, companies
like Polygram and RCA have gone ahead with the distribution
of more such music. "There is no place in the nation we have
missed," comments Salcido. He is more than nght, with the
release of the taped show hitting on the Univision (U.S.A.)
network besides other locales in Latin America such as Vene.
zuela and Colombia.
The spread of the disco sound has helped to trigger the actual building of more spots, numbering in excess of 25 in the
Mexican capital. It also has helped to somewhat solve (with
some concessions) a flat agreement with SUTM (the musicians' union).
Proportionately, there aren't that many disco clubs in the
nation (except for the malor cities and the international resort
spas). But what places do exist are tasteful, expensive and often crowded. It all started in Acapulco more than a decade
ago, but today one cannot miss noticing one anywhere. Some
are even starting to crop up afong the interior highways.
By acquiring two AM stations within the past year, RTC (Ra.
dio. Television and Cinematography government agency
headed by the President's sister. Margarita Lopez Portillo)
has assured some of the public of a constant flow of light BBC
(ballads. boleros and cumbia) programming and news. The
hookup is on a nationwide basis.
CBS still has the biggest ranchera music seller in Vicente
Fernandez. but the company also is beginning to push a
namesake (no relation) youngster in the same genre- Pedrito
Fernandez. "We'll continue to concentrate on our national
repertoire. but we'll also give a looksee into more disco possibilities." says the tubers vice president and general manager
Armando De Llano. They have a good head start with a top

"...

selling perfortrom the U.S who is able tokQyrtnunicate

rn

Spanish-Cell Bee.

How more basically non-Spanish speaking performers will
fare in Mexico and elsewhere in the Latin American bloc re
mains to be seen. Although, several informed industryites feel
a big future is at hand. Abba, released by RCA, had solid re
sults last summer by crashing through with around a hall.mil
lion unit sales of "Chiquitita ' in Mexico.
The long- standing acceptance of the country's ranchera
music is beginning to buckle in the eyes of the young pubkc.
There is rising resentment to the lyrics in these songs genes
ally interpreted by mariachis. that
the lyrics deform the
image of the Mexicans."
Raul Velasco. who emcees the top-rated 'Siempre En Do.
mingo," last spring attempted to change such feeling with the
first "Ranchera Song Festival." The viewership was okay, but
the search for new vistas in this style of song never came oft.
As one observer puts it, "We still have not arrived at a point
of breaking through to internationalize this form of compose
Lion. We have been static for more than a hale century, and in
today's market it lust does not work anymore." However, the
exporting of the ranchera song to such territories as Central
America and Colombia does have wide acceptance.
Apart from the ranchera, Mexico generally is beginning an
intensive search for greater horizons with its product The
same handful of artists. i.e., Marco Antonio Muniz, Jose Jose
Juan Gabriel, Victor Yturbe ' Piruli," Mannella Torres, Lucia
Mendez. Los Babys, Rigo Tovar among lust a few more, "are
just not being pressured by a new wave of younger talent.'
according to an executive.
Some say the well of talent in great numbers, such as what
Spain produces, is just not here. While others contend that it
is "incredible" in a country of close to 70 million population
there just has to be a new generation of stars to be launched
on a national. as well as international basis.
EMI -Capitol has such new figures as Gilda, Octavo. Grupe
Fuego, Miguel Tottis, Arianna, among more than a dozen. Cur
rently being groomed for future, steady acceptance. The com.
pony has two relatively new studios (24.track). consequently
its stepped-up campaign to push out the product at a steadier
flow.
Roberto Lopez, who early this year was transferred from
EMI's Chilean outpost to become general director for the com
pony in this territory, says that the company has a potential

"...

which still has not been realized. The philosophy can bemire
intensified or diminished in the near future. depending on the
overall restructuring of the worldwide chain with new partner
Gulf + Western.
"Whether we do it with our own material or adapt (cover)
songs which have been proven elsewhere does not matter
The important point is that we get moving in a more positive
l Continued an page LA-42i
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A round acoustic concept, that is.
All begins with the three first round
recording studios ever built
-one of them among the largest
in the world.

Follows with a fully integrated circuit:
the control room in each studio
has exactly the same and most advanced
electronic equipment,
the same dimensions and acoustics.
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And ends with a most rewarding
product: quality sound.
In the opinion of such internationally
famous musicians as Don Costa,
Nick Perito, Doug Henning, Bebu Silk'
Roy Clarck, Juan Carlos Calderon
an<3 Morris Albert, thebOs.'
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Wouldn't you like to come around,
take
We

a seat

and just listen?

think you would like to have

your own recordings done here ...
where quality goes all the way aroundi
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Gamma's phenomenal count of 800.000 copies sold via
Two Man Sound's "Disco Samba" potpourri of past Brazilian
hits precipitated a rush concert schedule for the RKM group to
the nation. It perhaps was too rushed, with only soso results li
in July, according to promoters Luis Arturo Carcamo and Raul
Qwroga.
Antonio Basurto. another longtime importer of talent, has
also cut down a shade in bringing in outside shows. One factor
being the rising costs. not only in his expenses but the monies
he has to put up for advance payments
Lopez contends its "just ridiculous to believe they (basic.
ally the American attractions) will ever cut their price in half
And to shave it 10%. even 15 %, still does not help. The basic
fact is that we are Latins -and they lust don't think the same
way that we do, even though we are talking about the same
thing at the same time."
Leon, who recently moved into new headquarters in a
quaint two -story structure in the Zona Rose. will continue to
sustain with his "spot bookings" for an indefinite period. Lopez, who brought in over 30 attractions two years ago, has
shaved his business down to five for this year.
But there is always someone on the horizon ready to fill up
the slack Guillermo Bernal, who operates through the
12,000 -seat El Torreo bullring on the borderline of the Federal
District and the fast expanding Satellite middle class subur.
ban area (estimated at close to five million inhabitants alone),
has some grandiose plans. Between he and his Stateside (Los 1.
Angeles) representatives. David Sher and Kal Ross, there now
are plans to bring in on a back -to -back monthly basis Joan
Baez, Shaun Cassidy and Sammy Davis Jr later this year toi
concerts. Earlier in 1979. they tested the facility with Helen
Reddy.

"Really. for a city of this size we lust don't have the proper
sites," continues Leon. "The National Auditorium (where he
brought in Chicago about four years ago) was reduced from a
15.000 indoor capacity to approximately 5.000. We simply
need a brand new structure if we're going to do such concert
business on a steady basis in the future." The Arena Mexico
(15.000) is another, but regarded insufficient by today's
standards for high-power attractions. Barry White was one of
the last ones to appear there over two years ago.
Basurto emphasizes, "It's just too risky anymore with the
way prices are going " He's not stopping. though. in looking
for relatively new names (mostly disco.type attractions from
the U.S.) to fill the gap in his presentations over the next few
months.
A big factor which portends for future production in Mexico
is the excessive shoring up of equipment in the studios and
pressing plants. CBS still maintains its dominant position in
!Continued an page L4.46í
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direction of creating more talent which will penetrate other
markets, as well as our own." insists Jaime Ortiz Pino, the
longtime a &r director who within the past 18 months has
moved from CBS to RCA to EMI Capitol.
The Musart operation, with its solid base of pressing and
tape duplicating, along with a pair of studios (one being completely refurbished with updated panel and sound equipment), has its steady sellers in Lucha Villa, Los Joao, Antonio
Aguilar & Flor Silvestre and Juan Torres, among a few others.
but also is maneuvering to sustain its position on a high level.
"We don't anticipate too many changes," opines the senior
Eduardo Baptista. "but we will continue to penetrate with our
international catalog (approximately one -third of Musart's
sales) while continuing to develop more and younger talent."
Some of those in his pool of potentials for the future include:
Joan Sebastian. already with a couple of hits under his belt.
Mercedes Castro and Olga Maria.
As one other observer puts it: "As in other countries where
national product is losing out to the demand of more international sounds. we lust have to find a way to make the people
believe that we do have it in our own backyard. Create some
thing that the people will latch on to. Perhaps a sound which
certainly will also be acceptable in other markets, specifically
in Latin America."
CBS has its solid one-two punch in Roberto Carlos and Julio
Iglesias, "but they are not Mexicans," cites another. The pair,
though, stilt find the country just about their best territory for
record sales. as well as for personal appearances. Carlos in
July had a smashing 10 -day tour in key locales throughout the
nation, including, besides the Federal District, stopovers in
Acapulco and Guadalajara The dates were promoted via
Hugo Lopez's Artimexico for Carlos, who now is in the midst of
recording in the U.S.. not only in Spanish and Portuguese. but
in English for the first time
Besides Lopez, other impresarios are finding the only way
to go nowadays is "to pick your spot." Rene Leon has cut
down considerably over the past few years, staggering shows
he will import into Mexico. One act, who is almost assured
money in the bank like Carlos. is Joan Manuel Serrat. the
Spanish folk and protest singer who sustains with his huge legion of followers.
Another Spaniard, relatively new on the scene. is Jose Domingo, actually a deejay who does little, it any, performing in
his native land. But in Mexico, he is gaining stature steadily as
an artist. Somebody out there must like him, especially riding
the crest with his latest hit, "Terciopelo," a half -million unit
seller for Disco/Melody-and gaining more everyday. Follow
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GOLDEN SANDS ENTERPRISES, INC.
602 Golfcrest Dr., San Antonio Texas 78239, Telex 767493

U. S.

Publisher.

Our Writers:
Luis Silva, Bilma Marquez, Lee Garza, Miguel Nacel, Gilberto Hernández.

GREVER INTERNATIONAL S. A.
INTERNATIONAL,

Yautepec No. 107, México 11, D. F. MEXICO.

Mexican Publisher.
Our Writers:
Rosendo Montiel, Homero Aguilar, Robertho Mona, Ismael Armenta, lndalecio Ramírez, Héctor
Luis Mendoza, Roberto López Gali, Ramón Ortega, La Chata Garza, Reynaldo Martínez, Ramiro Leija,
Irene Pintor, Rudy Flores, Paulino Vargas, Angel Barragán, Toby Sánchez.

ASIDE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
P.

0. Box 18003

San

Antonio Texas 78218. Telex 767493.

Record Company
Labels: CARA

LADO "A ".

-

Our Artists
Mazz - Irene Rivas - Magdalena, Tropical del Bravo
Los Pilotos - Los Traficantes.

-
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Lalo Treviño, Sergio Tamez

-

Jessie Armenta

polyGram
MEXICO

EXPLODING ALL OVER
... With the young sound of Mexico

"

OSCAR CHAVEZ VICTOR YTURBE "PIRULI GENERACION 2000 YNDIO
LOS YONICS SERGIO ESQUIVEL CHESPIRITO LA CHILINDRINA
ARIA 8 ANICETO MOLINA HERMANOS BANDA CAPULINA
FERNANDO RIBA TEHUA AMPARO OCHOA LUZ ROJA DE SAN MARCOS
GRUPO CAÑON CARMEN DEL VALLE NEGRITO SABOR
MASSIAS SONIA ZAIZAR MATIAS CARBAJAL

A.,

Miguel Angel de Quevedo No. 531

Apartado Postal 21 -069 México 21, D. F. Tel. Conmutador 554 -14 -22 con
Telex: 01774520 POLYME Cable: GRAMMOPHON
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Mexico
Continued from page LA -42
having some 50 presses "with more to come in tIo at fu
ture," asides De Llano. The company still sustains the biggest
sales force, blanketing every nook and cranny of the vast republic.
Others like RCA. EMI -Capitol, Peerless, Musart, Ariola. Or
feon, Melody, Gas, Cisne. Gamma, Coro. Polygram and AC
Discos (SACM) also are beefing up for the years ahead into the
1980s. All have room, some are looking for even more space
to advance their causes.
Federico Riojas of Coro, in possible combination with successful talent manager Jaime Sanchez Rosaldo (Napoleon),
has plans for a super- modern plant facility adjacent to the
Mexico City -Toluca highway. Melody is moving its office head.
quarters to a special building in the Polanco section in order
to increase its factory size. Peerless will be taking over an en
tire extra block for its expansion and AC Discos awaits the
shipment of presses from the Texas border, among just a few
advancements.
Azcarraga, the maverick Orfeon music executive, is one who
is not looking over his shoulder in anticipation of what the
other companies are doing to increase their share of the market. "I'm just moving ahead the way I feel will be best for me
and my company. just have to keep coming up with new
ideas of merchandising and production."
His company lost one of its key executives. Pablo Macedo.
when the latter switched in early August to a top post in the
Banco De Comercio. But his period of reorganization is not exclusive in the Mexican music industry. There have been several others in the past few weeks.
Luis Baston, who for over a decade has guided the fortunes
of Polygram in the territory, tendered his resignation in mid August as general director in order to initiate an independent
path. "My first option. though, will be with Polygram for the
immediate future," he explains about his talent development
program. Prior to the Polygram post. Baston served a lengthy
hitch with CBS.
Another jump has been made by Sergio Blanchet. the pro.
motion and publicity chief of Ariola, who has become the top
aid for Nacho Morales' Discos Melody. The latter firm has fur.
ther ambitious plans for Mexico, as well as for the U.S. His official assumption of duty for Melody was Sept. 17.
Heinz Klinckwort, president of Peerless and who wound his
two -year term as president of FLAPF (Latin American Record
Association) recently at that body's Sept. 12.14 Congress XI
gathering in Rio de Janeiro. also is aware that changes must
be made. His vice president and general manager Peter Ulrich
received the go -ahead to obtain one of the best. young inter-

nationabtype executives around. He did so by luring away Seguiu from Musart, latter independent giant's overseas division now under the complete aegis of Andres Baptista.
Its no secret that we're all looking for new vistas in executive arid artistic talent,- affirms Guillermo Infante. the topper
of the RCA Mexico record division (president of all RCA operations in the nation still being Luis Couttotenc). "Of course.
we lost the likes of Jose Jose and (Juan) Gabriel -but we
made them and we have 100% confidence in making other
big stars."
Grupo Miramar is still the leader for Coro, while Napoleon
sustains as the breadwinner for Cisne. But both longtime independents are in the derby for more diversification of talent.
Latter is lately making a drive with such other artists as
Eduardo Nunez, Three Souls, Los Codero, Roberto Cantoral,
Luciana, among a dozen. Cisne has also strengthened its
sales policy by the rehiring of Nacho Aguilar to head up that
position.
Coro, aware that it needs something more than Grupo Mira.
mar, has been putting recent emphasis on Angel Rios, a
combo of young teenagers, Los Topos, Los Huercos, Mariela,
Juan Pestanas, Venus and Los Acaputquenos, to name a few.
Gamma. which has always been laying its emphasis on the
distribution of foreign product (Raphael from Spain, Nelson
Ned from Brazil, all of the WEA material, etc.), is inching into
the local talent market, as well. Among some of its new artists
are: Yuri, Virginia Beltran (no relation to Lola Beltran) and
Jorge Toledo.
Mexico City -based Irene Rivas. a product of Chartes and
Bob Grever's A -Side Distributors of San Antonio, Texas, but
released in the nation by Musart (via Grever International). is
another top example of local product on the rise. She has
scored exceptionally well in the sales count with recent back
to -back hits, according to Musart sales manager Francisco
-

Llopis.
The tightly controlled Grever operations on both sides of
the border also are beginning to cash in with a group called
Mazz. They are being groomed for additional distribution in
Mexico, also via Musait.
Uniquely. the Grever firms have always been basically publishing houses. However, lately more emphasis has been
placed on independent recording projects. Intersong, the subsidiary publishing arm of Polygram, also has reportedly been

going in that direction.

-

The combination of all points towards the record and tape
business in Mexico zooming in a direct line towards a goal
which many predict will pass $500 million dollars within the
next two or three years. "Perhaps sooner, should the parity of
the peso stay relatively close to that of the dollar." predicts
another industry spokesman.
What could help matters along the above statistical lines is
further control of tape piracy. The problem still persists at a

One estimate
high level aloe_,
r
that it cuts sharply into the legitimate count to the tune
anywhere between 60% and 80% of sales.

Fever."
The "fever" to launch more international platters has
caught up with Mexico. It really is only a matter of brief time
before they feverishly begin doing it at a steady pace.

RIM

Central America
Continued from page LA -22
conclusive. Not only with that oountry. "but how it will affect
the daily life pattern in the rest of the region." adds Soto.
The $20 million annual retail figure can easily be doubted in
no time at all. The technical rennaisance has already started,
the public has demonstrated buying power to equal that of
other territories in Latin America -and a greater awareness of
the outside world has given them a sophistication never there
before.
"We still might be far behind on many things, have our respective problems and stumble along occasionally with trial
and -error methods, but the simple fact is that herein lies a
common region on one thing for sure -the love of music,"
concludes Galvez.
Belize, though like a nation apart from the rest of Centrai
America, is serviced from companies outside the region. The
material is basically all English- speaking. Its percentages mi.
croscopic in comparison with the rest of the bloc of nations.
thus the minimum attention by the six Spanish-speaking
countries and companies.
Central America has many things going for itself musically
They like it, they buy it, they want more of it.
MARV FISHER
-

LATIN AMERICAN RECORDS

MAIN OFFICE
México
Discos Mexicanos, S.A.
Alce Blanco, 26.
Naucalpan. Edo. de Méx.
México
Tel.: 576 -15 -00

BRANCHES
Orfeon Records of N.Y., Inc.
689 Tenth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10036
Tel.: (212) 581 -4639
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of

Another factor which adds greatly to the dynamic pace of
the Mexican market is that companies seem to have mor'
faith in the economy than ever before. "Otherwise." asks
Guillermo Acosta, president of Discos Gas, "why would we be
re- investing so heavily ?" Gas is nearing completion of its new
all- encompassing facility (pressing plant to lithography division to 24 -track studio). Estimates for the cost of such con.
struction are into the millions of pesos.
De Llano of CBS some months ago predicted, "It will be
common soon to see half -million unit sellers in Mexico.' His
prognostications could come a tot sooner than he projected at
the time of his statement early this year.
Fernandez and Carlos are inching towards that mark. as is
Muniz, Manolo Munoz, Gabriel, Jose Jose, Rocio Durcal, Napoleon, Tovar, even the Spanish deejay. Domingo. Ditto Los
Babys, Ned, Cepellin. Two Man Sound -and the Bee Gees did
it last year with over 800,000 units sold of "Saturday Night

ORFEON

Los Angeles
Orfeon Records, Inc.
2837 West Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006
Tel.: (213) 737 -1223

is

Orfeon Records of Puerto Rico, Inc.
Calle Cerra 613
Parada 15
Santurce, Puerto Rico
Tel.: (809) 723 -0770

!

In

the fine
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Juan Marcelo
PPS* knomm

for writing the

que Soy Libre:'
Juan Marcelo's enormous popularity
has soared to new heights throughout
Latin America. Riding on the crest of
his latest hit " Volare. Volares: Juan
has embarked on an extensive

mufti- national tour

Silvana di Lorenzo
Beauty, charm and the
voice of an angel.Thats
Silvana di Lorenzo. After receiving her first gold record
in 1973. Silvana's continuous success has won her
unprecedented acclaim
throughout Latin America
where in 1977 she was
voted the industry's best
Spanish -speaking singer.

Candela
This young and attractive new duo has become
an instantaneous success
with their very first single
" Quién Extenderá Tu Cama:
With their debut album
scheduled for release early
next month. Candela promises to be one of the most
popular musical forces in
recent history.

Barbara and Dick
Without a doubt this recording duo is
Argentinas finest. With consecutive gold
hits like `El Funeral del Labrador.'
" Respirando" and their latest " Amame...
Quiero Amanecer en Tí "...Barbara and
Dick's musical consistency have placed
them number one in the charts and
hearts of all Argentinians.

lei

1

Danny Cabuche
When it comes to music.the name
Cabuche and gold are synonymous.
With hits like "Tè Amo de Noche...Te
Extraño de Dia.' "Hoy Me Recuerdas :'
'Qué Hay que Hacer para Olvidar." and
his latest single `Perdida desde que
No Estás : Danny has established for
himself a reputation rivaled by few

musicians anywhere.

RCA, Ltda.
Paroissien 3930.1430 Buenos Aires. Republica

www.americanradiohistory.com

SUPERCHARTS INSIDE TO
PULL out AND Pur UP!
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For our children and their children...

Let's save
energy now!
"This used to be a flourishing, gold rich town. The people who lived here
never thought it would end up like this."
But the gold ran out.
"Today we run the risk of losing something more precious than gold. Our

country's energy. We waste a shameful
amount of it.
"We can't afford to waste more time
or more energy. We've got to start saving our resources today.
"Join me in an important new alliance of concerned Americans... the Alliance to Save Energy. Together we can
make a significant contribution to the future
of our country.
"For our children ...and their children
...Let's not blow it. America."
For a free booklet on how you can help
save energy, mail the coupon below.

A FA
I

ALLIANCE TO SAVE ENERGY
Box 5-24), Ptiishington. U.C. 2(M06

want to help saw ene, v Send me your booklet.

Name
Address

State

City

Zip

public service message from this mil
magaane and the Advertising Council
A

-

n

a

I I
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Beth Carvaiho
Nover before has tr.i,
been more beautifully rendered. With

,.

1.r,r
out a doubt Beth Carvrlhn
heart of Brazil with "Nos Li
y ,..
Now her matchless velvety musical touch
promises to bring her even further acclaim
with her new album "De Pe No Chao'
-

Samba Soul
They're hot, They re explosive
They're Samba Soul spreading their
contagious disco beat toevery
dancefloor on the continent
"Do
was their last smash.
-Once Again" is the new album
soon to be climbing the charts.

Originals

Os

if

do Samba

The group that is

bringing traditional
samba into the fore
front of Brazilian music.
promises to be as
successful with their
new album " Aniversario
doTarzan as they
were with their last
Os Bons Samblstas
Väo

Voltar"

Martinho da Vila
Proving to be second
to none as Brazil's

top traditional singer
composer with his last
-Presente : Martinho
-

Job° Bosco
Recognized as the top male
singer/ composer of modem
samba. Joáo Bosco continues
to make music his way with
lanha de Passer his latest
album which guarantees to
be as successful as his last

-Tiro de Misericordia'

Maria Creuza
The incredibly
versatile Maria Creuza.

acclaimed as Brazil's top
romantic samba singer
with her last album
" Veneno continues her
unprecedented success. In
Brazil her heart -warming
new album is entitled "Pecado:

da Vila expands his enor-

mous following with his
latest album -lendinha

RCA Eletrñnica,ltda.
Rua Santa Clara. No. SO. Cobertura

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Copacabana, 22041 Rio de Janeiro-R.1. Brazil

].a:

to bent a beautiful actress.
Lucia Mendez is creat:,. srtention as a singer. Her
original vocal style is instantly recognized. Lucia
Mendez, unquestionably a star of international status.

F

j

Pedro Vargas

Loved by the public, and
respected by his critics
and peers for over 50 years.
Pedro Vargas can truly be

Roberto Jordán
A new look! A new
sound! A new Roberto Jordán!

described as timeless.
Pedro Vargas...star of
Mexico, tenor of the continent, entertainer of this

Now recording out of Miami.
Florida with an explosive
new disco groove. Roberto's
dynamic style has taken on a
scintillating new perspective.

and any other time.

Lila Deneken
The discovery of the
year. Style, elegance. and

Yolanda del Río
Renowned throughout
Latin America for her brilliant

versatility of interpretation,
are a few of the dazzling
attributes that have rocketed this young singer
into the select group of
premier Mexican artists.

acting and vocal talents.
Yolanda del Rio faithfully
represents the country and

frontier music which is
uniquely Mexicos own.

Lolita de la Colina
this vibrant, self- confident lady is
composer of love. Certainly
You could say

Emmanuel
Taking innermost feelings
and setting them free is his
unmistakable trait. Mexico's
most dynamic singer /composer
handles everything from
rebellious youth to romantic

maturity.

Marco Antonio Muñiz
The voice of Latin
America The man in the

limelight who hits highs
and lows with such
inimitable style his

/

L

a

everyone else has been saying
that Lolita is Mexico's composer of the year. She knows
just how to compose music
and love in a manner guaranteed to steal your heart.

name actually represents
a catagory of music
all

its own.
RCA, S.A. de C.V.
Av. Cuitlahuac No. 2519. Mexico

16. D.F.

Copyn1;h;t_11ci
www.americanradiohistory.com

Mexico

mn,Niai

Rocío Jut ado
multi talented tcu,
gifted with an extraordinary
vocal talent, hw
A

Rrst RCA album
Adelante" 1111doUhttdII, lrr wr
to be a major milestone In tivr
outstanding career. Her latest
recording Is a beautiful double
record set titled "Por Derecho:'
t

Manolo Sanlúcar
A

guitarist extraor-

dinaire. Manolo Sanlucar's
genius has been recognized
throughout the world. In
1972 he was awarded the
National Guitar Award by
the " Catedra de Flamen
cologia y Estudios
Folklóricos Andaluces: and
Just recently on a tour of
Japan received the highest
ovation of his career. His
latest work. a four movement LP entitled Fantasia
para Guitarra y Orquesta
is fast becoming a fr
national bestseller.

rfr,.P541, Santabárbara
With rhythms that span the
bolero. rock and flamenco
spectrum.Santabarbara has
set the stage to become one
of Spain's hottest new recording duos. Singers. Writers.
Producers...Santabárbara
does it all.

The Amayas
Jose and Delfin Amaya's best selling album of 1978
is'Nosotros los Gitanos:' Just back from Miami with
rave reviews, the Amayas and their latest album
" Sentimiento Gitano" seem to be taking the path

that

is

leading them straight to the top.

Manolo and Jorge
Masters of rumba and pop.
Manolo and Jorge have
created a raging new sound
which has taken Spain by
storm.Their colossal new recording -EL1A -A -A" is without
a doubt one of this summer's
hottest new hits.
RCA. S.A.
Dr. Fleming. No. 43. Madrid.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RCA Licensors In Latin America

POLAR MUSIC INTERNATIONAL (Sweden)

ABBA
CAN'T STOP PRODUCTIONS (uSA)

Ritchie Family, Village People

+1.-

KANGAROO TEAM RECORDS (Italy)
Oliver Onions
CAYTRONICS CORPORATION (usa)
Susy Leman

HAREM RECORDS (France)

Arpeggio, French Kiss

IVAN MOGULL (LISA)
Karen Cheryl. Paradise Birds

FRIEDERICH PRODUCTIONS (Switzerland)
Madleen Kane

DICESA

Mr. José A. Hutt. President

Km. 5 Blvd. Ejército Nacional
San Salvador. EL SALVADOR
Tel. 27 -0855

DISCHI RICORDI (Italy)
Mal. Fabrizio de André, Alumni di Sole

HANSA INTERNATIONAL (Berlin)
Boney M. Eruption, Menvision.
The Teens, Gilla

,

^

HANSA INTERNATIONAL (England)
Amii Stewart. Sarah Brightman,

Japan, Child

-.+
1NBOFON

Manager

Edificio Alameda -El Prado
La Paz. BOLIVIA
Tel. 372228

Mr. Said Saba. General
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oration this year as the demand for Mors
production grows.
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Argentina
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the leading record companies. The rest was a mere game. toys
far away from the real thing.
With the arrival of the 8track recording machinery, all ma.
for companies began an endless journey to perfection. Strut
tural and other Latin matters delayed in part the incorpora.
Lion of such new marvels to the Argentine record industry. But
finally it happened.
When the advent of the 24.track recorder hit the world of
sound. small recording studios in Buenos Aires felt themselves losing an imaginary battle against progress. And inde.
pendent producers felt themselves submitted to the schedules of the "big" companies, in order to get room and time
where the best equipment was located.
But within the last two years. several important moves have
changed the whole panorama in Argentina. with at least three
independent studios equipped with "le dernier cri" and a con.
sole manufacturer producing 24.track equipment.
One year ago. Solydine (10 years ago it manufactured the
first Argentine 8-track console) presented its 24 -track model
2000.X. programmed with a minicomputer AZM-32 /6. Oneof
its first clients was Fonema. an independent record company
that has built a very complete recording studio with machin.
ery from the Minton 3M Division, plus a Hewlett- Packard computer.

Estudios owns a 24.track MCI console, with installations
built under the supervision of the manufacturer. Estudio's
Take 1 works with a Solydine 2000.X console and Minton 3M
machinery.
Finally, among several other similar studios. the Sound
Center Studio has a Solydine 8 -track console, plus one Scully
284.8. one Ampex 440 and a Studer A -67. During almost 10
years. this studio has been offering an efficient backing to
new independent rock bands and rock producers.
In the meantime. there is a growing trend that places the
solution of all problems in the imports operation. Considering
that a locally produced LP is sold at between $10 and $12. the
same imported LP can be placed in the Buenos Aires port at
half the price. The trend of this apparent "sales solution"
means suicide for the local industry.
Current limitations on the use of electricity and programmed city blackouts are complicating the scene. Meanwhile, there is growing expectation related to the oil crisis and
possible limitations to the supply of raw materials.
Nevertheless, the music business is not dying. It is alive and
well. In spite of the very difficult times. there will emerge a
completely new vision of the industry. according to the needs,
the facts and the reality. The coming shock will provoke the
fall of the unable ones and the rising of a new generation of
wise people with no fears and clear aims. Signs of this coming
event are all around.
Locally, two years ago. top sellers were Alberto Cortez, Palito Ortega, Cacho Tirao, Leon Gieco, Pepe Galan. Los Cam
tores Del Alba, Porsuigieco. Aldo Monges. Nazareno. Danny,
Pomada. Los Moros, Luciano, Santabarbara. Mario Eck.
everria. Juan Eduardo and Barbara & Dick. Foreign product
on top of the disk sates charts were Cero Carron, The Beatles, Deep Purple, Julio Iglesias, Nino Bravo, Robert Carlos,
Jose Luis Perales. Camilo Sesto. Los Pasteles Verdesan Ver
des. Peter Frampton, Miguel Gallardo, Donna Summer.
Demis Roussos, No Nicola De Bari. Raftaella Carra, Nan &
Johnny and Ando Los Bukis.
Last year, top selling singles were EMI. Odeon's Rita Cool.
idge, David Soul, Jose Augusto, Gallardo and Marco; RCA's
Bonnie Tyler, Camilo. Sesto. Boney M. Los Iracundos and Pomada; CBS' Iglesias, James Taylor, Daniel Magal, Trio San Javier, Juan Marcelo and Carlos; Phonogram's Bee Gees,
Roussos and Seri Sergio Denis; Music Hall's Carly Simon and
Luisa Fernandez; Microfon's Franco Sio Simone, Grupo Miramar, Los Pasteles Verdes, Tormenta, Cacho Casta, Stevie
Wonder and Manolo Galvan: and TK's Adolfo.
Top selling album acts were: EMI's Alan Parsons Project.
Queen, Supertramp, Cate Creme, Los Wawanco and Carpe
hers: RCA's Laurent Vouzly, Giorgio, Boney M and the Ritchie
Family: CBS' Iglesias, Carlos, Raffaella Carra and Cuarteto Imperial; Phonogram's Roussos, Santa Esmeralda, plus two
soundtracks, "Saturday Night Fever" and "Grease:" Music
Hall's Cerrone and Fleetwood Mac; Microfon's Summer, Los
Pasteles Verdes, and Hector Varela; and PMA's Susana Ri
naldi.
Surprises of the year were the impact of Roussos' singingin
Spanish across several northern provinces and "Abbas The
Move" at the downtown Ideal Roadshow Theatre. The movie
attracted only 3,600 ticket customers during one week andafterwards it vanished from the screen into the cans. In fact,
Abba made a very late jump to the first position in thecharts
only on April 1, 1979, with the Spanish version of "Chiquit-

ita.'

Bahia de Perula No. 80 México

17. D. F.

531 -29.00

En los E.U.A. SAFARI RECORDS 139 Maryland St. El Segundo Calif. 90245
phone 213 322 -5460
www.americanradiohistory.com

Halt of the market was dominated in the past year by foreign disco product, while the steady rock music buyer gave
support to the British "classical" trend.
In the movie theatres, "Saturday Night Fever," did good
business, in spite of being prohibited for minors under 14 (after severe cuttings demanded by the local censorship board).
Lately. "Grease" was forbidden for minors under 18 and lost
its basic supporters, vanishing quickly from the screen.
"Abbas The Movie" had no restrictions at all. But it arrived
when the group was only a distant rumor for the young locals.
"Hair" has all the elements that drive the censors crazy. and
will be banned.
Today. RCA plans a strong push with with its foreign disco
product. while there's plenty of trust on the potential of its
_(Cwn .e. erfine page LA-66)
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EL MODERNO SISTEMA QUE USAMOS PARA RECAUDAR Y PRESERVAR LOS
DERECHOS AUTORALES NOS HA VALIDO REPRESENTAR DURANTE MUCHOS
ANOS, LOS MAS IMPORTANTES CATALOGOS MUSICALES DE ESTADOS

UNIDOS, SUDAMERICA

Y

EUROPA, TALES COMO:
HASTING MUSIC CORPORATION
INTERWORLD MUSIC GROUP

ACUFF -ROSE PUBLICATIONS, INC
BIG SEVEN MUSIC CORPORATION
BIG THREE MUSIC

BURLINGTON MUSIC CORPORATION
CLARIDGE MUSIC, INC.
EDICIONES MUSICALES HISPAVOX, S.A.
EDICIONES MUSICALES LYFSA

EDITORA MUSICAL ARLEOUIM, LTDA.

IRMAOS VITALE, S.A
LEO FEIST INC.
LEO MUSICAL, S.A.
MCA MUSIC
MORRO MUSIC CORPORATION
ORBE, EDICIONES MUSICALES, S.A.

GRUPO EDITORIAL ALVORADA LTDA.

ORBITA, PRODUCCIONES, S.R.L.
RALPH'S & RAMMS MUSIC
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
SPANKA MUSIC CORPORATION
THE WELK MUSIC GROUP
UNITED ARTISTS MUSIC PUB. GROUP

GRUPPO EDITORIALE SUGAR

VALENTINE MUSIC GROUP LTD.

EDITORIAL MUSICAL APOLO
EDIZIONI CURCI, S.R.L.
G. RICORDI

& C. S p A,

GAMMA, S.A. (EDICIONES MUSICALES)

PERO ESTAMOS INCOMPLETOS

(A)S

...

NOS FALTA EL SUYO!
CABLE: EMLASA
TEL.: 592 -4966

Editorial Musical Latino Americana, S. A.
GUILLERMO PRIETO 76

MEXICO 4, D.
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DIMINUTIVE NATIONS GO FOR MUSIC
IN A BIG WAY
Folk dur, Tueurroes record !Or
p

Oro,
population of 23/4 million people
this relatively small country
at the mouth of the River
Plate doesn't add up to
enough persons to con

River from Buenos Aires,

short skip from Porto
Alegre and a hop from
Montevideo, foreign distributors easily supply
Paraguay. a tiny country
a

sume huge quantities
records and tapes.

sandwiched between two
giant nations. It is thus, a
relatively simple and solid
business of supplying the
country's needs. mostly
centered around the capital of Asuncion.
But it is alleged that here, too, is another pocket for ramp.
ant piracy causing a blemish on the map for this part of Latin
America. It is near enough to motor music centers, but far
enough away to carry on such ongoing activities.
Besides the strong influence of Argentina. another growing
(Confirmed on page 1.4 -57)

At ¡KIWI t'r

of

Apparently. though, the
nation lives in hope, and
the competition, relatively
small in income in compan.
son with the two neighboring giants of Brazil and Argentina,
seems to flourish with competition. And there's more to
come.
Key distribution outlets include APSA (RCA), El Palano
(EMI). EDISA (Polygram), Sondor (CBS) and Clave (WEA). A
new entity in the disk field. Renvar, a subsidiary of Grupo Ro
(Continued on page 1.-t.57)

lasha.r. Clare rrrnrn ,ir.-hr.rr,r
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may which owns one of the major video outlets. Channel 4,
also is looking to grab its share of the market
There has been a downward slalom in sales for the past dec
ade. However, the one bright spot shows an upward tick in
cassette tumover. Last year, there were about 90.000 such
units soli in the nation out of a total 565.000 population.
The drop since the beginning of the decade has been ap
proximately 175%-or when Uruguay was selling records at
the rate of dose to 1.340.000 units annually Singles eroded
at an even greater rate. dropping some 1.000% since the start
of the 1970s Eight years ago there were better than a half
million units being sold Today there are less than 50,000 sin
Ries finding their way into tomes every 12 months.
Leon Jurburg. longtime resident of the country and owner
of Clave. views the depressed situation as being attributed to
the reduced salaries. "Consequently, people are turning to
the more staple items with the moneys the public does have.^

muses
"But we're looking for a stabilioation this year," Jurburg
says, -and that is sure to happen with the increasing tape
turnover " The cassette sales lumped 60% between 1977 and
1978. "and d seems to be going at an even better rate for the
first halt of this year."
APSA's top man. David Wegbrait, is a person open to most
new avenues for increasing the sales with new product. "But
cannot see some of the advances certain companies are ask.
ing for this temtory We're lust a very small country."
One of his references was to Casablanca. -which was ask,
rig for $25,000 -and that was based strictly on the Donna
Summer product lust don't know what they're thinking of
up there Maybe some of the other countries in Latin America
can afford such up front payments."
The bilingual native -born Uruguayan, who sits in a country
with lust about 100% literacy. plans more diversification,
mostly with other RCA commodities "It's not that I'm giving
upon the record and tape market: I'm lust playing it safe durng the till." he adds Besides the RCA hardware he has been
handing under the APSA banner, Wegbrait will be involved in
the initial color television for the nation next year
Palaces De La Musica has been on the musical scene for
some 60 years now (mostly as a retail chain), and current gem
eral manager of the production distnbution combine. Ricardo
Gloss& doesn't seem overly worried about the present state
01 attars n the sliding market
"I realize it's going to be tough climb back up the ladder,"
Game smiles with confidence, "but there are some signals
that such a teat can be obtained." He refers to the hall price
sale wMCh takes place every June, -not good in comparison
he

I

t

with past but good enough with people still there buying "
As before, International product has been the dominating
factor. There lust aren't any artists making too much noise,
and. those who are still around (there had been an exodus
some years back) are involved in tropical and folklore
One company exclusively involved in creating special
sounds in its own backyard is Discos Macondo, headed by a
young and ambitious man, Luis Orlando Onel ttr. awns to
make a breakthrough with some fills here and there (man('
factured by APSA).
Another entity which is bent on making a dent in the mar
ket is Renvar A subsidiary of a major multi business organi
gallon, it is still on the scene. even in tough times, after more
than a year of operation
"We just seem to be too small of a country with too few
people," a &r director Alfredo Leiros laments "Consequently,
we can't compete with other markets and are by
But
we're here in this corner of the world looking up -and one day
we'll be going up "
One of the signs of being in the mainstream with the rest of
the world is progress in getting equipment for discos. Zurn
Zuni, with a capacity of around 400. and Lancelot. with
slightly more in Montevideo, are a pair of examples.
Business in such upbeat clubs is restricted basically to
weekends. But they have the turnover on such days and are
surviving Long operating hours also help the registers ring
The CBS licensee (there are no major companies in the ter
story), Sondor, run by the Enrique Abel family, is in relatively
good shape with presses running (sometimes on two shifts)
They also have tape duplicating machinery, as do a couple of
others.
Almost all of the companies are serviced with tape masters
out of nearby Buenos Aires twice monthly. The hits, i.e a
"Chiquitita" by Abba or a Raffaella Carra LP, are generally the
same in both countries in proportion Juan Carlos Garcia of
Edisa is one who makes such quick overnight trips to the Ar
gentine capital for material
Radio, with its 50-plus AM stations and a handful of FMs, is
effective during the day. But. because of the country's pro
ximdy to Argentina to the west and south and Brazil to the
north, other stations make a strong penetration. Specifically
those beaming from Buenos Aires and Porto Alegre.
Consequently, the influence and interest in such indi
genous styles of music as the tango and samba continues. De
pending on the song and artist. the sales vary and the charts
change in percentages to other foreign material.
The safe lists also vary as to what is selling for what. Pre.
maim LPs in the stores go for $5 60, while budget product is
listed at $3 74 Singles are paced at close to $2
Live shows are infrequent, but. when they do happen, it is
done in as grandiose a manner as in other countries. One of
those locals making tteups for such visiting talent is Walter
,

Garcia Real. The choices
selective
Home taping is more of a problem (blank tapes sell for
$2 60) than is piracy And radio doesn't help the situation ei
then. One station, Saran& announces ahead of time when
the public is to "get ready for your lavontes
MARV FISHER

Paraguay
L

unrrnuerl )ruin page
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musical force in this landlocked nation (the only other one
being Bolivia) comes from Brazil. It is lust too close to block
out any of the sounds trom there via radio, consequently the
strong penetration of the samba via the hordes of such artists
flourishing more each year
Uruguay, similar in taste with Paraguay, also gets its licks in
with some folklore sounds. Though, lately, there lust hasn't
been that much type of production out of Montevideo. Some
of the more noted artists have relocated in Europe and else

Hace 60 años

desde nuestra Casa Central
decidimos ponerle música
al Uruguay
HOY TENEMOS
Y 15
Y

9 SUCURSALES EN LA CAPITAL
EN EL INTERIOR DEL PAIS

ESTAMOS LOGRANDO NUESTRA META.

Tod& una
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ai
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is
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muses dal munito
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HISPAVOx

where.
The four distributors which handle most of the material cir
culated throughout Paraguay today are Cielito. Fonopar.
Guaracha and Marpar. There also is a Philips del Paraguay (no
relation to the international company). which handles the
product of the Philips and Polygram line.
Another thing (besides the out and out piracy) which does
hurt the music business in the nation to some degree at
present is the fact that it is a haven for "contribandistas." Pri
vate planes bring in lust about anything being sold in the
world today. Consequently, there is facility for "importing"
tape duplicating equipment without any real detection by the
government. Payoffs occasionally are widespread, as well, in
getting contraband inside the borders, according to an indu
try observer who has had some dealings there.
Some people, basically in Argentina and Brazil, actually feel
that this will change shortly. especially when more enforce
ment will be instituted in those two neighboring countries.
"The influence would be lust too much for them to ignore,"
opines one anonymous executive. "It also would provide a
better information flow with the proper 'vigilancia " That's
another way of saying a check would be made on those corn
ing in from Paraguay to pick up their supply of blank tapes.
Miguel Angel Emery and Henry Jessen, two legal executives
for FLAPF. headquartered in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro,
respectively, could certainly be called upon quickly for any
consultingon such piracy matters when the occasions arise
As to what is going on all around them, Paraguay is another
territory greatly influenced by the disco trend There is a sul
ficient number of radio stations (even some more FM in the
past couple of years) to help in the diffusion of such sounds.
MARV FISHER
'
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Gal Costa, Bra:than singer, who has
linked with Portuguese performers
in various puluicul struggles.
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Portuguese artist Roberto Leal, who
first found success to Bru:il but has
now sold thousands of records, and
packed concert halls, in hit home
country.

BRAZILIAN BOND
PROVES STRONG
By

FERNANDO TENENTE

Portuguese -speaking territory, provides the
main link in terms of exchange of artists and product
between Portugal and South America. There is a grad
sal buildup of popularity of Portuguese records here.
But it is a matter of history and fact that the fantastic progress of Brazilian music has been vitally impor
tant in helping the development 01 the music and
record industry in Portugal.
It has covered many different aspects of music.
from samba to bossa nova in dance rhythms, leading
into the social comment field where top Brazilian acts such as Gal Costa. Chico
Buarque and Elm Regina joined forces with Portuguese talent to help fight the
Portuguese political dictatorship.
Gal Costa, for instance, was outstandingly successful when she recorded a ver
sinn of Jose Afonso's composition "Milho Verde." By way of return, Alonso is very
popular in Brazil and in 1972 was invited by Brazilian journalists to play the Mara.
canazinho.
i,

as

Fernando Tenente

is

a

Billboard's Portuguese correspondent

Polygram artist, Faja De
Bejem. a chart regular in
Brazil. now invited to
tour Portugal for concerts
and television.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Other Portuguese acts who have toured
Brazil recently include Teresa Silva Carvalho.
Paco Bandeira, Antonio Mourao, Marco
Paulo, the Duo Ouro Negro and top lado
singer Amalia Rodrigues. whose tour also
took in Venezuela and several other South
American territories.
And last year saw developments in a differ.
ent area when Jose Niza, former director of
television programming, arranged closer
links between the tv authorities of Portugal
and Brazil. A first move was a television special, hailed as "sensational" by the critics. by
Chico Buarque, filmed in color, and successful in both territories.
But Niza. a Portuguese technician, has
seen his plans frustrated by the general eco
nomic crisis and political instability in his
country.
Prior to the fall of the dictatorship. some
Portuguese acts, notably Maria Domingas,
Beatriz Costa, Tony de Matos. Francisco Jose
and Irmas Meireles emigrated to Brazil to
seek out better working conditions and general musical success.
Roberto Leal is an interesting case in this
area of activity. He recently visited Portugal,
his home country, and enjoyed a full -hour
tour, with his records going gold within a few
days of sale. But his first success indisputably
carne in Brazil.
On the product side, top Brazilian acts sell
well in Portugal but, despite the recent buildup in popularity, it is mainly the top handful
of Portuguese acts, notably Amalia Rodri.
gues, Paulo Alexandre and Jose Alonso, who
score heavily in Brazil.
But a more balanced two.way traffic in music is expected following recent planning by
top Portuguese record executives. Arnaldo
Trindade, of the Orfeu label, confidently fore.
casts that chart singers Jose Cid and Sergio
Godmho will be big names in Brazil. Go.
dinho's music is much influenced by Brazi
lian sounds and styles.
Paulo Gil. of Valentim de Carvalho, is
equally confident in the future prospects of
local Decca artist Gabriela Schaaf, recently
(Continued on page LA -78)

Orfeu label artist, Sergio Godinho.
widely tipped by Portuguese mug'
pundits to become a big name in Bra'
zit in the nest few months.
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ARIOLA AMERICA

ARIOLA ALEMANIA

ARIOLA EURODISC G. M. B. H.
STEINHAUSER STRASSE 3 8.000 MUNCHEN 80 GERMANY RF. 3.
TEF. 41361/41367 TELEX: 523487

ARIOLA BELGICA

ARIOLA AUSTRIA

ARIOLA SCHALLPLATTEN GES. M. B. H.
1120 WIEN MEIDLINGER HAUPTSTRABE 63 POSTFACH 104
TEF. 83..65.45/46/47 TELEX: 11862

MUSICALES ARABELLA SARL
136 RUE PERRONET 92.200 NEUILLY /S /SEINE
TEF. 745.42.42 TELEX: 613815

ARIOLA EURODISC S.A.
C/ ARAGON 204 BARCELONA 11 ESPANA
TEF. 254.98.05 TELEX: 52771 +

ARIOLA HOLANDA
-

-

ARIOLA INGLATERRA
ARIOLA RECORDS
48 MADDOX STREET LONDON WIR 9PB ENGLAND
TEF. 408.12.62 TELEX: 298933

NETIIERI.ANII

ARIOLA MEXICO

ARIOLA SUIZA

DISCO L1BRO S.A
AVDA. DE LAS FUENTES n° 41n V Pino
TECAMACHALCO ESTADO DE MEXICO

TEF. 589.84.00

ARIOLA BENELUX N. V.
RODE KRUISLAAN 75 AV. DE LA CROIX ROUGE
1020 BRUSSELS - BELGIUM
TEF. 2672140 TELEX: 62354

ARIOLA
FRANCIA
EDITIONS

ARIOLA ESPANA

ARIOLA EURODISC BENELUX
KENAUSTRAAT 1.3 HAARLEM
TEF. 31..92.90 TELEX: 41385

ARIOLA AMERICA
8671 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD.
BEVERLY HILLS. CAL. 90211 U.S.A.
TEF. 659.65.31 TELEX: 59104902569

ARIOLA EURODISC A. G.
LF.TZIGRABEN 89 8047 ZURICH
SWITZERLAND

TELEX: 1777674

TEF. 545390

-

TELEX: 53436

n:.;ntad m
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Jahn Ig /r,ius, left. the .Spanish
singer. with a plern:f l! collection of
gold records is now settled into a new
hume In Mown reads' for on (111.0,,,
",,!ought on the Latin markets of
I mprtfU

Anale artist Camilo Sesto. right,
longa big Spanish success in Latin
Mnenean nark eis, received a platinum disk for his albums sales In
Spain alone_

ESTABLISHING THE LATIN
EUROPEAN LINK
FERNANDO
By

SALAVERRI

Today the American market is so important
for the Spanish record industry and for Span
ish performers that special phonographic
productions are made for those Latin terri
tories. Some artists, notably Jose Domingo
(Melody) and Jaime Morey (Orfeon), though
living in Madrid, are signed exclusively world
wide to their Mexican -based companies

he Spanish presence in the mainly Spanish-language charts
of South America grows in importance year by year, not
lust with actual recordings but also with the songs
Once a Spanish song breaks through in an original
Spanish production, it is virtually guaranteed almost im
mediate coverage in several different territories One key
example of late: the song "Gavilan 0 Paloma," composed by Spanish writer Rafael Perez Botga and a disk hit
for Movieplay's artist Pablo Abraira. which went through
several chart versions until Mexican singer Jose Jose
(Anoka) had it released in the Americas and sold more
than a million copi

.

The two main Spanish artists in Latin
American success terms are Camilo Sesto
( Anola) and Julio Iglesias (CBS). The latter is
now settling into a new home in Miami and recent performances at Madison Square Garden suggest a building populanty for him in
North America as well as in Southern Latin
territories He's also found success in France,
Italy, Germany, Greece and Japan and he
now commands an exceptionally high con
tract deal with CBS International
Sesto has recently received a platinum disk
for sales of more than a million copies in
Spain alone, covering his whole discography
range After a few weeks in Los Angeles,
"brushing up on my English," Sesto is work
Ing on a new album for October, with a new
single "Queen Sera." Other notable successes
for him are the album " Sentimientos," and
his song "El Amor De Mi Vida." plus the
theme " Callados," sung as a duel with Angela Carrasco (Arcola), which he produced

himself.
But not far behind the two Spanish
"giants" are other major talents Raphael
(Hispavox) was the first of all the Spanish in
www.americanradiohistory.com

Jose Domingo's "Motivos" recording sold hugely in Latin .A nwncan
countries. He Li seen, right, with .Nacho Morale,- president of Melody
Records

for left.

u CBS -Lpu, act
within the new young Noie of Spanish pop artists and very popular in
Spain, rated read,' to break hug in

Pecos,

Latin Amerua.

ternational names, the one who opened the way for theothers
like Sesto and Iglesias Today Raphael's records do not sell as
solidly as in his golden years, but he remains a huge -drawing
on-stage artist, very strong on personality and style.
Other Spanish artists with an at-home following as well as
growing support in various Latin American territories are Miguel Gallardo (EMIL much air-played in Spain for songs like
"Saldre A Buscar El Amor "; and Pablo Abraira (Movieplay)
with a succession of sizable sellers Lorenzo Santamana
(Continued on page LA -vil
Fernando Salanerri

is

Billboard's correspondent

,n

Spain

I

Dutch and English singers to introduce themselves to Win
America. They record m Spanish, are a0wsed by Spansh tech.
means and so are able to sell product all through the Latin
American areas.
Md a further advantage is that Latin Amerman musts can
Imd entry to most European markets through efforts started
n Spain.
Though the local Spamsh market rs basically lull of disco
music, of AngloSaxon rock and of wolfs Irom the leaf Garrelts
of the world. Spanish musicltns and venters can she come up
with the goods to establish the " Spanish sound" m the world
markets, ndaby that of Limn Amen.,
laDMI

Spain
rennet, Jam page

LA.e

t

(EMI). Mont° Otero (Columbia), plus the group Mocedades
( Zafiro), are currently working on new records with which to
"attack.' the Lahn Ameran market.
Meanwhile acts Idle Mocha (Polydor), Jose Velez (Columia)
and Danny Danwd (PoyOOr) are waking more within the Latin
American merket than in their own Spanish territory. Sergio &
(Zaino) and Jose Luis Perales(Hrspavox) have spent
much tome trying to break into the Latin American market and
are now back aiming at greater impact in Spam.
The Joan Manuel Serra( (Anna, after a spilt et the h.
melight. is returning with d new album. (haulm (Better) won
the "Viva Del Mar Festovar on Chile and that led tow,. travels
through the Amencas. Miguel Bose (CBS) is a bog.. of young
gad tans. He a already strong in Europe. and now there are
amibiliOus pans to launch him in Latin terratoroes
The Perlin. artist Betty M,ssglp (Columba) has already
S obtained Spanish nationality and as now widely played on an
through South American territories.
o
But there is apse strong action on behalf of the -new wave"
o of young Spanish singers. such as Pecos (Epic /CBS), already
Ihighy popular Sergio FachelA (Better), Mar. & Chema (Cap.
tot). Gonzalo (Epic), along with several others all alter Amer,
ó
Wn
In the girl singer section, man intabn Ameiican activity
centers on Rocco Choreal (Arica) with her manachis and Three
rolamesof songs by Juan Gabriel. plus Lolate (C8S) and Room
Jurado (RCA), the latter with compositions by Manuel Ale.
indro. Also caning through strongly In thn area are Angela
Carrasco (Arrola) and Paloma San Basil..
There are even hopes today that various Spanish rock
bands will break through in me Latin areas of America, no
lably inane (MovrePBy), Tequila (Zaliro). Burning (Bolter)
and Alameda (Eric), but ems rs recognized as essentially a
longterm pro)ect.
Also worth watching in terms of Spanish delermmalgn to
break new markets are Paco de Lucia (FOnogram). Maria
mends (Moviepay) and Felipe Campuzano (Myoop)Oy).
II all adds to the fact that Spanish record companies. pro.
fluters and composers see W ton America as a natural market
olio. for their wares and will continue gmng ,1 emphasis and
support, sometimes in terms of exclusive product
Two bigsurpnsesrecentfyhAlo been of recordings emannt
Irom Spain tool Amer Lana success there only to achieve
sales in Lahr American centers. They were Jose Do.
mhuge
mmgo (Melody) with "MOlivos." and La Pequena Company
(MO pay) with''Oiscoboleros: ' a medley of famous boleros.
has one vital
á It serves as a brggngs territory or Fronds, German. 11111011.
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Bahia Movement
Conlinrnvf /rum page
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Me catalogue of WEA m order to work under his direction
again.
What has most fomented this speculation is the tact that
Gilberto Gd, together with Baby Consuelo, pined WEA, while
the rest of the Bahian° group continues with Polygram.
Commenting about the movement he has been supporting
for years now, Milani affirms that vnth Gil and Consualo join.
mg his company a new stage has been initiated an their mu
sic-that which has been dubbed the "new GO
Corresponding to the new creative stage, according to Mi.
dam, as a new promolronal phase with international prow.
Lion. pnnc,pally directed towards the United Stales.
Perhaps because this international campaign boo ony
recently begun. Itoe torsi release by All in the U.S. On the
Warner Bros. label had no important impact.
However. there is no doubt about the commercial adept'
ante of the Bahano musbgns m Brant dull. For several
weeks now, the Brazdan radio stations have had among Iheu
hits a record by Gal, who manages to Sell 200.000 LPs and
400.000 singles an lust a few weeks alter a release. aWadrng
to figures gwen by Michell
For their own part, Gat Cosa and Marta Bethania continue
enpymg large Slopes with their latest LPs, and Iheu theatre
shows are always full.
Each one of me Bahian° artists has gone on creating his
own structure And his own personality. Because of this d rtes.
tremely dilticult to clew.° their music in general terms.
What as sure is that their personality is very distinct from
that of the musacans of the States of San Pablo a of Rio de
lamera. which together with Bahia and Porto Alegre are the
lour most important 010011aan stales in regards to music. as
much an respect to the acquisitive power of their populations
as to Ow. creative power.
Definitively. the music of the Bahiano5 iç rRtrc iuly root:,n

Ti

pillar rror.nt and w(bsmpo trumenla
the
bon an
mapraty of the cases
In spiv of its distortive characteristics, the Balhand
stream has inherited elements from other great Brazdan art.
GIs, such as Antonio Carlos Jobrm,
Ol course, the Bahanos are only one sector of the Braobn
market whose present divided popular music representsdrs
.01 stages and currents n the generation of the last few
years.
Omer great names of modern Brazilian music. such as Eks
Regina oe Roberto Carlos, have emerged under other conch
tions and duect themselves to different audiences.
More than a Decade ago, the state of San Pablo oredomor
rated as a center of the record industry when one of its let,
vision channels. TV Records. presented teslwats of papaw
fit,

ell

on its programs

From this programming was born a generation d artists
called the young guard of music.
With an initially limited pubic, the young guard were re.
tluenced in great part by American rock.
On oneol his first LPs for CBS, one of those artists remodel
almost exclusively rock numbers in Portuguese. But on level
coping ms own sty., this artist became the present great Brad.
han figure -Roberto Carlos.
Carlos is the prinapal figure horn that era. and same then
he has been the major seller n Brazil. with 1.200,000 ands
sold m Braze alone of each LP released.
In his beglnnmgs. together with his friend and Compose,
Erasmo Carlos, he started to wrote romantic melodies extra
cleri from the daily actions of pe°PIe and which were wittqui

great pretensions.
Other proponents of the young guard are Ronnie Von, Jew,
Adriana, and Wand.. CafdOSO.
Parallel to these popular lestrrals, existed other musk lesh
vals sponsored by university groups. from which has emerges
another group of artists with names like Eas Regina. Milton
Nascímento, Ivan tans. Raimondo Fagner, Joao BOSto, EOv
Lobo. Eguberto Gismonla. and Belabor.
Ells Regina, with more than 27 LPs released since Men.
perhaps the most interns ione0y known. with her 5Ophn
located mus1Wl expression reaching even Pans.
There as a great deal of creative vari1y. W atom the geoe,
panorama of vanguard singers and composers in Brazil one
finds
class artists like Ch00 Buarqu0 of Holland, a Corr
poser and singer whose works are many and always tied t_
various famous names. A recent Buarque work which le,
Morucha, has sister, and Tom Job. is about to be released
Vamcius de Moraes, a composer who has conlnbuted
great deal to popular music. as a ladhful exponent of poti,i
set to music.
Moraes works within the scope of the samba mixed wr
,..
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ARTISTA FONOGRAM,S
ARTISTA POLTDOR

Fonogram,

S. A. y

Polydor,

S.

A. son dos compañías POfyGsra111
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Andean Bloc

Conhnwd t err ¡50,0,. r_a -w
Undurraga, the executive wader of Philips Cblena's record di
vision (Polygram), -well start to put everything together and
a... o1okt that much taster.- Like in other territories where
the -Saturday Night Fever' is winding down, he is constantly
looking la vistas from within, a$ wen as from the ouleide.
European influenced over many generations, Chile is one
tar on altitudes and tastes as those of the Argentinians and
Uruguayans. They bye their muse. And when it n MM. ilk
mg, they will buy.

Jaime Roman Canales m another of the young bred in
licking to make things stand up for his company with
better balance. With Roberto Pardo, as the general manager,
they lamed Quatro a shat while ago. "We have the ideas and
the know- how," remarks Romion, ''but the only thong nessong
rs more Imes."
Quatro, sitting m an Englishstyle house on the heart of San
lingo, is still a small company Ina yet small market of the rm
manse Latin American picture. "But we're looking at a public
g that is capable of buying more, and. when they are, we hope to
still be around to prove our point.
A bog step forward for Chile has been the recent introdu
a hon of another sup...modem studio by EMI Odeon, The 24.
m channel totality was originally initiated by Roberto Lopez,
. lamer general manager of the local operation but who currently heads up the companys Meecan branch. (He replaced
Roba1 ASCOII. who was transferred to the EMI worm head.
quarters en London early this year.)
Chile

Boogied Records. which was making a lot of noise n the
middle part of the decade. has departed from the scene. Its
undercutting 01 prices eventually caught up with the firm,
and, when it came tome to make payments on royalties and
meet the Salary Payroll, ilb owner and pres,denl, Juan Este'
ban Grinsten, allegedly -flew the coup." He rep0rl00y has
not made any attempt to publicly surface once his organize.
was disbanded shortly after he list the rights for distabu.
yon of Iglesias product (now on a worldwide CBS basis).
With Increased tempo of more and more produce around,
some of the importers are having a heyday in Ch., One such
record shop. Circus, m taking advantage of the situation by
doing increased business m Santiago. It hurls the maim deal'

t.

O ors such as Philips Chao.. FTA and EMI Odeon (they are still
the same interchange deal with CBS who dostnbute fa
5 under
them In Colombia) -but d is also starling to make 1a better

0

j

cOmpetitan.
One such step could be in the works for the near future tooth
CD mono innovate.
promotional moves Accadmg ld Brazilan
of Moaeyr Machado, roving a&r and marketing coordinator for
á EMI m Latin America, "We could be setting up a caravan of

K-tel
O

samba stars (headed by Clara Nunes) in the near future MO.
pose this kind of music for the Chileans"
IRT (RCA), though, doing most of its recordings in a newly
rclurhis.etl independent 16.track facility, Is busy developng
its Own talent. Besides Super. well on its way, such others as
Libra and Ma. are being groomed for bigger thongs.
In Woking more to the future. Silva is not too centerned
with what the talent dais in his own country. "It is getting
them ready for other markets which Is of primary concern,"
he 0000005. And he has gone out to pock up the contracts
rights for lose Alfredo Fuentes, a young, modern balladeer on
the genre d Jose Jose of Mo..
The one big flung which .11 sustains Chile In the Latin
American and world public eye is the Vona Del Mar song lesti
viol held in the eary part of the summer of every Year Accord'
rig to one al the...nmtrators, We are gang to promote et
in order t0 attract the best from everywhere."
Jorge Ornate. Ilre local Chduan a &r topper for EMI, sees the
now stud.o as being very benehaal, "Not ony for our new re
teases for here and for our other allilates -but 10 prepare the
material and artists for the growing list of song festivals."
The final of the quartet of matrons and the smallest in popu
Wean and record consumplon, Bolwa, rs also gearing for bel.
ter tomes. At an annual retail count of only a little better than
SI million. hardly anything against the rest of the countros. it
is looking to a sooner future,
"The people were a little uneasy with the font democratic
election In 15 years, consequently in the last year they gave
little thought to music," observes Miguel Dueri, the biggest
record manufacturer and dealer (Discolando) in the mounlain -tOp nation of sloghty m excess of 5 million mhablanls.
He has made strides wdh an expanded beat.. of his press.
mg pldol (12 Fine.) presses) in a picturesque. colonial man
San at the bottom of the bowsiluated city (650.000) Altrag
at an altitude of 12,464 feet. He also es introducing Ohm year
the first ever tape duplecahon family in the nation
W eri, along with his U.S. educated so0, Johnny, is prepay
ing for what could he one of the best years ever in sales for the
country which now has more political stability (lea former for
eign minister Walter Guevara Arze being swan n on a mom
promise ballot In August as oresdent for a oneyear term).
There are no sales whatsoever in the hinterlands of Boling
All is conlmod strictly to the aloes (others bong Sucre and
Cochabamba among lour). Theretae the kilted competition
of basically music on a licensee arrangement
Ouerï s operation handles EMI and Polygram mater41,
while MIobon carries the RCA line. Henba moves the CBS
product to round out the bast material distribution. Retail
prices are kept at around E5 per LP to sustain the sales.
"A market study has been made," concludes the busy
(Fuca, "resulting in a reinvestment we are sure will pay off.

'

MARV FISHER

Imperial International, s.a.
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CBS has three

etude..

strong IOp sellers in Os Catalog: Iglesias,CareA
and Carra, and will continue the addition of par.rock mate
rials (e.g.. Weather Report. Herbde Hancock. Chick Car., u
ICOntinurd on parr a.l.'I.
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LA HORA MUSICAL
EN PIINTO
SALUDAMOS A TODAS
LAS COMPANIAS
DE LATINOAMERICA
JUNTO CON NUESTROS
ARTISTAS MAS dESTACAdOS
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Continued nr page I-A -54
young local artists: Barbara & Dick, Marcelo, Duo Candela, got
vane Di Lorenzo. and Danny Caboche.
Microfon coproduced, with Aries Cinematagralko, twasey
5000055101 movies, "Los Eritos Del Arnow' and "la Cary.
Del Amor..' Based on a soft story with no restrictions and star.
ring all its re0ordng artists, both soundtracks sold very wee
and a third picture is under preparation,
Music Hall, aller ending its deal with WEA. has started
new label -Sazam Records- o000entratingon beat rock starta
(Leon Greco, Charly Garcia and Nilo Mestre, Coming H1ats
from Phonogram m the pop market include Sere. Denis, Va.
lere Lynch and Nazareno. While the fdklae are led by Los
0000nä, Mercedes Sass, Los Cantees Del Alba, and Lease.
tores De Quill Quille Huasi.
At the end of Juy 1978. EMI.Odeon'S top managemaetde.
cried on a map, Shill la its activities in the Argentine mar
kit. The first move was to absorb IS recently created Captco
division, .sting an end to such !noves as an independent en
tdy. Immediately. Capitol manager Roberto Ruiz was put n
charge of both the mtematanal and nationaldepartmMlspl
the company. This sudden reorganization meant so ;wen
table consequence: The remo el of the two hcwds oo EM
Odeon's national pop musc department.
From the beginning of the Capdd 4,04400, EMIAdetri's
general manager Luis Aguedo had in his hands anynecepgy
final decision la the whole operation. The new structuredots
not mean a facture at ab.
Capitol had very scarce international product and requeed
at least two years of heavy work m order t0 develop a wide
catalog of local talent. The latter need is exactly the samarai
ity fa EMI.Odcon. With the current Inflationary situation in
the country, two Similar parallel efforts were rida wise poky
ta themain company, so the simphlitalionof the Webal,w,
became the only reasonable move.
Another lateral moditicabon of the company s stet' has
been the removal of EMI.Odeon's press and public relations
manager for the local product, Now on charge os Roberto
Volpe, who was dong the same work for the total catalogs'
the short.lrved Capitol division,
Three remaining producers of local product (tap. tangs
and folklore respeClìvey) will follow the 00mpleti00 of Pil
e0mtong already, while the new management dodos R.
"purification' of the existing catalog of national pertamen
and establishes
for the research of new talents

International Inc.

la mayor organización
de venta de discos por T.V.
y su filial española
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THE INDEPENDENT

COMPANY

(with all the advantages)

COMPAÑIA

PABLO ABRAIRA

TRIANA

MARIA JIMENEZ

LA PEQUEÑA

VEGA

GRANADA

PANSEQUITO

VICTOR

LA BULLONERA

EL

LABORDETA

AZAHAR

VUELO BLANCO

FLAVIO

ANDRES SEGOVIA

GOTIC

LOS ROCIEROS

JUAN SEBASTIAN

OLGA RAMOS

AZABACHE

SUSI

DIMPOL

LLUIS LLACH

AMANQO PRADA

OLGA RAMOS

NUESTRO PEQUEÑO MUNDO

JOAQUIN DIAZ

GUALBERTO

LUIS PASTOR

LOS CHINCANAYROS

OLGA MANZANO
MANUEL PICON

GORKA KNORR
PILOCHA

LOS HUARACHEROS

RAFAEL AMOR

HILARIO CAMACHO

A RODA

ALPATACO

LUIS EMILIO BATALLAN

CARLOS

CANO
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CBS Records International
congratulates its affiliates and licensees
on an outstanding year of achievement.
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dent of lheCaylromcs RecadCorp., a malls/ Latin firm known
for ds pioneer work in opening up more distribution outlets
for Latin music. "We were down about 5 %. but (hat's past and
we're forecasting a 20% gain this year and, so far. we're right
on

target."

Caylromcs ism the process of expansion. The company,
which distributes such hot Latin labels as Cekenle. Pronto.
Metody Mexico. cas. Anota and RCA, is adding more foreign
and domestic ineS, starting a rachpbbing operation and
working on plans bra national Latin music distribution sys.
ern.

The continued improvements on Latin promotion and dish,
the two greatest hurdles 01 the Latin record industry
from the very beginning, are definite factors m the upswing,
not only of Caytronics, but of many Latin companies.
Promotion and distribution have been a kind of -Catch 22"
_ situation for the U.S. Latin market. Because Latin music is
tr much less 01 a moneymaker than mainsteam American mu,
sic. Latin record industry leaders have seemed reluctant or
X more precisely. unable, to pour money into really good. large
slate promotion. Without promotion, sales didn't really spiral
upward and the bigger distrbutors. who could boost sales by
g putting the records into more areas where they could be Seen
and bought. weren't attracted. And so the vicious circle con

but...

blued.
But beginning with Caylrenics' first concerted efforts in the
late '60s to break that prole, things have greatly changed. Ma.
for distributors and racklobbers such as Western Merchandis.
ers. Handelman, and Pickwick now service Latin product, put,
ting it for the first time into retad chains, descount and
department stores. And latin proration departments, their
vital role made clear. are expanding and proldechng among
the Latin record companies.
We think it's basvally pcamOtionard distnbut,on," cleans
Cayre. "It's really hard for the Latins to end their records, So if

theycan't buy what they Idiom they don't have
can't get them.

o
m

E
of

a

choice, they

"We've surveyed the whole U.S. and anyplace where there's
even a tiny Latin population we want to gist lo. We've tried to
imitate the way AmeriWn record companies distribute their
records and adapt it to the Latin marketplace. Its toocostly to
have saleunen in every marketplace and records in every
Store like mapo American companies. The sans lust aren't
here. gut we tlo put people into our major markets and vre
have a very diligent mad room that tries to service every tom
mumty, send them catalogues. call them and follow up.
"The basic Latin proration is lust sending the records to
every Latin radio station something which a lot of Latin
record companies still don't do. We also do marketing in the

Stores. displays, posters. artist appearances. We're creel
meotingwith to and we've been finding that local Spanish ra
db and newspaper ads are the best way to get to the Spanish
market You're lust getting to the population totally."

_

i

in

Disco is a prime suspect in the recent Latin music slaw,
down. The dance rage of the seventies and most possibly the
eighties. disco has wooed away the most profitable and
sought alter segment of the Latin market; namely the young
teenage Latino.
The U.S. Latin market is peculiar in that there's an odd age
tluctuatton in rt. A second or third generation Latin will grow
up hearing Latin music records on Ws parents turntable or re.
die, appreciate it and buy the product. But then. depending
on law angle) the community he lives in is. the Latin. as he
moves into his teenage years (the height of the record buying
effectors for Latin music and Sue.
age erode) will falter in
curreb 10 the more wdespreed cultural pull of artists such as
Rod Stewart, Village People, Chic, Kiss, etc. Then as the Latin
moves into his twenties and manner, he becomes more GO
scour of his roots and returns to Latin music.
What disco is doing as taking away the first, second and
third generation latinos who wouldn't normally have gone to
pop music. They go to the discos because there are a lot of
Lalm discos around. sot the Lahn discos don't always play
Lahr music. They play American disco music.
"Business has been off but it's returning Disco is what un.
settled at for awhile," notes Harvey Averse, president of Coco
Records. a growing New York outfit known for its high quality
record production and an impressive artist roster that in.
dudes such artists as Lissette. Danny Rivera, Eydie Gorrne
and Eddie Palmieri, who is presently with Epic
"We started to goer( around the release of 'Salurdee Night
Fever.' Everybody got into disco and it hit the Latin and rock
communities. Now rock'n'roll is starting to come back again
and disco is starting to have its own category. Al this point, ìí's
been a year and the Latins have deeded to return to their
roots and still keep disco as just part of their diet."
Surprisingly enough, attempts by latin artists to move in a
Latin duo sound haven't as yet been astoundingly successful
in the U.S. marketplace and salsa. a rhythmic dance music
preached as the next log thing. sOCms to be on a temporary
side. Some say this is due to disco's newer appeal. Others
say the product has just been a bit thin this year.
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What Mowed is referring to is a central governing laden
the U.S. latin music market, the ethnic separation of Latin
cultures and the music they listen to and buy.
Now York
In New York the Latin population of around three nod.
Predominantly Puerto Rican wrth a mix of Cuban and South
and Central Americans. Salsa A king and the Mexican polir
lotion, whirls makes up about 70%of the total U.S. Latin mu
is insignificant on the East and so is its music.
Labels like Coco, TR, Faria, Alhambra, Velvet and Belo
goer, which cater to the East Coast ethnic Sterol, do up to
BO% oe they business on the Atlantic shores. M far as eat
West and Southwest go, usually only the small resident Puerto
Ricans. Cuban, and South American population buy.
A good way of seeing what's happening oath Labn meson
the different U.S. markets is to look at the Spanish rad. sta.
tiens that cover the areas.
In New York, there are Motion time and one parthmeSpan
ich stations. WJIT.AM has led the pack for the past Five orbi
Iron ratings. Owned by the same people ohomade Maltese
No. 1 disco station in the country. WJIT is a contemporary
Spanish music station which attempts to relate to the Lain
people of today. It regularly ranks in the top 15 among theta
tot Ot 48 radio stations that inhabit the state. It's eearestoxe
petitor, WADO, es a Spanish cation that, according to WJn's
program director Mike Casino "plays music loe an older au
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"The salsa business is slow," says Jerry Masucci, presdent
Of Fania, One of the leading Latin firms and one most noted
for Its salsa product. "t don't know what's happening but
sales are off about 20%. It's worse in Puerto Roo. It's 30% off
there. This started about tour months ago. We're getting go.
airplay and we have as many hits as we had before but we're
lust not selling as many records."
It's been about 15 years since Masucce with cofounder
Johnny Pacheco, a salsa star in his own nghl started Fan..

odease

tcNT

Tho comparti has always been into sous c9d"it'S
stopped growing
the last seven year', there's been a tremendous n.
crease We did better Iasi year than any of the years before
and we lust had our hottest albums eye, 'S:embra,' byA'
Cotin and Ruben Blades. We're on top of airplay and weam,
did a record breaking concert at Madison Square Garden wen
the Fania Ab Stars (June 23) with 22,000 attending.
"I think its the state of the country and nothing to
Me music at ab. At the last recession the record industry
wasn't hurt. This time we are."
Salsa is a music that had its rhythmic argils in Africa, ne,
grated to the Caribbean and then moved to New Yak aM
Puerto Rico. One Lamer to larger sales is that, although ms
slowly cressine over, salsa is still pretty much an East Coast
phenOmenon.
"Salsa isn't growing in the West," states Maur
"It's
mostly slaying popular in the same places. Everybooy seem,
to first be listening to theft own heritage. We trod lo beep,
through the market for five years and we pretty much gave up
about a year and a hall ago. We had promotion aarnpa,s,
Oda, shows. ads. record discounts, everything Not rauche,
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Country which are trying to get away tram the popular
image of Spanish radio as old fashioned and attempting,
fairly successfully, to get the young Latinos back into the
sounds of their native lands.
"Our format is like American Top 40,- Casino explains.
"That's never been done in Spanish radio in New York and

s
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they seem to like it We started it about three years ago as
something we thought would be more appealing to the people
here, a modern Spanish station."
WJIT arrived at its format through market research and
surveys.
"We play a variety of music, all Spanish. People here in New
York like salsa very much and Spanish disco is coming. They
like it. too. They don't go for Mexican music much."
A list of the top artists played on the station includes such
people as Willie Colon, Ruben Blade, Camilo Sesto. Julio Iglesias. Wilfrido Vargas, Orquestra Broadway, Oscar D'Leon,
Adalberto Santiago, Sophy and Mongo Santamaria.
"I see marenga coming back very strong, because that's
from the Dominican Republic and there's a lot of Dominicans
coming to New York and more than 200.000 are already here.
Its in the salsa category and it's very popular."
Miami
Moving down the East Coast to the next big Latin market we
come to Florida, or more specifically, to Miami. Although
Miami has a large Latin population, consisting mostly of Cubans with a mix of Puerto Ricans and South Americans, its a
small record buying market making up about 5% to 10% of
the total Latin sales. Two major labels, RCA and CBS International, are there under the corporate division of Latin American Operations and the area boasts a lively concert scene and
an intense Latin radio market composed of six stations, four
AM and two FM.
"Miami isn't a large selling market... notes Caytronics' vice
president of sales, Lee Shapiro. "They love music but they
aren't noted for buying records. They think more of material
things and the family comes first, guess. If things are at all
tight. they don't buy records. That's not true with the Mexican
market in the West or the Puerto Rican market up North. They
have to have their music and they buy it "
Shapiro, who started on the anglo side of the music busiHess back in 1934. says that although salsa is popular in both
New York and Miami, "the Puerto Ricans in New York go for
salsa more whereas in Miami a good ballad or a romantic
msinger can do just as well as a hot salsa tune. There is more of
an international flavor in the market, with artists from Spain
and other countries as opposed to the New York market,
which sells a certain amount of international things but really
goes more for salsa."
I
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"The sott music is always the main thing in Latin music in
Miami," agrees George Bedlard, owner of Ultra Records, a 16year -old record chain and recording company in Miami. "For
example, Lissette, a well known Puerto Rican singer, is a big
seller here, as well as Carlos from Brazil and Julio Iglesias.
"This is not the best selling time of the year. The main problem is that we don't have many big hits just now and not a lot
of new releases. Disco music is hitting us also and the young
kids are preferring disco to Latin music. The Latin disco from
Spain is improving in popularity, mostly old songs translated
into Latin disco. And salsa is beginning to sell well in Miami,
especially Celia Cruz. In Miami, there are more and more
stores every day. Latin sales are growing.
With six stations vying for the Latin audience. competition
on the Miami airwaves is tough and promotion is the order of
the day. The top station in the market is WQBA -AM and the
newest and most experimental station is WQBA -FM.
The two sister stations complement each other in a very
unique fashion. The AM side of the duo has been on the air for
for the last nine. The music is mostly bal25 years and No.
lads from Spain. Argentina, Columbia, with some salsa in the
mix as well as news, soap operas and public affairs programming. Like a lot of Spanish stations today, the WQBA -AM
doesn't have a tremendous pull among the young. That's
what prompted the opening up of the FM outlet.
"We did some surveys among young Latins here." says
Julio Mendez, operations manager of WQBA -AM and FM. "We
found most of them were listening to American radio, rock
and disco And yet every week there were different dances going around. salsa dances, and the people who went to these
dances were young people, teens. And so we said to ourselves
that all these kids who are listening to this music really need a
station for both the Latin and anglo sides of their taste. So we
developed a format of 50% Spanish and 50% American and it
1

seems to be working."
WQBA -FM or Super Q as it is called, went on the air March 9
and so far the company's very satisfied with the Latin response to it.
WQBA -FM wanted a fresh image and so it hired young kids
ranging in age from 16 to 25, some of whom had never been
on the air before. Also the station's playlist is computer programmed with data fed in from various American and Spanish record outlets and trade charts.
Mendez maintains that the format of WQBA -FM is the fu.
ture of Latin radio.
"I think that this format will be part of a lot of Latin radio
stations in the future. It's a must for us because we want to
keep Spanish radio alive.
"The American stations have it easy. Maybe 75% of the Latins here speak English and so they're open to American radio.
But with the Spanish stations it's different. Americans can't
understand us and so they really can't listen. We're restricted

the
Apex

to our Latin population here and we don't

But despite these new trends, says Lozano. the traditional
Mexican norteno and ranchera sounds are dominant and CUM
bia, the Mexican equivalent of salsa, prevails over its East
Coast counterpart.
"Salsa has been trying to break into the market for the last
year and a half or so." he says, "but it hasn't really worked
and there's not that much demand for it. The Puerto Ricans
and the Cubans who live in Texas. they go for that kind of music. They are familiar with it. But in Texas it's something

new."
One radio station that seems to be anticipating a salsa
breakthrough is the two. year -old KAMA.FM in El Paso, theme

(Continued on page
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The whole thing is we play a lot of anglo music but we area
Spanish station. Except for song titles our DJs only speak
Spanish. All our commercials are in Spanish.
"And looking ahead 10 or 15 years. if you are a teenager
listening to Spanish radio now, when you get to be in your
mid -twenties or thirties and you're turning more to news and
into your community, instead of listening to WQBA.FM you
can listen to our AM station. We're not just keeping alive
Spanish music, but Spanish radio."
Southwest and West Coast
Moving westward along the border of the U.S. are twoofthe
most profitable areas for the Latin music industry; the South.
west, including Texas. New Mexico, Colorado and Arizona and
the West Coast, California.
Here the Mexican population is dominant and Mexican music, as exemplified by such styles as ranchera, norteno, Tex.
mex, Mexican balladas. onda chicana and cumbia, is su.
preme.
Manual Rangel, one of the leading distributors in the South
west, sees some changes in the market. Although 8-track still
has its traditional hefty chunk of the sales, as much as LP
sales in many cases, he sees the long standing emphasis on
catalog sales as waning.
"Sales are still mostly dependent on catalog," he says, "but
over the last three years it's becoming more of a hit market.
This is not to the exclusion of catalog or to the extent of the tit
oriented anglo market, but the hits are more short.lived. They
become catalog a lot sooner and they don't stay as strong a
catalog item as they used to."
Caytronics estimates that 75% of its sales are west of the
Mississippi. Hence there's a very developed distribution systern in the West and Leo Lozano, Caytronics' Texas promotion
manager. has seen a number of musical trends from thisvan
tage point, including the surprisingly strong showing of Rob
erto Jordon with an LP of Mexican disco and the molding of
old Mexican songs into the disco format by various other art
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Native talent springing from the Southwest and gaining
latin acceptance both here and in Mexico is a more common
occurrence.
House of Falcon, which boasts such popular Texas artists as
Carlos Guzman, Ramiro Sanchez, Country Roland Band, Rob.
ere Pubdo and Los Classico. celebrates its 30th anniversary
this October making it one of the oldest Texas labels in the land.
"Things have become more modernized," opines Jean Le
Norman, promotion director for the firm. "They're looking for
something new, The industry is the biggest it has ever been.
There's been a steady increase but the last four or five years
has really boomed. The onda chicana sound is No. 1."
LeNorman says business is a lot more competitive nowa.
days. More Latin companies are springing up in the U.S. and
the Mexican companies are getting stronger and more adept
in the U.S. market all the time.
"We have to push 10 times harder," she says. "We've
worked hard and we still do. We regularly service the radio sta
lions and call on the record shops and distributors. Our
groups cover more territory with personal appearances, tours
than a lot of other Latin companies do. And we have our own
television program, "Fanfarria Falcon,' featuring mainly artists on our label. It's a beautiful promotional tool."
The tv show, which has traveled the airwaves for 14 years, is
shown on 200 tv and cable stations throughout the U.S.
Freddie Records, another big producer of Texas talent, is in
fine shape with such big selling artists as Carlos Miranda.
Freddie Martinez, Augustin Ramirez, Joe Bravo, Los Chuchos
and Ramon Ayala
"We think this is going to be one of our best years," says
Jessie Salcedo, promotion and sales manager for the firm,
which just opened up a new 24track studio for its artists.
"Texas bands are popular and getting more so. Mostly we sell
to Texas people but lately we have had a lot of followers in
Mexico."
Although Salceda complains that radio stations in the area
tend to ignore the Texas breed of Latin artists, the big stations
in the area KAMA, KCOR, KUKA. KEDA and others claim the
mix between talent north and south of the border is pretty fair.
Taking the notion of "the family that plays together stays
together" to its logical extreme, Hurricane Records in Alba.
querque, New Mexico continues to achieve success with what
may well be the only musical dynasty in the U S. Latin market.
Al Hurricane. president of the company, is very strong with his
ranchera style. His brother Tiny Morrie sold nearly a million
copies -an amazing amount in the Latin field -and hit the
charts in England 10 years ago with the bilingual "Lonely Letters'' and three years ago hit the charts above and below the
border with "No Hay Amour." The rest of the family, including
such popular artists as Gloria Pohl and Gaby, isn't doing badly
either.
"The hardest thing I've found in the last 15 years is to ge
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and only all salsa station in the region. The AM side of KAMA
in El Paso for the past five years and
has been a strong No
concentrates on contemporary Spanish sounds: one third
from Mexico, one third from domestic Latin artists and one
third from South America: Spain and so on.
El Paso enjoys a population of 67% Spanish surnames and
there are enough Puerto Ricans and Cubans in that mix to
give the area a cosmopolitan feel, thus warranting the salsa
station, which ranks number two on the FM dial, playing Co.
Ion, Cruz and the usual salsa assortment.
-We have quite an audience for that sort of music," says
Ernie Quinones, program director of KAMA. This is a very un
tapped market and the potential here is incredible. We have
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the U.S. Army Air Defense school and an Air Force base fiere
and although we have more Mexicans. we do have thousands
and thousands of Puerto Ricans and Cubans in the area."
The chief difficulty, says Quinones, is getting salsa prod.
uct. both in the retail stores and on the station's turntables.
"Usually the stores are a bit behind what were doing here.
especially with the big hits. And I'll call up the record corn
panies and ask them to send me a certain salsa record and to
put the station on the list. They'll send me the record but
that's it Apparently they can't believe there's a salsa station
in El Paso.

Quinones maintains that the trend toward mixing English
and Spanish music on contemporary Spanish radio is foolish.
"American music is a mistake. If a guy wants to hear Latin
music that's what he wants to hear. If he is anglicized enough
to want to hear American music then that's what he's going to
listen to. You lose more people by mixing anglo sounds than
you gain."
On the East Coast. the majority of Latin talent is domestic.
Companies such as Coco and Fania have as much as 70% of
their artists from the U.S. and Puerto Rico. But as you move
West and the Latin sounds become more Mexican oriented.
artists from outside the U.S take up a larger percentage of
sales. Caytronics gets 75% of its artist from outside and Or
feon, a Mexicanbased company with its main U.S. headquar
ters in Los Angeles, claims about 80 °ó Mexican product.
But the trend toward more homegrown talent in the West
is growing and the best representatives of that growth are the
D artists on the Fama. Falcon. Freddie and Hurricane labels.
cc
Los Tigres Del Norte and Los Humildes, two popular groups
oon the Northern California Fama label, are no strangers to
m chart action, winding up respectively on the number three
and 21 spots on Billboard's last year end Latin charts (Bill
board, Dec. 23, 1978). The music is real natty gritty norteno
ai and represents a rarity in that few California Latin bands have
oade the charts both tiere and in Mexico.
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the records on4he air. says Bennie Sanchez, t
ira .el'sgrowlh
Al, Morne and
"Once it's on the air people hear it and if it's good then they're
going to buy it."

Hurricane's newest addition is Lorenzo, Tiny Morrie 's nine
year old son whose "Sweet Senorita" record is already hitting
the charts of both Spanish and anglo stations.
Los Angeles is a big center for the Latin music industry. Pico
Blvd. in the city's center is strewn with Latin one.stops, dis.
tributors and record labels.
Odeon, one of the largest companies in the West, had
phenomenal 100% increase in safes last year and describes
this year as "normal to good."
KALI is the phenomenon of the L.A. Latin radio scene. After
more than 20 years of playing traditional music in the old
Latin soap operaish format, KALI has lumped on the conteur.
porary Spanish radio bandwagon. updated its style to a slick
Top 40 format and come out No. 1 among the Spanish sta.
lions and number four among all the stations in L.A.
The station mixes a few American market hits such as "Chi
quitita" by Abba and "Ring My Bell" by Anita Ward with such
Latin talent as Juan Gabriel, Rigo Tovar, Felino. Napoleon,
Jose Jose and Danny Daniel. This mix, along with community
affairs programs and a problem hotline, has boosted the sta
lion's standing not only among the 25.34 age group but
among the younger Latins.
"That's what we want to get the most of," says Raul Onal,
programming director of KALI. "The anglo stations were get
ting a lot of our young people. We wanted them back. The image of Spanish radio has not been very good in the angle mar
ket and it doesn't have to be. Latin radio in L.A. and all over
the country has been very conservative but this is changing
We're part of that change and other stations are going to lot
a
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it."

The record industry may be in flux, but the Latin concert
business. despite soaring ticket prices, is better than ever
says Gabriel Valdivia, who books acts for his father, affec
tionately known in the Latin field as El Gordo Delgado.
Delgado has been a leader in the concert business for 20
years and is very successfully branching out into the movie
field by using a lot of the top singers and artists he books for
his films. Delgado concentrates on the West Coast. Chicago
and the Southwest. booking hundreds and hundreds 01
dances and a thrice yearly caravan of 15 or so artists to tour
the major Latin regions.
Although the firm's last caravan in May came at the height
of the gas shortage it was, according to Valdivia, "the best one
we've ever had" and sported such topnotch artists as Lucha
Via, Fernando Allende and 10.year -old Pedrito Fernandez.
The next caravan, scheduled for September, promises to be
an ever bigger success sporting
aun
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first film effort, "La Hija De Nadie."
Piracy
Echoing many of the Latin industry leaders interviewed.
Frances Bast, promotion person tor Orfeon, says that one of
the biggest problems in the Latin field is piracy.
-Piracy is 40% of the sales in all the U.S." she insists.
"We've had many meetings with different Latin record coin.
panies and the FBI was in on it but its only subsided a little.
It's incredible. We've had defective merchandise returned to
us and found out it was defective because it was pirated.
"If we could lust lower piracy to 10% it would be great. You
can imagine the growth we'd have. The Mexican people don't
care as much what kind of sound they get from their records
because they tend to use cheaper sound equipment. That's
why pirated records sell so well. They don't care what the
sound quality of their records is as long as it's cheaper."
ALARM (U.S. Latin Record Merchandisers) is the West
Coast piracy organization but there is really no comparableor.
ganization on the East Coast
-Piracy is a killer." says Coco's Averne on the Atlantic
shores. "Although they're trying hard the FBI has had less et
tect among the Spanish counterfeiters than with the Amen
can. The FBI has contacted us many times and had lots of
raids but lust last week we became aware that the same
people who've been at it since the beginning are still in business.
-There's nothing like ALARM here and that's a problem
don't know if it's distrust of each other or a feeling that one
Latin label doesn't need the other one, but the meetings that
have been attempted have never been productive and all the
companies over here have never been fully represented.-Chicago
Chicago is a fast growing and fairly new market for Latin
music. Composed of 65% Mexican. 20% Puerto Ricans and
5 °ó mix of Cuban and South and Central Americans. thecityis
a rather diverse blend of ethnic cultures and tastes
WOJO-FM. Chicago's only full time. 24.hour Spanish radio
station, reflects that blend Salsa mixes the ranchera, cumbia
and tropical styles and artists from all over the Latin sectional
the world.
"We feel we are programming for the Spanish speaking,
not lust any one or two groups." asserts Jorge Infante. program director of the station. "We are telling them this is for
everyone feel the music doesn't belong to any specific coup
try. It its good, who cares, Enjoy the music "
The live talent scene in Chicago is very lively with the Aragon
Ballroom heading the long list of hit Latin night spots. The
record selling business. according to Noel Munoz of Pan
American, the largest Latin retail chain and distributor in the
city. "is very good and every year it's getting better and better.
In the early '70s there weren't a lot of Latins here but now it's
different The Latino is dominating Chicago.
-Although we still sell a lot of Mexican and ranchera muse.
now we sell everything. from Brazil, Argentina. South Amen
ica, Spain, Cuba. everywhere "
With the steady increase in the U S. Latin industry. there
has been speculation over the years about whether or not the
major American companies will really get into the field and
bend their superior distribution and promotion forces to the
task of selling Latin artists to the mass market.
-I can't see the Latins ever getting to the point of the ma.
fors or being taken over by them. Spanish music is for the
Spanish people. It will increase in its support but don't see
the possibility of any real crossover Most of the Mexican mud.
clans, like Santana and Malo have had the most success so
far. But East Coast people like Ray Barretto, the Fama All.
Stars and Eddie Palmieri, who have done things with the ma
lors in the past, haven't done as well.
-The ethnic music business is a good business if you're satisfied with small numbers." says Cayre of Caytronics. "We
have 4,000 selections in our catalog and we're happy to sell
1,000 copies -of each a year for a four million copy total. If we
sell more, great.
"I don't think the multinational major corporations are sal
'stied with those numbers. The profitability of the entire Latin
industry is probably the last three digits they wipe off when
they even out the balance sheet."
Still, the Latin beat goes on, small but prosperous. The
record companies grow wiser and the Latin population grows
I
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4)Electro Sound's
all -new

System 8000

The most advanced
microprocessor -based
64:1/32:1 cassette

duplicating system
in the world

System 8000 uses sophisticated microprocessor technology and completely
redesigned electronics to achieve a real
breakthrough in duplicating quality, ease
of operation and maintenance. and overall cost effectiveness
From its sparkling cabinetry to rts
smallest component, System 8000 is a
real milestone in the advancement of
the tape duplicating an
Here are just a few of the features
The microprocessor introduces
automatic process safeguards by continuously monnonng bras. O -lone and
lape speed Tape handling is all new,
with a constant -tension system and
torque motor that eliminate eddy- current
clutch motors. and with a packer arm
system for smooth and consistent tape
pack Slave redesgn affords complete
access from the front, including tilted,
litt.up top plate to easy operation and
maintenance and saving of floor space
And you won't believe the sound of
the finished lapes
Call or send for details
We have all the equipment and
accessories you need for a complete
duplicating plant
Uslnlxden In tre US
and workfiede
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Bahia Movement
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various other influences. Singer Maria Creuza follows

the

saine style as Moraes.
Within the pure modern samba movement one finds Mae
tinho de Vila, the major figure on RCA who attains sales ut
600,000 units on a single release.
In the last few weeks, Adolfo Pino, president of RCA, put together a push for the penetration of da Vila and Creuza in Ja'
pan, where there is great acceptance of Brazilian music.
RCA is planning the construction of an industrial plant with
modern recording studios in a sector of Rio de Janeiro called
Ba rra De Tquca.
The head office of RCA was moved from the state of San
Pablo to the state of Rio de Janeiro for reasons of artisticcrea
tardy. This reflects a tendency of the record industry to dead'
tralize, breaking up its previous concentration in San Pablo,
ROSS

Mis
ENIERIAINMEN CORP.
DISTRIBUTION

ONE -STOP

EXPOHI

CLASSICS LATIN REGGAE
IMPORTS DIRECT -TO -DISC BLANK

-OUTS
DIO & VIDEO

TDK- Maxell

Fantasy -GRT
H &L- Island
Janus -Jet

Scotch -Lebo
Recoton
ABC -A &M
Ariola- Arista
Atlantic -Bang
Big Tree -Buddah
Butterfly
Capitol
Casablanca
Chrysalis
Cream -De -Lite
Disneyland
Elektra /Asylum

London-MCA
Polydor -RSO
Mercury- Spring
Capricorn
Motown- Mushroom
Private Stock
Salsoul -TK -UA
Warner Bros.-Word
Tamala
LATIN: Vaya -TH
Fania -Tico -Coco
Alhambra -Caytronics
Arcano- Gala -TR

Epic
SEPT. '79

SEPT. 78

MJS ENTERTAINMENT
CORP.
8228 N.W. 56th STREET

MIAMI, FLORIDA 33166
305/592 -6085
Telex: 51 -9739
MICHAEL J. SPECTOR- President
PHIL VALENTINO -Vice President
PETER BLEI -Dice President Finance

Projected SEPT. '80

MJS ENIERIAINMENJ
OF

CANADAI INC.

923 Matheson Blvd.

Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 2R7
416/624 -0066
Telex: 06- 961310
PETER DUNN

Eluyer

CHRIS JESTER- txport Manager

AL ZAMORA

-Vice President
WILLIE RAMOS- Export Sales
JOE STANZIONE- Export Sales
DAVID COLBURN- Domestic Sales
JEFF MacDONALD- Singles Buyer
GARY KULLA -Album Buyer
ALICIA BRAVO -International Coordinator

MJS ENJEHIAINMENI
OF

GA.,INC.

2775 E BANKERS
INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30360
404/448 -7772 Telex: 70 -0598
President- CHRISTOPHER BARR
Album Buyer -JOHN NORW00D

Singles Buyer- GENEVIEVE ELLIOTT
Sales -BRAD GILSTRAP

Sales -MARY JANE MERLANO
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Mexico was catching onto the sound in differentwtir
tropical, however this has simmered down for the time Lou
Reason: the late and sustaining surge of disco.
Cuba. although still quietly trying to break through in other
markets, could be hampered in the open commercialism
which exists in the free trade type common market of the Car.
ibbean (also elsewhere, i.e. Pacto Andino and Able). Their
sole company for all artists (Egrem) is attempting to function
via the "barter" route. In other words, no advances for lines
they import for sale within Cuba -and nothing much to offer
(so far) in their indigenous sounds outside.
Although, unconfirmed reports have it that the Cubans,
through buying contacts in, say Mexico and Venezuela, are be
ginning to make a little more headway in reaching into the
mainstream of the commercial world. They are importing bet
ter recording and manufacturing equipment, and are placing
some of their more current numbers and artists on a "spot"
P basis, i.e., Polygram and Musart in Mexico, a recent survey in

8

Venezuela.

"But they

are not going to make the necessary progress

with decent imports unless they begin to show some attempt
g with advances," claims an anonymous industry observer. The
CBS breakthrough early in the year with a music festival in Ha.
a vana helped somewhat in matters of opening up to the out.
side world.
The danzon and artists like Jose Antonio Mendez, Pablo Milanes, Silvio Rodriquez and Elena Burque are known quan
tities in the Latin world, but it is the opinion of many that they
will have to come up with more like a Grupo /Irakere to compete with the vast supply of contemporary product around
and to once again re- capture a dominance in Latin music they
held at one time prior to the years of Premier Fidel Castro.
Apparently, the Cuban Egrem record and tape company is
coming up with cash for the updated studio equipment (re.
ports of one 16.track in Havana and another in Santiago
now), "therefore they should apply some similar good faith
for licensee and royalty arrangements," cites another indus.
try executive.
On the leeward side of Puedo Rico. the Dominican Repub
lic, a rising market not only for music but for tourism. continues with its listening tastes of the merengue and baladas.
Again. though, like in most countries, youth will not be denied.
They want their disco sound as much as anything else.
4
Whatever recordings are done in the country (right next
m door to Haiti on the same island) are accomplished via 8.
J track. Consequently, some of the more aware and informed
artists are forsaking their own backdoor facilities for those
(16- tracks) in Miami, an approximate two -hour flight from
p_

-

Many of the tour million inhabitants of the Dominican Re.
public are impoverished which raises another question of
where is the market for sales of record and tape product? One
JLservei lust frowns and exclaims: "We just find a way -and
we are in the midst of too many things goingon." One of them
was the Miss Universe finals being held in the tiny country last
year. And the other was Pope John Paul II making his initial
stopover there (prior to Mexico) early this year.
Besides the Gonzalez (of Puerto Rico) operation in Mustcalm, there are quite a few other dedicated dealers and dis.
tributors. In the lineup are: La Guarachita, Distribuidora Karen, Salon Mozart, Distribuidora Musicales Del Caribe and the
Antor Brothers' Continental De Discos.
Inasmuch as the Antor (also in Venezuela) operation has
had relatively good success in pressing material for CBS in
Santo Domingo for the Caribbean area. it has prompted an
other major international chain to perhaps shift its thinking.
Nothing is set yet, but Andre Toffel. Latin American coor
dinator for Polygram (based in Mexico). will make an investi
gatory trip to several islands in the Caribbean before the end
of the year to see if the idea is feasible and "the climate is
right for a coventure setup for manufacturing."
Toffel, who thoroughly covers the Latin American territory
for Polygram by making a minimum of two swings per year
into every single country. feels that all wilt depend on the cli
mate of conditions at the time and the right sort of "partner,"
He adds that there is no particular island where they would
zero in for such an investment. "I'll lust be hopping to all of
them over a period of weeks," he concludes.
RCA has always kept a close look at the Caribbean, and is
expected to intensify its coverage even more so in the future
now that the Latin American operations of the company
(neighbors with CBS) is solidly entrenched in the Miami area
with Jose Vias at the helm. Formerly Guillermo Infante of RCA
De Mexico made frequent trips into the territory.
Should the Polygram move for a manufacturing setup come
to pass in the Caribe (they also are looking for a similar plan of
capital inversion in Mexico), they too are futureoddson-favorites to nestle into new headquarters in Miami for a head- lotoe
oversee of the tropical islands expanse plus all of Latin Amer.
ica.

Jamaica. with very little Latin.type product for the con
sumer still has one major and very active record and tape
manufacturer and distributor sustaining there with good sac.
cess -Byron Lee's Dynamic Sound. There are others also
functioning there with basically English- language material.
In Haiti, the land of calypso (Trinidad is another), the bar
rier of the French language has stalled any real evolution of
music. Because of the strong domination of native customs,
traditional dances and religious ceremonies. the infiltration of
other neighboring influences has been somewhat negative.

Br

indigenous merpdies So is Julio Iglesias
breaking
wtesp+etetiw!Hn- Franeh -(Also in many
through via his v
other languages.) He has had some comparatively big sellers
there of late.
Over towards the southwestern side of the Caribbean, right
off the Venezuelan coast, Aruba and its sister islands of Cu.
racao and Bonaire (the Netherlands Antilles group), there is
something of a "market mix." Equally accepted are (1 s.
soul, English rock and Mexican ranchera. So are the tropical
and salsa sounds coming from nearby Caracas and Mara
caibo.
Song festivals are abundant and well attended and co,
Bred. Puerto Rico is a good example of where a lot of such ac.
tinily takes place. Also Cuba, where one was held in late July

coordinated by government authorities.
The tropical winds whirl in all different directions through.
out the Caribbean in a similar fashion with the many styles.
MARV FISHER

Portugal
i'ourinur,livon) page
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voted Portugal's most promising girl singer. She is recognized
as a clever interpreter of Brazilian music.
And Polygram Portugal is putting big promotional power
behind top fado singer Carlos do Carmo. soon off to Brazil to
promote his "Greatest Hits" album on tv and radio networks
in Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. On the "exchange" side.
Polygram Portugal invited Brazilian chart singer Fafa de ge.
lem to tour and she is also featured in a tv special
The huge success of several Brazilian tv series in Portugal
have undeniably boosted interest in Latin American acts. and
record sales have noticeably improved. This merely confirms
how profitable it would be to have a regular exchange of art
ists between the two tv organizations. In the general partner
ship between the two territories, the appointment of Claudio
Conde as managing director of Polygram, Portugal is significant. for he was for three years with Polygram Brazil
Exchanges between Portugal and other Latin American ter.
ritones, particularly recorded product. is rare at the moment
but recently Argentinian singer Daniel Magal broke big in Portugal. having won a gold disk for his chart topping perform.
ance with "Cara de Gitana." This could well boost interest for
non -Brazilian South American acts.
Soon after the April revolution in Portugal, various groups
from Chile decided to stay on as refugees and their music has
built a substantial fan following and some are having records
produced in Portugal, attracting predictably bigger than -aver
age sales.
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Maybe they are. But you, the tape manufacturer,
know quality when you see it. You know
your customers
are looking to
you to maintain

the high standards
they have come to expect.
Our hubs are lightweight with
superior surface finishing. The cassette locks are a
new flexible design for a firm but safe hold. An
ingenious molding prof is our cassette box from
scratches, and every erljt is rounded and smooth.
With these products, you'll get no funny looks
from your customers.
Single and band
assembled

components for
cassettes
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Ing October, November and December,

months traditionally

optimal for disk sales which amount for 60% of yearly sales,
the drop was 40% compared to 1977. It must be mentioned
that in these months the celebrations include those of Virgen
Punsima, patron saint; Christmas and New Year. where the
acquisition of records is vitally important. True, there were
sales, but below normal volume.
January through April 1979, things got very bad. Disorders,
hies, looting, public demonstrations, gunfights and aerial nt
tacks totally intensified In the universities and lesser.class
suburbia of Managua, the capital. the situation got agitated
All the people started to live times Of excitation, repression,
anguish, tension and expectation. The commerce closed
down completely. Most buildings and main businesses had
been destroyed or assaulted. There was a state of siege The
leading record stores in Managua and the provinces were
looted or set on fire
The effect of this situation reached the record market of the
other Central American countries According to Byron Galvez,
president 01 Discos de Centroamenca, in April and May its
sates had a 25% drop. in Guatemala and El Salvador These
two countries are tearful of these political upheavals. and are
easily affected in sales. The fear of the implantation of a politi
cal regime different Mom the established. has a considerable
effect in people's willingness to invest
Even it the lowering in sales has not been quite as marked
as in Nicaragua. where sales reached level zero during June.
July and August '79. the volume of sales has been affected in
the rest of Central American countries
Most of the managers of the labels distributing records in
Central Amerca agree that Nicaragua is a place lull of very
positive and musical people, and that normalization will come
soot to the music market They cited as an example the situ
atan of the Nicaraguans after they were hit by the 1972
earthquake Within a few days of the catastrophe. the people
went back to record buying Sales were considerably higher al
ter the earthquake in the Nicaraguan market
Despite the fact that this tragic situation of revolution has a
higher death and damage toll than the 1972 earthquake. the
managers of the record distribution companies have trust in
the pos+trveness and enthusiasm of the Nicaraguans. who are
slow to cry and fast to laugh and sing
Engineer Soto. C.B.S. Indica's Central America manager.
says that the reconstruction of Nicaragua is a Herculean task,
and that in the future. sales will depend on the help rendered
to record store owners from the distribution companies This
will come specifically in credits. because the malority of clients
will have a series of expenses for the reconstruction of de
strayed shops. buying audio equipment and incurring other
extra expenses So. the distributors will have to develop á poi
cy of help to its clients through longterm credits
Aletandro Hutt. Dicesa's manager. expresses his view that
the rormafdabon of the situation of the record market will
take approiumatefy one year, during which time the Nicarag,anWants wilt have to be helped through the period of resto
ration and normalization

The Self Feed King

The Manual King

The Self Feed King automatically positions, loads
and ejects blank or pre -recorded tape cassettes
faster and more reliably than any cassette loader
made. And you need fewer operators. Companies
around the world depend on this King.

The Basic One. the new manual King produces
blank and recorded tape cassettes faster, more
accurately than any manual cassette loader made.
This King is designed for smaller companies with
tow labor costs, high import duties, who need a
faster more accurate cassette- loader

Introducing The "Basic One"

One of the most prominent record store owners in Nica
-agua. Mr Andino. says that there could be changes in the
muscat tendenoes. He goes on to add that Nicaragua has

High Production -Users report over 1200 C 60's per operator on one machine per 8 hour
shaft with perfect splices.

txena consumer of vaned music. from ranchera. disco. salsa.
rode. to classical. but that after the implantation of the San
dinrstagoveenment. there could be more revolutionary music.
MEMO

Fast and Simple -Full electric motor drive. self contained vacuum. Only 5 simple manual
switches to produce precise length blank or pre- recorded tapes at high production speeds.

Argentina

Minimal Maintenance -The "Basic One" has been designed to be virtually maintenance
free and includes complete operation service and repair manual. Designed to King's exact,
proven engineering standards.
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Media) Recent achievements of the company have been
singles by Toto. Cherry Lame. Pedrito Fernandez, Meat Loaf.
Daniel Magal and Los Prados
t

Richard Clayderman keeps bringing out Tonodisc s line of
gr
greatest
h its All Six moor companies (dominating 90% of the
market) and the smaller ones. keep putting Out compilation
albums with positive results
Recent months have seen a trend in decreasing sales of sin
gles ($3.50 each) and an increasing sale of cassettes (512.50
each) Surely because record playing equipment is very expen
stye. much more of those thousands of radio -cassettes will be
coming in from Miami Beach in the bags of 100,000 Argen
line tourists.

Low Cost -$5890 (U.S. Dollars FOB our factory) including complete operations manual.

Maintenance Training Film -A 25 minute Super 8 sound and color training film on the King
Splicer is available for just $95.00.

Argentina is a 5100 million record and tape market It is not
easy to survive in any business with an inflation rate superior
to 10% .. monthly

For more Information and

William E. Cline
Vice President of Sales
King Instrument Corporation
80 Turnpike Road
Westboro. Massachusetts 01581, U.S.A.
Phone (617) 366 -9141 .' Cable KINGINST ' Telex 94 -8495

or still

World leader in tape tailoring systems.
All King Instruments are manufactured under one or more of
the following patents U.S Pol. Nos. 3637153, 3753834,

3787270. 3737358. 3717314, 3753835, 3825461. Other
and loeergn patents pending.
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quotation write or call:

Mr

The scene is

totally ripe for any bright initiative (for existing
not started record companies) with potential for con
quenng the whole market
The right move from now on must be to hit and take over
the market That is the
challenge. There are seven million
Youngsters in Argentina. waiting for a production line tuned
with their tastes and needs. The eighties will hopefully bring
the proper answer

a

CREDITS -Editor. Earl Paige. Assistant editor. Susan Peterson Editorial
planning Mary Fisher, Billboard's
correspondent in Mexico. Cover and

interior art, Bernie Rollins.
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Discomoda's Los Melodiros are typical .!r t ine_ uela's emphasis on the tropical and salsa wands.

AL

The on- charging Mitla has broken through not only in Venezuela,
brrr on .Spam. with the recent " Cuando El Amar Se Va."

BUSINESS JUMPING IN 'PETRO- DOLLAR' NATION
enezuela, with slightly over 13 mil.
lion inhabitants, has to be con
sidered the most concentrated
population in Latin America. In a
short span of some two years,
using the music industry as a

the market -in
record and tape sales -has
leaped from a ho hum $40 mil.
lion annual retail income to what
is heading for a phenomenal

barometer,

$100 million.
There really is no stopping to estimate or count in this so- called
"petro dollar" country It is still trial and error -and go And they
really are going.
LPs are selling at a par with the U.S. (at approximately $8 per
unit), and at the pace the public buys it is easy to see why the
percentage growth is zooming along at around a 50% pace
Product does not gather dust in the stores. In tact, the longevity of a new release is anywhere between two to three months
Then the demand for "more" goes out to keep the growing num
ber of presses humming. There is virtually no singles market.
The same lineup of leading competitors for the share of the
market is still there alive and well and vying tor their ever bigger
share. They are: Grupo Ricken (comprised of Top Hits, Los
Ruices, LaCordica, among other labels). El Palacio De La Musica.
Velvet, Discomoda. Polydor (Polygram) and CBS.
But there are others on the scene adding to the drive and thrive

of the tempo. They include. Grabaciones Mundiales. Sara.

mericana, Discorona and other small Independent producers
like Katerion.
As if taking a page out of the TV Globo success story with its
Som Livre disk subsidiary in Brazil, broadcaster ownership of
record companies could be starting to happen here. Only with
a double swat. One of the video channels moving into the disk
and tape area is Radio Caracas. The other is Venevision
The product is not like in other parts of the Latin American
region where international entries (mostly American and Eu.
ropean) are beginning to create an imbalance with local talent. Although it is getting there via more and more salsa from
the outside -and the ever present disco.
As for live disco, there has been a sharp upturn. A big rea
son is that there is a growing affluency. The solid support of a
relatively new disco. City Hall (which can accommodate
around 1,5001.600 on the dance floor), is one example
Its reported monthly gross is between $125,000 and
$190.000 Some estimates are higher.
There are others in the area also attracting a steady flow
of customers. Some of these are La Conga, Genesis, Sun.
shine. Hawaii Kai and Crazy, among close to a dozen top.
flight places. There are more grandiose plans for the fu.
Lure, including one which will have a capacity of around
2,500.
The entire emphasis is on swift progress. And along with
Brazil and Mexico such strides will assuredly be taken
(Continued on page 1.4 -X'(
www.americanradiohistory.com

Cesar Monge Aftxmdiga. k/r, displays a
showy smile in handshake with Velvet president Jose Page. A new deal war signed for

.1lbondiga's big- selling Dimension (Anna
Singer Andy Montane:. right. is laughing it
up with pknty of expression too.
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si de musica se trata.
nadie con mas experiencia en venezuela.
esto lo avalan 32
a

aos

dedicados
este fascinante mundo.

He aqui el elenco de las

máximas figuras venezolanas
del disco que graban para

nuestros sellos PALACIO.*
HB. GRAMSA y SOLEX:

Hugo Blanco
Los Casinos
Simón Diaz
Maria Teresa Chacín
Rosa Virginia Chacín
Las Cuatro Monedas Daniel Grau
Juan Galea La Rondalla Venezolana
Pedro Lacorte. Marcel Quinto Criollo
René Romero Serenata Guayanesa ...
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LAS COMPAÑIAS QUE HAN DEPOSITADO
SU CONFIANZA EN NOSOTROS

Y

AVI ARTOMAX ALEGRE BUDOAHCOTIDUE

CREAMDECCA DELPHINE FAN1AINCA
INTERNATIONAL KAREN LONDON MOTOWN
PEERLESS SEECOTICO UNITED ARTISTS
VANGUARD VAYA WESTSIDE.
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Dimension Latina

Ntra Orq. La Salsa Mayor

gr«s cAaACAS suers
EL TALENTO Y LA SIMPATIA DEL MAESTRO BILLO
AL FRENTE DE LA ORQUESTA MAS POPULAR DE VENEZUELA

con sus cantantes
CHEO.OSWALDO ELY
EN SU MAS RECIENTE L.P.
a

la

orilla del rio
si como no

BILLO

et,
,...,

iii-J

Aoki
R4S J

jaraneando
merengue a
a lo cortico

MOSAICO 44
se muy bien que vendras
bongó nunca
si yo tuviera una novia
porro sabanero
llanto de luna
mi novia de naiguata

Siam de

VENADO A PIEORRS- Residenaas LAS PIEDRAS-LUGAL 4
Aptdo 8087- CABLES DISUNICQ- Tells.450617- 45 0164
CARACAS VENEZUELA

LPB 1. 79 Stereo

División BILLO'S
Hecho en Venezuela por DISQUERAS UNIDAS.CA.
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velvet
CORPORACION
DISQUERA
CON ARTISTAS
NACIONALES Y
REPRESENTACION
DE CATALOGOS
INTERNACIONALES
ARTISTAS
NACIONALES

SELLOS
DEL EXTERIOR

LOS SOLISTAS

MELON Records
CORTIJO Y SU COMBO

LOS BLENDER'S

T.R. Records

JUDITH MARIANA
BANDA LATINA

WEST END
TECA Records
Lic. PRISM Inc.
Lic. M.C.P.
DISCOS AUV I

ENRIQUE HIDALGO
SANTA ANITA
HUMBERTO SALAS

RAFAEL BOLIVAR

LOS VIOLINES DE PEGO

WILLIANS Y SUS COSTEÑOS
MARACAIBO 5 DE GUAYANA
LOS BOLIVARIANOS
LA MAGNIFICA
SABOR TIPICO

ORQUESTA TIPICA TROPICAL
DIX Records

v

ó-.

DARIGIL
Lic. Discos Mérida
Lic. Amilcar Segura
Marcial Perozo María Consuelo Antonieta Pérez. Etc.

Lic. Discos Discos Táchira
S'

Edificio Irpinla - local
Muerto e Gobernador
Teléfonoe: 45.58 -50 45.08 78 Apartado 19 336

1

-

-

Mezzanine

Caracas.

111

)1H)S'S114,
representante de

V

Colombia

,

.

artistas nacionales

sellos del exterior representados por SONOVEN,C.A.

COMBINACION 77
LA INNOVACION
A
ALIRIO CASTILLO
ERNESTO TORREALBA
RAQUEL y MELANIO

SONOLUX MEDELLIN COLOMBIA

SONOMEX MEXICO

ARCO IRIS SAN SALVADOR

DISCUBA MIAMI

DICESA SAN SALVADOR

M &M Records FLORIDA

ETA. PERU

SOL DE

RAFALO BOGOTA COLOMBIA

RUMBA MIAMI

LOS PRINCIPES
LA TERCERA CLAVE

s

ENRIQUE RIVAS
GRUPO NUEVA DIMENSION

AMERICA Sgo. de CHILE

OlM%HI c.o.

BUCARE A PUENTE JUNIN -Edlf. EL SOL -Local C.
Totfs 42 77 50 -42.00.04-Cables Sonolu - Apartado 4671
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within the next Three to five years. For sure. such signs are
hero in this long established oil -rich nation.
Patterns of change in the record /tape market are obvious,
e people moving from one label to another (Bu lo's Caracas
Boys is one classic example in a switch from Top Hits to Velvet). There also are complaints from the local talent lately that
not enough recordings are taking place in the local studios.
The whole case in point is predicated on the rising costs in
putting out a local album What used to be cheap is now ex
pensive. Consequently, the choice is now obtaining a master
from the outside -and selling the same rather than the local
product. Estimates for a homemade LP run as high as
$23,000
But the demand for Venezuelan product still arises. and
costly or not, material is still coming out of the studios. Artists,
besides Pillo's Caracas Boys. who command maximum atten
lion by the labels and the public include Oscar O'Leon, Di
mension Latina, Las Gaitas De Joselo, Hugo Blanco (latter
selling some 80.000 units in one recent month), Maria Teresa
Chacin, Nelda Peidomo, Delia, Jose Luis Moreno. Pablo Her
rero, Los Terricolas (who also hold some fancy sales marks in
Mexico), among two or three dozen
An important factor in why the singles market has literally
disappeared is that the people prefer to buy other things now
at the same cost "Therefore, if they want their special kind of
music they'll simply come up with the cost of an LPor cassette
without hesitating." says Gonzalo Pena De La Torre. new gen
eral manager of the CBS affiliate in the territory.
De La Torre also contends that even the lower classes are
coming up with the 28 to 34 Bolivars (the equivalent to ap
proximately $8) for cassettes. He points out that the cost for a
cassette player in the country is $40 as opposed to $150 to
$200 for a record player. "Besides, the cassette equipment is
more mobile -and with the weather basically springtime all
year in the country the Venezuelans are constantly on the
move to the beaches and to the mountains,- he states.
While CBS relies heavily on a lot of Spanish material from
Julio Iglesias, Miguel Bose, Los Pecos. Victor Manuel and Su
perpop plus the perennial breadwinner Roberto Carlos of Bra
zit, a company like El Palacio De La Musica rides along with the
crest of popularity of numerous Fama (salsa) stars.
Some of those who have made heavy impact for Ernesto
Aue's heavily entrenched El Palacio via masters from Jerry
Mosueers New York-based label include Ruben Blades, Willie
(Continued on page LA -i4/
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Director
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San Jose. Costa Rica
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Teléfono:
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Colon. Hector Lavoe, Celia Cruz, Johnny Pacheco, Cheo Fell
ciano, Papo Lucas, Robert Rohena, among a few who have be.
come household words in this part of the world (that includes
most of the Caribbean area. Colombia, Ecuador. Peru and
Panama, as welt).
"lt is our biggest line (constitutes about 30%)." reports
Aue. But we also have others which create solid business for
us." Among his other licensed material are Motown, London,
Decry. Peerless. IA and Seeco.
Aue feels that one of the big ways to sustain sizable income
is to lay the "Afro beat" on heavily. It is one of the ways to
keep his presses (he is involved in the construction of a new
plant to open within a few months) humming. Most of his fac.
tory presses (semi. automatic) are. like in most of Latin Amer
ica, from Finebilt.
The other big factories for records and tapes include those
of Grupo (Wilhelm) Ricken, the founder and president of Top
Hits; Los Ruices. La Discoteca and Cordica labels; Discomoda
and Antor, the latter where CBS and Polydor basically do their

manufacturing.
There are other smaller ones like Discorona and a soon to
be plant operated by Venevision (Rodven) which recently received the permit to build its facility. All have anywhere from
12 to 30 presses. All are stocked with some of the most mod.
ern equipment for tape, as well. Velvet is functioning in such a
high-level fashion.
A little over a year ago. A. Andrade Silva formed a partner
ship with Aue in Grabaciones Mundiales, resulting in an
added pressure for more manufacturing space. The latter
company has come up with some consistently selling product
from Chic, Rod Stewart, Sister Sledge and George Benson,
among others who find their way onto the local charts.
One of the needs which still poses somewhat of a barrier for
the country is more technology. Though it is coming along as
evidenced by all of the companies in the area. Another is the
tack of FM stations in the country.
By apparently antiquated laws, there is only one FM outlet
allowed to transmit. And that is strictly cultural. In toto. there
are some 155 AM stations in heated competition for the pop
and disco ratings.
"But we are hopeful these laws will be modified shortly," ex.
cc claims radio executive Carlos Raybans. who also feels the bal
Óance of airplay is a little one-sided now with a heavy surge of
ee outside product being inserted on the playlists.
The estimate of the market, like in all other markets of the
m Latin American bloc, are still somewhat conservative when it
of comes to retail consumption. SACVEN (Venezuelan record as.
6'1 sociation) president Hans Albrecht (who runs the last world.
LP

wide outpost for BASF record and tape distribution) claims:
"Cassette piracy still rides herd over the market :' Consequently, the actual market is a much larger gross than the

$100 million.
More examples of the public consuming music at almost
the same pace as they drink coffee is via Polydor's entries. Be
sides the still steady Bee Gees. the company has such artists
on the scene as Trigo Limpio, Paco De Lucia (latter with semiclassical music which sells at the same rate as pop) Donna
Summer and Gloria Gaynor, latter who early last month made
some major personal appearances in Caracas, the hen, swing.
ing city of a shade over 3 million people.
A pair of Gaynor's gigs were at the 10.000 to 16.000 seating
capacity (depending on the event) Poliedro and at the plush
City Hall disco. Other venues in the Venezuelan capital include
the Tamanaco (600). Hilton (1,300), and La Scala (450). Promoters also use some key movie houses
One of the factors of a company like CBS which maintains
its strong presence in the market is that they are constantly
on top of the pace via market research. De La Torre adds.
"Record and tape shares are variable, depending what you
have going for you at the time." He calls it a "consumer prof

ile.

Ricken and his key lieutenants -Carlos Vidal (Top Hits, Los
Ruices. La Discoteca) and Sussy Monge de Von Schwedler
(Cordica -major licensed labels being RCA and Ariota) -may
falter here and there, but on the whole because of their massive impact on the market with all labels (share ranges from
30% to 35 %) they sustain very steadily.

Through their recording setup, Intersonido, the five Ricken
studios. three of them 24 tracks and equipped to the hilt with
Quadeight, Studer, Dolby, JBL. Newman, etc. lines, are in a
most enviable position to satisfy the demands.
Like his personality reflects. Ricken states, "We keep looking for the very best to gain the maximum results." He has
come a long way in setting up his all- encompassing musical
empire in 25 years, an occasion being celebrated this year.
Velvet's Jose Page is another innovator of the Venezuelan
territory. In slightly over 20 years, his mark on the scene has
been felt and respected. He is particularly proud of his cas
sette duplicating setup (fully installed within the past 12

months)
Page. the happy Cuban exile, has also spread his wings into
the U.S., with the branch's headquarters in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, a one hour flight from Venezuela "We know that we

have to maintain our position on more than one front," he
contends. His production, manufacturing and distribution
keeps him and his staff on a tight daily schedule.

Polydor's longtime post commander Harry Alexl brought
Helga Moslener from the company's main headquarters in W.
Germany a couple of years ago to inject some added promo-

tional savvy. dhd the timing worked, particular
surge of the Bee

Moslener's contention is that the in store promotions in the
country are too limited. "and if they were extended with new
techniques the gross retail returns would jump to even
greater heights."
At the pace Venezuela is going (it is starting to increase
even more in the interior, particularly the oilcenter city of
Maracaibo), there are some who feel the pressing and tape
duplicating installations will not be sufficient for the near fu.
lure. "We know it might sound unbelieveable in comparison
to the slack in sales in most other countries of the world, but
our basic problem here is finding more and quicker ways in
which to get product out at a faster rate," says 26 -year old in
ternational head of Discomoda, Peter Cernick
The young, lanky Cernik, a key executive of one of the old.
est companies in the territory, founded and still headed byCe
sar Roldan, views the market as having a few pitfalls " -but
nevertheless making headway." Through his personal market
research, he saw the overall sales just sustaining this past
year. His estimates were just at an overall $80 million.
Discomoda lost some important international labels in the
past year (ABC and WEA) but is making it up with what it has
in Rifi, Pye, Penny Farthing, Ampro and Gamma. He is conk
dent the company will come up with others before the year is
out. He adds, "We have to since we are upping our presses
from 24 to a total count of 30."
Radio, though somewhat depersonalized. is playing just
about everything. And because of the fierce competition (personnet bring in releases from the U.S. before the local manufacturers have a chance to distribute them), it depresses
some sales.
An importer like Allum's, though, has all it can do to keep
up with the public wants because of the advance plays pro
vided by radio. But it reflects with the top flight labels, and
they labor that much harder. Thus, the flood of product -and
the consumption of same.
Jazz has had some lift of late in the market. with some of
the traditional, as well as the crossover styles contributing to
the acceptance. A big factor has been with some occasional
live presentations and some increase in airplay.
With all of the top labels of Ricken. CBS. El Palacio. Polydor.
Discomoda, Velvet and the rest of the pack -including the
new Grabaciones Mundiales. Discorona (with its Nohemi Be,
lotty leading artist and such lines as Coro. Gas. Vogue, Trop
ical, among several) and Suramericana included in a list of
some two dozen overall labels -Venezuela can only be de
scribed as something very vital.
By all observation and analysis. it has still not reached its
peak. Providing there are no major setbacks in the economy,
which is unlikely at present, it should reach its second plateau
of some $200 million in a very short time.
MARV FISHER

ci

UN SALUDO A TODOS LOS PAISES
DE HABLA HISPANA EN ESTE 1 er
BILLBOARD EN ESPANOL

Artistas exclusivos EMI -ODEON

EMI
www.americanradiohistory.com
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IN MEXICO
your product
is handled
with love...
and efficiency
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Videodisk Jukebox
Will
Test
Music
U.S.
Mart
's
Como...) n,

nr

lr,,y,

from 2-inch quad vidwulses as
quired from record companies and
other sources by Vides, Music.
headed by former musicians Johnny
Holladay and Jack Millman.
Aciordmg to Holhdas, pronn.uonal apes hase been homswsd
from Wamcr Bros Reprise. A &M.
RSO and t hic >dts - among other,
with a.-b including A htorJ & Sumpsm. Rod Siewan. Carlene Carter. Al
Joneau. Blondit. Ian Hunter, Ism
Cum and (-ha', Khan. to mention
Just

a

Íew

Other material to he show

n

also
is basic 3 to 311 minute segments, Indudes vinage tikes from the Stest
Allen tat, shows of the earls 'MA
with Sun Kenton. Lasa Rawls and
die Crusaders in Mack and .hilt.
and three sonp from the new "Jan
And Dan- ss ndlcated is special. industing their hit "Papa lino Run
Run
Both Barone and Holliday see the
tea penod a snu.al in shosslnn the
industry the salue sit the proms nasal and entertainment appber-

Pro & Semi -pro

111,11rí 111. 111i1.1
\iy 11.1.1,
be tested .1111 t istluutl, foil
the sales tuiipatt, esthetic , And soli

.III

ware mix all will bee.uelulls ...Led
as to audience reaction
Illack, rock, country und ethnic
material will get full exposure, along
uh disco and other formats. Bangle indicates, with the tapes linked
as chisels as possible 111 mailable industn product
\ttendees at the Video Music
t onterense .111 gela clisse hook at
the machine and disks, with small
group demonstration presentations
scheduled dunng the meeting Rene-

.

111111

1,1,rn111tt1,,

110111

1e,0111

11,111

parties. cud hstnhutur, and retailers
is hang sought. Is 110 Nurturer and
Holliday indicate. cull the timing

ideal tun that p 111foses
Net lung Iurnl 'nog min presen
lutions include Keel & t'o, I us Angeles and undue, which has pru1

siJcd

a

titer

Irunslunnauon

much ul the new Wings "Back

of
I u

l.gg album. and Mcgaviswn.
another LA firm which put toThe

gether the highly regarded Warner
Bros product presentation used at a
number of industry meetings this
vcar.

\lldll1, ,Il+ In 111. brit, 1,Ott Iris
gnus Include Barry Mentis, partner
to the 1. A. low firm of-Goner, Gdhn
& Meue,, un the video rights panel.
and hoe Barone, chid etecuuvc ilIicel, Mlowline Systems Inlernatiunal. the videodisk litchis ills
tnhulor, al the nt house session
I he Video Showcase segments of
the program, open tu all participants. are lilting up rapidly with
seven -unirait `i -inch U -Matit tapes

Iron .'tending label representatives
and Independent producen High.
lighting the "hest of the hest" creative efforts In video music Iodate. the

tape, must lie in Ildluuald's I- ..A.,,llice no later than Monday 151 to he
umluded on the program.

Registration to the conference, Including an opening reception, three
tmluncntal breakfasts, two luncheons. u dosing brunch and an evening At leans-American Video's Celebrity theatre. co- hosted by the
Rccurd Plant is 5275 or 5195 for
panelists students and spouses. -uIl
information is available from Billboard International Video Music
Conference, 9000 Sunset Blvd.. Los
1

Angeles 901169, 12131 273.7040.

The new 64:1 system is a pacesetter for high -speed duplicating. It's designed with the most
sophisticated electronics and dependable transport mechanisms.
The pacesetting features include an 8MHz quartz bias oscillator in each slave, slanted loop bin with an adjustable capacity and new transport design for improved tape path, built -in variable frequency cue tone generator, all TTL control logic and plug -in electronics.
Behind the DP -7000 stand technology and reliability proven through a wide range of our
professional sound equipment up to the 24-track recorder. For details, please contact your nearest
Otani

øil71flil

Audio Mart Solid

1

Hari ('or ii i.m,m

vat nauu u il li sci, san Carlin. California *WV
I

rdfcintuned

by

N-

odes package that allow the

user

a

15 -aneho

Ifiinc. li 151 .19.1.1 6.11
than Electric Co., Ltd.

.i- n is

%Miami Ogikitw.Suprumr -leu. T(111,4176"
Phone roti 1314631

word haut tracks, overdub In
%sec and rcmu w stereo -ill on
to

standard assent tape
Our reps are disoosenng that
It actnabk pad results for the Pun
astudso hast been better than we
aeuapated. In utter words, people
arc learning bow to use it faster than
ore uposttd We felt there might be
a longer process of education at the
Fa rq and dealer le eL
'The entre Tascam line stems
sroag and the majority of our dealer
amounts are reporting plus humo r=
-

Another manufacturer. lares
Jaffe, director .
marketing and
silo for professional product, at
- In, Dota.
Bustnns has been
aedibk The marketplace appears
saceg and we are making gains with
respect to our position In the markett

Introducing the second -generation 64 :1 duplicating system.

OTARI DP-7000

.

Jaffe indicates accon has been

plod at the major recording studio
land, at the smaller studio and
wand renforcement keel and the
died market
'The disco business," he points
t, out. is still strong and the major
recording studio market business is
doing welt.Jaffe adds that +once dbx products
are used at the smaller studio level in
addition to larger facilities he is able
Loge* a good measure of the stub')
of the semi-pro and creative audio
market
That market is still quite strong."
he states

Dave Angrtas
San

of Sound Genesis.
Francisco, also reports plus

business for studio. semi-pro and
sound reinforcement products
The firm cames more than 10
lines of professional pa. mikes and
recording equipment and has blossomed into one of the biggest pro
and semi -pro dealers in the country.
Says Sound Genesis' Dave Angres: "Business has been good on all
levels. There is a lot of recording stu-

dio action In the Bay Area. not only
the large

smaller.

professional operations but
semi-pro operations as

well."
Mike Harris. Harris Audio,
Miami, also Indicates plus business.
His operation eaten to pro and semipro recording studios as well as
broadcasters In IJsl71f«
www.americanradiohistory.com

IF ITS GAUSS,YOU'LL HEAR
Gauss offers a

complete range of speakers

and monitors. From compression drivers to
compression tweeters. From 10" to 18" loudspeakers.
Studio monitors. Disco monitors. Horns. And now,
a new and more powerful line of 12" 15" and 18"
dynamic cone loudspeakers. Loudspeakers that
typically offer double the
power, (400 watts RMS),
at the same prices you
used to pay for our 200
watts RMS speakers.
New speakers. Better
speakers. But, with the
built in reliability and cast
iron warranty you've come
to expect from Gauss. Reliability that
comes from our unique double -spider
construction and die cast frame.
Reliability that comes from hours of
400 watts RMS testing.
Gauss' quality standards in both
design and manufacture add up ro quality
you can hear. But don't take our word for it. See
your professional equipment dealer. Test one
of our speakers against two of theirs. You'll hear
the difference.
Whenever you turn on a high qualilty stereo

tope, you're probably hearing Gauss.
Because Gauss high speed audio
tope duplicating systems are

operating in major duplicating facilities worldwide. Ifs
no accident. Gauss high
speed tope duplicating
equipment was developed
specifically for superb quality
for up ro 8 track, 1/4" or cassette
duplication.

www.americanradiohistory.com

THE DIFFERENCE.
\\

With a duplication ratio up to 64:1, Gauss' closedlooped dual capstan drive virtually eliminates
wow and flutter. And, the Gauss 10 MHz bias
system assures less noise and distortion on the
duplicated tope. But that's not the only reason
Gauss is in the leading studios.
Gauss systems are modularly engineered. Thot
means you can start with a master and slave...then add
up to 20 slaves as your business grows. And, Gauss' modular design means you'll
never have to own a system that's out of date. As we improve the equipment we
improve it modularly. You add the improved modules (like 64:1 duplicating),
when you need them.
Gauss engineering brings you a better product in sound. In speakers. in high
speed tape duplicators. Listen. You'll hear the difference.
FULL -RANGE PROFESSIONAL SPEAKERS AND MONITORS

HIGH SPEED AUDtO TAPE DUPLICATORS

gauss
Cetec
by

CETEC INTERNATIONAL LTD
CETEC GAUSS
16 Uxbridge Ra
13035 Saticoy Street
Ealing. London W5 28P England
North Hollywood. CA 91605
01-579-9145 TLX 935847
(213) 875 -1900 TWX 910.499-2669
Divisions of Cetec Corporation

www.americanradiohistory.com
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AES Broadens Scope Via Semi -Pro, Career Sessions
This year the new Society of Protc.sional Audio Recording Studios
will have its organization meeting
during the AES, the Electronics Industry Assn. and National Assn. of
Broadcasters will organize a new

Continued from puge I
In addition, the AES has developed as a meeting ground for organizations interested in various disciplines represented by member
segments.

ing to report on subcommittee prog-

committee to study and recommend
improvements to radio broadcasting
systems, and the Recording Industry
Assn. of America's engineering coin mince will hold a semi- annual meet-

ress.

The studio group has drawn much
attention. with allegations of exclusivity and exhorbitantly high dues
leveled against the 26 founding

members. However. interim president Joe Tarsia of Sigma Sound, in
an open letter to the industry, em.
phasizes that the organization -is
aware of and sensitive to certain critical comments that have been

made.

With the organizational meeting
during AES, he maintains "judgments at this time about the organization are premature and therefore
invalid:'

The group's interim board meets
Wednesday (311 at the Waldorf,
with the general membership mcaing Thursday (1) in the Parron
North Suite from 10 a.m.-5 p.m All
technical and non -technica) seminars will be Friday and Saturday at
the nearby Doral Inn.
Included are: sessions on a record
company executive's view of recording studios; music in advertising
with Elliot Lawrence, musical consultant to the N.W. Ayer ad agency;

New realms of expression

from MXR.
The Pitch Transposer is MXR's newest addition to our
professional line. It is one of our most innovative
products. and possibly the most revolutionary signal
processor in the music industry today. It is a unique,
high -quality unit which provides a cost effective and
flexible package for today's creative artists.
The Pilch Transposer extends your musical boundaries
by creating live instrumental and vocal harmonies. It
has 4 presets which allow the artist to predetermine the
intervals to be processed. Transposed intervals can be
preset anywhere from an octave below to an octave
above the original pitch. The chosen interval is
activated by means of touch controls or a rugged
footswilch. LED indicators display which of the four
presets has been selected.
A mix control is provided. enabling the unit to be used

in one input of a mixing console. or with musical
instrument amplifiers. A regeneration control provides
for the recirculation of processed signals. creating more
and more notes. depending upon the selected interval
This results in multitudes of voices or instrumental
chords. An entire new range of sound effects and
musical textures unattainable with any other type of

signal processor. is suddenly at your fingertips.
With many other pitch transposition devices a splicing
noise. or glitch. is present. The MXR Pitch Transposer

two afternoon multitrack tape machine sessions. featuring Ed Engberg, Ampex: Kuni Maro Tanaka,

renders these often offensive noises into a subtle
vibrato which blends with the music. and is. in some
cases, virtually inaudible. The result is a processed
signal which is musical and usable.
We have been able to maintain a high level of sonic
integrity in this most versatile signal processor. The
frequency response of the processed signal is beyond
10 kHz. with a dynamic range exceeding 80 dB.
A micro computer based display option allows the user
to read the created harmonic interval in terms of a pitch
ratio. or as a musical interval (in half steps). This
unique feature allows the pitch to be expressed in a
language meaningful to both musicians and engineers.
We designed our Pitch Transposer as a practical
musical tool for those actively involved in creative
audio. It reflects our commitment to provide the highest
quality signal processors with the features and
performance that will satisfy the creative demands of
todays musical artist. See your MXR dealer.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 247 N. Goodman Street,
Rochester, New York 14607. (716) 442 -5320

(MXR)

Mitsubishi; Bruno Hochstrasser,
Struder Revox America: Russell
Hamm. Gotham Audio: Bob Brown,
3M Mincom; M. Hosoda, Steven
Krampf and M. Gonda. Otari: J.W.
Park, Sony. and Lutz Meyer, MCI;
Also: the economy and its impact
on the studio industry. Stephen Cohen. Wharton School of Business;
leasing and financing, Sanford
Schneiderman. Terminal Marketing
Co., and protection under the law,
Malcolm Rosenberg. SPARS legal
counsel.
The joint EJA /NAB radio broadcast system improvement committee
meets in the Barron Suite Center
Friday (2) at 10:30, with membership open to technically qualified individuals and organizations holding
a business or professional interest
The committee will investigate and
recommend improvements in AM
and FM transmission and reception,

Professional
Products Group

with further information available
from E.M. Tingley at the EIA. (202)
457 -4975, or Christ Payne at the
NAB (202) 293 -3558.
The semi -pro studio operation
concept, chaired by Larry Blakely.
head of the Creative Audio and Music Electronics Organization, indicates an AES determination to increase the spectrum of information
presented during the conventions.
Plunkett says.
A special program on employ-

ment opportunities for audio engineering as a profession, moderated
by Almon Clegg of Technics, indicates a growing AES concern for the
field of audio education.
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On the awards list. to be presented
at the annual banquet Sunday night.
Masuo Hayashi, secretary of the
AES Japan section for more than 20
years, will receive a special citation.
Organized in 1953. it is the oldest
AES international section.

pitch transposer- display

Pitch transposer
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Honorary memberships go to
John McKnight, outgoing president
who turns the gavel over to Peter
Burkowitz of Polygram Record Operations in Hamburg, for eminence
in the fields of magnetic recordings
and standardization; Donald Powers, for eminence in the field of voice
communication, and Emil Torick for,
eminence in the science of audio en-'
gineering.
Fellowships are given to: Richard
Campbell for contributions to the
engineering of intercommunication
systems in high -noise environment
and technical leadership in standardization; John Pfeiffer for introduction of developments in audio
engineering for artist- engineer relationships in the composing, recording and producing of enduring mu-

-

sic.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Stevie Wonder and TDK.
Both bring great music
to millions.
There's nothing like music to bring people
together. Your TDK cassette customers care
about music. And Stevie Wonder makes the
kind of music they care about. With seven
gold albums and 22 gold singles, it makes
perfect sense to bring Stevie Wonder and
TDK together.
Beginning this fall, Stevie Wonder will
be singing the praises ofTDK's full line of
quality cassettes. Exciting TV and radio
advertising will turn on your customers
across the country. A full schedule of TDK
magazine and newspaper ads will be read
by millions. And Stevie Wonder in -store
displays and posters will create the kind of
store traffic you've always dreamed about.
As our featured cassette this fall, TDK D
offers co -op and promotional opportunities
unprecedented in the history of premium
cassette merchandising. Tie -in with TDK advertising and take advantage of special
promotions including TDK D in multi packs. Remember, with hardware sales
slowing down, tape has never been a more
important profit- center. And economical
TDK D has never been a more attractive value. Your customers recognize TDK
quality, and the D cassette delivers it
consistently. Watch for Stevie Wonder
and TDK D this fall. Millions will.

TDK.

The Amazing Profit Machine.
We

Elscuarc.c«p

TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530. In Canada, Audio Specialists Inc.
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Biggest Display Of Technological Progress Set For AES
Continued from page 44
mixers position. Also on exhibit will
he the Prime Timc. Delta T and the
new model 91 Digital Audio Delay.
DeltaLab Research will introduce
the DL -4. Timc Line. The delay unit

for the performing
musician and offers a dynamic
range of 90 dB with a frequency
bandwidth of 20 hlz to 15 kHz. at all
delay settings. The DL 4 can be controlled by a footswitch and will prowas designed

vide One, '2-second ,it delay, expandable to 2.5 seconds with
another new DeltaLab add -on product the Memory Module.
Aphex Systems Ltd. will show
the R &R Audio CX -I, configured

with separate expander and compressor sections. The expander may
be used as a noise gate while simultaneously using the compressor or
limiter section. An LED bar graph
indicates degree of compression, ex-

pemu,n or the sum of the two, or
output level. Other products on ex.
hibit will include the Aphex Aural
Exciter, B &B VCA's and VCA as.
semblics, parametric equalizers, the
QAS -24 Grouper System and B &B
op -amp modules.
Allison Research will exhibit
Fadex. a programmable fader system that can be adapted to both new
and existing non -automated consoles. The 65 -K automation programmer which can interface to the
Fades system will also be displayed.
Ashly Audio will showcase its
"SC" series of signal processing devices. Among these are the Peak

Limiter /Compressors,

SC -5U
(mono) and SC -55 (stereo). The
units boast a frequency response of

JBL. WHEN EXCELLENCE COUNTS.
Whenever and wherever excellence in
sound is essential, JBLs are essential.
No other speaker is good enough for
top recording professionals, performing
musicians on tour and anyone who listens

for a living.
Because no other speaker is created
with JBL's combination of advanced
design, high -technology computer and
laser research, extensive listening tests
and quality of craftsmanship.
And no other speaker has the benefit
of JBLs history of over three decades of
experience in professional sound.
The JBL heritage of excellence and
reliability can be found in a wide variety

of applications.
At outdtxrr concerts ranging from
rock to Beethoven, thousands of listeners
can hear the artists clearly ... thanks
to JBLs.
In recording studios, you'll find more
JBLs than any other monitor. In fad, most
major albums are mixed or mastered on
JBLs, according to a recent Recording
Institute of America survey.
Under the lights at discos around the
world, more dancers are moving to
JBLs... by far the leading disco speakers
(Billboard's International Disco sourcebook).
Night club performers rely on JBLs

new Cabaret Series loudspeakers-the
first JBLs made especially for club
musicians.
Theater owners who want their
audiences to experience today's great
new multiple sound tracks are installing
JBLs.
And serious musician/songwriters
who rely on home recording are following
the lead of the big recording studios:
They're turning to JBLs, too.
Wherever excellence belongs, you'll
find JBL.
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge,
CA 91329.

t

20 Hz to 20 kHz,
tion less than 0.05 s
noise level at 90 dB.
in the line include

0.5 dB; distorand hum and
Other products
the SC -63 and

SC.66A Parametric Equalizers;
Electronic Crossovers: Instrument
Preamp. and Keyboard Input Processor.

BGW Systems will show its
complete line of power amplifiers
and electronic crossovers, includine
power amplifier model 50A and the
Model 20 Professional Electronic
Stereo Crossover. The latter may be
used as

a

stereo two-way or mono

four -way crossover. Provision is
made within the unit for user adjustment of high pass. low -pass and subsonic filter sections. Up to 120 different roll -off curves are possible
within each filter section. The device
is packaged in a l': -inch rack mount panel and features 1/4-inch
phone jacks.
The Orban exhibit will include
the model 672A Equalizer which
combines parametric characteristics
in a graphic configuration. Each
graphic band features both tuning
and bandwidth control, a 3:1 tuning
range. and a
16 dB boost/attenuate range.
Crown will spodight the PA52.
600 -watt per channel. two-channel
power amplifier. The amplifier includes an analog computer section

t

which monitors internal conditions
to limit output when failure thresholds are approached.
Dbx will show a stereo version
of the Model 163, "Over Easy" compressor, the new model 164. The
stereo unit adjusts compression ratios automatically from 1:1 to Infinity: I.
TAPE RECORDERS & RE-

LATED EQUIPMENT-The Toe
booth will feature the model 85 -I6.
I -inch,
16 -track recorder/reproducer. The package includes dbx
noise reduction integral with the
electronics. The transport operates
at 15 i.p.s. and accepts 101 -inch

NAB reels. DC servo motors

are

used for both reeling and capstan
functions. A four -digit electronic
display of tape speed or elapsed time
and a zero search function are addi-

tional features
Stephens Electronics will

he

displaying its line of capstanless
multitrack transports. The 40 -track
two-inch recorder /reproducer will
be featured as will a portable 24track model. The company's Q -11
Autolocator and other accessories
will also be demonstrated.
Ampex will exhibit its mastering system consisting of ATR -100 winch two -track, and ADD -I digital
delay unit. The package is offered as
a high quality disk mastering sys.
tem, intended to replace conventional lape preview hardware in
mastering operations. The company
will also introduce the ATR- 124,24track analog recorder based on the
design concepts of the ATE -100 %and 1 -inch series of recorders.
(Continued on page 6U,I
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this condenser microphone
sets a new standard of
technical excellence.
& it sounds superb!
The Shure SM81 cardioid condenser is
a new breed of microphone It is a truly

high -performance studio instrument
exceptionally well -suited to the critical
requirements of professional recording,
broadcast, motion picture recording,
and highest quality sound
reinforcement
and, in addition, is
highly reliable for field use.

-

-

-

Shure engineers sought
and found
ingenious new solutions to common

problems which, up to now, have
restricted the use of condenser
microphones. Years of operational tests
were conducted in an exceptionally
broad range of studio applications and
under a wide variety of field conditions.
As the following specifications indicate,
the new SM81 offers unprecedented

-

performance capability
making it a
new standard in high quality
professional condenser microphones.

SM81 puts it all together!
WIDE RANGE. 20 Hz to 20 kHz FLAT

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
PRECISE CARDIOtD polar pattern, uniform
with frequency and symmetrical about axis,
to provide maximum relecnon and
minimum coloration of off -axis sounds.
EXCEPTIONALLY LOW (16 dBA) NOISE
LEVEL
120 dB DYNAMIC RANGE
ULTRA -LOW DISTORTION (right up to the
clipping point') over the entire audio
spectrum for a wide range of load
impedances MAXIMUM SPL BEFORE
CUPPING 135 dB. 145 dB with attenuator.
WIDE RANGE SIMPLEX POWERING
includes DIN 45 596 voltages of 12 and 48
Vdc
EXTREMELY LOW RF SUSCEPTIBILITY
SELECTABLE LOW FREQUENCY
RESPONSE Flat, 6 or 18 dRioctave toiloff
10 dB CAPACITIVE ATTENUATOR

accessible without disassembly and
Iookable.

Outstanding Ruggedness
Conventional condenser microphones have
gained the reputation of being high quality,
but often at the expense of mechanical and
environmental ruggedness This no longer
need be the case The SM81 transducer and
electronics housing is of heavy -wall steel
construction. and all internal components are
rigidly supported (Production line SM81's
must be capable of withstanding at least six
random drops from six feet onto a hardwood
floor without significant performance
degradation or structural damage.) II is
reliable over a temperature range of -20° F
to 165° F at relative humidities of 0 to 95°k1
Send for a complete brochure on this
remarkable new condenser microphone!
(AL577)

SM81 Cardioid Condenser Microphone

F-IL)I=

E

Shure Brothers Inc., International Sales, 222 Hartrey Ave Evanston, IL 60204, In Canada: A C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Nfafftiraciurer ..of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
,
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Diversity Keys 64th AES Confab
Corinued from

page 44

digital audio disk

"The MD
(mini -disk) System -A Contribution
To DAD Standardization," by Welland and Redlich of Teldec. The Tel dec digital audio disk, which is contained in a protective sleeve for
storage and during display, will be
described by the authors, as well as
some refinements in techniques of
its manufacture.
Two additional papers prominent within Saturday's (3) Sound
Reinforcement / Architectural
Acoustics session. are J. Christopher
Jalfe's "Horizontal And Vertical
Surround Concert Hall Designs.'
followed by J. Robert Ashley's
neat

is

"Auditory Backward Inhibition Can

o

a
4
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Brady Splicing Tapes make it
easy. That's because we devel oped the tapes. the adhesives and
even the equipment to put it all together.
So you get the right combination for perfect performance on manual or automated
in audio or video cassplicing equipment
settes or 8 -track cartridges. The kind of performance that has made Brady the No
supplier to the industry.

-

1

vi

¢w

trouble -free feeding and
operation, Brady splicing tapes are tested for
separation under impact, for adhesive ooze,
tensile and shear strength And width tolerances are guaranteed by electronic
measurement

To assure smooth

m

w

>

o

z

Adhesive coating thickness within micron limits eliminates layer to layer
impressions that can cause sound or
picture distortion.

every way, Brady makes sure you
get the perfect splice And Brady
offers a complete line of splicing
tapes for audio cassettes, 8 -track
stereo cartridges. master recordings.
plus a wide selection of other tapes
and materials
In

Ruin A P.A. System." The divergent
points of view encompassed by the
two papers arc expected to generate
a lively Interchange concerning concert -hall design philosophies.
In Sunday's Digital Techniques session a comparison between PCM codes for digital tape
recording will be presented in a paper titled. "Comparisons Of Performances Between RSC Code And
IPC Code When Applied To PCM
Recording Systems." In the same
session, Dr. Joshi Doi of Sony's Audio Technology Center will deliver a
paper, "On Bit Reduction Of Digital
Audio Systems." Doi will discuss the
trade -offs between efficiency and
synchronization when a variable
length code is employed.
During the four -day conven-

TEMMER TRIP

China Upgrading

Audio Facilities
YORK -Both the broadcasting and recording facilities are in
the process of upgrading in the Peoples Republic of China, reports Stephen Temmer, president of Gotham
Audio and Gotham Export. who just
returned from a six -week Far East
trip.
During 12 days as guest of the
China Record Co., Temmer gave
four days of seminars on recording
N EW

techniques and new developments
in acoustics to 25 engineers from
across China.
Temmer also visited the Broadcasting Administration in Peking
and the Chicago Record Co. factory
in Shanghai, where his hosts indicate he was the first recording engineer to visit since World War II.
Broadcasting and recording facilides are bring updated from levels of

technology

formerly supplied by
Russia prior to the 1966 Cultural
Revolution, according to Temmer,
with plating and pressing equipment
of modern design now being in-

Mail the coupon for
descriptive literature and prices.

want the
perfect splice!
I

Please send literature
and prices

I..A VAL./ I

BRADY CO
AUDIO /VIDEO PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
2221 W. Camden Road P.O. Box 2131
Milwaukee. WI 53201
414/332 -8100
Aftn:John Arnold
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stalled.
Stereo cutting facilities are already operational, but disks presently sold in China are either 7 or
11) -inch diameter, predominately of
the flexible sound sheet type and
available only in mono, Temmer reports.
The biggest factor holding hark
disk growth is the manufacture and
distribution of record players, with

only about 140,000 built last year.
Temmer plans to return nest
spring to continue the educational
process which he maintains musi
preclude any possible meaningful
purchase of facilities.
Both ElectroSound, through Audiomatic Corp.. and Cetec Audio
have sold and installed the first lape
duplicating equipment in China
earlier this year, and indications are
the cassette market may rival or exceed disks.
www.americanradiohistory.com

non the AES technical council has
scheduled its first official meeting.
Richard Campbell will preside over
the council members who represent
diverse interests in the audio industries.

The technical council was recently
created after a re- evaluation by AES
board of governors of its standards
activities. The new AES council will
he meeting presumably to formulate
and organize efforts in the area of
audio standards, including issues
pertaining to digital recording.
Apparently the AES is not the

only technical group

have
recently reviewed its standards activities in light of FTC proposals to
put certain rules into effect, to "protect" the consumer from "over -engineering" that might be dictated by
standards. In contrast, digital audio
standards activities are moving
ahead without constraint outside the
to

U.S.

The Electronic Industries Assn. of
Japan is extensively engaged in development of standards for a digital
VTR format and has also formed a
group specifically for purposes of
developing standards for a digital
audio disk. The companies represented in these activities include
Mitsubishi, Tear. Sony, Hitachi,
Nippon Columbia, Philips, Matsushita, JVC, Pioneer, Sanyo and
Toshiba.
There is concern among American
firms, including some represented at
the AES, that the federal government's constraint of U.S. standards
activities will force an acceptance of
standards that have been created
without U.S. representation. The
ABS technical council's activities are
viewed by its members as significant
in this light.
A first for an AES convention
is the Friday evening panel -session
dealing with disk and recorded tape
manufacturing, titled, "Recorded
Audio Product Manufacture."
The panel is about equally divided between disk and tape. with
disk interests represented by Carl
Rodia, Audio Matrix: Lou Porrata.
CBS Records, and Marvin Bornstein, A &M Records. Robert Piselli,
BASF Systems: John French, of
Grandy, and Julius Konins of Cassette Productions, will address themselves to issues related to the manufacture of prerecorded tape product.
Piselli will describe performance
criteria for duplicating tape and also
review the history and promise of
certain formulations including iron
oxide, chromium, metal and others.
French will discuss the material
requirements for duplicating heads

for metal tape. Konins' remarks will
be directed at explaining methods
involved in production of high qual.
ity prerecorded tapes, with panic,.
lar attention given frequency response, noise and distortion and
tape motion.
Radia's comments are expected to
center on the electroplating processes employed in disk manufacture,
including process control and qual.
ity maintenance. CBS' Porrata will
cover pressing and aspects involved
in producinga high -fidelity product,
A &M's Bornstein will discuss qual.
ity control techniques and parameters for product evaluation.
Two special sessions augment
this convention. Almon Clegg of

Technics will moderate a sym.
posium Saturday afternoon dealing
with employment opportunities in
audio engineering. A panel of six

speakers includes industry representatives Roben Schalein of Shure
Brothers. and Roy Friedman of Columbia Records. Educators Marshall Leach of Georgia Tech and
Ted Craiger of the Univ. of Miami,

well as students Robert Cochran
of Northwestern Univ. and Greg
Davis of Harrison Systems, will also
participate on the panel.
(Continued on page 62)
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OF SILENCE4
{
When these fine artists wanted silence with their music, that's
just what they got. Distortion -free no -hiss silence. Because like
Herb Pilhofer of Sound 80, they all recorded with 3M's Digital
Mastering System.
We congratulate their success. And invite you to a
demonstration of the 3M system in Suite 511 at the AES show.
To hear for yourself just how clean and pure sound can
,

really be.
3M DIGITAL MASTERING SYSTEM. SILENCE NEVER SOUNDED SO GOOD.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Winter AES

Biggest Display Of Technological Progress For AES
Continued from page 56

3M will show its digital mastering system comprised of 32 -track
recorder plus a 2/4 -track master
digital recorder. Features of the
recorders are remote control of logic

functions and a 10- location memory
storage /recall. Tape products will
include the Scotch 226/227 Audio
Mastering Tape and Scotch 265
Digital Master Recording Tape.
Neal -Ferrograph will exhibit

the SP -7. "custombuilt" reel -to -reel
V. -inch
recorder /reproducer. Several mono or stereo head configuralions. tape speed options from 15/16
i.ps. to 15 i.p.s,

Otarl's exhibit will highlight

the MTR -90, 24 -track two -inch
recorder. first introduced last May in
Los Angeles. This multitrack system
features a direct lape drive system.
sans pinch rollers. The transort operates at both 30 and 15 i.ps. tape

speeds and includes a speed control
to effect a ± 20% variation in tap,

velocity.
BTX Corp. will exhibit the
4600 SMPTE Tape Controller, a microprocessor based system to control
synchronization of up to four audio
and /or video transports. The unit
may also be programmed to provide
a sequence

of up

to 30 edit functions,

including punch -ins /outs.
CONSOLES &MIXERS -TOA
Electronics will show its full line of

mixer modules designed for use in
churches. auditoriums, hotels, convention centers and stadiums. The
line includes microphone and
phono preamps, line amplifiers. signal generators, Vi-octave equalizers,
power amplifiers. and meter mod.
ules.

Auditronics will exhibit its line
of consoles including "The Memphis Machine." a 32 -input automation ready board. Auto-Trat is the
company's automation system
which employs the Allison 65 -K
Programmer.
The Soundcraft Electronics
booth will feature a new line of consoles, the Series 400 and Series 1600
boards. The 1600 series of record/

mixdown consoles arc outfitted up
to 24 -track capability and are designed for a "split" configuration
where submaster and monitor functions occupy separate board sections. The British manufacturer will
also show the SCM 381 -8, an 8 -track
one -inch recorder.
Quantum Audio Labs will exhibit the Gamma -A Recording Console. This is an 8 -buss, modular
board with four effects busses which
can serve multiple functions such as
echo send, cue send, foldback etc.
Up to 32 channels are available with

4111.

balanced inputs for both microphone and line.

Yamaha will exhibit the
PM2000 mixing console. The boards
are standard as 24 or 32 -toput mainframes and feature transformer isofated microphone inputs, panning
and equalization on each input
channel as well as switching for 8 -assign busses.
Neve will show its newest bite
the 8108. microprocessor assisted
recording consoles. Console operation is simplified by microprocessor
management and memory of board
switching assignments. Dual linear
bar graph metering and 4 -band
parametric channel equalizers are
additional features of the line.
British manufacturer Trident
Audio Ltd. will show the Series -80,
automation -ready 32/24/24 mixer.
Fourband equalizers and auto-

She world, only the Willi Studer factory
Switzerland has the facilities, designers
and craftsmen to build the tape machine
recognized as the world's finestthe A 800. Manufacturing

tolerances surpass spacecraft
standards. Precision construction eliminates shims, so all
parts are perfectly interchangeable from machine to
machine. A sophisticated microprocessor monitors tape
direction, speed, tension and switch status of the
electronics for safety; accurate timing and perfect
punch -in/punch -out recording and erasure,
even in vatispeed mode. A "rehearse" function lets you preview an edit, and you can
energize just the erase head to wipe out
clicks. Motors are high -torque 1 HP,
and you can stop 14" reels of 2"
tape in two seconds with
controlled tension. The multichannel electronics are
phase compensated for excellent transient and square
wave response. You can even
interlock an A 800 with a video /film
system or another A 800.

mute /master -mute functions are
two prominent features of the
Series-80 line. Other products on
display will include the Fleximix
Console. parametric equalizers and
a stereo limiter /compressor.
MCI will exhibit the newest addition to its console line, the 3H -600.
This is available as an "automation
only' board, with that technology
factory built into the console. The
board is available with Vari -Q
equalizers which feature variable Q
adjustment. Also shown will he the

,`Q

JH -500 series of boards, the 3H -16
two -inch recorders as well as the
company's first production JH -220
Digital Stereo Master Recorder,

° REVOX America,

Inc.
Broadway, Nashville. TN 37203 tí15329.9576
Office. kne Mgele 213 780 -41034, New York 212 255 -4462

built for EMI.
Millbank Electronics will exhibit its l'AC- System a complete line
of preamplifiers, amplifiers and
combiner modules for use in sound

1819

z<i

reinforcement and industrial applications.

Solid State Logic will show the
SL -4000E series of consoles. The
hoards are available with up to 56inputs and 32 -group outputs. Each

r',,
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New Digital & Analog
Continued /rum page Ml
1/o module contains integral Inuit.nad electronic, cotnprru ir'hnuter.
expander gate, and fourband para.
metric equaltgen The associated
Studio Computer System i a
floppy -disk based automation vs
lem employing English language
commands to inslru:t and "pro
gMrtl' automation functions
Console manufacturer Quad
Eight will show the Ccntpunuv III
automation systeni standard of the
:ompans's t'or'nado series of

.elle ready for labeling he l' .,,i
are fully automatic dnd taut load or
to 1,000 C -óOs over an cight-hout
shift. Other equipment shown will
be the Basic I Audio t'assetti
Loader; ai -inch -Beta and %LIS
I

Winter AES
Units To Vie For
VIdeiICasset lt'
cideiiccissctic load, l., mid

inch
Philips Ivpc .ideo cuttttdf!i loaders
Mdlcn I.Id. will slum Its hue aa
hvders, desk top in
till pit
wlodcrs,escicasets aaul othet
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Attention In

duplicating ow .dies Pcolored
will he the nuidel 3H1 -4 Rewindcr/
I

verify

lahelmaster, two.
color c'asselie label printer. The unit
wall print on paper, mylar, fabric or

/or hole La,
toa rsat length tailoring.
David Lunt Associates will

foil labels and can produce up to
60(1(1 /hour Iwo -color, or 12,000/
hour une -color labels.

sirciicialunerwhlth

can

pan. h.ased casettes and

sews

N.Y.

show the

I

t

I

I'-

I

-

hoards

Sound Workshop will demonstrate ARMS automation omutlahk
on the 1600 sent. boards Also
shown will be the 1280 senes nuset>
broadcast disco mown and Stereos
Re. env System.

LOt

MICROPHONES,

D-

SPEAkER-C ACCESSORIES-Au-

will show three phan
iompoucrest microphones- In-

dio Tecimiea

lnduded is the ATSCI3R electret con
denser. of less than cnamch length
and operable from a remote 4 -suit
power supple
The Gotham

Atdio exhibit

w ill

spotlight the Neumann Us') con-

ieatunng an all
design capsule Fn c darecctional

denser microphone.
new

patterns and two roll-off curses are
features soon asatiable in a remote
pattern control sermon as well.

%tta,oa will exhibit the Music
Matafs a high power horn loudspeaker prev.urc-dnner The Music
Maur features a design permitting
over replacement of the diaphragm
assembly in the fiel,

Spoon Sosies wall demo

it

high mtensrty loud- speaker stem.
the inrlel 3085 The sxstem is dcsigned for large auditonums and
arenas and is constructed to three
separate sections containing loudspeakers, power supply. filters. and
power amplifiers

Siam Brothers exhibit will
spotlight the SM 81 unidirectional
condenser microphone.

ARG will bow the new D -300
tents of microphone., asailablc as
unload and hyper- cardioad models

JBL will base

do new 7510 au-

taatatic mie mixer. offenng

a

stand-

ard four -input module expandable
lo 24- inputs. a mixer/amplifier.

mixer /preamp and dual -input eorn-

proror /limiter, as well as a representative group of its monitor
speaker tystcros.

-Kig

TAPE DUPLICATING
Inunman Corp. will make its first
AES cansenuo appearance with a
line of cassette loaders which feed.
wind, splice and elect the loaded msn

New Pro Sound
Expo For U.K.
LONDON - Batiste Promotions
a London -based
company, is staging Prosound International here tit September of neat
year, claiming it will be "the first independent exhibition to cover all aspects of audio equipment and servand Exhibitions,

ices."

The show is set for the Wesl
Centre Hotel. Sept. 2-4, and is aimed
"male professionals an the industry
We look to attract manufacturers
and suppliers to show product to
buyers from all over the world."

Competition exists with the Assn.
of Professional Recording Studios
Show in summer, and Discolck, the
disco equipment expo run by the
Bnttsh Assn of Disco Equipment
Manufacturers

Like their BGW amplifiers
Why is it so many have come
to rely on BGW'/ Why in less
than ten years have BGW
amps become the number
one choice among audio
pros worldwide
Because their legendary
performance refuses to fail
even under the most severe
conditions you can throw at them
Rugged. awesome power that's been
tamed by continuous common -sense
engineering That's why there are more BGW amps in
discos than any other kind, and why there are so many
in recording studios and on concert stages
BGW has earned a reputation for building superbly
engineered products ... massive heat
sinks, large safe operating area,
redundant output stages, welded '

steel modular construction
are all synonymous with a
BGW product.
We are now proud to
introduce a new cost effective 175 watt per
channel power amplifier...
the Model 600 It's a quality
basic power amp, built
around our super reliable
750 B/C output modules Its in a big
83.1" high rack -mount package so it runs cool and
costs substantially less than a 750C Its a quality BGW
amp and the answer to the professional who wants
BGW on a budget.
Check out the new 600 at your dealer. He'll show you
an amp that lives up to your expectations with
performance you can compare to
anyone and reliability that
f
compares to no one

1-

l _I

Depend On denow System* hc., 13i,f0
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In Canada

Omnunedo Corp 9653 Colo in Liasse. Dorval. Ouebec H9P 1A3

Tape/Audio/Video
JBL /Capitol Little River Band Tie

Video Takes
Writers and Directors
recently that videodisk players will
be in 30% to 50% of U.S. color tv
homes in 10 years. or between 25
and 40 million machines in use -a
multibillion- dollar industry. While
half the initial 300 titles in the first
RCA catalog and released in the first
year will be feature films, Schlosser
*emphasized the diversity of the mix,
including some creative program-

The non -exclusive agreement that
brings 75 top feature films front
Paramount Pictures to RCA for its
SelectaVision videodisk catalog is
topped by "Saturday Night Fever
and "Grease." the record industry's
top selling albums of 1978 worldwide- underscoring the belief of
Herb Schlosser, in charge of RCA
videodisk programming, that the
"video record" will play an important role in creating a mass market
for home video. RCA also has acquired the videodisk rights to 20 top
features from The Rank Organisation in the U.K.
Announced jointly by Schlosser
and Dick Frank, president of Paramount Television Distribution, the
agreement released to the home
video market, and both firms will explore the co-development of specialty programming just for the
videodisk.
Schlosser predicted to the Caucus

of Producers.

ming in the music area.
Paramount's Frank notes that 10
of the 75 titles also are licensed to
MCA for its DiscoVision videodisk
catalog. and 36 are being tested by
fotomat and Paramount as well, in
the videocassette format. He agrees
with Schlosser that the exploration
of ideas for new videodisk material
is a definite concept for future programming. once a market is firmly
established.

Nebule Productions got some
great exposure for its "Video Wallpaper" concept of tension -relieving
mood music videocassettes, seen on
NBC -TV's "Prime Time Sunday"
Oct 21. The firm, headed by brothers Roy and Terry Kamen, has 14
30- minute titles available in 1/2-inch
Beta or VHS and 'a -inch U -Matie at

BUY FOR
LESS...
Needles,
Cartridges&
Accessories

Cora rrrue.i1runr page 44
customers around the video unit.
Label panelists had mixed views.
as some felt video was not cost effective particularly in the current economy.
CBS' Paul Smith said the label is
still committed to video, but chided
accounts who screen "the same thing
over and over again." He also
pointed to the importance of video
for international affiliates which can
share in the costs of producing this
promotional vehicle.
The merchandisers cited the importance of displaying album product alongside video promotions.
Home video in either tape or disk
form also entered the discussion
among label executives.
Gary Mankoirof Infinity said the
label plans to tie -in with parent
MCA's DiscoVision and sees greater
hardware capacity from MCA as a

Aotoné
Write for FREE catalog with
the most complete line of
needles. cassettes; record care
and tape accessories, blank
tapes, audio cables. B -3
Duotone Co Inc P.O. Box 1168,
Miami. Fla 33143
Canada
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bulae Productions. 31.90 140th St..
Flushing, N.Y. 11354. (212) 8866242.)
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*
Inovision of Dallas has mailed the
first 32 -page four -color catalog in

conjunction with a membership
pitch that offers introductory gifts
and a standard 221/2`F. discount off
list for a variety of video hardware
and software products. Included is
the IAI Records & Videotaps 40minute "Collection I" of top jazz
performances augmented by visual
interpretations of the music by video
artist and IAI president Carol Goss.
Annual Inovision Club membership
is $57.50, including discount rental
and purchase privileges. (Inovision,
14580 Midway Rd.. Dallas. 75234,
(800) 527 -0263.)

*
Fall season for Moogtown Video's
"Manhattan Alley" on Channel J,
Telepromoterand Manhattan Cable
in New York, includes new tapes on
the Police, Todd Rundgren, Rick
Derringer. Ellen Foley, Robert
Fripp, GQ, Joe Jackson. M. Graham
Parker & the Rumour, New England, Orleans. Raydio. Spyro Gyra
and Tycoon. Shows air three tintes a
week.
STEPHEN TRAIMAN
*

Mixed Reaction On In -Store Video
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Said Smith: "We're interested in
any entertainment medium that's viable and will sell product in whatever way it makes sense." He noted
the recent formation of CBS Record
Group's New Ventures division under Walter Yetnikoff as a strong

Motown's Mike Lushka said the
label's film division had made a deal
with MCA for the release of two moLion picture properties on videodisk
by the end of next year: the Diana
Ross -starred "Lady Sings The
Blues" nad "Mahogany,"

Diversity Marks
64th AES Meet
Continued Irom page 50
Specific topics planned fordiscussion are employment opportunities
in audio engineering, educational
requirements, adequacy of curricula
to meet industry demands and available means for finding employment.
An additional special session is
concerned with "Industry Evolution
And The Semi -Pro Studio." This
panel discussion meeting Saturday
morning is moderated by Larry
Blakely, president of the Creative
Audio and Music Electronics Organization.
A panel of six industry experts
will discuss who is building the
economy studio and why: the impact on pro studios: and future prospects for the semi -pro movement.
Session panelists are Tom Rush, Columbia Records: Bill Robinson,
Capitol Records: Dave Harrison,
Harrison Systems. Inc.; Vincent
Testa, Modern Recording: Hant
Brosius, Audiotechniques, and Michael Tapes, Sound Workshop, Inc.
A Friday morning tour of New
York studios has also been added to
the itinerary for those registered for
the technical sessions. Included in
the tours are Soundmixers, CBS
Records, Media Sound, A &R,
Soundworks, Regent Sound, Record
Plant, Hit Factory, Sigma Sound
and Sound Ideas. Studio staff personnel will be on hand at each location to answer questions and explain
details of the operation.

IRWIN DIEHL

www.americanradiohistory.com

LOS ANGELES -JBL, Inc. and
Capitol Records have teamed up for
a new promotional effort involving
the Little River Band.
The speaker firm has secured the
rights from the label and the group
to print a commemorative poster utilizing artwork from the group's latest "First Under The Wire" LP
which was recorded and mixed using JBL professional series loudspeakers.
Featuring the tag line. "JBL -First
With The Pros," the posters are
available free to all JBL's hi ft dealers nationwide in quantities sufficient for store display and distribution among store customers through
the new year.
In addition to the new Little River
Band poster, JBL is also offering its
dealers a wide range of point -ofpurchase materials in support of its
current six month long "Extra Measure" campaign.
Items including "First With the
Pros" posters. Extra Measure hang
tags. rulers, banners and T- shirts,
Rod Stewart shirts and the specially
produced digital 3131. Superecord

Digital Met Taping

Joint Promo: JBL poster for Capitol
group Little River Band is the latest

crossmerchandising venture
the firm.

are available to franchised accounts
direct from the factory or through

local representatives.

CentraCart Not Seen

Continued front page 44
ter" and "Great Performances" programs have been carried on DATE,
with others scheduled for the current
season. Digital Recording Systems is
exploring future sessions with some
attic leading orchestras involved in
the productions. after the encouragement from the Met based on the
initial digital taping experience.
STEPHEN TRAIMAN

WASHINGTON -The

new 3M

CentraCan Radio Cartridge System
was not shown at the recent National
Radio Broadcasters Assn. convention here Oct. 7 as indicated in the
exhibit report (Billboard. Oct 27,
1979). It had been expected and was
included to NRBA show information, but 3M decided the working
prototype needed more time, and
had to forego the exhibit.
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Sound Business
Rozzelle Invents
Clapping Device
.bill ItisI

fr

1'.r,I1IS SiuJ,.
It i,ells Lisle Ii.l, III,.ulid

11c,0u,, dIc

new percussum nlsuuutcut
the ('lappet whale simulates the
sound of III hands clapping.
The lightweight device, which can
he held in one hand, ts made of unpact- resistant, high grade mdusuraI
plastic and lacquered wood
According to Rozzelle. a drumntcl
and percussionist. the device, which
retails for S46 95, is being used hi
such L.A studios as Motown Sill-

ALAN PE-NCH x\shl
t. HIt. t Lill Kimball Inter The album WAS recorded on
Ratx+oaL Inc -. a leading piano
3M digital equipment and Bray
hopes to have it ready for AES
and organ manufactunng and
sespwng campao will be exattendees to reserve.
hibiting at the .AES canscntion
Bray also plans to loan the big
By

.

beginning Thurwlas

I

I

I

in New

lark
the famed

rs the L

S

importer of

German Boesendorfer

aucert grand puna In 1906 the
Boesendorfet company was purchased bs KimbatL which also
manufactures its own line of pianos in the L'S.
According to Wade Bray. a
former recording studio engineer
now working for Kimball. it will
be the first AES exhibit by a piano manufacturer solely of a piano line_ Kimball is headquarInd.
Bras. formerly chief engineer
with Swarreout Productions of
Smtsdak Art__ is heading up a
major push for recording studio
Wei of the Boescndorfcr instrutered in Jasper.

Mani

of five
instruments begins with the
The Boesendorfer line

model 170. measunng 5 -feet. Hutches in length and selling for
525400 At the top of the line is
the modo 290 9 -foot- 7 -inch Imperil Concert Grand. 552,000.
The Imperial Grand is deugned with nine estiva notes in
the base register. and other of the
Boesendorfer pianos have an extended lower range. This unique
feature is partially the reason for
the special tonal properties that
hase brought this 13escndorlcrs
acclaim

of Kimball's marketing
thrust a spacial digitally -mastered record album has bun produced. The promotional LP inAs pan

:

dudes recordings of performances
on

Bocscndorfcr and Kimball

pianos

..,,^^^^^^^"-:.

I

urhau

has

i

c

hulk

Itoye,

lie .ukit in Pod Jcl.
N .1

Mind's recent LP. also
sidled "Boogie Motel, wan cut
there, according to group memI

he

ber Dave Peveretl.

Although a private facility at
the moment, t1everetl indicates it
will be flexible to accommodate

Studio 55, Guild Star, Deson
.here, Doctor Musts and the Mum .l
Pops Company Store.
Producers who are using the device, adds Rouelle, are Freddie Pcrren, Phil Spector, Hal Danis and
Larry Farrow.

outside groups
The 24 -track complex, a refurhushed building, contains a Neve
console and M11('I tape equip-

menu

.r.:.,

I,

.i

e

complete array

of outboard gear
"We thought." says Pcvcreti.
"about building a demo studio
but then we decided to go ahead
and have a professional studio. It
gives us more flexibility. And
we've reached a point in our career where we want to be more
involved in the production of our

LPs"
"Bougie Motel" was produced
by the group as well as manager
Tony Outeda. Engineering was
handled by Don Berman. assisted by Bob Coffee Mastering
took place at Masterdisk Corp.
by Bob Ludwig.

KIMBALL BREAKS ICE

First -Ever AES Exhibit
By Piano Manufacturer

Kimball

group

t

its own recl+rdrnN snide. culled

duos,

.v

Foghat Has Own Studio
I

a

HAWK TALK -Ronnie Hawkins right, :hats with Don Gnerson, vice presi
dint. alas. EMI.Amenca UA Records. left. and producer Keith Allison in the
control room of Larrabee Studios, Los Angeles- Hawkins. who has lust signed
with UA. is prepping a debut LP called The Hawk."

BOOGIE MOTEL::::.M ..,.,,

black half-ton Impenal Grand to
key studios in markets such as
L.A., Nashville, Miami and New
York. firs will gise performers
and engineers a chance to become familiar with the tonal and
mechanical performance of the
instrument.
.About 700 Bocsendorfen are

being produced annually today,
says Bray The factors's output
increased in the last
dozen years, however an annual
limit of 1,000 instruments won't
be exceeded.

los

Buescndorfer
factory was threatened with closing when Kimball took over It's
stressed that total autonomy over
design and production remains
in this hands of the German operation.
says

the

The Boesendorfer is still the
only completely hand -made piano m the world." Bray states He
says more than one year u requtred to make an instrument.
not counting the time spent in
curing of budding materials.

According to Bray. the new
studio sales effort is only six
months old. Only in the last three
Years have enough pianos begun
to roll out of the plant to permit a
substantial American marketing
effort.
Chicago's Universal Recording is one of the first studios in
the country to take delivery.
Sound IHOstudios In Minneapolis
also is using an lmperral Grand
un recordings, according to Bray

ANGELES-Quincy lanes n producing

the &others

bhtuott

Howe Is producing and

al

Rendan....

Bones

envneenng tine ma

dawns lot the upcoming Terry Ls Lens l.P
Guff Howe assisting. at fdmeays /Nader.

Serra Pacific; Red Roula treading Inn
Scotti Brothers Records. Lae Marra producing
Petrick McDonald engineering. Delaney Brahe
continuing to wet one new protect and the
At

Shinn% recording for legend Records
Mike State producing themselves

tell and

Mers

lot MCA David Lathan engineering. and
Mark Tobin producing Bawd Spans lot Wind
song Andy Johns at the board

Steve Goodman producing Michael

latin Sebastian, at the 'Reunion Concerta pie
diced by Charles Raplee for DIR Broadcasting
with Michael Barry and Darrel Grstamachle at

ehN at Studio By

the board

lent

Jimmy Johnson and David Hoed producing
Jackson Highway at Muscle Shoals Sound Stu.

den. Sheffield Ala Steve Melton engineering,
Mary Beth Mclemore assisting This a the first
MSS Records Drolecl lot Capitol

Simiens

Studio 21, N Y Frank Helier engineering
Larry Osterman and RI Garrison producing Maa
Demwr's second RCA LP al RCA Studew. N Y

producing Ritchie Adams for
Hit Factory, N Y

Joel Diamond

Inhnty

Raced Plant actes sen Jenny Lesser pro
doting Vina Beat for Pohda. Mile Bernier env
neenng Brooks Arthur producing Bernadette

O

Mie
Seattle

Hurl

Flicker producing
s

lot

Epic

at

lap -Sulk.

Merle Haggard Hacking and mieng a new LP
al FdmwayuHeider, San Franusco Lea Talley

coordinating the protect nth Ashley Bngdale
engineering and Mamie Man assisting at the
console

al

has been

Bray

Shidio Track

At

House of Musse, West Orange.

N

I.

Robertson....

br Julian
Rich Goldman and
Shawn Sendrdge producing Duke ta UA at
Sth Floor Recording, Cincinnati Gary Matt engi
neerint
Jim Ed Merman producing Sonny

Thtodmorlon lot Phonogrami Mercury at Aude
Media Studio, Nashville
Rana Tobm record

Tuit engineering

Travis

the Enadron mobile truck

Austin la Wilke Melton movie
Honeysuckle
called `the
Rose
on

location

in

a

LOS ANGELES
RECORDING STUDIO
$325,000 Complete

Fully equipped studio includes 16 track. two years
old. excellent equipment
Can be converted to 24 track
.iron

Danny Janssen and Gamy Melle producing
Dean Andre for flannasn Records lames Simcrk

engineering with Dan

liens and

assisting -at One Step Up.
Witco Felder working on

Studios to be called

a

'Inherit

Dan Everhart

solo LP at Waard
The

Wind"

Recently at Secret Sound Studs, NY, the
King Biscuit Flout Hour, with lealured guests

Stephen Stilts, Gauntry lee, Canned

We are

Hut.

is

Mw

Grass

The Fond, Nashville Engineer

Rich Adler, assisted by Connie Pottle.

in guitar

la-

IJ. Cale
been

to the sessions Release will

Russell': own Pandits Records. Adler and Pot
ter are also inning Trees, Nelson's net Flying
fish album at Sound Shop's studs B
the ran is in the midst of recording De De UP
church also at Oak Valley
In Atlanta, Mike Greene

completing his con
sell produced album al Apogee Studios. Greene
along with Skip Lane are producing Larry G.
Hudson's lint Mercury album also at Apogee
Mie Glad is producing Btuce Blackman and
Starbueb's nerf United Artists

album at Apogee

Z
<°

m

Tan Rate a engineerng

w

D

Our Genuran Steinways,
Bosendorfers, Yamahas,

Electronic Keyboards
Synthesisers and Senn
heiser Vocoders are

the

Fettles finishing Loral Matson a new LP for Stilt
Records urn Bonnefasd engineering, assisted

ing for Arista at Soundshnp, Nashville

Lite Russell v...ii ring himself, recording

several bluegrass tracks with the

NOT
FOR SALE
AT
ANY PRICE!
But you CAN tour or
record with them for
next to nothing:

r

Dan McTague

SILVER LAKE
RECORDING STUDIO

("p

ProPlano

2413 Hyperfon Ave.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90027
(213) 478-4420
(213) 663 -7664

815 621 1210
21318s21400
NY 212/662 8226
SF

LA

and

proud to announce the newest sound studio in Europe

t

'

los, SA

=nth Studios MCI-eouipped

.

r

I

µ.^':........«.«:'..':«,:'.'....'.:'«

......

Frankford /Wayne Adds a Room
tie H

PORK -Frankford /Wayns

Mastering Labs here has opened us
now

cutting room E.

According to Tom Steele, pre,
dent and chief engineer, the new

i

twin us completely computerized It
is equipped
with Gerry Block's
Compudisk microprocessor computer pitch and depth control.
The system. according to Sleek.
dams to add up to 504 more lesel
or 308

more tin

al,,..1.1.,111
IIII.I,1,1 I%.1,14 r
controlled tape machine and conr.Mllnt

sole.

The new room is available on an
appointment only basis and will he
Initially operated by Steele. Room E
Is the facility's fifth cutting mom
Other staff engineers ai the faalItY lot lude Durst Romeo. Tom
Coyne. Herb Powers, and assistant
Ken Eichler.
Tho facility also has three cutting
Philadelphia.

114.

Ibiza Sound Studios, SA
33 Gaffe Al Salini
Flgueretáa, Ibiza, Spain

Roger de Cabrol

For details, contact our
New York representative

21 W.

58 SI.

New York, NY 10019
(212) 888 -1756 Telex: 429442

Telephone; 30 50 33
Fritz Ehrentraut, Owner

Please clip and insert into your international

Recording Studio Directory
www.americanradiohistory.com

for

further reference.

ed
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Now It's the Rapping DJ Setting New Trend
Continued from page 4
Hill Gang. on Sugar Hill Records. is
now number 41 on Billboard's Disco
Top 100, and number 50 on Billboard's Soul chart_

chart -riding rapping
record is Fatback Band's "King Tim
Ill.' which is number 42 on Billboard's Disco Top 100 and 47 on the
soul chart.

Another

`GAZINOS' CROWDED

In Istanbul, Old
Gives Way To New
ISTANBUL -The

Western

World's disco concept is fast outstripping belly dancing and Turkish
classical music and dance as the
most popular entertainment form in
this 2,600- year -old Islamic city on
the Bosphorous.
Replacing the sounds of Turkish
lutes. harps. drums and crescents is
the pulsating, sensuous beat of disco
music.
On downtown Istanbul's main
street, stretching past the three international hotels that dominate the

city's new skyline, are some of the
most modern and up- to-date discotheques in Turkey. In this hub of
night-time activity. Turks join with
tourists to abandon their traditional
mores and "get down and boogie."
Many of these latter day "gazinos." (Turkish for nightclub) are
well supplied with the latest disco
sounds which filter in from Western
Europe and the U.S. sometimes
weeks after they've topped the popularity charts in those countries.
(Continued on page 67)

Here are some

reasons whyCLl

ìs#lîn disco

w

Z

throughout

the world

The music of the rapping deejays
features a style reminiscent of New
York's street corner "doe wort"
groups in the early days of rock. It
also recalls the early efforts of r &b
radio deejays like "Jocko," and "Mr.

Jive."
Jerry Thomas, co- producer of
Fatback Band's "King Tim III;' recalls first hearing a rapping deejay
in action at the Apollo Theatre here.
The spinner he heard was "Hollywood," one of New York's most celebrated exponents of the art. rapping
to the Apollo audience between acts.
Later Thomas accidentally heard
a cassette of Roy Ayers' "Running
Away" with a "rap" recorded over it.
Fascinated by the sound, Thomas
made some inquiries and found the
voice was that of King Tim III, a local deejay.

Thomas and other members of
Fatback Band decided to record a
disk with Tim, and the result was

"King Tim Ill." It

was originally the
B side of a single. with the A side a
midtempodance tune titled, "Candy

Sweet."
Continues Thomas: "We asked
our label (Spring Records) to push
both sides because we felt so
strongly about 'King Tim 111"'
Eventually demand for the rapping
side made Spring switch it to the A
side of the record.
However, by that time the Sugar
Hill Gangs "Rappers Delight" had
exploded in the New York market.
This 12 -inch 331/4 r.p.m. disk featuring a trio of rappers-Big Hank,
Wonder Mike and Master Gee -has
been something of a New York City
anthem for the past few months.
Its appeal has been so strong that
WKTU -FM had the three deejays
record a special promo for the station which segues from the original
version.

The recording, distributed by
Roulette, has attracted a great deal
of media attention. The local NBC TV station has done a spot on the
trio for its evening news.

King Tim

Ill

will also

be getting

media exposure as Fatback Band
has added him to its live show. His
rap is being used as the show's closer
on all the band's dates.
is

Meanwhile, deejay "Hollywood"
reportedly assembling a rap

record.

Women are also getting into the
rapping act. The Philadelphia -based
rapper. Kurtis Blow, will soon re-

Start New Pool
In Sacramento
SACRAMENTO -The

Sacra-

mento Area Nightlife Disco Assn.
has been formed with 25 initial
members, 15 of whom had been in
the Satellite Pool. a division of the
125- member Bay Area Disco DJ

division of Ice
Promotions, an independent firm
n (Irking disco, Top 40 and rock recI

Go with the leader!
YANUFACfUREPS OF qsc0 SOLasO 4vs.f 11S
aOWER AYPiF,ENS. W.CKS .NO MOfESSiON.L SFEA.ENs
fOa YOaE INrOPYAnON sfE rOUR Gl. SOUN00E.LER

IINTEGRATED SOUND SYSTEMS, INC.
SPEAKS FOR nsELF

29.50 Northern Blvd.. Long Island City, N.Y
(2121729.0400
A Subsidiary of The VSC Corporaoon

11101

he new pool is a

ords The association is headed by
aim Schramm, president; Craig
Walker, vice president and Ron H.
Wayne. secretary.
The pool will have a ceiling art
members. though a waiting Ii-i is
being compiled. There is a $50 .an-

nual fcc, in addition to monthly due.
of 535 Casablanca has committed to
servicing the pool, according to
Walker, with Warner Bros., CBS.
RCA, Ariola and Ocean also expected to jump in.
The pool is located at 1500 Hov,
Ave.. Sacramento 95825, (916) 9225973.
www.americanradiohistory.com

"Christmas Rapping" 12inch record "with holiday appeal"
He is also putting together an album
titled, "Kunis Blow Live From Post War Harlem."
So hot have rapping records belease

a

come that even though Blow has not
yet released his product. he has
landed a spot as the opening act for
Cameo and the Emotions at a concert to be held at the Beacon Theatre
here Nov. 21.

A Pregnant Grace Jones:

Bigger, Better Than Ever
NEW YORK -Grace Jones, the
flamboyant disco performer. is
thinking about growth these days.
Its most obvious manifestation is her
pregnancy, which has forced her to
cancel more than $500,000 in con-

of hulking musclemen and in

gen-

eral given as much, or more, visually
as

musically.

She notes that "I was one of the
first disco acts to bring a show into
the clubs" but Jones' extravaganzas
have apparently outgrown this envi-

cert appearances.
But professional growth is also on
Jones' mind. "I feel that Eve done
everything I can as a performer in
the disco club setting." she says.
When I tour again, which should
be in March, the show will be much
more developed than in the past. l'II
be singing in many different styles
and using an even more elaborate
presentation than before. The show

ronment.
"For what I have in mind,"

she

"I

need more space and larger
audiences so I can afford to add
some extra elements.
"I also plan to add live musicians
to my show, who will play along
with the tracks" She anticipates using mostly percussion players, since
Jones wants a more rhythmic Mrican flavor to her music.
Jones has a new album. "Muse,"
out on the Island label. distributed
by Warner Bros. Tom Moulton produced it as well as her two previous
albums, "Portfolio" and "Fame."
(Continued on page 65)
says.

will probably be something of a
mini -opera."
Jones' stage show is already
known as one of the more spectacular in all of popular music. At clubs
like Studio 54 she has ridden motorcycles, been carried on the shoulders
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will undoubtedly produce some cuts
on her next album, bui Jones feels
that working with other producers
might give her music more diversity.
The question of who will produce
her next album is somewhat pressing. because she wants to record in
October. "I won't be able to tour. to
wanted to use this free time to record
an album for the spring. when I'm
touring again." she says.
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Disco_

Billboard

By BARRY LEDERER

The Second Time
"Big Fun," on Solar
Around" is the 12 inch 339, r. p.m taken Iron)
the album and remixed Ion disco play the group
captures attention with sparkling vocals that are
perfectly matched to the silky arrangements by
Gene Page A lengthy instrumental section car
ries the disk to an energetic finish at 7 05

era was cele

14 year old club had seen the ese of many of

New York's top dee)ays including Tom Moulton.
Larry Saunders. Tom Savarese, Richie Rivera.
Alan Dodd and Howard Merritt

Other LP cuts that should nul be overlooked in
dude "Girl" and "Right In The Socket"
Receiving extensive play in clubs around the
country is the lean Shy 12-mch 33:5 r. p.m

Such records as love Un!united's "love's
Theme:' Ritchie Family's "Brant" and Gloria

Gaynor's "Never Can Say Goodbye" were broken
there Winding up this season. deelay Robbie

"Night Dancer"

Leslie planned the evening with a mature of
current material and past hits Such favorites as

Buddy Miles' "Pull Yourself Together" and Ex
Like

People's "I

like,'

What

record played was

"It's

West
r

Stewart's

r

p

"Jealousy" has been eagerly awaited by dee)ays.
and lives up to the expectations created by
"Knock On Wood " This disk makes much better
use of Stewart's obvious vocal abilities than
what we've heard so tar The throbbing and
danceable synthesizer track has a male choral
overlay that adds to the intensity of the record.
Produced by Barry Leng and disco consultant
Rand Bohn

this record should make

disco promotion director lack Wilherbyo

33,,

12.inch

On The Run" by Colleen Heather, is

of

surprise package of slick tunes from

a

titled "Heartbreaker." The
title cut sets the pace for the versatile artist's
vocal tour de torce that almost covers the musi
cal spectrum Mixing credits go to Buttermilk

titled.

m,

current

Records'

End

her upcoming

All Over" by Charles

12.inch 335

p m

part of

on RFC. The last

Mann.
Amu

artist's captivating

rung to end

'

Middle" by Janice McClain

The

which makes for delightful dancing from begin

were

shared with up and coming hits such as All
Night Man." by Loose Change (Casablanca).
Evita" Boris Midney, RSO and Smack Dab In
The

on RSO

vocals enhance the rich arrangements by pro
ducer Bob Ely Although the disk runs a long
10.25 moules, the energy level never drops

the Detroit Emerald's "Feel The Need In Me,'

eryday

LP

*
*
1¡.1

World" and "Heartbreaker" which

"little"

with the assistance of

he

Tom Baratta

success as

SLIDES

2

12

5

4

9

small label. Reflection Records, has

record

Color

Palmer

35MM
SLIDES
only

335y

r

in

*
*
6

9

BEAT OF THE NIGHT /PUMP IT UP

p

m. has

a

spicy texture

vocal arrangements
creases

10

6

$79.95!

Ron

An exciting collection
of optical effects.
Works in any projector.

big

a

POP MUZIK -M

9

percussion break

A good

is

10

9

E

rpm

14

5

7

turn

VISUAL HORIZONS

which has

Wesllall Road
Rochester. NY 14620
716 ;442.3600
Catalog St .00

Both tempos work well in
hard

the Boogie Loose

slow and last version on either side
a

range from lank to

hitting rib. giving the deelays leeway

their play.

Second

is

13

8

12

9

W

9

13

IS

7

23

Io

Metro- Liles)

16

LOVE INSURANCE

-Fronl

02 inch)

11677

NBLP

46

7

54

55

3

55

36

57

*

loll -Prelude (LP)

59

YO

Page

8

THE BREAK

-Nat Mandu -TN (12-inch)

SADNESS IM MY EYES /BOYS WILL BE

A

5

17

9

26

5

CHANCE

DONT LET

39

58

9

69

3

90o

Ir250
T

63-

*210

W

22

7

19

20

IS

50

25

1

2

6

22

*

n

2

I'M CAUGHT UP- Lde- TCT(LP
762016

62

62

4

KING TIM 111
6723

63

63

11

11

14

ITS

OWES

43

15

23

16

11

(Enough Is Enough) -Donna
Summer/Barbra Streisand- Casablanca/
Columbia (12 inch) ND 20199
11425

75

4

49

PUT YOUR FEET TO THE BEAT -The Ritchie

68

64

5

MARISSA- Machine -RCA (12-inch) JD 11707

69

37

14

GROOVE ME -Fern Kinney

70

76

23

YOU CAN GET

71

73

6

OVER- Stephanie Mills -20th
Century (1P/12-inch) T583/DC 103

BACKSTREET -Patti Whatley -Warner /RFC (12inch) OR01 8884

11:=31

TEMPEST TRIO

54

31

3

57

10

TUMBLE HEAT -Michele Freeman -Polydor 112
inch) PDO 514

76

81

3

71

59

9

SWEET RELEASE /BOOGIE MAN
TEC (LP) TEC 159

GIMME BACK MY LOVE AFFAIR -Sister PowerOcean (12.inch) OR 7501

78

80

5

SING, SING, SING -Charlie Calello Orchestra

LOOKING FOR LOVE -Fat Larry's Band
WMOT (12inch) D 137

79

HOW HIGH -Salsoul Orchestra featuring Cognac

-

ROCK

IT- Lipps,

13

FANTASY

-Bruni

Pagan

-Fantasy/

BO

4

32
38

9

6

-Elektra (19/12 inch)

THE RAPPERS DELIGHT -Sugar HIII Gang

6F-

-Sugar

HOIO ON I'M COMM. -Karen Silver- Arista (12inch) CP 707
MR. BIG SHOT -Simon Orchestra
1

-

35

*
37
38

19

IT

DONT WANT THE NIGHT
Varian -RCA (12 inch)

9

/

82

81

66

5

82

72

7

'df

93

2

84

5

33

34

II
20

35

12

44

6

inch)

I

90

14

85

87

3

86

86

3

16231

87

SEXY THING /GET LOOSE -Bob

McGdpm- Butterfly
(LP/ 12inch) FLY 3104/31940
THE BOSS -all cuts -Diana Ross -Motown (LP/ 12
inch) M B 823R 1/M000260.1
WHEN YOU'RE #1 -Gene Chandler -20th C
(12-inch) 1C0 80
ONE WAY TICKET

-Eruption- Ariola

41

(12 -inch)

AR

88

'

t
90
91

oU(35LE
reeco

Immediate pickup -Free consultation

l`i1

r/h. iMMI

0_300

PUL
CC) Nil-ROUE

S

_

THAT'S WHAT YOU

SAID- molealta Holloway-

92

tr

-aO euh -TIM- Casablanca (LP) NBLP 7172

41

6

TUM

88

3

THE SECOND TIME AROUND

10

4

NIGHTDANCER -lean Shy -RSO (12 inch) RSS 308

52

6

-Shalamar -Solar
(LP /12.inch) 0X1t 3479/ID 11733

TAU-Robin Beck- Mercury (LP)

SWEET
3787

4

GO DANCE

47

48

7

I

48

51

9

SAM

OPEN

DON'T WANT TO BE A FREAK- Dynasty -Solar
(12 inch) YD 11693

000H WHAT

A

UFE- Gibson Bros.- Island (12

93

10

95

4

91

2

96

CHANGE OF MIND -Paul
Lewis -Sunshine Sound (12 -inch) SSD 4214

GIRL YOU NEED

13

r3:111

3

LOVE MASSAGE -Musique

inch')
1183

-Mary Wilson- Motown (12.inch) 65743
HYDRO -al cuts -Hydro featuring Lorna -Prism
RED HOT

(1.0 PLP 1003
EVERYBODY GET UP -Ron Woods -Columbia 1IP,'

inch)

12

3612343

1C

SHOE SHINE -hm Capaldr

11075

-RSO (12-inch)

RSS 370

-Noel- Virgin (12 inch)
37353
PEOPLES PARTY -Gonzales -Capitol (12inch)
DANCING IS DANGEROUS
ST DSKO

94

8521
95
96

97

6

98

12

99

19

97
98

THE BITCH -Olympic Runners -Polydor (LP /12

99

85

3

PA

1

6196

ME- Cerrone- Atlantic (12.inch) SOKO 194
MUSIC -One Way.'Al Hudson -MCA (LP) 3118
SHINING /NIGHT RIDER -Venus Dodson -Warner/
ROCK

RFC

(LP ;12-inch) 3348

WHATCHA

00

TO ME -Louis

love -Ocean

112

inch) 7504 ACS

-Prelude (LP)

PRL

100

74

3

GET IT

UP- Ronnie Milsap -RCA (12.inch)

11683

'non- commercial

12 inch

Compiled from Top Audience Response Records
www.americanradiohistory.com

1C.35632

SLEAZY -tallage People -Casablanca (LP) NBLP -2

12172

2,10-

A

DANCIN'- Marlena Shaw -Columbia (LP/12-

LOVE

inch) CP 706
78

Midsong (12.inch)

HR ME WITH YOUR RHYTHM STICK/REASONS TO
BE CHEERFUL -Ian Drury-Slip /Epic (12-inch) 48
50779

:
89

I

I

12mch) ND 409
UP FOR LOVE- Siren
t

Inch)

-Bmy Moore- Emergency (12 inch)
[MSS 6503

53

11(
F

8

Salsoul (12 Inch) GG 503

MIRROR
BALL 1G" (Motor Intl.)

sIO5

30

CAN'T TURN THE BOOGIE LOOSE-Controllers-

Polydor (LP) PO

Right)- Gloria GaynorPO

11594

SHARE MY LORE -O llegance -RSO
112 inch) RSS 306

CURE /STAY FREE /NOBODY KNOWSAshford 8 Simpson- Warner (LP /12 -inch) HS

Polydor (LP/12

-Sylvie

RRRRRROCK- Foxy -TK (12-inch) TKO HIS

A

LET ME KNOW (I Have The

PO

MD 513

3357/OWBS 8874
40

TO END

HANG ON IN THERE BABY /MY KNIGHT IN BUCK
LEATHER -Bette Moller- Atlantic (12inch( TORO

TK

6216

FOUND

-

201

Hill (12.inch) SH 542
33

45

HIGH- Unyque -DIM

215 /AS 11423
41

-Direct Current -

Midsong (LP) MS1.010

Inc -Casablanca 112 -inch')

KEEP ON MAKING ME

-

BODY LANGUAGE- Spinners- Atlantic (12 -inch)
OSKO 205

Records (LP /12 inch) 01M-26
12

RSS

AS

75

-Atlantic (LP)

Salsoul (12.inch) SG 305

71

cuts -Tempest Trio -Marlin

DOWN- AKB -RSO (12-inch)

STANO UP, SIT

16

inch) TKO 408

tr

-all

(LP) 2232

CAN'T URE WITHOUT YOUR LOVE- Tamiko Jones
Polydor I12inch) PDD 513

DANGER -Greg Diamond's Starcruiser -TK (12.

10

TKD 401

13

10

31

-TK (12mch)

56

21

9

-Butterfly

I

74

25

27

DESTINY- Deniece McCann
(LP /12inch) FLY 3106/13937

HAVE A

5

302

MUSIC MAN /REVENGE- Revanche
19245

12

Sky (12.inch)

68

73

York

11

28

-Dan Hartman -Blue

HANDS DOWN

12

3408

24

27

DISCO NIGHT -Islet' Brothers -T -Neck (LP/

A

67

*

'88- Elektra

24

6

SP I

Alpert-ABM (12,inch) SP 12022
(not just) KNEE DEEP- Funkadelic- Warner (LP/

Family- Casablanca (LP /12.inch) NBLP 7166

19

-Fatback Band- Spring (LP)

RISE -Herb

NO MORE TEARS

-New

/12.mch))001/

ZS8 2778

HOLLYWOOD- Freddie lames -Warner (LP /12
inch) (NIBS 8857

POW WOW /GREEN LIGHT -Cory Daye

SW

50066

12- inch -) BSK -3371

66'

HOT- Pamala Stanley -EMI (12.inch) 7800

AS

IT-Deborah Washington -Ancla (LP)

ROCK

'

9020

$so-

l'OUVERT -John Gibbs/lam Band -TEC
Winch) 61A

2

64

6224

HI OP/12.inch') RI

pRi0. ecroR

*

BE- Cameo Chocolate City (12
inch') NBLP 2008
DONT DROP MY LOVE -Anita Ward -TK (12.inch)
JUST WANT TO

12.inch) PI 36077/428.2289

-Polydor (LP/12

I'LL TELL YOU -Sergio Mendes Brasil

inch) DRCS 8885

65

BOYS-

ROUT- Stargard- Warner (12.inch)

THIS IS

(LP/12.inch*) RFC 3384
BLINDNESS -Mighty Pope- Warner/RFC

7

-Queen Samantha-1K (12.inch)

GO -Isaac Hayes

(12 inch)

39

oP IT

RHYTHM- Caress/Boris Midney-

A X

TKD 420

Y

OSG BATOR

CATCH THE

SWEET

7

8391

Jack Ransom Manager

wily PAY NILÖRE ?

-L

-Prelude (LP) PRL 12171
DIM ALL THE LIGHTS -Donna Summer Casablanca (LP /12 inch) NBLP 7150

11

TI(1) 155

ANOTHER CHA CHA -Santa Esmeralda- Casablanca
WEAR

48.

DONT STOP

61

'

-Panorama /RCA

WHEN YOU TOUCH ME /PARADISE EXPRESS-

TAKE

-Epic (12inch)

SING A SIMPLE SONG /DANCE TO THE MUSIC -Sly

NBLP 7175

The world's most extensive
Disco Showroom

750 10th Ave., N.Y., N.Y.
(212) 757 -1220

MISS THING -Melba Moore
50771

112

-all culs- France

COME TO ME

inch)

28

MGM STAGE EQUIPMENT INC.

)

2

Duncan Sisters- Earmarc (LP) EMLP 4001
18

29

r

67

53

56

101rPDO 513

James

beat.

(changing

6

9513

DSR

Tacna Gardner -West End (LP /12.inch) WES

in

Bradley and
"Wrapped Up In Your Love" that offers 8 min
utes of catchy melody and a strong. midlempo

Money -Back Guarantee

Gang- DeLite (LP /12

DEPUTY OF LOVE -Don Arniando's Second Avenue
Rhumba Band -ZE (12-inch) ZEA 12.003

rec

have been produced by Frederick

leis comes "I Can't
a

42

Warner /RFC

7159

in

Knight and warrant attention From the Control.

208

DSRE

=CM' -all cuts -Giorgio- Casablanca (LP)

well produced by

12inch 33'4

Two of the current
11(

-Sire /Warner (12.inch)

LADIES NIGHT -Kool 8 The

its rhythm and

in

Carran, Bill Haller and Richie Taninbaum

ords from

9580

F

OR

8911

Stone-Epic (12 inch) 4850794

DONT STOP TH. YOU GET ENOUGH -Michael
Jackson -Epic (LP /12 inch') FE 35745

inch")

13

intensity and returns before the

the

-Fantasy (LP)

RUSH- Ann-Margret -Ocean (12.inch)

LOPE

2

-all cuts-

PRL 12170

"Late Night Surrender' by tete¢
Running 7.12 minutes, this 12.inch

record lades. This newcomer

Free catalog available

HARMONY /OOH LA LA -Sur Lane -Elektra (LP/
12 Inch) 6E 207 /AS
1411

propel

sae dee)ays
A

51

60

TITLE(S). Artist. Label

Chill

has made a nice fusion of rock

disco that should lind acceptance with

160 Full

Floor
NEW! Liquid Dance

9

4

is

p m

rl

REQUEST- Dostinabon- Butterfly (LP/12
inch) FLY 3103 /FLY 13934

á,r

TKO 415

"Hit Me With Your Rhythm Slick" on Stilt
Records, distributed by Epic. This shows signs of
r

Latest ate

#i

Fever

the new wave music of Ian
Dory and the Blockheads with the 12 inch 33rí

Snalamar returns with an appropriately titled

1"

12

*

MOVE ON UP, UP, UP /DESTINATION'S THEME; MY

11

the LP are segued.
Also in this area

atL

3

]

y12

vamped and drscotized by Hot Ice, e newly
formed group on Radio Records Both sides of

tom

1

TITLE(S), Artist, Label

on

mixed

The music of the Rolling Stones has been re

kola's

r

1

Bottoms deelay Walter Gibbons for "On The
Run" and "One Night Love Affair" and producer
Bob Hotta for "Magic," ''It s Not The End Of The

lestence much quicker.

r0

mpded

Copyright 1979. Billboard Publicalions. Ind No part of this puM,cation
c
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permission of the publisher
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brated Saturday (21) al Fire Island Pines with
the official closing of the Sandpiper Disco the

11/3/79
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Disco Mix
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Disco

.Ciao Disco Mirrors European Club Concept

w

',1st lt ll I lItr Mt \h i lt
a+vc utlpiistie the dam(' rluur. and
behind the over sued two -level hat
I he I,r:unpli iciI sound ss sI iii was
Its

A concept in
discotheque, completely new to the
local scene, was introduced here clef
17 with the opening of Ctoo. the lint
European -Is pc disc, in this pail i
the cvuntn
Instead of an elaborate light show
and over -amplified music. emphasis
rt
at Ciao is on elegance with
lights. tempered musical .sounds and

PHILAI)I

1

PH IA

t

a

dub -tike setting that n,uld

be

compared to a sedate hotel Iobbs
Ringing the dance floor. which
utilized one third of the upstairs
room. hub of the actisats, are con,
fonaNe chain and small awktad
table settings l'or spcttaors

Fa

prciemag ansenauon
pnvatc couples room with

those

there is

a

its own bar where .phial seating alhws the music to be felt as welt a.
heard.
Coo e. penate It opened sit
dub membership basis at charges
designed to reach out for the sDung
prufessis+nals who can afford S I50,
plus a .user charge. For member
ship without the user, there Is a
gold mcmtanhip costing 5300 >
amratc inenlhcr.hip allowing Iwo

''ais it tree " rolls olds slstr.+35ItI
The club. ovulated hs Joseph Ili
LUII+ i. delihei.ucls h idea In Fos,
Chase. an circa of this sdv far re
mined from the .its silitri, and
without anothct chsc,etheyuc for
miles

ground Iliior of the building
houses IliLullo's, an Italian restauI

he

rant which attracts diners from a
wide area. The disco/restaurant
Isnnples represents an investment of
more than S mdfion, half of which
was financed by the Small Business
.Administration.
While mini- strobes and Tiooli
tubes illuminate the walls. the original bnck (rang a retained. Lighting
experts Manlyn Lowey and Michael
Krona, of Inter° Fiorantino Associ
airs, New York. have focused the
fighting over the dance fluor. The
black wooden floor is flooded with
lights to create a "space frame" without resorting to gimmicks. A bubble
machine and two loggers are located
In the ceiling.
The music, with a distinct European flair, is mastered from an enclosed control room built in an alI

Us¢ nothing but

thevery bast

OPTIKINETICS
Disco Lighting Effects
Now available from dealers worldwide

0IIISC

o IMPORT

=11UlIIICc=
ANO WORLDWIDE

To THE USA

Disco EXPORT DIENST
EXPORT SERVICE DU DISCO
lie 3'. B- ra, n s 'argent and most
eor,encea exportrs of
l.wo'rieoue eauopment We offer
o,gges arge Of sound and
ght,ng gear _ at super, low. tax
'ee E tpo r Pr:ceç Phone our
Expprr Mi.nag Tony Kingsley

60 page itlusrale.l
catalog available

Roger fquirt'i
EXPORT SERVICE,
Barnet Trading Estate
Park Road. Barnet, Hurts Ergicisi
Tel 01-441 5656 Telex 261993
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New

of

der the supctvision

rit

01

l'ut(,

unsides manager

Paul
there are 12 cushnu -built speakers located around
the dance floor
fl
uuhung floor and
mints to enhance the slags setting
for the "splice frame" concept.
In addition to the amplifiers and
mixers, there are three Technics
turntables, two for playing of the
retords. and the third for the transposition of sound effects while the
music is being played
The music, programmed by Frank
Lembo. head of the locally -based
Pocono Record Pool, is a mixture of
European disco imports with current
crossovers of black- onented Philadelphia r &b. The imports include
disco bib from Italy and Germany
No Top 40 lunes will he played.
Valene Luci is Catis head deejay
She will rotate with Frank Sesuto
and Germen Nataro, who will spin
1

Disco Fever

un Sundays, Mondays and ill prisa lc
panics The spinners share their
booth with Pocono pool fighting
technicians Keith N'enslrup, John
('onphcll und I. inn Morel
Onu of the club's most popular
incepts is IJodysimic Pioncer Lice.

rims. "I sin,

package
In addition. a Las Angeles roller
disco troupe calling itself LoAn excites the audience nightly.
Dozens of other small, less spectacular clubs are dotted around the
city and do a windfall business catering to both visitors and neuves.
Although the 1976 disco move
hit. "Saturday Night Fever." has not
yet been released here, its fame has
preemie(' it and has not only generated a greater interest in the disco
scene. but has also spawned numerous Travolta clones from among hip
young Turks.
The feeling among disco entrepreneurs here is that the disco business
could be greater. but Its growth is
being hampered by political unrest
and shortages of various kinds including light bulbs and gasoline. two
staples of the industry.

STEPHEN LEVENBERG

FARRA1ANE INCREASES YOURSALES IN A

directly to the person sitting ag.un

it et Esirop i un
Audio Mlainp-oonwole Mtn.
for Olacothigusa
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*
*
*
*
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The Best

Things In Life

Aren't Free.

Like the LIGHTS FANTASTIC' range of lighting
controllers and accessories they are priced as they
should be, no more no less
People who must have the best know this. And it
in their clubs and restaurants. They know the
shows
value of elegance and reliability, and how rarely
these qualities harmonize
But when they do. there is a joy in owning that far
exceeds the price

-
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PRODUCTS FOR THE DISCERNING BUYER.
229 NEWTOWN ROAD, PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 752 -1288

Disco Beams

built to last.
From Lance, who else!
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15161
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RODEC

(

part of its overall entertainment

market its new Bodysonic cushions
first demonstrated at Billboard's
Disco Convention. These seats contain specially developed transducers
which transmit music vibrations

ti,

III

Grips Istanbul
pax,- fit
The Sultan Disco 2000. in the Istanbul Sheraton Hotel. 24 floors
above the hustle and bustle of the
city's crowded streets. is one of the
best equipped discos in this part of
the world. The club, offering a panoramic view of the city's skyline
and the Bosphorous Straits. pioneered the extensive use of video as

iittuXlucr lu the North American

LACE

ri

ENTERPRISES, INC.
rW Tns90
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Country

Effectiveness Of DJ Week Being Questioned
Continued from page 3

overwhelming hotel facilities, the
Opryland Hotel ranks far down the
list for service, food and general cooperation. One DJ mentioned problems in obtaining hospitality suite
information from the front desk,
while others mentioned poor room
service and meal accommodations.
its

Terry Slane of WGTO -AM. Cypress
Gardens, Fla., this year's CMA
small market DJ of the year. "Thus
the key programming people are
unable to attend."
Echoing this sentiment, Bob Cole,
program director of KOKE -AM in
Austin, Tex., adds, "It is almost impossible to come to Nashville only a
week before the ratings period."
Besides conflicts with forthcoming ratings battles. many DJs believe
that this year's convention seemed to
attract fewer important air staffers.
"A lot of the DJs I'm used to
seeing before at the convention
didn't seem to be around this year,"
says Dale Turner, music director
and assistant program director for

WSAI -AM in Cincinnati. "Either
they can't break loose right before a
ratings book or else they just aren't
finding the benefits of attending any
more."

"It's ironic,"

!J
CBS artist Janie Fricke entertains
on label show at Opry House.
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Since this year's convention took
place primarily within the Opryland
complex. located approximately 15
miles outside Nashville. and the hotel was also handling other conventions at the same ume, many attendees were forced to book reservations
in downtown hotels. This resulted in
cab fees of up to $20 for a one -way
ride to the Opryland facility. No
shuttle service was provided.
Comments Chuck Chellman, a
key organizer of the Federation of
International Country Air Person alities: "A small or medium -market
DJ comes to Nashville for the week
and has to taxi back and forth to
Opryland several times for various
events. If he's staying downtown, it
costs him and his station a fortune in
travel expenses."
Another thorn in the side of the
convention is the fact that it is scheduled only a week or so prior to the
ARB ratings periods, a situation that
is critical in gauging the attendance
of disk jockeys from around the

country.

"Many air personalities are not
allowed by their stations to be gone
so close to the Arbitrons," notes

Blackburn,
vice president of marketing for CBS
here. "It's called the DJ convention
when each year, radio participation
says Rick

and less. We need to get more
radio people coming here from all
markets, especially the major ones."
is less

And on the other side of the coin,
many jocks aren't finding the
chances to meet and interview the
artists, a prime reason for their trips
to Nashville.
King Edward Smith IV of WSLCAM, Roanoke, views the situation
this way: "Jocks from the smaller
markets who dont regularly have
the opportunity of talking with major artists or seeing them perform
look forward to convention week as
a way of satisfying this element.
They're eager for interviews with
bigger acts, but now they aren't getting to the top -name artists because
those names aren't attending the DJ
taping sessions."
Smith also points out that many of
the stellar caliber artists will fly in
off the road for an appearance on
the CMA Awards Show at the start
of the convention week, then fly out
again the next day, making personal
contact an impossibility.
Says Smith: "Perhaps if the week
were reversed and the CMA Awards
Show came at the climax of the

YOU'RE
SITTIN' PRETTY
WITH

lPretLtj is asPret ty does"
b/w Four On The Floor and A
A new release by
Red Eye, one of
Louisiana's finest
country acts.

Fifth On The Seat
A lively uptempo

tune with rousing
sin

week's activities more artists would
stay in town and visit."
Chellman agrees. "The week
should be tailored expressly for the
Dis and music industry executives
and made more logical and convenient. We should encourage more radio people to come in by simplifying

things."
Some Dis aree also beginning to
feel that the overall atmosphere of
drinking and partying is slowly
eroding the positive benefits to be
derived from the convention week
when measured against the increas-

ing attendance costs.
Several jocks reiterated Slane's
statement, "I'd like to get more out
of my time at the convention and not
just party the entire lime. I'd like to
learn something when I come,
maybe have some afternoon sessions
before the evening's social events
begin."
However, although some agree
with KOKE's Cole when he comments, "It's becoming more and
more a birthday celebration for the
'Opry' and less and less of a DJ convention," WAM's long -time air personality, Ralph Emery, disagrees.
Emery, a veteran of 26 consecutive conventions, points out, "The
CMA /WSM /DJ week has always
been a p.r. project with a built -in element of partying to it. The original
concept was to celebrate the
"Opry's" birthday and to romance
the DJs at the same time. This was
accomplished by getting the 'Opry'
performers more personal contact
with the air people -and hopefully
more airplay as a result. It worked
both ways."
This year's convention / "Grand
Ole Opry" birthday celebration saw
combined label shows and a few labels which had none. Says Jim Foglesong, president of MCA /Nashville
which sponsored its own label showcase. "We look at this time as a way
of entertaining Dis and providing
them with performing talents from
our company. But we are also reevaluating our role in the convention week as well. We bring in some
of our executives for inter -company
meetings and to meet our country
artists."

"I think

the labels' emphasis regarding live shows should be on Fan
Fair," notes Jerry Bradley, RCA's
local division vice president. "In the
last couple of years, we've seen a
definite decline in the attendance for
our label show. and it doesn't make
sense to put your biggest artists on a
bill when there are hundreds of
empty seats."

Comments WASI's Turner, "Personally, I don't mind having fewer
label shows because they arc basically designed for the fans anyway."
"It's a must for us to be able to
meet with the people face to face
that we've been talking with over the
telephone for 12 months," emphasizes inc Patrick, program director
for WQYK -FM in St. Petersburg,
Fla.

With I979's decreased attendance
overall at the convention and a
spreading, malingering malaise
among many of country music's air
personalities, revamped scheduling
for the event is considered a foremost topic

rr
Steamboat Rekoitrs,:Inc -, 3500 K Causeway Blvd.,
Metairie, loulslana 70002 (5041 831.9474
A Rex Pearce /Gate Murray Production

iV

of discussion.

October has been declared national country music month by both
the president of the U.S. and numerous state governors. Chuck Chcllman believes that re- scheduling the
birthday celebration during the last
week of September would give the
radio people time to get their interviews with artists and still get back
www.americanradiohistory.com

home to promote the coming month
as country music month.
"As it is now. October's half over
by the time the jocks get back and
immediately they're thrown into the
ratings fever. We're losing the maximum effectiveness of our own
country music month promotion." It
is also pointed out that the original

"Grand Ole Opry" celebration

corn.

menced in November, rather than
October.
Missing from this year's festivities,
or present in scaled -down dimeo.
sion, were lavish record company
parties, social events and hospitality
suites, "understandable cutbacks in

(Continued

on page 70)

MAIL -ORDER GIANT

Country Sales 60%
Of Candlelite Total
By KIP KIRBY
NASHVILLE -With a gross volChristmas package treasury set feaume reportedly totaling more than
turing various artists such as Chet
$45 million annually. Candlelite
Atkins and Johnny Cash playing
for
Music, Inc. has made a name
ittheir favorite Yule music.
broadcast
and
Treasury sets. priced at S25 each
self as an exclusive
for the seven -unit package. account
mail -order marketer of records and
tapes in the U.S. and Canada.
for approximately 20 million mailing-+annually for Candlelite.accordAround 609 of its volume is in couning to Wood.
try music.
The company's operation encom"The thrust of our business is to
people in the 35 -plus age bracket
passes merchandising by mail- order.
broadcast advertising on tv and rawho order all their recorded music
dio. catalog shipment. extensive broby mail and don't frequent record
chure mailings and an in -house
stores." he explains.
Besides tv and radio advertising.
record club. It differs from other inCandlelite maintains a blanket ad
dependent marketers such as K -tel
and Ronco, notes president Wesley
schedule in national consumer publications and mails more than 20
Wood. in that the firm has no retail
outlets for its product and relics
million four -color brochures to
upon direct consumer response for
homes across the U.S. and Canada
its orders.
in a direct -marketing solicitation

Candlelite maintains a production plant called PSI Industries in
Rye. N.Y. This facility manufactures
up to 90,000 8-tracks and cassettes
daily for its clients, which include
record companies, custom labels
and educational and institutional

program.
To boost sales of its treasury set
editions and other recorded product
the company set up a record club
about a year ago called the Candlelite Inner Circle. available to all
members on the .in-house mailing

firms.
Most recently. Candlelite paid
$1.2 million to purchase the con-

list.
New albums and tapes are sent
out to customers for previewing and
review: the customer is allowed to
keep one record free of charge and
receives a 10% discount off the price
of the entire multiple- record net before it is pre -packaged for inclusion
in a treasury set or "Cavalcade" edi-

sumer- oriented

Country

Music
magazine. a move designed to allow
the company further expansion in
direct -response consumer marketing
through print sales.
Candlelite Music was founded
10 years ago in New York City- its
present address. by Wood and his

partner, Wayne Stierle, president
and coowner of the operation. Its
first venture was in tv advertising of
country and rock product: since that
time, it has grown into a large -scale
merchandising effort that does 60%
of its volume annually in country
product.
Its broadcast division specializes
in multiple -record sets by such artists as Hank Williams. Elvis Presley
and Jim Reeves. It reportedly accounts for SIS million in sales each
year. with 90% of consumer orders
brought in through response to tv
ads and 10% attributed to radio ads.
Candlelite's record continuity
operation direct -markets by mail 15volume packages under the title of
"Country Music Cavalcade." These
sets. each containing three records or
two 8 -track tapes, are available to
subscribers in blue denim or leatherette deluxe bookshelf bindings.
Each volume, priced separately at
510, features a different theme, such
as country classics, contemporary
and MOR country. gospel songs and
trucking tunes. Shipment is at six week intervals until all 15 volumes
have been received.
Another facet of Candlelite's
mail -order department is the special- edition treasury sets. These are
seven -record volumes containing
complete collections by well -known
artists. Every fourth quarter. the
company issues a holiday country

l

tion.

Candlelight leases

its

product

from various major record labels
such as Columbia. Capitol, RCA.
United Artists and MCA. and from a
selected number of independents.
such as Roulette Records. Royalty
payments and licensing are handled
directly through the record companies and publishers.
Its fulfillment order center occupies 35,000 square feet of space on
Long Island and is fully automated
and computerized. At the present.
says Wood. the facility is shipping
an equal amount of country albums
to prerecorded country tapes. while
in the fields of rock and pop. ap-

proximately

70%

of its mailings

are

in LP form, with 30% in prerecorded
tape.

In the country tape area. he adds.
Candlelight customers tend to order
a higher percentage of 8- tracks to
cassettes. Total mailings overall for
the company reach an estimated 2yá
million annually, claims Wood.
Ahead for the company will be expansion into the visual arena.
"We're considering getting into the
videocassette field.' Wood comments. "perhaps through the marketing of videotapes and films by
mail. Or even the purchase of a
broadcasting station. We intend to
become a fully- rounded direct -mail
merchandiser utilizing every degree

of communication
available

co

response that's

us."

-N,

Hosted By:
EDDIE
BABBITT
Already sold to

WMAQ, WMZQ
WEET and more

Imagine this
setting ... 18 miles of
creek with the clearest water
you've ever seen running through
a mythical valley, surrounded by solid
oak trees and bathed in prairie sun ... Right in the middle of this fantastic setting, a multiple of stages
with all of the excitement of country music at its best ... Imaginary? Yeah! But so real you'll swear you're
there, and your station will be broadcasting this event exclusively in your market.
This is the original country music festival for radio and its ready now, featuring over50 of the greatest
country artists, including Crystal Gayle, Larry Gatlin, Dolly Parton Willie Nelson, Emmylou Harris,
Charley Pride, Waylon Jennings, Tanya Tucker, Kenny Rogers, Mel Tillis, Charlie Daniels, Jerry Reed,
Mickey Gilley ... plus backstage interviews with many of the people who helped structure the foundation
of the country music we enjoy today... Roy Acuff, Minnie Pearl, Chet Atkins, Willie Nelson, Waylon Jennings,
Snuff Garrett, Tompall, Merle Haggard and more ... 24 non -stop hours ... you won't turn this one off!!
Already sold to many major market stations, including WMAQ/Chicago, WMZQ Washington D.C., WEFT/
Richmond and many more ... Call TM Special Projects' Ron Nickell or Jack Alix collect at (214) 634 -8511.

TM Special Projects
1349 Regal Row Dallas, Texas 75247 Ron Nickell

V. P.

(214) 634 -8511.

Produced by Michael Lee & Robert Lee for &own Bag Pmductlons & TM Special Projects
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subsidiary of Shamrock Broadcasting Company, Inc.
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Billboard

DJs Questioning

Hot

Convention Week
view

of

the current economic situ-

ation," adds Ed Salamon, program
director from WHN -AM, New
York.
But the cutbacks may also have
kept some oldie labels from ferrying
in their top level execs for the event.
thus making it impossible for the
DJs to meet big brass.
However, of all the disk jockeys
surveyed. almost all agreed that the
traditional event is still a "must" on
their calendar, expressing deep concern that the convention not suffer
any permanent, unalterable dam-
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spread -out locale of the "Opry"
birthday week. noting that the Opryland Hotel will belong entirely to
WSM's registered participants in
1981. opening more rooms and facilities for activities.
Also he says, "We're considering
sponsoring a shuttle to handle trans portation to and from town. We had
shuttle running one year and no one
used it. But with so much more of the
convention now taking place outside
town at Opryland, were re -evaluating this."

RCA's Bradley views the future
success of the "Opry" celebration
resting in the hands of the Federation of International Country Air
Personalities. "It is the only organization set up to represent the country
air people. he underlines.
The restructuring could allow for
40% educational purposes and 60%
relaxation and social activity." Bradley offers. The important thing is to
get more people down here."
The time has probably come for
some re- evaluation," concedes
WMS's Emery. "Maybe the jocks
and the record labels are on different wavelengths and need to sit
down and discuss what they are
looking for from the convention."
The Federation apparently agrees
and is now preparing a questionnaire that will deal directly with this
issue. Says Turner, who is also vice

president of the organization,
"We're working with WSM and the
CMA to rearrange the showcases
and parties toward the beginning of
the week to make the whole thing
more compact.
If there were any way to get the
convention switched to September,
we'd double our attendance figures

for sure.
"However, as it now stands, we
will be mailing our members forms
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asking key questions. such as:
you
didn't attend this years convention,
why not ?' and 'What can we do to
encourage your attendance next
year?' The answers we receive may
play a large part in determining how
future DJ weeks come off."
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"We feel that this one was very
successful. We had disk jockeys in
from 32 states and five foreign countries. The quantity and quality of the
talent appearances and the various
events made this years convention
er one of our best ever."
gStrobel addresses the issue of the
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highly beneficial,"

very much a
personal thing, meeting with others
in your business, cementing relations that normally are done by letter and phone"
Skewing rumors that DJ attendance this year was down from previous conventions, Jerry Strobel. manager of the Opry House and public
relations director. points out that the
total figure of disk jockeys registered
was actually up by nearly 25%. jumping from 327 last year to a current
stresses Salamon.
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SINGLES IN TOP 20

Downing Makes It With Switch
commit,/ from page

Tony Bongiovi and Lance Quinn of
the Power Station in New York City.
Downing shifted his booking this
year to Top Billing, Inc. in Nashville, a strategy designed to put him
more squarely into the center of
country performing clicks.
And based on his track record for
the past 12 months. Downing received Billboard's 1979 new male
country singles artist award onstage
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His two -decade career has seen
him signed as a solo artist to a variety of labels, including Columbia,
Carlton and White Rock, while his
r &h success has taken him around

world. Downing has performed
internationally all over Europe,
Southeast Asia and the Far East,

the

and once entertained at a command
performance before the king of

cr
taro

2

>
O
Z

to become successful."

"Mr. Jones" was Downing's first
single for Warners, reaching a respectahlc number 20. position on the

Big Pipes: Big Al Downing launches Into

country charts. This was followed by
another self-penned. "Touch Me,"
this time a number 18 record,
His stage shows include a '50s
medley of rock'n'roll hits and some
uncanny impressions of artists like
Jerry Lee Lewis, Ray Charles. Elvis
Presley and Fats Domino. (The latter, a good friend of Downing's, recorded two of his songs, "Heartbreak Hill" and "Mary, Oh Mary").
But Downing's sights are now
firmly fixed on establishing his own
identity as a country talent. And he
claims no regret about the number
of years he's spent pursuing his career "I started singing profes-

a

funky version of "I Ain't No Fool."

sionally at 14 and I'm 39 now," he
explains. "I'm thankful that things
are starting to happen now rather
than when I was younger because
I'm more secure. I've already been
through the proverty and hard
knocks now, and I can appreciate

the recent
CMA activities, the group gat some extra assstance by two unexpected drop ins at Minimal
Auditorium. Longtime country favorite Buck
Owens carne onstage during the show to sing
"Together Again" with vocal support from
Doobie Mike McDonald, while Elektra artist
Susie Allmon tin town cutting a new LP) joined
in for the night's !male, "Listen To The Music."
Over at the Est /In the same evening were
Billy Joe Shaver and Johnny Paycheck, cram
ming that club full of CBS execs and industry
guests who hurried over following the BMI
awards banquet to catch their dual talents. She
ver's band mtludes his virtuoso guitarist son.
age 11. and the troupe will be opening dates for
hit Nashville right in the midst

of

3

47

THE

13

374 LONELY

5

18

FAMILY TRADITION

6

24

MILLION MILE REFLECTIONS -Charlie Daniels Band, raw

Nashville songwriter (and member
Tennessee Pulleybane) Dave

Gill.

of

the

received

a

thrill during Ol week when Kenny Rogers kicked
off the lath annual CMA Awards Show with G1f
Ion's tune, "Heart To Head." The song was originally

-shirts that the whole group is now running
around in Sor Schlitz T.stids7 (Schlitz won his
T

CMA trophy for "The Gambler" as song at the

year).

Either way, Schlitz has been busy in a
flurry of openings Loa such acts as Dr. Hook and
Robert
Palmer, besides putting finishing
touches on his forthcoming Capitol album

Mississippi Whiskers' Hugh Bennett reports a
spate of activity at his club this past month. In
and out performing or sitting in were Mickey

Newbury, Johnny Cash, Joe Sun and the Cates
(on an Ovation Records' showcase) and Dick
Feder. Also on the agenda was a scheduled At.
lanta Songwriters Assn. showcase Oct 20 lea

luring

Joe South, Sammy Johns, Diane
and Ray Whitley.

Pfeiler

skidded to make his motion pie
tore debut in Willie Nelson's "Honeysuckle
Rose," now filming in Austin. Price will play him
sell in a concert sequence It'll be the first professional teaming Tor the two in lb years -Net.
Ray Price

4
ZIPPY ZELLA -RCA's Zella Lehr
belts out a tune during a showcase
appearance at Nashville's Exit /1n.

son was once

a member of Price's backup band,
the Cherokee Cowboys.
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ROSE COLORED GLASSES -lohn Cornet,
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SERVING 190 PROOF

46
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MOODS

Appropriate
Gift:
Mercury /Phonogram's
Reba McEntire sent each scan member at the
label's Nashville office a satin pillow embroi-

47

41

9

SILVER

48

49
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ALL AROUND COWBOY -Marty Robbins, mimes 1t Taos

dered with the tille of her tales! single, "Sweet
Dreams" .. And the label's popular foursome.

49

so
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the Statler Brothers, added yet another plaudit
to its stack of awards when il won WHNAM's

5o

40
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STRAIGHT AHEAD -Larry Gatlin And The Gatlin Brothers Band,

SHOULD

unannounced guest when
Gregg Adman showed up for the afternoon. All
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WITH ME /GOLDEN TEARS
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WILLIE AND FAMILY LIVE
COME HOME
BOYS

1

-Dave d Sugar, ors

-Willie Nelson, rol,msn

cilia

-Gene Watson,

-Moe Bandy
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.c 135641
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1145000
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cos

headliners Muddy Waters,

Paul Butterfield, Rick Danko and the Thunder
birds. Also along for the music was Epic artist

Marshall Chapman...,
Chet Atkins made a rare Nashville appear

ante Oct 18 at the Opryland Stage Door
lounge. .. Also at the Stage Oxon was a taping
by Show Tone cable tv with guest stars Tom

T.

Hall, Barbara Mandrel) and Janie Fricke,
Not only has Dolly Parton lost 45 pounds an

radio stations around the country have been
playing her single. "Great Balls Of Fire,' at a
slowed down 33-Is, which certainly gives an en.

1s

5

31

an LP.

Knack was so impressed by Don Schlitz' appearance on the CMA Awards Show wearing one o1

-Crystal Gayle, cv.nbo tt

MISS THE MISSISSIPPI

7

29

r.pm's

true that Capitol retarding group the

Jr., beeateun ór194

48

her recent diet, RCA now reports she's lost some

Is it

-Hank Williams

29

concerts, though lodate has not recorded it ne

Paycheck in Texas

Cwh BSC 3353

28

big hit for Roy Clark a few years back.
and Rogers has been perlaming d rn his true
a

93414

8

committee had

town.

-T.C. Sheppard, went-

to

PA

20

teg In Nashville. The

Garrett, Charlie Daniels, artist Carol Chase and
a host of other Nashville industry guests on
hand to welcome the new record company to

hint,

uMee

27

The annual blues festival sponsored recently
on the lawn of Vanderbilt Univ. by its concerts

at the Radisson Hotel drew Neil Bogart, Snuff

-Kenny Rogers,

GAMBLER

13

aura to highlight Casablanca

Wat'sgrand open.
label's premiere lestudies

LeiM -979

23

lit KIP KIRBI

Riders In The Sky created the perfect musical

vut13376

RCA

-Kenny Rogers, Orlen Mau

U6e,1

26

Nashville Scene
When popular rock band the Doobie Brothers

(oADW,q

r^6n

-Waybn Jennings,

GREATEST HITS

KENNY

nu

a

6

success."

Downing is working on his first
LP for Warner Bros., due out after
the first of the year. His touring
schedule is concentrated on exposing him to country audiences
through dates with names such as
the Bellamy Brothers, Rarzy Bailey,
T.G. Sheppard, Donna Fargo and
Bill Anderson.

T1Tlf-Arttrt, t,M!

pror,eou inn enes

2

4

1

/simmer -Ipi rerrtlenng prwaaterate upare

Star

Exit/

Thailand.
Yet through it all, he says, he continued to harbor the desire to make
the transition into the country field.
His country roots stem from an upbringing as one of a dozen children
raised on an Oklahoma farm, and
his first professional break came
when country artist Wanda Jackson
hired his group as her backup band.
But the problem with my carear," he recalls, Is that everyone
has always had a different idea
should be doing. One
m about what
J guy thought I ought to be the new
E Fats Domino. while another guy
wanted to make me into the next
Little Richard. It wasn't until I ft,T sally began singing what I like
e7 best- country music -that I started

79

Country LPs

38

at a label showcase held at the
In during CMA week.

11;3-

For Week Ending

as well. According to her label, various

!rely new dimension

to Parton's singing.

yearold singing discovery who goes
by the name al "Tally" is making waves in local
music circles
She's being produced by Rob
Galbraith (who also produces Ronnie Milsap)
A new 12

and has already appeared in concert with vari-

1

A

FACE

-Ram

CONWAY TWITTY,
at 1119

Bailey, eu or u:

-IA

MCA 3164

3391

Reeves, eau

x1411

3454

WAY-Anne Murray. beau st iirat

-Don Williams. vu
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AY

-Anne Murray,
'hilts,

capita sw trous

MCA 3167

-Conway Twtlty, Mu 306

DREAM

-Crystal Gayle, mane 4aas

-Merk

Haggard,

uRLA ose e

Mu

vu

re oros

tom

-Barbara Mandrell, Mu or root

ous artists, including Jacky Ward.

fourth annual listeners award

as

Watch for the Oak Ridge Boys to liven up Dick

Clark's "New Yeat's Rodin' tve" the night of
John Schneider of the
"Dukes 01 Harvard" and Erin Moran of "Happy
Days" will host the show from Hollywood. with
Clark emceeing live portions direct from New
Yak's Times Square.
Don Williams' two week sellout lour of the

www.americanradiohistory.com

ORIGINALS

t

C,,ume,a IC 36006

-Statler Brothers, u,..,,, rev

HELEN

-Jim

Ed

Brown

d

so:6

Helen Cornelius,

..141

32,9

"best group or

duo"

Dec. 31 over ABC TV

-Johnny Cash,

recently really illustrated his across-the
board drawing power Among those who came lo
see him play were Eric Clayton, Leff Beck and
Albert Lee, no unknown talents themselves.
And Williams' SRO appearance al Bingley Hall in
Stafford, England, was only the second show in
history to draw an overcapacity crowd of 1.000
persons Tor a one-man headline date there. Rumor has it that nearly 5.000 Don Will,
U K.

bums were sold al the concession stands tnat

night
Republic Records artist Som Giant, whose
current single, "Sail On." a doing well in lee
charts. taped "Superstars And New Faces Of
The '80s" in Las Vegas recently at the 0103110
Hotel The show was emceed by Jimmy O6u
with other guests including Freddy Fender, le
d

agil

MoV4 Aa000w

HoP ON

rHE

BANDWAGON OF HITS

THANKS TO THE WRITERS OF
THESE 1979 AWARD WINNING SONGS!
* "BLUE BAYOU" Joe Me!sonIRoy Orblson * "BREAK MY MIND" John D.
Loudermilk * "THAT'S WHAT MAKES THE JUKE BOX PLAY" Jimmy Work
* "FADED LOVE AND WINTER ROSES" Fred Rose * "FOREVER ONE
DAY AT A TIME" Eddy Raven * "JUST BETWEEN US" Mickey Newbury
* "LOVE SONGS JUST FOR YOU" Marsha Gayle Barber * "TWO LONELY
PEOPLE" Tom Benjamin/Ed Penny

r{r

JEALOUS HEART'
Jenny Lou Carson
LAST GATE..
Floyd Cramer
-OH, LONESOME ME
Don Grown
"SINGING THE BLUES
MaNln Endsky
-TENNESSEE WALTZ'

.'BLUE BAYOU'.
Roy Ot

ee 'Joa M.ea

`BONAPARTE'S RETREAT
Pee Wee KIng+Rwd Stewart
"COLD, COLD HEART
Hank WIIWms
'"HALF AS MUCH"
Currvyyy Wlniams
"I CANT HELP /T"
(
¡}

Hank

`I CANT STOP LOVING YOU

OVE
Li

YOU BECAUSE°

LIM

"I'M SO LONESOME
Hank
s

i

Pee Wee King /Redd Simon
"THEN YOU CAN TELL ME 000005E
Jonn O Louden./
"THERE GOES MY EVERYTHING

Warta.

AIA

I

Dakm Frazer
'?ILL KIASySED YOU'
Ere

COULD CRY"

I

'AMEN WILL
Hut Erany

JAMkALAYA
Han Mammy

I

BE

1

L

ASt0 Frank((n Road, Haallvllla, Tann. 37204

Phone (615) 3B5.3031
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L.A. Disco Event
LOS ANGELES - Evelyn "Cham pagne' King and Samantha Sang

m

o

headline "The Great American
Disco Concert" at the Sports Arena
here Wednesday (31).
Also on the show are Debbie Jacobs, Carrie Lucas. Santa Esmcralda, the Ncw Horizons Disco
Roller Show and Jeff Kutash and his

Something to sell or something
to tell. your message gets to
over 100,000 readers weekly
Don t Miss Another Weeklll
CALL

Leni Teaman (TOLL
800/223 -7524

o

Dancin' Machine.
Tickets for the show. presented by
N'est -Ce Pus ?. Inc. and Drew Cummings Productions in association
with KIRS -FM. are $12.50 and
$10.50. Event starts at 8 p.m.
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Beyond fine tuning. the closure of
some stores and, or course, improvement of financial procedures. Enegun doesn't anticipate any substantial changes in Govi under WEA.
"The stores will have a tot of autonomy. It's a German operation. in
compeuuon with other chains in the
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it's hchcvcd that Govi was In trouble
to the tune of S3 milli.).

WEA Germany's managingdirector. Siegfried Loch, announced that
hi, deputy director, Klaus Oilman,
will be Joining Covo IL/ oversee financial affairs, in conjunction with
Wiegard, who stays on.
As to the circumstance, which led
to the chain's difficulties, Wicgard
blames a program of too -rapid expansion and problems with a projected store opening in Munich.
The stores have gained a reputation for discounting, and for
strongly featuring imported product. Acknowledging the irony of the
latter. in view of the conflict caused
throughout Europe by parallelimports, Nesuhi Ertegun notes, "We're
not especially in favor of imports.
but if they're part of the scene. we
might as well do them ourselves."
He does suggest. however, that
such imports will figure Tess
prominently than before in Govi
store stocks under the new own-
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NETWORK STRIKE SETTLED

UK. Labels Launch
TV Product Blitz
Continued front page 4

Colin Ashby, K -tel U.K. managing
director. notes: "We changed our
minds after studying what our competitors were doing, and the general
state of the market. It's a good commercial. and we wanted to sec
whether that could work on behalf
of tracks which arc that little bit
older."
"Hot Traeks" is just one of a number of titles due to get more than 59
million (at talc card pries) worth of
promotion from the company
through the next couple of months.
The others include Don Williams'
"Horizons." the London Symphony
Orchestra's "Encore," Elvis Presley's
"Love Songs," a Motown collection
entitled "Together," a general pop
package tagged "Night Moves" and
the Moody Blues' "Out Of This

World."

K -tel will also

be introducing a
new (to this market, at least) promotional strategy with a 1.200 -strong
team of women delivering glossy.
four -page advertisements to IO mil-

lion homes nationwide. This is a
two -week campaign. kicking off
Monday (5) despite the return of
rummcrcial tv.

Mao Sleeve
Nixes A&M
`Propaganda'
1A11'F.l Not in Taiwan, you
don't. Release an LP with Chairman
Mao on the cover, that is.
When A &M's local licensee, Kohn. saw the artwork for "Propaganda," the sampler album featuring the Police and Joe Jackson,
among other new wavers. it advised
the label not to bother.

The cover features a Brian Davis
illustration depicting the late Chairman of the People's Republic of
China as a guitar- toting front man
for a rock band, performing on stage
before thousands of Chinese.
When it comes to their next door
neighbor, it seems the Taiwanese arc
still sensitive.
Earlier this year, Cat Stevens fell
foul of other Eastern sensitivities

with his "Back To Earth" album on
Island.
The use of a Koranic verse on the
jacket was considered "unbecoming" in Malaysia (where EMI distributed) and likely to offend the
predominantly Muslim population.
The record was withdrawn, and the
sleeve altered.

By

HAMBURG -RCA

Says K -eel Ashby: "The delivery
campaign will cost approximately
5300,000, but it augments the
planned tv promotion. We have the
product to make it worthwhile."
K -tel's competitors are also
weighing in with heavyweight
drives, including WEA's package of
Rod Stewart's "Greatest Hits- (representing the company's largest tv

expenditure to date, it claims) and
EMI's collection of Diana Ross'"20
Golden Greats" (with a 5600.000
push).
The Stewart drive begins nationally Nov. 21 and runs through Dec.
16. At the artist's insistence. the retail
price of the album. with IO tracks, is
pegged at just under five pounds
(under SI ).
EMI. meanwhile. invited the
media to a special presentation here
two days before the tv return-towork to unveil its advertising plans,
fronted by the Ross Collection,
which gets national promotion from
Monday (5). Company optimism
about this is fueled by the fact that
its earlier, tv- promoted album of the
Supremos' greatest hits was a major
I

seller.

Other EMI tv titles are

a

Motown

ballad compilation, "The Last
Dance," a children's disk. "All
Aboard" and the long -delayed
"Semi- Detached Suburban" by
Manfred Mann.
Multiple Sound Distributors. locally owned tv mass merchandiser in
competition with K -eel and Arcade,
has a wide range of titles on its Warwick label. including a "Country
Guitar" package. "Golden Greats"
offerings by Johnnie Ray, Guy
Mitchell and the Bachelors, Mary
O'Hara s "Tranquility." titles from
singer -comedians Harry Secombe
and Des O'Connor, a Mantovani orchmtral disk and soundtracks from
"Yesterday's Heroes" and "The

Bitch."
Ronco's "Rock'n'Roller Disco" is
another of the early albums to make

of

the tv settlement.
And CBS is looking to "Abba's

use

Greatest Hits, Vol. 2" as a cornerstone of its Christmas sales, although
this was not originally planned as a
pure tv compilation. Nevertheless,
the $400.000 tv campaign links up
with the group's U.K. tour dates.
and the small screen commercial is
an extension of a massive national
press and commercial radio drive.
Aside from advertising, the local
disk industry didn't suffer too much
from the ITV blackout. There are
only a limited number of programs
featuring recording artists, and the
nation's most -watched musical synopsis of the current charts, "Top Of
The Pops." beams out via the BBC'.
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Veteran Triumph: Radio and television personality Colin Fluxman,
right, goes into the audience at the South African Sane ceremony to
present disabled singer Gene Rockwell, veteran of the local music
scene, with his award.

S.

Africa's Satie
To Smith
ALL.

By DON
R
JOHANNESBURG What the Gramm% is to the L.S., the Sane IS to
South Africa. And over the past 15 years. it's helped to promote local
talent, mainly through the South African Broadcast Corp. and especially Springbok Radio. the commercial service.
Sarie '79 took place at Johannesburg's Civic Theatre late last month.
a glittering affair with local artists Ito whom the awards are restricted)
performing in between the presentations. made by radio and television

personalities.
Biggest triumph of the night. all agreed. was that of Richard Jon
Smith, named top 20 artist of the year -at which point, he broke into
tears. Said he: "I'm overwhelmed."
Smith is the first black artist to win a Sarie. sparked by his Bullet Records recording of "Michael Row The Boat Ashore." which topped the
South African charts for nine weeks this past summer.
Top female vocalist was Sonja Herholdt, who's claimed this prize for
five consecutive years-a historic achievement. matched by no one else
in this category.
'fop male vocalist was Anton Goosen, who also picked up a Sarie for
the best song.
The country duel

of Lance

James and Barbara Ray won the vocal
group award, while producer Graham Beggs accepted the Sarie for
Clout. which topped the contemporary pop music category. Group was
on tour in Europe. where it's enjoyed a number of hit records through
Carrure Records.
Gene Rockwell took the LP of the year award for his "Big 10.4" disk.
while other honors went to Hennie Hartman (best recording engineer).
Dan Hill and Kevin Kruger (sharing best arranger), John Ireland (most
promising male vocalist) and Suzy Smith (best up -and- coming female

vocalist).

Baxtup was voted most promising band, and free champagne ended
the night.

Germane',

recent sales convention, staged
is
this city under the slogan of "Fall
Steam Ahead," placed especial em.
phasis on catalog action.
Its sales team's success in getting
back product into the retail stores is
the real secret of company growth,

claimed national distribution man.
ager, Harold Heilmann. RCA !wren
targeting an 8`J, market share by the
year's end. with sales of over 550

million (Billboard. Aug.

4, 1979(

The aim of the confab was not financial analysis. however. but ta).
ent presentation. during which the
firm claimed to have plugged vari.
a

ous gaps in the repertoire range ht
new signings.
These include Hans Scheibner,

Anna Prucnal, Judy Winter and In1
grid Caven. Also discussed was new
product and new tours by John Den.
ver, Wallenstein, Baccara, Torfrock
and Klaus Hoffmann.
RCA Germany's local repertoire,
fostered under own management a
internationally oriented for the moo
part. the only German -language hit
being "Dein Erster Brief" (Your
First Letter) by Johnny Hill. followup to his "Teddy Bear" smash
And more local artists are being
produced abroad. such as Inga
Rumpf by Richard T. Bear in the
U.S. Peter Benders "City Life LP
was also produced in New York
Jeanette. an English singer living?
in Madrid. waxed "Little Man From
Japan" in Germany, however. under
the production aegis of Ralph Sie11

gel.

LONDON'S ROB DICKENS

Other product unveiled at then,
meeting included a fresh album In
Baccara: "Hello Tiger." a 45 from
female group, Super; a new Waterloo & Robinson album from the

Fronts Warner Music Intl

Rolf Soja outfit; Lesley Hamilton's
revival of the oldie. "My Jukebox
Baby :" the RCA debut. on single. of

Continued from pan Ill
have its own setup. Japan in particular.
Dickens, who secured U.K. repro
sentation of such writer /performer,
as Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Steely
Dan, Boz Scaggs. Bob Seger and Andrew Gold, believes he can "give
added perspective to board level discussions. particularly at the international level."
His new status adds weight to his
long -standing personal hopes of
pushing British and international
signings even harder in the U.S..
where he believes the market is wide
open to new talent.
Silvers terms the company's international division "our fastest growing segment of Warner Bros. Music.
In only seven years it has paid off in
large profitability."
"Our policy at Warners here,"

+ay, Dickens. "has been not to worry

about money where something
really good is concerned. We believe
in out signings and will pay out
money because we want those creative artists. It is a matter of backing
up a belief in the artist."
On the question of big advances,
Dickens maintains that "so many
publishers spend on the wrong
things. They go along with trends
simply because they thought they

should follow them. I'd rather
gamble on my beliefs than other
peoples' successes."
His recent signings have included
the Jags, Madness (a Stiff label signing), the Korgis via a deal with the
Rialto label. now with Pyc Records,
and his contact for the Amacarla Co.
has brought publishing involvement
with Dollar, Judas Priest and Tourist.

John Kincade. with "21:" and releases from the Scorpions, French
singer Liliane Riboni and Timothy
Touchton.
Several of the new signings Caven, Winter and Scheibner -toil
in the chanson field. Caven is already popular in France and Winter
is known as an actress.
On the instrumental side, Anthony Venture has three albums. including the eighth volume of his "Je
T'Aime" series, while the Alexander
Lupien Choir and Orchestra
presents standards in modern choral
arrangements. Other acts arc Herne
Arland and Ady Zehnpfennig.
Former BASF executive Klaus
Laubrunn introduced repertoire on
his Heimat-Melodie label, the outcome of links between his firm. Radio Luxembourg and the Heinrich
Bauer publishing house.

DUCALE spa
Industrie Musical
BREBBIA (VA) ITALY
Phone (0332) 771771
Telex 380231
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Continue Conflict
Over U.K. Imports

Briefs
\RI% -Plans leN the ten,h tail
way network to include toles
'c cm. mount tin ns 1,.g distance
Isrosade
trams Inam nest Ala,
kextra exposure for res.'rding artists
(The tv will be located m the bullet
coaches. and feature hour -long light
I'

I

LONDON Polydor K..,
Iligh Court case here against three
manor retail/ import companies. in-

,rntettainnecnt. including six min
urn of commercials. If the idea is

solving importation of Bee Gees alhums from Portugal. is not espeeted
tu be heard for ut least sin weeks.

popular, at least 120 coaches will be
Napped by the end of 1980 1-ootstate-owned
aee will come from the
Production Unit. which has mans
dips of lading pop nests.

'

DUBROVNIK -The Internemeal Council of Authors and Coot.

'pose

s

(CISAC ) met in this (Ugo-

Oct. 23 -24. discussing a a
der
.
I
of lopes. These indudcd the
I
peels of promoting music from
descMptna nations. the economic
atuauon of errus music
errt the net of orchestral muss.
essmphonc and chamber muses
clay

(

s

amr.

tt.c blueprint to esublu8
ran composers council.
s

foreign reptescatauso there

e

LinoAmong

a

years

ter
School of Music, and former mcm- be- of the board of the Amencan
-

Sooen of Composers, Authon and
Publishers (ASCAP). representing
,

the

metro.

The vcse wtnnea of 'I amaha's
Popular Song Contest, known as
PoF°ren and open to Japanese wingeneers, corn represent their homeland m the year's World Popular
9 -11
Soag Festival in Tokyo No
Popcorn's finals were held at Tsu-

Also joining the con lotaas from countnes previously
anaoun:ed Billboard, Sept. 22.
19791 in Nmembcr will be the winseer from the Indonesian national
songfesuraL held Oct. 6 In total. the
.Yaahaspomored esent will will
Assay teproenung 20 nations.
LONDON- Bntish character act spa. Valor Madders. has gone into
tie äpk bananas with an album of
prayers sold by mail-order from his
r
rya/ farmhouse home. and aimed at
amnia =Won for various chant
um The album. -Just For Today " is
Made up of religious leaders and acton nroung their (events by mns: rctad enc. n 18. Maddens is seeking
mtmutiosal deals.
CASCAIS -This Portuguese loark played Isom to the 10th anniscr>ary Koudstoek package recently. In
a concert organized by the C ascai
Pup promotion farm. Bill toppers
Were Ado Guthrie and Counts Joe
MacDonald. who have been with
lese tour to other European nations,
including Italy. Portuguese disk
company. Radio Tnunfo. u re-releasing the Atlantic label triple -LP
soundtrack of the ^Woodstock"
augoi, Oct.

7.

.

.

.

"

:

liiwte

PARIS -The first concert given in
Egypt bs a Jewish artist u commemorated here hs Phonogram's release
can album of the event, featuring
African -bum (but French; Ennco
Macias. who gave a "peace and
friendship" theme to some of the
custom -written

numbers

Radio

Luxembourg broadcast the concert
°set m European network, and the
LP geese cames a credit line. "in
sollaboration with RI L " A feature
of the production
is the obvious enthusiasm of the Cairn audience

To Halt

Blackouts

PARIS- France has passed legislaron to prevent industnaf action
blacking out television and radio. as
in Britain recently (sec separate

e")).

The bill, now known as the Vivien
UM, was introduced after a series of
euiplirye walkouts disrupted French
htsoo`

-Ken

East. president of EMI Music. lett, chats with Dr Hooks
Dennis Loccorriere and Ray Sawyer Next to East is EMI Records a&r director
Brian Shepherd Occasion was a special reception for the band, whose royalties dispute with Capitol EMI is apparently now settled

Greece: Rock'N'Roll Is The Word

New Wave Gathers Momentum; Disco Days Numbered?

Pc-

Means°. president. Juilhard

.

EAST MEETS

this year's Eurovision Song

But the conflict over imports continues, with CBS Records and the
Mechanical Copynght Protection
Society taking the latest legal action
against retailers. This. while the
Record Wholesalers Assn, hurriedly
formed to fight and possibly finance
the majors' attack on imports alleg-

By

ATHENS -Disco iv still the must
popular type of international repertoire in Greece. but rock'n'roll u
poised to take over at the summit.
That's the consensus of stews
from the major Greek record companies, now slowly picking themselves up from an unusually severe
summer sales slump.

With international product now
an estimated 404 of sales in Greece.
rock could turn out to be the longterm industry booster. it's felt.
WEA 's newly established (in July)
branch. headed by ex-EMI executive Evduros Dimitriou. helped set
the pace recently when it bowed the

WEA

International Roadshow

That's a novelty in promotional circles here- and in its wake, there was a
significant increase in retail interest
for WEA rock acts like Dave Edmunds and AC/DC.
The company has also done well
on catalog,items such as the "Woodstock" package. apparent confirmation of rock's long -term appeal.

Overall. it's looking for an 84
market share by the year's end.
Notes publicity chief. Area Katsaeenrei. "We're Carving on the pio-

JOHN CARR

neenng work done by Polygram
Greece with the new wave. notably
Due Straits."
Polygram here claims sales of
50,000 for that group's eponymous
first album -that's gold status in this
market -and is looking for similar
sales on

"Communique"

)(annts Pettidu, Polygrams international repertoire manager, secs a
definite swing in youth tastes front
disco to rock. The company is now
pushing its back catalog in rock
along with new releases in the genre
an Philips. Polydor. Chrysalis. Virgin and StilT. and including all the
Prowl Harum and Jethro Tull catalogs.

Slated for the Polygram push in
the new wave field arc Magazine
(Virgin), Graham Parker (Vertigo)
and Ian Dury IStiff). And the cornpuny thinks the two Who albums
now hotly promoted. "Quad raphenia' and "The Kids Arc Alright," could well reach the sales
level of "Saturday Night Fever" last
year, which sold more than 50,000
double albums. "The Kids Are Alright" includes a 30 -page booklet,
and is set for December release to
link with the movie action

Portugal, Too: Rock Pays
By

F

F.RNA\IXJ TENENTE

LISBON The trend among Portuguese record companies to hire dynamic young promotion staffers has
paid off in solid sales for British new
wave releases here
Pioneer firms have been Valentin)
De Carvalho and Vadoca. At the
former, the work of David Ferreira
and Francisco Vasconcelos has
yielded success for such acts as Police. the Tom Robinson Band, XRay Spot. Squeeze, Joe Jackson and
particularly for Arista's cuvent com-

pilation. -That Summer," fcatunng
Elvis Costello, the Boomtown Rau,
Lut Duty and other top U.K. naine
Vadeca's young international
manager. Idilio Viana, has also contributed to the progress of this British product. He built a reputation
for imaginative promotion at Rossel
before taking on the Vadeca post.
handling primanly the Virgin roster
(the Sex Putois, the Motors, Devo
and morel for which the company is
Portuguese licensee.
Other factors in the U

K.
breakthrough include radio support from
commercial Stalin RDP -4 and. improbably, from Radio Renascena,

new wave and heavy rock. Surrealistic in design. the club is thought to
be une

of the most advanced in Eu-

rope.

CBS Greece reports runaway suc-

with Supertramp s "Breakfast
In America" on A &M- with an appearance by group saxophonist
John Hellawell on a television special fueling the sales. Close behind,
however, is the disco album "Born
To Be Alive," by Patrick Hernandez.
Miltos Karadsas. CBS director of
marketing services. is equivocal
about the rock revival: "People will
keep dancing to whatever good music is around. be it disco or rock by
cess

definition:'
Earlier this year, CBS here had
claimed 751 of what it calls the
"quality disco market," and so joins
EMI Greece in remaining loyal to
the disco mode in preference to the

newer rock revival acts.
But Music Box Records, with a
staple sales diet of Abba and Roney
M, now reports increasing rock activity as dealers ask for more from
Creedence Clearwater Revival. old repertoire Eric Clapton and the
Moody Blues. The company sees
Decal's group, Camel, as a sure bet

for future sales.
Minos Matsas has had probably
the longest rock history in Greece,

notably through its representation of
RCA and Elvis Presley. Milos Konnthios says: "Presley has never
slumped. Kiss is now going well. But
l'm a little reluctant to describe today's enthusiasm for rock as representing a full -scale revival."
Nevertheless, statistics seem to
point to strong rock sales, increasing
all the time.

We are proud to announce the newest

lb"

<_

'

I

e

t

u,
,i..ii Ii rid copyright. is quiet
(others would say ineffective).
The M('PS is applying in court for

injunctions against the Harlequin
retail chain and Robinson's Records
of Manchester, claiming the companies failed to put MOPS stamps
on imports from the U.S. and Canada

And Harlequin has been issued
with an injunction to stop selling the
imports. An out- of-coun settlement
of this matter Is expected.
Meanwhile, C BS U.K. moved into
the High Coun Oct. 18 against the
Our Price Records retail outlet, and
gained an undertaking that the company will not impon or sell records
and tapes in the U.K. of material on
which CBS holds the copyright in
Britain.
These disks and tapes are originally manufactured and distributed
by CBS Inc.
Our Price Records has also undertaken to hand over, to CBS, all
copies of "infringing" tapes and records in its possession. Also agreed is
the provision of an account of profits
made, and a promise to settle all
debts owed CBS U.K. under the in-

fringements.

z

O'KeIIy Finds
Common Sense
.AUCKLAND

it's to CBS

sound studio in Europe

suss SA

...`

Both Studios M,Çl equipped

s-4

For details, contact our
New York representative

private station of the Catholic

de Cabral.
z1 W. se sr.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 888 -1756 Telex: 429442

Ibiza Sound Studios, ER
Ja Gall Al Sabini
biza, S

Please clip and insert into your International

Church.
Also influential has been abc 2001
Estoril, which plays only

Recording Studio Directory for further reference.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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the Boomtown
Rats' manager, Fachtna O'Kelly, a
relative freshman to the music in- v
dustry, is one new -waver who 00
doesn't see a villain behind every in
record company door.
In New Zealand to set up a 1980 C
tour by the group, whose '1 Don't D
Like Mondays" os a major chan item G
here, O'Kelly says he's found that
most negotiations with labels to be
"just common sense,"
He adds: "We've made business
mistakes, but we've learned from
them. We don't feel that we've been
badly ripped off in any way."
There speaks a man who had no
music business experience when he
became the Rats' manager three
years ago. after toiling as a journalist
on a Dublin daily newspaper.
The Boomtown Rats arc signed to
Polygram labels (mostly Mercury)
worldwide, except the tt S., where

-

Canodoi

International
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Disk Libraries As
Boost To Sales?
NICE -Jacqueline Haim- Vittune
is convinced that lending people rec-

Because she runs this summer resort
city's discotheque (that's using the

word's original meaning as a disk library) which lends out from its stock
of 12,000 recordings, from Bob Dylan to Dvorak.
Furthermore, though acknowledging that such discotheques are
hardly part of the normal promotion
chain of records, she says they're becoming "more and more vital in this

ords. like lending people books. is a
stimulus to direct sales of those records.
Why does her opinion count,
whatever industry skeptics may say?

The Big Country
LONDON -Some 2,000 fans were
expected to gather at Pontin's Holi-

field."
There are disk libraries in other
parts of France and Europe, including Britain. where local industryites
raised a row when one library introduced a loan service for singles, in
addition to albums.
Haim-Vittone's view is that the
customer in the usual record store is
under some pressure. Album sleeves
may be sealed. making it difficult to
hear the product before the pur-

day Village, Hemsby, for what's
claimed to be Britain's largest residential country music festival. It was
scheduled to run for eight days from
Saturday (20).
Artists involved include Marvin
Rainwater. Jim Glazer with Colorado, Jon Derek and Country Fever.
plus U.K. acts Miki & Griff. Poacher
and the Hillsiders. A "Country, Hall
of Fame presentation was set to
feature film clips of artists like Jim
Reeves and Johnny Cash.
Pontin executive, Michael Austin,
expects the event to be extended to
other of the company's vacation cen-

chaser gets it home.
She also feels that hearing a
record in -store is very different to
hearing it at home, in a relaxed environment. "And in these days of expensive records,' she notes, "making
the right choice is even more important to the consumer."
The Nice discotheque. in existence for seven years. has a loan policy of first checking out the care customers take with records. They're
allowed to take the product home on
trial. If the disks are returned undamaged, then the subscriber pays
an initial fee of $5. plus 25 to 50
cents for each title borrowed.
Claims Haim -V itlone: "If the customer is really satisfied with the
recording, then he or she goes to a
retail outlet and buys it.
"Obviously we can't produce statistics of the ratio of borrowed disks
to bought ones, but were sure sales
are increased by our policy."
And those industry skeptics? Well.
they might ask her if she can produce statistics of how many borrowers have tape recording equipment
at home.
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production for organ enthusiasts:
hannes meyer, the virtuous organist, plays

an unusual

royal

marches

pastorals

-

-

carillons

on various old organs.

this album is packed
with spprialties such as a church organ built
in 1830 with glockenspiel,
bassdrums
and
cymbals - specially renovate
or t is recording.
,

truly exceptional album for the collector
of top -echelon extraordinary organ music.
a

for further information, sample records,
terms and export price .,.
please write to:

gold records

bernard henrion
alte landstrasse 23
ch - 8942 oberrieden zh
Switzerland
telephone 01 720 82 00
01

f

>1,itsitr

720 82 03
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TICKETS ROW
MARS SHOWS
BY CLAPTON
WARSAW -Eric Clapton's sellout success on a three -concert visit to
Poland Oct. 15-17 was marred by the
anger of thousands of local fans,
who found the majority of tickets
had somehow bypassed official
channels and were available only at
hugely inflated prices on the black
market.
Tickets for the shows, two in Warsaw and one in Katowice, were
pegged at $8.50. But fans who stood
in line at boxoflices found that most
had already gone. Ticket touts, however, had plenty to offer. at prices
ranging from $12.50 to S24.50.
For the first date in the Polish capital, organizers experienced problems when crowds of dejegted fans
tried to gatecrash the 3.500 -seat
theatre for what was hailed as "Poland's pop event of the year."
But a seond concert for Katowice
was called off by Clapton. who said
he was unhappy at the way guards
and bouncers treated cheering fans
at the first show. "Kids were dragged
out by the hair, then punched and
kicked." he said.
Clapton's Polish dates were part
of a European tour, including appearances in Yugoslavia. Trek is expected to continue to the Far East.
among other markets.

Maffay To
Metronome;
Big $ Deal
-

Peter Maffay's
switch to Metronome Musik from
Teldec is seen here as a blow to the

HAMBURG

latter, acknowledged as the company which built the artist's career to
the point where he can command
such rewards.
The S3 million deal is also one of
the most generous negotiated in Otis
market.
Maffay's "So Bist Du" single and
' Steppenwolf album were major
contributors to Teldec's first -half
sales surge (Billboard, Aug. 11.
1979), which was 40% ahead of the
same period last year.
And both records. released on the
firm's Telefunken label. still figure
on the national charts, after more
than six months.
In the first -half chart analysis.
Teldec was thc fifth ranking company in singles. with 7.8% of the hits,
ahead of Metronomes 5.42 in seventh slot. Neither placed so strongly
in albums.
But despite Maffay's departure,
Teldec can take consolation from
the sales generated this year on
Richard Clayderman and Patrick
Hernandez.
Former's "Ballade Pour Adeline"
single and album have been major
him, along with the latter's"Buen To
Be Alive" on Aquarius.
Metronome's business this year
has derived largely from licensed
repertoire, such as M's "Pop Muzik"
from MCA, and from its own Brain,
Nature and Zebra labels. plus the
Metronome imprint itself.

Intl Divisions Merge

GOLD
RECORDS

go

1

witha

d

records- the new
di
ferent beat
f

LONDON -The International divisions of EMI Records U.K. and
Liberty /United Records U.K. (latter
is the new identity for United Artists

+o
label

Records) are being merged. General
manager of the combined operation
is Paul Watts: Kick van Hengel is
deputy general manager.
www.americanradiohistory.com

High Court Rulin
Yields New Debatq
TORONTO -The recent Supreme
Court of Canada decision that a
pressing plant shares liability with a
record label for copyright infringement (Billboard. Oct. 27. 1979) is
being strongly applauded Itere by
the publishing community.
Known as the Blue Crest Music
vs. Compo Co. case, publishers are
pleased with the outcome, though
the ramifications of the precedent
setting ruling have yet to be fully assessed by the industry.

of the key topics of discussion

One

arising from the court decision centers on the recent failure of GRT
Canada which defaulted in making
its second quarter mechanical payments to the Canadian Musical Reproduction Rights Agency, this
country's counterpart to the Harry
Fox Agency.
A figure of $500.000 is cited by
several key sources as a fairly accu
rate sum that GRT is in arrears for.

The agency's general manager.
Cyril Devereux. would not confirm
the figure, but raised an interesting
point in the dispute on company
bonding, required in Canada. to
cover mechanical payments in cases
such as the GRT failure.

"Our Copyright Act demands that
every person proposing to make
contrivances, under provisions of
section

19

of

the Act, must file with

bond
of a recognized guarantee company
of Canada in the penal sum of
55,000, payable to Her Majesty. for
the benefit of the owners of the
copyright, to secure payment of all
royalties." Devereux notes, loosely
reading from the Copyright Rules of
the (Copyright) commission

a

Canada.

Now the question that needs to
be interpreted is whether the $5.000
pertains to per song or the entire
copyright (of a work. as in the case of
an album)."
Although the Act demands posting of a bond to cover mechanical
payments, Dcvcreux suggests that
there are labels operating in this
country: that have become lax about
posting such insurances. He also
points out that the agency has been
casting a vigilant eye on the industry
here to police releases that have not
filed for copyright licenses, such as
Canusa Records of Montreal. which
was found guilty by the Supreme
Court after a protracted t0 -year
court battle.
Devereux notes that even major
labels have been lax in making payment for mechanical copyrights. in
some cases fulfilling their obligation

three to four months late and, io
some cases. paying a lower rate than
contracted.
With the precedent- setting cone
decision, handed down Oct. 2 but
kept under wraps by lawyen
through to the week of Oci. 15, Me
mechanical agency's general manager says copyright holders nor
have some muscle in gaining satisfaction from companies violating
the copyright act or simply going
belly up.
"I've already put manufacturing
plants on notice that they can be
held liable financially in cases
copyright violation. The ratnifica.
lions of this case will likely mean Mr
plants are going to have to take out
an insurance policy to cover them.
selves in the case of a producer goini;
bankrupt." he reports.

GRT Close
Sparked By
U.S. Parent
TORONTO -GRT Canada Ltd
faded financially as a direct result of
adverse publicity surrounding is
parent company, GRT Inc, reports
the labels last paid employe. Jeff
Burns.

Currently expediting legal and ft,
nancial matters with a receiver at the
label's Canadian head office here.
Burns stated last week that GRT
Canada had $500.000 worth of business on back -order. but couldn't get
credit at any of the local pressing
plants to make good the orders.
"The parent company's financial
position definitely put us up against
the wall," he reports. "All our suppliers wanted cash and accounts
were taking their time in paying us.
our cash flow problem got out of
control. and then the Bank of America called our loan for $675000 and
that was it," he explains.

Further compounding the company's last few troubled weeks heft
was the fact that Black & While
Sales of Toronto, also in receivership, owed GRT $225.000, which
it failed to pay.
Foreign licenses distributed by
GRT in Canada included Charisma.
Passport, Fantasy and Vogue. Mechanicals owed to these compunto
should all be covered by advances
paid by GRT, Burns says. In the case
of Charisma. GRT paid $1.5 million
to represent the U.K. label's roster in
this country.

First -Half Disk Sales Climb
TORONTO- Updated ligures for
the Canadian disk and tape market

for the period ending July 31. 1979,
indicate a 5% rise in unit sales and a
31.6% rise in dollar volume.
Inflation and the rise in retail list
prices brought total sales for the first
half of 1979 to $121.9 million (U.S.).
Equivalent figures for 1978 were
$92.6 million.
Unit sales were listed at approximately 48.7 million for the period
ending July 31. 1979, while unit sales
for the same period in 1978 were

46.5

million.

Due to an error in transmission,
the unit figures were inadvertently
represented as total dollar volume
for the lint half in an earlier story
(Billboard Oct. 13, 1979).

The latest statistics from the government also show that disk sales
alone rose nearly 10% in the first half
of this year compared to last year.
Disks alone accounted for 39.1 malion units in sales for the period end-

ing July 31. 1979.
Tape sales rose from 9.5 million
units for the first half of 1978 toll.?
million units for the same period this
year, but 8- tracks dropped from 8.2
million units to 5.7 million units.
Cassette sales rose from 2.9 situ'
lion units in that period last year to
3.8 million units this year.
Unit sales figures are based upon
net shipments. Dollar volume is represented in American dollars and is
based on distributors net selling
Price.
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h oosung iU midprice LP line here
with new releases and promotional
Cspcnditure. Titles receiving the
bondit include Earth, Wind & Fire's
lint CBS album. "Last Days And
Time." only previously available
here on import. Southsidc Johnny's
"Having A Party:" Shcl Silversteln's
" Freakin' At The Freakcr Ball:" and
a couple of compilations featunng
David Essex and Colin Blunstone.
Future product will showcase Dorothy Moore. Poet', Johnny Nash.
the Byrds and Kris*istpff? on,,o_lì.al
BS
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Gospel
2nd Gospel Music
Bash March 23 -26
NASHVILLE -The second annual Gospel Music Week will be
held in Nashville March 23 -26 at the
Opry land Hotel. Also taking place
that week will be the 11th annual
Dove Awards.
A registration fee of $100 allows
participation in all Gospel Music
Week seminars. workshops, showcases. concerts and the Dove Awards
banquet. The fee for attending the
Dove Awards banquet without participating in other activities is $35.
The general GMA membership
meeting has been set for the morning
of March 25, and will include the installation of newly elected board
members.
The next quarterly board meeting
of the GMA is slated for Jan. 14 -16
in Washington. D.C. In that period.
the GMA will sponsor its annual
congressional country ham breakfast on Capitol

(Published Once

3
42

C been awarded the Mahalia Jackson
cc
Memorial Award by the National
gGospel Symposium of Music. The
J award was presented in Washington, D.C., by Walter Kennedy of the
m Symposium
for Browns humanitarium contribution to the late Rev.
Cleavant Derricks.
Derricks, author of such standard
gospel
compositions as "Just A Little
¢
w Talk With Jesus" "Wá11 Soon Be
m Done With
Troubles And Trials,'
and "When God Dips His Pen Of
> Lose In My Heart," never received
O
Z remuneration for his works until
aided by Brown.
Brown successfully worked with
Derricks, securing a recording contract with Canaan Records. He also
published and secured numerous
recordings of new songs by Derricks
and aided Derricks and his family in
performing onstage at various gospel festivals and conventions.

)

ri

3

Calif. Concert
NASHVILLE -With many of today's rock stars recording gospel or
contemporary Christian music. the
recent Hosanna. U.S,A. concert, at
the Anaheim Convention Center,
featured many former rockers, with
the promoters hoping to draw more
than 10,000 patrons.
In addition. the promoters estimated another eight million would
watch a condensed version of the
concert on television.
Scheduled to appear were Denny
Correll, Benny Hester. Michael
()martian and Leon Pistilo, backed
by a 30 -piece rock orchestra. The
concert was produced by Skip
Konte, who also served as executive
producer of ABC -TV's "Cal Jam I1.'
The condensed concert for tv is
being syndicated in more than 200
markets around the country. A second tv special will follow, also several live albums are planned, as well
as a nine -city Hosanna. U.S.A. road
show.
The touring version, which will
feature many of the same acts. will
appear in Los Angeles, Seattle, Detroit. Chicago. Atlanta. Houston.
New York. Denver and Tulsa.

3

4

J

SINGIN' -Jim Meyers,
president of the Gospel Music Assn.
and Ed Shea, Southern regional di.
rector of ASCAP sit with President
Carter during the recent Gospel
Singin' held on the south lawn of
the White House.
GOSPEL
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Doug Oldham for Impact Records. The song was

ing by Otis Skdings. The work deals with the

performed on the PTL's Labor Day hue special.

second coming of Christ. and it

a

new musical composition and

rs

record

Seattle.

until recently when the label signed two gospel
artists, Gladys Hardy and Robert Kaebedin. The
label has recently released singles on both art-

"Love Is The Reason"

COME LET'S REASON TOGETHER
Flo. Mm Ua Sa.01 7831

I

MUST TELL JESUS

7

8

9

1

Pare0 Sam/ 11516

THINK OF HIS GOODNESS
fines OereunG L ere Ondana h.g"s tens tassa
BECAUSE HE UVES
InternatmJ Mm Chao 01

6

is a

new pop single

corded by label president Vince Anthony. An
thony scored last year with a record called "A

Christmas Glow."
member group, Truth recently ap
peared belote 15.000 at Texas Stadium (home
The 70

of the Dallas Cowboys) between a high school

mitt

nally to take place al the White House perform
ante tri September, but were forced to cancel
when the While House realized the security and
logistic problem In clearing the group to per
form.
Doug Oldham will be touring the country beginning later thn month playing maim halls and
large churches. Accompanying Oldham on the

Bridge.

in

Atlanta

recently sponsored a lOte hour show, believed
to be the largest Christian concert ever held al
the Omni in Atlanta. Participating in the lest an.
nual Atlanta Jesus Music Festival were Keith
Green, Chuck Girard, Benny Hester, Sweet Corn.
ton Band, lamie Owens -Collins, Mike Warnke
and Kelly Willard.
The Irrst gospel music picture dish has been

rssued in limited quantities with the release of

Chuck Girard's fourth solo album. "Take K
Easy' on the Good News label
New Pay artist Don Francisco recently per

formed before more than 1.200 people al Ksi
noma rn Nashville He has lust completed his
lhnd album "Get To Tell Somebody,' which mill
be released shortly
Nancy Heneytree's latest album, "Maranatha
Marathon." features the artist on the album's
cover logging. Promotion plans be Myrrh Rec
aids inc4ude local marathons in conlnnction
with instore autograph seurons- album give
awayó, and a special drawing for logging suds
Andras Crouch and his sister Sandra were
presented gold records as corerilers of the song
"taus is The Answer," which was featured on
Paul Simon's album "Live RhymIe'," Crouch's
10th album for Light Records includes perform
antes by Stevie Wonder, lie Sample, Krslle
Harden, and the McCrarys.
Derric Johnson, founder of Rn'Generation,
has been signed by

to write

produce:director

Bob lam

special Christmas medley Irr Radio
Cdy Music Hall's annual Christmas production
a

Titled "Tim Magnificent Christmas Spectacular," Johnson's music will be performed by the
New Yorkers and will run from thanksgiving Day
Through Dec. 30.
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Chuck Girard and Barry McGuire appeared
before a sotdout crowd of more than 3,000
people at Arizona Stale they recently The two.
from similar backgrounds in secular music, fell

label out of New York. Sound L
Rhythm Records has issued ds first single
"Blessed Be God," written, produced and re
new

station WAEC -AM

Dada;

WHAT A WONDERFUL SAVIOR
Donate Ova, L rb years Or

nt con Be

4,1. lad

lease by David Beeee on Myrrh Records

ists.

be

m2/

OBl

based upon

Biblical prophecies concerning the return of
Christ interwoven with Scripture-based narra.
Iron The premieres began in September and will
continue through October and November

Wash. nas been known for ds country releases,

lour will

San

MIKE HYLAND
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and a college football game. The group was

re 35971
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Best

counting firm al J. Alan Hirlirs., ac
Co. of Nashville. The nomrn.iung
ballot, the first of three ballots sent
to members of the Gospel Music
Assn. were to be turned in no later
than Thursday (25).
After the qualified nominating
ballots have been tabulated, a second ballot'will be mailed Nov. 15 to
vote for the qualified persons or
items who received five or more
nominating votes. The lop five finalists in each category, except for song
of the year which will be the top 10
songs, will be listed in alphabetical
order for the third and final ballot.
The final ballot will be mailed Dec.
13 and must be returned to the accounting lìrm by Jan. 3.
The winners will be announced at
the l Ith annual Dove Awards banquet during Gospel Music Week.

Nominating ballots for the Ilth
annual Dove Awards are being distnhuted and tabulated by the ac-

NASHVILLE --J. Aaron Brown.
director of Canaanland Music has

Month)

ßiÌlboOlild

Hill.

Mahalia Award For
J. Aaron Brown

A

their current ministries in gospel music worked
well, and additional concert pairings may be
taking place. Girard is currently on tour in New
Zealand and Australia, following his successful
lour of those countries a year ago
Good News recording artist Terry Clark has
been selected for inclusion in the 1979 edition
of Outstanding Young Men 01 America. The cet
terra for selection includes voluntary service to
community, professional leadership, academic
achievement, business advancement, cultural
accomplishments and civic and political participation

volume

16

17

If

NASHVILLE -Praise Records. a
Canadian label and distribution
company will handle all recorded
product by the Herald Assn. labels
throughout Canada. The agreement
includes the Herald. Klesis and
Mark Five labels and will cover pro.
motion of the product throughout
Canada.
Headquartered in Johnsonville.
S.C., the Herald Assn. labels cover
MOR, contemporary and trade, ehil
music by such artists as the Singing
Echos, Jerry Arhelger. Ery Lewis.
Judy Herring and Sandy Bond.

Blackwoods TVer
NASCI V11.1
I he
Blackwood
Brothers are sel lis begin production
of a new' lelestrhrn ,how scheduled
to air serums the si -,n ntri in early
1980. Tilled "The flaekSUnnl Brothers." the shiny n ill he carried by the
PTL network satellite.
Production of the show will he
handled by LESEA Broadcasting of
South Bend, Ind. The show will feature the Blackwood Brothers and
James Blackwood along with special
guests. Director of the series is Ron
Blackwood. All musical soundtracks
will be by Voice (tus Records of
Memphis.
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The person was speaking of a z
press conference called by the pro- o
moters at which time they (the black m
promoters) vowed not to take Teddy
Pendergrass dates, only to announce
m
the following week they would accept data.
"When the promoters announced
they would not take dates because
they originally were turned down." !°
one source said. "they should have E
stuck by their guns after they announced it to the world. That's not 10
called biting off your nose to spite
your face. That's called losing 31
money on this one hut gaining re-

Mnla

spect and credibility.
"At the recent press conference in
New York where the Black Music
Assn's officials and several artists
were on hand, there was absolutely
no excuse for some promoters not to
attend -especially since the conference was to help both the artists and
promoters iron out some of their

problems.
awn
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sensitive it should not be broached
by blacks, but they admit that if
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"The excuse that thought someone else would be there ain't no
damned excuse at all. If you're a
1

member of a group, why the hell
don't you know who will represent
your group ?"
Says another industry observer:
"The problem is that there are too
many good black promoters in this
country and the apparent instability
of a few will I.tiinunue to perpetuate
the myth that black promoters are
incapable of handling first rate productions.
"The proof is what Leonard Rowe
is doing with the Jackson's tour," he
continues. "He's not the only good
promoter but he's the first black to
handle a tour of this magnitude.
"Leonard planned long and hard
for his tour and all I'm saying is that
the name of the game in concert promotion and any other damn busi-

credibility.
hunch of nitwits who

ness is respect and

"We're not a
have no idea how the game is
played. But if the Black Music Assn.
is to be the organization for black
music, then maybe the black concert
promoters should be a division of
the Black Music Assn. as opposed to
an offshoot and run by persons
whose primary concern is concert
promotion as opposed to a sideline
or no involvement(9 a)r,_Il,ted m<ncrial
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TURNAROUND BY BLACK PROGRAMMERS

'O

Brooks Blues Band, from which
the first 45 was drawn. Other AIligator acts are the Fenton Robinson Blues Band. Koko Taylor and
Her Blues Machines. the Son Seals
Blues Band and Albert Collins and
the Icebreakers.
Has there been a sudden upsurge in popularity of blues among
black listeners? Iglauer feels acceptance of traditional forms has
grown. But he does not count out
the possibility that the black market for blues simply has hcen overlooked.
According to Iglauer, program
directors at black Southern stations
express elation over the prospect of
blues 45s because of the dearth of
such records.

Support for Alligator releases is
coming from stations in more than
a dozen Southern markets including Huntsville. Ala. (WEUP -AM):
Savannah, Ga. (WEAS -FM):
Little Rock. Ark. (KOKY -AM):

Birnungham, Ala. (WATV -AM)
and Greenville. S.C. (W ESY -AM ).
The Lonnie Brooks record is also

reportedly getting airplay in
Seattle (KYAC -AM), Milwaukee
IWNOV -FM), San Francisco
(KJAZ -FM), L.A. IKKGO -FM)
and St. Louis (KBDY -FM).
Iglauer says that for many years
only the long established blues artists, such as B.B. King and Bobby
Bland. got black radio exposure.
The prevailing philosophy held
that blacks viewed blues as "Uncle
Tom" music, old -fashioned and
reminiscent of bad times. Iglauer
says he subscribed to this notion.

"No blues artists would

get

played on black stations in Chicago except for those established
in the '60s," comments Iglauer.

The appearance of Purvis
Spann's blues -flavored WXOLAM in Chicago has significantly
affected blues records sales, explains Iglauer. Chicago's leading
black stations WVON -AM and

CC)

;HEIR
Arista has never made a full -blown
commitment to disco. "1 Think hisBy PAL

LOS ANGELES- Whereas a year
ago Arista had a flurry of name-art4 ist signings in the soul area (Dionne
Warwick, Ohio Players, Bobby Womack Eddie Kendricks), now its
focus is on developing new artists.
m
Most of the acts which have been
brought in by senior vice president
.- Larkin Arnold reflect this approach:
i' GQ, which had a gold single and

C

cr

g

il

z

platinum album with "Disco
Nights: Linda Williams, musical
conductor to Natalie Cole: Chuck
Cissel, a veteran Broadway performer: Hiroshima, an Asian -American fusion act and the Waters. the
two -brother. two-sister group which
does extensive background vocal
work.
"Discovering and developing new
acts is what I like best," says Arnold.
"If you look at our soul and jazz roster and compare it to those of other
companies. outside of Capitol it's
about the youngest as far as the age
group of the acts and the number of
releases they've had out. Their futures are ahead of them.
"Besides," adds Arnold, "you can
get a lot of new acts for a 525,000 to
$40,000 advance, whereas a big act
may ask for a $250,000 advance per

album."
Observes Arista president Clive
Davis: "It really goes in cycles: if a
great established name became
available again I'd be interested in
that. There's never a concerted effort
one way or another. If a pattern develops, it's more coincidence than

premeditation."
Despite dance -oriented hits in the
past by the likes of GQ and Raydio,

Ike Turner Files
LOS ANGELES -Ike Turner and
Bolic Recording Co. are suing in Superior Court here, asking multimillion- dollar damages from Fantasy
Records.
Turner accuses the Berkeley.
Calif.. label of failure to live up to its
promise to him to release a single
and two albums as part of a June
1978 pact he allegedly inked.
Turner claims his entire career
was damaged because Fantasy has
never released "Ike Turner, A Single
Man" and "Ike & Tina: Last Time
Together." The suit asks a cumulative $5.1 million damages.

1. a

tory is showing that's wise," says
Davis. "I didn't want to load us with
overhead and I didn't believe in putting in a new department until it justified itself.
"You build up gradually and do it.
selectively. There are artists who will
do disco numbers: 'You Know How
To Love Me' by Phyllis Hyman has.
strong disco pickup or 'Who's Been
Sleeping In My Bed' by Barry Mani low. But t didn't want to make disco
look like a second coming."
Arnold adds that several of Arista's
hits in the clubs crossed over from
soul- oriented radio. "To nie there's a
clear distinction between disco music and regular black dance music
which we've had throughout our his tory as a people."
While Larry and Fonce Mizell
recently netted a production deal
with Elektra /Asylum based on their
success with A Taste Of Honey, one
of Arnold's signings at Capitol, Arnold says he's not interested in production deals for Arista. "We want
to have as much direct contact with
the artists as possible," he explains,
"and not have to go through two or
three levels of people first."
Davis echoes the point: "I've
never been interested in those
amorphous, open -ended deals
where you take producers and make
them talent -discoverers. There's an
enormous difference between the

ID.....MC
Ç

5
4.

two."
The increased credibility Arista
has gained in the soul market comes
as the company approaches its fifth
anniversary. "A lot of these artists
have been developing," says Davis.
"You don't just explode overnight.
It's been a slower build for Harvey
Mason, who broke etn his third album. But Raydio, Dionne and GQ
all broke on their first album because we were able to establish a big

hit single."
Arnold, who set up Capitol's soul
and jazz division in 1973, before
leaving the company last year, has
repeatedly drawn on relationships
made at his former label home. Producer Beau Ray Fleming, who
brought him Sun al Capitol, also
brought him GQ at Arista. And Arnold brought over Gary Bartz. a jazz

z

*
*

*
*
5

hectic time schedules, he adds that
another Arista act has been enlisted
as producer on a label project: Ray
Parker.
J r. produced the single on the
upcoming Gcne Page LP.
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NEW YORK -The Black Music
Assn. has accepted an apology from
United Black Concert Promoters
president Dick Griffey for that organization's failure to send a representative to a "unity" press conference Oct. 5 in New York (Billboard,
Oct. 20, 1979), according to association spokeswoman Vicki Wilson.
The failure of any promoters' representative to attend that conference
angered Black Music Assn. president Kenneth Gamble, who said
that despite the promoters group's
membership in the Black Music
Assn., his organization "would no
longer do business" with them.
That position has now been
changed and Wilson says the Black
Music Assn. is "pleased" that the
two groups are now cooperating.
Griffey has recently made statements supporting the association's
attempts to ease tension between
black promoters and artists. The
concert group has now committed itself to helping create a code of ethics
and business conduct for concert
promoters.
A performing artist rights committee that includes Teddy Pendergrass and Maurice White of Earth,
Wind & Fire has already been
formed for that purpose. The promoters, says Wilson, will sit down
with members of that committee and
Black Music Assn. officials to decide
on promoter policy.
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of the fortuitous Dionne Warwick/
Barry Manilow pairing depends on
the two stars synchronizing their
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artist he had signed at Capitol in addition to signing long -time Natalie
Cole associate Linda Williams.
Can Natalie herself be far behind?
It's said she has just 18 months left in
her current Capitol contract. "I tried
to forget all that privileged material
when left," parries Arnold.
While Arnold says that an encore

1113/19

0

*
Arista Goal: Develop Own Acts
Davis, Arnold Indicate Future is With `Fresh' Talent

ouI
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WBMX -FM reportedly will not

touch a blues release.
Iglauer says the turnaround in
Chicago has occurred in the last
eight months. For the first time in
the history of Alligator we've sold
significant quantities on the South
and West sides of lown," he relates.
Iglauer credits Ira Selkowitz, Alligator's radio promo director, with
engineering the nationwide black
radio push.
Two new singles are planned by
Alligator, and Iglauer says the label has strengthened its distribution on the basis of airplay in the
South. Tara Distributing in Atlanta recently was added.
Alligator next will come with
singles by Koko Taylor and Jimmy
Johnson.
Iglauer expects sales of more
than 5.000 singles through one
Memphis one -stop alone. He says
the Lonnie Brooks single recently
went on 1,500 jukeboxes in Mississippi through Hotline Distributing
of Memphis.
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.4Lp BYRD
artist, aviator, eñtertaiñer, and educator

do.

NAALD BYRD
new album, a re 'ection of a
the many worlds of Donald Byrd.
Produced by Donald Byrd
for Bluebyrd Productions, Inc.
On Elektra Records and Tapes.
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WILLIE NELSON

PEACHES & HERB -Twice The Fire. Polydor PD16239. Produced by Eleddre Petrel. MVP P016739 (Polydor) The

"Roller Shahs!' Mate" and "Howtaboul Some Love' dumdtate
here. there is also one ballad gem, 'I Pledge My Lore." and
an excellent midtempo soul number in the Spinners vein,
"Put It There " That track IS sprightly and danceable, but is
geared more to pop and soul radio than the last-changing
disco market Excellent horn and string arrangements spark

is

guitar. percussion and harmonica -all administ
simple, easy to take, doses The spotlight remains
fully on Nelson's fascinating voice
Best cuts: "Help Me Make II Through The Night. "For.
Good Times," 'Loving Her Was Easier," "Sunday Morn
Comm' Down"
Dealers: Stock this one deep -the Nelson /KostoNe
creative tandem can't miss in country. easy listening and

love Lift," 'Howtabout Some Love"
Dealers: Group has a visual identity, which should brine
sales Irom non-disco buyers

lady."

1

she cowrote with Kenny boggles and which he made into a
top fire single a year ago. The Tower of Power horn section
augments a she -man rhythm section on several of the cuts
Best cuts: Those cited, plus 'Fire In The Morning.

WAYLON JENNINGS -What Goes Around Comes Arou
AHLI3493. Produced by Richie Albnght The dur

RCA

'outlaw" al country music turns

will this ellort
BEE GEES GREATEST, RSO RS24200. Produced by Bee Gees, Marl Richardson, Albhy Galuten. Twenty of the Bee Gees'
all-lime classics are contamed On this beautifully packaged Ion record set With the reception of the previously never

"II

Can't Have You" and "Rest Your Love On
:cleated '(Our love) Don't Throw It All Away" (penned for Andy Grbb),
f4e," the latter two B sides of "Snaym' Alive" and' Too Much Heaven" respectively, all the material is culled from "Main
side with powerhouse tracks like "live
Course" through "Spirits Having flown " Side one is an incredible dance
Jalbis'," "Night Fever," "Tragedy. 'You Should Be Dancing" and "Slayrn' Alive" Side two rs comprised of some of the
hest Bee Gee ballads while the remaining sides are

a

mile of both.

Best cuts: All.
Dealers: This makes an attractive Christmas gill with

a

$13 At list

"Holdin' On lo The bovin'," "Don't Want A Heartache.
Meatus: Manchester's last album produced a top 10
WAILERS- Survival, Island BPS
9542. Produced by Bob Marley & The Waders. Alex Sadkin.
Frain the title. coves graphics to the lyric, this is probably
Marley & the Wailers' most political work iodate. Veteran reg.
gore group offers a highly rhythmic, entrancing soundtrack for
the trials and tribulations of the third world. While some may
not be able to swallow Marley's beliefs, the music itself is
solid All the cuts have the sensuous pulse for which reggae is
&

never sound too much the same. The female backup. the
Threes. round out the songs nicely as does the horn section

-

especially on the steamy "Wake Up And Live."
Best cuts: "Survival," "Wake Up And Live." "So Much

Trouble" "Africa Unite," "Zimbabwe."
on

Dealers: This group has
tour

a

large following and

w

currently

in

another line studio

Hon straight

ahead country

h

definite crossover potential

and acoustic guitars. ban
steel guitar, bass, harmonica, keyboards horns, and pe

Jennings' gruff, salty voice is also intact as it pr
plenty of drama and flavor for each song There are also
DI two hulling ballads in the mu.
Best cuts: "I Ain't Living long Like This," What
around." 'It's The World's Gone Crazy." "Ivory Tower,-""
Among The Stars." "If You See Her"
Dealers: Jennings' track record speakers to ilsell. He's
proven country superstar
soon

RABBITS -The

Best

01

Eddie

Babbitt,

Ele

6E235. Produced by David Malloy, Snuff Garrett. Most gr
est hits or best ol packages usually contain live or six

THE

known though Marley overlays diverse melodies so the songs

Tunes range

all out rock /country with some
The production utilizes electric

EDDIE

single
MARLEY

rs on

bens

A19506.

also shows more spark and spunk than past Manchester re
leases. But the best cut on the album may be a mellow.
softly sung vetsio) of "Whenever Cal( You 'Friend: " which

Nelson Sings Kristoffersan,

in

the eight cuts, with Perren's rhythm arrangements lending
spice.
Best cuts: 'Put II There," "I Pledge My Love." "Gypsy

Produced by
MELISSA MANCHESTER -Arista
Steve Buckingham. Manchester's eighth album for the label
has her tackling some spicy rock oriented /tacks in addition
her trademark MOR ballads. Lisa Dal Belltis "Pretty Girls,"
the first single from the set. has Manchester at her lusty best,
while another uptempo rocker, "How Does II Feel Right Now"

-Willie

lumbta 36188. Produced by Willie Nelson. flashvillés
-anger sings Nashville's best water, resulting in a
erpacked combination that should assault both country
pop charts Nelson chooses Knstoherson's classic sangs
though performed by many others in the past, gain
meaning with his soullul interpretation. Instrumental emp

year's hottest duo a back with more ol the immaculately pro
duced disco pop that made "2 Hot" a number two album Ioi
six weeks in May and lune. While sizzling uptempo tracks like

BOB

ounErÿ

(

but with Eddie Babbitt, all 10 tracks on this album have
No
hits. All of the tracks were produced by Malloy ea
for "Every Which Way But Loose:' which was produced
Garrett as part of that film's soundtrack Babbitt has beco
1

a

country superstar and one listen

to

this compilation will leg

you why
ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION

-Are

You Ready, Polydor P026236. Produced by Buddy Buie. This two pocket live set cut

mixes energetic renditions or the bands recent big hits and older material with some fresher material The
Ise element enhances the cuts with the group able to spread out and lam a tittle more than on a studs° set. Opening with
'Tara's Theme" from 'Cone From The Wind" the 13 selections are mostly upbeat and characterized by the band's
in the South

Southern boogie rock approach The
And as evidenced by the cut "Long
Best cuts: "Long Tall Sally." "So
nary lover'
Dealers: This band has amassed

guitar work of Barry Bailey, l R. Cobb and Paul Goddard is particularly outstanding.
Tall Sally," this quintet can rock with the best of them.
Into You." "Champagne lam," "I'm Not Gonna Let It Bother Me tonight." "Image

gone

a

following

as

well as platinum seconds

Best cuts: All of them

Dealers: Rabb tt's recent crossover success coupled with
his already strong fallowing and Christmas sales should yield
a very big album
DON WILLIAMS- Portrait, MCA 3192. Produced by Dee
Williams, Garth Fundis. Williams is a classically mellow, riederslated artist with a unique Quality to his voice He s load
his groove long ago and continues here to work well whine
that style, depending on strong mate-slat (mostly ballads and

CAPTAIN & TUMBLE -Make Your Move, Casablanca
NBLP7188. Produced by Daryl Dragon. the duo debuts on
Casablanca after hue LPs on R&M with a set of sensual ro
mantic material like the fast climbing single "Do That To Me
One More Time " The act maintains the mood through both
uptempo and ballad material, halt at which was smitten by
Toni It stumbles twice on side Iwo. in a remake of the Tot
ties' "Happy Together" which gets sidetracked on a Synthesizer langent, and on the closing number, 'Never Make A
Move Too Soon," which has Toni doing a blues singer's rap
with only minimal effectiveness But her strong, radiant voice

midtempo tunes) and simple arrangements to lend warmth to
his efforts. Lyrics are a key element in Williams' perform.
ances, as he possesses the rare ability to make each word he.
sings believable and sincere
Best cuts: "We've Never Tried It With Each Other." -Yco
Get lo Me," "Woman You Should Be In Movies.'
Dealers: Williams is a cansistent setter in his field. DOW
to the forefront

overcomes these (laws to carry the album
Best cuts: "Love On A Shoestring," "No Love In The More
mg." "How Can You Be So Cold, "Do That To Me One More

choice material and cessp production provided by his bog
time producer Bowen. The album opens with Tdlis' current
top 10 hit, "Blind In Love," and moves through several uy

Time "

tempo numbers as well as a few country tinged tunes such as
"Lying Time Again," and "Uphill All The Way." While (here
are several MORish tunes, Tiflis doesn't forego his country
base The musicians skillfully surround Tdhs'voice with tasty-

is

MEL TILLIS -Me And Pepper, Elehtra 6E236. Produced by
Jimmy Bowen. Tills' firs) album for the label sparkles wilts

Dealers: Duo has an apparent hit with the first single and
Narking hard to support its label debut product

-Skatetown
U.S.A., Columbia 1036292. Various producers. this collection
ORIGINAL MOTION

PICTURE SOUNDTRACK

from the film of the same name contains old and new songs
by such diverse artists as Dave Mason, Earth, Wind & Fite,
the Emotions, Patrick Hernandez, the lacksons. Heatwave,
Marilyn McCoo & Billy Davis lr., John Sebastian and the
Hounds In general the music is more disco on side
and
more rock on side 11 Three of the selections here are by Dave
1

Mason who also appears in the film which

is

geared to the

teenage market.
Best cuts: "Feetin' Alright," "Under My Thumb," Shake
Your Body (Down To The Ground)," "Roller Got."
Dealers: LP will do as well as the him

playing and arrangements. This album is loaded with hit sin-

?."'

"

gles

s
(

programming. There are also a couple of more mellow, ballad oriented tracks, which better show off the group's impres
sere harmony vocal skills, When it comes to concocting clever. catchy pop rock singles, this tour-man group is in a league
with the Doable Brothers, the Steve Miller Band and the little River Band' few others have that consistency at being
commercial without being crass,
Best cuts: "I Want You tonight" (the single). "Part 01 The Game," "When love Is At Your Door," "Om' II Away," "For
Another Town"
Dealers: Group's last LP. "Worlds Away " hit number six and

"

Best cuts: "Blind In Love. "This Is Me,"

-Part

01 The Game, O&M SF3712. Produced by Bill Schnee. The leading eiponents ol uptempo good
limey pop rock return here with another collection of hummer sounding gems Most of the cuts here are upbeat formula
rockers like past hits "Whatcha Gonna Po" and "Love Will Find A Way." with the accent on guitar and synthesizer

PABLO CRUISE

MM

is

on

a

hot streak with rock acts

Cm Sorry

and

love."

All My

Beaten: Tillis has a built in audience and with a new label
behind him his debut should score well Excellent area
graphics
GEORGE JONES

-My

Very Special Guests, Epic 1E35544.

Billy Sherrill. Like the title implies. Jones' latest
LP lealures many guest stars. A long time in the making, d
features lames Taylor, Willie Nelson, Pop and Mavis Staples.
Produced

by

Linda Ronstadt, Waylon Jennings, 'phony Paycheck. Inc
mylou Harris, Tammy Wynette. Elvis Costello. and Dean. to
Iornere and Ray Sawyer of Dr. Hook Each of the 10 songs
features a different vocal partner working with Jones.
Best cuts: "Night Life," "Stranger In The House' "It Sure

Ate." and "t Gotta Get Drunk"
Dealers: /ones coupled with the talents on this album
should provide the country legend with a hit album and many

Was Good," "Here We

\Soul l

hit singles.

T.CONNECTION- Totally Connected, Dash 30014 (TKI.
T. Coakley. Seller oller, a leathnok e,aniple of
what soul Sunk should be. Obvious inspirations are Parto
meal and Earth. Wind & Fire (hough the band is not a slavish
imitator 01 the eight cuts, "Choosing" and Let's Du II lu
day" are midtempo ballads which helps break up the tank 01
the remaining songs, all are disco look with "That's love"

WILLIAMS IR.- Whiskey Bent And Hell Bound,
Etektra.Curb 6E237. Produced by Jimmy Bowen. Hank b
HANK

Produced by

being the cream of the crop. It possesses a grabber of a hook
and cool harmonies Punchy horn section enlivens some cuts
and production
Best

cuts:

ceded,""let's

is

strong throughout

"That's Love,"
Do II Today"

'Choosing;"

"Totally

Con

Dealers: last LP went top 20 on the soul charts and went
lop 60 on the pop charts.

io .,
TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS -Damn The Torpedoes, Backstreet /MCA MCA 5105. Produced by Tom Petty,

Jimmy twine. Pally debuts an the Backstreet Sahel won nine fresh urgently sounding rockers, all containing invigorating
melodies and layered textures Pellys sound at limes is reminiscent of the Byrds, an obvious influence, yet also manages

Identifiable sound Petty plays 12 and su- slrineguitars, harmonica and carries the lead vocals in his own
commanding way Musical support comes from his band consisting of Benmonl Tench, keyboards, Mike Campbell, guitar,
Stan lynch, drums and Ron Blair, bass. A thoroughly satisfying ellort that should greatly expand the audience that Petty
established with his hrsl two albums.
Best cuts: "Don't Do Me Like That" "Here Comes My Girl," Even The Losers." "You Tell Me "
Dealers: Expert immodale radio acceptance on this eagerly awaited colease
to forge his own

Spot hpnl

and that with the greatest

new

pi°blvd

of the weeks

Welsh

potential loi lop el the chart placement;

-predicted for

the lap hall or Ille chart in the opinion el Ikt
reviewer, recommended -pi edict ed to Sil the second hall of the chart
picks

in the

opinas

or the

relate

,

sr albums

or

superior quayle. AOums

three star rating are nul listed. Review editor: Ed Hun
wn; reviewers: Cary Darling Dave Dealer )r., Paul Grein, Mile HI.
receiving

a

land. Pip Kirby. woman Kozak, by Lichtman,

lin

Mctullaugh. Owl

flosses, Man Penchansly, Eliot r-iegei, Adam While, Gerry Wood,

Williams.
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-The most outstanding
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leu

u

Atlanta Rhythm Section before an audience and wad-) the boys from Doraville
whip them to a screaming, foot -stomping frenzy with their all -time classics. So Into You,
"Imaginary Lover;' and "Champagne Jam;' are just part of the specially priced two record
set of ARS at their best, doing their best. On Polydor/BGO Records and Tapes.
Put the

Palma NcomorAno
www.americanradiohistory.com
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shambles of a broken love affair are depicted convincingly by
Gilley Guitars, strings and piano are upfront in this strong

recommended
A El
MASS PRODUCTION -Love IOU 13:45); producers. Ed
lerbe. Mass Production. writer R Williams. publisher Two

Pepper ASCAP Cotillion 45006 (Atlantic).
STEVIE

(4:00); producer
Stevie Wonder. publishers lobele/

WONDER -Send

Stevie Wonder. wider

One Your Love

Black Bull TM ASCAP Sarnia 154303F (Motown) The host
single from "Stevie Wonder's tourney Through The Secret Life
01 Plants' is Iles softly swaying midlempo ballad. which lea
-

lures some tasty harmonica breaks Already on the charts at
starred number 51

a

TYRONE DAVIS

-Be With

(4:08); producer Leo Graham.
Ellis. R Locke. publishers Content/
Me

Richmond, D
Iyronta BMI Columbia 111128
writers

P

none listed.
Delicious (3:59); producer
writers V White. R Wright. C Fearing. F White, L Start.
publisher none listed ARC /Columbia 111121
POCKETS -So

Larry
BARLEY -Man 01 Value (4:25); producer
Weiss
ASCAP
miter
l
airy
Weiss.
publisher
Larry
Weiss.
Midsong International MI1016

love Wdh You (3:34); producer
Mike Chapman, writers N Chinn. M Chapman, publishers
Chumelrap, Adm by Careers BIM RSO RS1014

JAMES BROWN -The Original Disco Man (3:54); producer
Brad Shapiro, writer 8 Shapiro: publisher Kayvette BMI

ABBA- Chiqudìta (4:38); producers: Benny Andersson, Born
Illvanas. wrrlers. Benny Andersson, Blom Ulvaeus. pub
Usher UNICEF ASCAP Atlante 3629

WILLIE HUTCH

SU21 QUATRO

-She's

In

RECORDS- Teenarama (3:57); producer Robert John
Lange. writers Will Birch, John Wicks: publishers Nymph.

-Kelly Green (4:24); producer Willie Hutch.

writers. Willie Hutch.

Tamerlane/It's

S.

The Song

Leon Cavolle, publishers

Warner

Whillield WHI49102 (Varner

13611

Bros.).

catchy number is spiced by some brash
instrumentation as Fricke s weIl controlled voice handles the
lyres smoothly It's frothy, light and delivered wdh winsome
Columbia 111139

Virgin BMI Virgin 0067002 (Allantics
MAS -Quote

Goodbye Quote (2:28);

producer
Steve Burgh, writers Carolyn Mau, David Landau. publishers
Chappell/Eggs and Coffee and Music Landau ASCAP Mer
curo 16019
CAROLYN

TOMMY OVERSTREET- Fadin' Renegade (2:47); producer
Bob Mdlsap. wader Coke Sams, publisher Ironsrde, ASCAP.

Eleklra E46564 Production by Milisap incorporates strings as

background with a stinging electric guitar gliding through
the song An uptempo number that Overstreet feels comfort,
a

With Her (2:23); producer
writer
Bobby
Orlando.
publisher Midsong
Bobby Orlando.
ASCAP Midsong International MI1015.
THE NOW

-Can

You Fix He Up

-We

_tountry

(3:14); producer. Danny Kortch
mar, wrrlers. Louise Gofin, Billy Hippie; publishers Lea

Ci
de
00

ASCAP/Task Force BMI Asylum E46561Á

JOHNNY CASH 8 WAYLON IENNINGS

DESMOND CHILD AND ROUGE- Goodbye Baby (3:22); pro
cheer Richard Lands, writers D Child. M. Vidal, publishers.

Oesmoblle/Pechugrta de Sweetie /Managed ASCAP. Capitol
P4791

00

a;

;

TANTRUM -How Long (3:48); producer John Ryan, venters
Caulfield, Sapko: publishers Chas Carmen /Creative ASCAP

Ovation OV1135A
BETTE MIDLER

¢
m

Aril Mardm: yellers Gil Rodin, Bob Crosby. Bob Haggart, Roy
Bauduc. publisher. Bregman. Vocco and Conn ASCAP Allan
tic 3628

2

n,

Y^Y/

ti

O

KENDALLS

PARLIAMENT -Party

People (4:43);

-You'd

producer

Dr

Fun

kenstem. writers G. Clinton. W. Collins. G Shider. publisher
Ruhherband BMI Casablanca NR2222 A more straight
forward disco effort Irom tunkmaster George Clinton and crew
than recent releases. But there is enough of the humor here
to beep the fans interested in this handclalping song.

EMOTIONS- What's The Name Of Your Love 13:501;
producer Maurice White, writers M White. D Foster, A
Willis, publishers Sagghre /Modern American ASCAP/Irving/
Foster Frees BMI ARC /Columbia 111134. The is a briskly
paced lune which utilizes a driving rhythm section. Strings
embellish the final product as do outstanding vocals
THE

Wish

t

Was Crazy

Make An Angel Wanna Cheat

Brien Fisher. writers

Bob Morrison. Bill

Zedace, Jim ¿enlace. publishers Combine. BMI/Southern
Nights. ASCAP Ovation 1136 This duo has turned up with

another lilting, irresistible ear-opener featuring its famous
harmonies and sparklntg production lilhps. Flip, "I lake The
Chance,' is a lovely Louver Brothers' classic Jeannie Ken
dall's vocal perlormance rivals Emmyleu HMO' for pure
country emotion.
CONWAY TWISTY 8 LORETTA LYNN

Soul

-I

L

individual vocal styles couple with an arrangement that de
rives much of ils interest Irom instrumentation and lempo
turnarounds

12:08); producer

-Big Noise From Winnelka (3:36); producer

scored big earlier this year with the "Family Tradition" single
and album, and rs currently riding the singles chart with
"Whiskey Bent And Hell Bound." This album contains mostly

seltpenned songs drawing on Williams own experiences
Also included is a duet with Waylon Jennings. "The Conversa
lion." and a bluesy acoustic version of Gregg Allman's "Come
And Go Mens' Whams has found his groove. and coupled
with Bowen's production. has yielded an album that shines
on every track.

Best cuts: "0 0'd In Denver," the Conversation." "Out.
law Women." "White Lightnin
and the title tune.
Dealers: Williams has not only increased his profile m re
cent years, he has greatly increased his audrence Expect
strong sales

'

-The Sadness

Of It All

(2:59); producers David Barnes. Conway Twitly & Loretta
Lynn; wider Russell Wolfe III: publisher Side Pocket, Bol
MCA 41141 Melodramatic ballad that weaves sorrowful feel
rags against a background rich with slangs She lip side
"50v Know lust What I'd Do." powerlullymoving song wdh
decisive percussion and dine production. is a winner

BILLY "CRASH" CRADDOCK -Till

Stop Shaking (3:19); pro.
writer
Adrian,
duce' Dale Morris.
lohn
publisher Pick A Hit.

Capitol P4792

Al DOWNING -I Ain't

(2:30); producers Tony
BongipvVLance Quinn /Harold Wheeler; writer Al Downing;
Publisher Al Galhco /Metaphor, BMI. Warner Bros. WBSA787.

Krogh into the studio, James has added a much needed

new sound to his output

Si, tracks feature the oversized or
chestra lames favors, strings and all. with men like Eric Gale.
Harvey Mason Ron Carter, Ralph MacDonald and Gary King
all prominent. There's a variety of moods expressed in lames'

No Fool

-rd

Rather Leave While f'm In Love (3:28);
producer David Anderle /Booker T Jones, ender. Carol Bayer
Sager/Peter Allen. publisher Irving /Weolnough /Unichap
pell /Begonia Melodies. BMI 09M 2199S

RITA COOLIDGE

CHS2391.
DEBORAH WASHINGTON -Rock It 13:48); producer

publisher Screen Gems. Beal Warner /Curb W8S49107.
JOHNNY RUSSELL-Ain't No Way To Make

A

Bad Love Grow

(2:39); producer Jerry Kennedy. writer Sonny Ihrockmor
ten. publisher Cross Keys. OSCAR Metcuty 5100B
DAVID HOUSTON-Here's To All The Too Hard Working

Hus

bands (In The Work) (2:54); producer Ray Baker, writer
Pearly Mitchell/Pat Bunch, publisher Batas. BMI. Derrick
ORC

-Black Is The Night (3:40); producer Bill Rob
inson/Tommy Coghill, writer Sandy Posey Robinson. pub
lisher Amy's Mom /Heavy Duty, ASCAP Warner Bros.
WBS49104
BILLY EDD WHEELER -Duel Under The Snow (3:33);

duce'

Russ

Miler, writer

Billy

pro
bid Wheeler. publisher

Sleepy HNlow, ASCAP Radio Cinema RCD01.

DARLENE

in

the

program and Klugh's pluckrngs help make it all an out
standing relaxed entry
Best cuts: Mallorca," "Winding River," "Love Lips "
Dealers: lames still has two LPs on the tau chart This is
sure to make d three
THE BEST OF JOHN KLEMMER- Volume

/MOSAIC, MCA
MCA28014. Produced by Stephan Goldman, John Klemmer,
this twu pocket compilation album chronicles tenor sax
player Klemmer's career from 1975 through the present wdh
the best item this "Touch." "Barefoot Ballet," "Lifestyle,"
"Arabesque" "Cry" and "Brasilia" albums. Klemmer's mel
low mood setting compositions have a pop flavor to them, Yet
it's the diverse elements Klemmer weaves into a thoroughly
imaginative sound that draws to much attention Each hack
employs different backing players all late veterans
Best cuts: "Touch," "Barefoot Ballet," "Caress, " 'Whisper
To The Wind " "Tender Storm "
Dealers: Klemmer's appeal extends beyond the Jazz au-

Of The Night

(3:59); producer.

Dale Reed,
It

4!ÄduIt

Contemporary
recommended

DICK ST. NICKLAUS- What's The Reason (3:26); producers
Dick St Nicklaus. Veltan Ray Bunch, wrrlers D St Nicklaus

Coll.

M

publisher Dick St. Nicklaus

BMI

Epic 950787

ICBS)
DANA VALERY

-I

Don't Want To Be Lonely (3:25); producer
Mark Mueller. publisher Duchess OBI
N

Kyle terming, writer

Scotti Bros 56509 (Atlanbc).

121

bright song gets a lively ride
Iron country's traditional twins As expected. there's tons of
steel and guitar and bouncy rhythm patterns

First

Song ASCAP Ariola 7772

SANDY POSEY

BMI

Curt Lanham,

L.N

publisher

R

Jones.

Daydreamer.

Sessa D794

A

terry Foster Bill Rice. writer I Taylor publisher
lady Songs BMI Eye 950801 The trials el surviving

/Wald

direr Michael Lloyd, writer lack Keller /Howard Greenfield

Jones,

err

George

writers: Mike Piccudlo, Gary Goettman: publishers

DEBBY BOONE -Everybody's Somebody's Fool (2:221; pro

AUSTIN- Rhumba Girl (2:35); producer Bernie
Vaughn, writer Jesse Winchester, publisher 4th Float.
ASCOT

BME

1022

-Nashville Beer Garden (2:05):
listed, writers Stanton; Badale/lohnson.-

FirsETime Around
-Video Killed The Rada Star (3:20); pro
Buggies, writers bestir Horne /Geoffrey Downes/

THE BUGGLES

duce' The
Bruce Woolley, publishers Ackee ASCAP/Carbert BMI. Island
1549114 (W B ). A getteral sounding lead vocal leads into e
catchy chorus on this novellyonented tune that s a No
record in England Vocals are supported by a tight and myth
me orchestral backup
I

On
30 chart tune in the opmien et the ravie. panel .1ìa
voted for the selection: released tho reek: recommended -a ISM

Picks -a

ANDY BADALE ORCHESTRA

wended fo land en

producer

Ed

not

the Hot 100 behreen 31 and 100. Review eerier -

Harrison.

LP s

I

bum and single of the title track. Tzuke has an intriguing
voice that conveys warmth, sensitivity, passion and canoe
bon, All the material is original that displays Tzuke's lyrical
depth and ability to write songs based around familiar
themes yet presented in fresh light String arrangements add
depth to the material and Stoke's band supplements her as

horn the LP. 'Lady Midnight." is disco, Halloween's debut
album is not wholly a disco affair. This five man, one.womaa
act proves itself a versatile group -Go With What You Got"
the best song. is a delicious piece of funk that would do Par
hament proud "Warm Blooded Lover" has the soul rock ap
peal of a Tots number while "Tcuchin' The Moment" n a mid

I

cals with musical power

Best tuts: "Stay With Mn Sid Dawn," "Welcome to The
Cruise,' "These Are The Laws," "Southern Smiles."

Dealers: This is MCA Distributing's second release
55.98 "Rising Star" series.

FirstTimeAroúñd
IUDIE TZUKE -Slay With Me Till Dawn, Rocket PIG27001
(MCA). Produced by lohn Punter, Lem Lubin. this versatile
English singer has been tiding the English charts with the at

in

its

DICK ST. NICKLAUS- Magic, Epic NJC36178. Produced by
Dick SI, Nicklaus, Belton Ray Bunch. St Nicklaus played
drums for the Kinpsmen on "Louie Louie," the 15.yearold

rock'n'roll classic, but this his first solo LP. On it he sings and
plays keyboards, while the music is more contemporary pop
and MOR With some steller session musicians behind him,
and a collection of fine songs, St. Nicklaus appears heading
toward the pop sophisticate milieu occupied by such artrsls
as Bon Scaggs and

et

I

(3:01); producer. Bill

Lcille Getting Used To (3:201; produc

Chrysalss

LA. WHEELS -Rater Derby Dancer (3:53); producen. Tony
Camillo, Cecile Barker, writers Joe Mason, Jim Zimmerman,
publishers: United Artists /Free Flow ASCAP /Deerfeather
BMI Venture V117 (Camillo Barker Enterprises).

LONNIE JONES- Heartquake

-A

BMI

Warner Bros WBS49093

writer:

MICKEY GILLEY

Lake

writers Reed, Bomback, Wadlmgton. publishers Pump
Up /Blecman E Hedges. Fantasy F87805

MOE BANDY & JOE STAMPLEY -Holding The Bag (2:34);
producer Ray Baker. writers B Moore P Bunch. publisher

Banal. BMI Columbia 111147

ATV/Wooded

publishers

FEVER -Beat

3

dience

BOB JAMES & EARL KLUGH -One On One, Tappan Zee
(CBS) FC36241. Produced by Bob James. By banging guitar

Barry.

DONNA FARGO- Preacher Berry (4:21); producer Stan Sit
vet; writer. Donna Fargo, publisher Prima'Donna. BMI

Billboard
Continued from page il4

CLAUDIA BARRY -You Make Me Feel The Fire (3:58); pr
Jurgen S. Korduletsch. wrrlers. Evers. Korduletsch,

High Sierra

recommended

BIG

12:41); producer unlisted. curler Bob MOM. publisher
Hall Clement, BMI Columbia 310742 A great duet song by
two el country music's strongest luminaries. Their distinctive.

THE

recommended

Love Each Other

(3:01): producer Buddy Killen, wnler B Killen, publisher
Tree, BMI. Epic 950789. A country love song from Louise and
RC A medium tempo number with both vocals being very
upfront. Production by Killen sparkles with a strong MDR leel,
while the strings surround the vocals. A good crossover candi.
dale

BMI

LOUISE GOFFIN -Kid Blue

love Life Baby (3:55); pro
Bobby
Eli,
writers
G.
Perry,
S Baines, S. Stein: pub.
duce'
Ushers Peabody ASCAP /Proat's in the Pudding BMI Cotum.
bio 111140. Moore follows her big disco hit "This Time Baby''
with this peppy dance.orrenled track which features brassy
instrumentation and sassy backup vocals.

able with

LAKESIDE -Pull My Strings (3:40); producers Dick Grilley.
Leon Sylvers. Lakeside writer Fred Lewis, publisher Spec

FREDDIE TAMES- Hollywood (2:41); producer Tony Green.
venter lore Goes, publishers. Cicada/Rehm (PRO)/Get
Ready BMI Warner Bros WBS49106,

Gy

JACKIE MOORE -How's Your

Tobin

Crum WI ASCAP

ASCAP

A

THE

O.P

April /Surrey /Anlon /Terry,

publishers

GP517

JANIE FRICKE -But Love Me (2:59); producer Billy Sher
rill. writer K Nolan, publishers. Nolan/Two One Two, BAI

LOUISE HANDBELL & R.C. BANNON

Polydon 102034.

Monk,

stay song

style.

TYRONE

recommended

Picks.

Robert Palmer

Best cuts: "Magic," "She's My Music." "Can't Give Up."

"What's The Reason."
Dealers: Pitch lo older female tans

-Come

It's All About, Mercury
SRM13B01. Produced by Jerry Martellino. Though the single
HALLOWEEN

www.americanradiohistory.com

See What

lempo love song leatunng the strong vocals of Adrienne
Williams The remarning tour songs are tasty disco
Best cuts:

"Go With What You Got,"

Lover' "Lady Midnight." "Touchin'
Dealers: Display cover

as

The

"Warm Blooded

Moment"

group has colorful image.

RICHARD LLOYD- Akhemy, Eleklra 6E245. Produced by
Michael Young. Guitarist Lloyd was a founding member of

the seminal New York new wave bands.
When Televison broke up alter two under appreciated LPs,
bath Tom Verlaine and Lloyd. the two driving tortes of the
band, went onto solo careers with E/A. With both now hmnt
LPs out, it is apparent that Lloyd's has the greater pop sensibility, while Verlaine is the more avant-garde. Lloyd is backed
by a fee-piece band This LP contains 10 catchy new caw:
pop songs, that are well made and well played But Tde
vision's nervous intensely is missed

Television, one

of

Best cuts: "Alchemy," "Woman's Ways," "Dying Wales,"

"Pretend:"
Dealers: Display near Verlaine's LP. Television still
cult following

has

À
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General News
MOVIE REVIEW

TREND LABEL
INTO DISCO

Quality Throughout

i

Who's Rock Feature
"QUADROPHENIA " -A film
bold ea the 'Wombs the Who. Mu-

Idol d rection: Peter Townshcnd and
Jake Eatwalstk. Exacathe Produc-

es

the Who.

NEW YORK- The Who i+ producing films with the same depth of
vision that marked us dutingutyhcd
line of albums that helped shape
and define the course of r ock music
This means quarts work that
doesn't neeesvnl+ profuse land
sldc sales escn tinte but it is tall,rt
integrity and Jc`cru es to be taken se
nswsh

^Quads phcma :'

the moue

t.

1-

K,ws the album M nine scars Both

farther than that. se the
tramutonal +ear of l%3. before hippes and the cultural revolution. It is
unatushedl+ a period piece. rash toned for the ...teen in the stratghtforward, cinema sente style much in
wipe among British film maker's of
the lae,t* It Is w rttng clan drama.
but it a lso. w n hou ans fanfare at all.
are set hack

A

,

t

documents the esse of the rock'n'roll
that was to flood two continents in
the sun to Orme
The hens n a pep -pill gulping.
pimply swung paw r in a game he
duon't undmtanJ. J rebel who is
ash on the +er c of finding a cane.

Plea
o

Bargaining

Costumed from page 4

liTèe four admitting to the lesser offense were Ronald Todd. James
McCarthy. Anthony 1. Ciabattoni
and Donald

Logcero.

Vincent N. DeRRosa, the employer
f the four mm. had been indicted
for embezzlement and five counts of
eadetnark violations for illegal use
of record labels He later admitted
operating the business and was
pica a two -year suspended sentease and lined SIABB.
The lout men ongtiaaly had been
charged under the states record piracy statute_ DeRosa, a former offi-

of a legitimate record presung
firm, obtained master recordings of
map by Stevie Wonder. the Jackson
Frye. Helen Reddy and Carole
King. The illicit retord plant, ac-

cer

cording to authorities, produced
sore than 1.000 records daily.

and that thtougir no toile nl his own
Ile shune the drab working ctnsa life
her destined for hs trying to appear
natty and Mod
His disaffection e+ shown without
passion The +tors is told simply and
dulcetly The message is delivered bs
showing the Mod life exactly as it
was before the barn the Numb movement Base him something to hang
his rdcahsm on
The stilt, Is set during the summer
when the Mats. wearing their Army
surplus parkas and neat button downed shirts and desert boots. meet
for a showdown with the Rockers.
portrayed as greasy. swaggering notorcyclists who affect black leather
uniforms The two groups fight to an
apparent draw. Dazed, both sides
return to the real world. disillusioned.
The incident jolts the her

Jimmy. into a state of "quad
rophenia. defined as an advanced
state

of schizophrenia. and

he re-

turns alone to the seaside resort
where the battle was held in the
hope he can recapture the exuberance of the fray But all he discovers
is that the sharpest Mod. Ace. who
he had the honor to he arrested with.
is only a bellboy. hopping to the
beck and call of guests at a posh hotel.

The photography is fine. and the
pace is generally swift. whisked
along M the power of the soundtrack. which contains not only the
original album score. but a selection
of r &b and pop tunes that were popular during the period.

"Quadrophenta"

ton intelligently written. directed and
is

presented to he described as a
rock'n roll movie. although the music plays a major but unpretentious
pan in the stilt,. Whether the ruck
audience will respond to it with the
fervor it responds to the Who in conceit is another matter.
"Quadrophenìa" can be described
as an accurate dramatization of the
album Its sole fault lies in the fact
that is so aceurate. so native to the
British perception of that era. that if
may be hard for an American audience to digest As of to rest the water. the film opens Nov. 2 in New
York only
DICK NUSSER

Lifelines
Births

Deaths

Son to sane+ and Albhr (,alutrn
Oct. 13 in Miami. Father i+ half the
producing team of Richardson-Galatea, .hick wprnise s many of the Bee
Gem' records.

Nadia Boulanger. 92, concert pianist who became probably the most
celebrated teacher in the world, in
Paris Oct 22. Among her pupils were

Daughter, Morgan Raehele to
Marsha and Scott Burns Oct. I1 in
Azura, Calif. Father is Electra/AsyIam's local promotion representative

ter.

is Los Angeles.

Marriages
Billy Crain. lead guitarist of the
Henry Paul hand. to Karen Jarnagin
in Florida Oct. 14.

William Albert Anthony to Mary
Joanne Impastatn in Los Angeles
Oct. 27. Groom is West Coast direc.< lot of Nashville s Combine Music
Corp,

Barbi Benton tu George Gordon
ia Pasadena. Calif. Oct. 14. Bride is
bin limitar.
UIger- actress.

LOS ANtrl l b I 'end Bes,nds,
the parent company of the Itrod
audiophile line and Discovery ta,t
line, Is Numbing a disco woes Very
Disco Records It has shopped its

Aaron Copland. Virgil Thomson,
Leonard Bernstein and Elliott Car-

Ray Brown, 54, owner of National
Artists Agency in Memphis since
1961, Oct 23 In Memphis. Ile was a

WHBQ -AM disk jockey before

he

became an agent and in 1975, was
credited with signing if onfunkshun
to the Mercury label. He is survived
by his widow, Julia May, and no
sons, Tom and Jim.

Carl Elder. 48. arranger- accordionist. Oct. 20 in Milwaukee. Ile Is
survived by his widow, Patricia. and
three children.
James R. Brant. 26. jazz pianist
and member of the Philadelphia Jazz
Inf/etl'4. Oct. 16 in Philadelphia.

first disco LI', Robert t'om's "Latin
Love Affair" and in three weeks will
conte with its second, Alan Chap.
man's "Dr. Disco."
The Trend audiophile line also
has released three new dire...Ho -disk
albums: "New Colors" by jais accordionist Frank Moracco and reed
player Ray Pizzo; "Alone At Last"
by guitarist Tommy Tedesco and
"Tenor Snx Jazz Impression" by a
quarrel featuring Bob Cooper.
New on the Discovery label is
Piur's "The Lover Letter" with releases being prepared by singers Bill
Henderson and David Allyn; pianist
Jack Wilson and Bob Magnusson's
quintet featuring reed man Joe Farrell

CBS $5.98
ConunueJJn,nr page

4

Fred Traub, vice president of purchasing at the 95 -store Record Bar
chain to maintain a profit margin
puce of the 380 titles to 55.59 from
56.99 when the price change went
into effect, which still enabled the
chain to maintain a profit a margin
on the product already in stock.
Traub says that just now is the
chain getting its initial shipments of
the reduced price merchandise but,
he says. the chain will not be actively
promoting the product "It is not in
our Interest to promote product
where there is potential difficulty in
the returns," says Traub.
"We ordered the catalog items
when the list was first released. and
we still haven't gotten it into the
store. We expect it momentanly, but
we had to rewrite the whole order. In
this case it has taken six weeks," says
Al Franklin, head of the Franklin
Music store in Hartford, Conn.,
pointing to the other problem in the
program.

"The program could have been
better handled but we have no complaints," says Max Tuchten, owner
of the four -store Hear /Here chain in
Chicago.

"When the program was announced we immediately started
selling off the product with a 409
sale, and our customers have been
happy with it" continues Tuchten,
who is "having fun" with variable
prices from $4.99 down. "We can sell
it as far down as $3.99 and still not
get hunt because the product is so
strong that it will all sell out even-

tually."
Tuchten says

included information about the sale in a co-op ad
with CBS on new product but that
mostly he stresses the catalog
through in-store displays.
he

Also reducing pnces immediately
after the program was announced
was the 60 -store National Record
Mart chain. which is selling product
at 54.99.

"Our reasoning was that

we made

enough in inventory profits when
the record companies raised their
pnces, that it would not hurt too
much to take a little hit of a loss."
says Jtm Grimes. vice president of
merchandising for the Pittsburgh based churn.

Grimes
"gung -ho"

pronounces

himself

on the project. and says

problems with delivery or co-op monies in promoting
this product.
he has had no

www.americanradiohistory.com

tloseup
INTERVIEW -Big Oceans, Virgin VAI3131. Produced by Colin

Thurston.
Interview's debut LP

Is a

classy

mixture. of new wave sensibilities
with solid old wave musical and yrtcal abilities. Just as Due Straits
could be called the find of I97ß, this
British quintet may be 1979's diamond in the rough.
The LP's divergent styles may
strike as rohituphrenic at first. "We
want to be diverse musically. Even
our name, Interview, doesn't pin as
down to one style," says Jeff Starts.
lead vocalist and lyricist. Kicking off
side one is "You didn't Have To Lie
To Me," a Beatles- influenced piece
of pop froth. The breezy melody has
a hook that, once heard, will have to
be surgically removed from your
brain. It was designed as a hit
single." admits Stares.
More meaty is "Here Comes The
Cavalry," at which point the listener
craves a lyric sheet. "We had a discussion about it and I was adamant
against it," he says. "People should
work to hear lyrics."
"Cavalry." a rousing mix of fine
harmonies and instrumentation,
deals with having faith, if not in
God, then in mankind at least. "I'm
aware of religion. It means a lot to
me but not necessarily as a Christian
or Buddhist or anything like that."
l

says Stares.

"Feet

Start

Walking,"

an
unearthed Gary U.S. Bonds song,
shows Interview moving in a funkier
direction. Starts' somewhat ragged
vocals fit in perfectly
"Love Fallout," a smooth rocker,
follows. The story involves a man
who visits a woman only because of
her endowments as seen on a
shadow. "White budding hus a mural reflection. its' all right/ But there's
a woman out there' Dancing on the

Elias, this cut is a spirited rocker that
cluses side one perfectly.
The closest thing to punk is "Atadcmics To Anger." However, Starts
doesn't consider Interview a new
wave band. "We feel we're on the
periphery of it," he nays. "Anger" is
a fast -paced political science lesson.
"One day everyone will have one culture/They will learn to feed it on the
garbage they have earned /Leaders

will break their resolutions/ I've
heard that fire Itself will have been
burned/ But all I in going to do Is
keep on rolling / My heurt loves you."
Romance triumphs in the end after
all.

The finest cut is "Blow Wind
From Altsund" with its ear- arresting harmonies and looping gait. Pete
Allerhand cuts a swath through the
song with his fine guitar work while
the lyrics tell of two views of a Norwegian town.
A seemingly mundane topic. the
downing of telephone lines in a
small French town, is the subject
matter for "St. Jean Wires." This is a
slow song that builds to a passionate
ending equivalent to an Elvis Costello or Graham Parker song.
"Hart Crane In Mexico," a rocking ode to the obscure American
poet who committed suicide in the
Gulf of Mexico after allegedly struggling with alcoholism and homosexuality. is both a history lesson and
glorious rock'n'roll.
The album ends, as it begins, on a

brutive and has another hook that's
hard to forget CARY DARLING

Eagles Court Action
LOS

firm of Satin. Tenenbaum & Eichler

pending on her union with the light,"
go the lyrics.
"Fire Island" sounds as if it is a

here issuing the Eagles Ltd. in Supe-

us

plot from a Lina Wertmuller film.
With an island being destroyed by
some unseen force, a man who had
been sent to give a lone woman resident a warning falls in love with her.
He stays with her until the end.
Paced by the dynamic rhythm section of guitarist Alan Brain. bassist
Phil Crowther and drummer Manny

W

.7;

ANGELES-The accounting m

impolite /De-

third floor /Making

Z

light note. "Shipyards" is a tribute to O
the working class. Though address- m
ing a serious Issue, the tone is cele-

17-

rior Court. claiming it is owed y
546,534.70 for auditing Warner
G
Music & Publications books
for the recording group.
The local pleading alleges that
plaintiffs were hired to audit royalty
reports and submitted statements of
522.129.28 and 535,479.06 for work
through Jan. 31. 1979. The defendants have paid S11.064.64. the filing
Bros

States.
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It's dance music. Music that keeps people on their feet, if they re

THE WHEEL

AMERICAN

careful. Its music from "Skatetown U S.A. *
An album that has so many top tunes you won't have time to get
your bearings, you'll just move. Included are recent greatest hits by Earth.
Wind & Fire. TheJacksons, The Emotions, Patrick Hernandez and Heatwave.
Also featured are compositions written especially for the film by
John Sebastian, McCoo & Davis and Dave Mason, who performs his
"Skatetown U.S.A "theme in the movie.
"SkatetownU.S.A" -the movie and music.already playing at more
than 1.000 theatres nationwide This one really lets the good times roll,

On Columbia Records and Tapes.
"Columbia° ; ; are trademarks of CBS Inc,

0

1979 CBS Inc.
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'Columbia Pictures and Rastar present" Skatetown

U. S.
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Late General News
LIKE EARLY 1950s

InsideTrack

A &M Brings Back
`Old' 10 -Inch LP
By ED

Musexpo Jammed
NEW YORK -Musexpo '79 is
o 100% booked, says the exhibition's
mJ
president Roddy S. Shashoua. AB
-1 three floors of exhibit and office
to space are now taken. Musexpo bows
of Sunday through Thursday (4 -81 at
m Miami's Konover Hotel.
cr

m

For the Record
LOS ANGELES - Jerry Wein-

traub will coproduce the Bob Dylan
> San Francisco dates with Bill GraNov. -8 and will act as coprozham,
ducer for all subsequent dates on
Dylan's domestic fall tour. A story in
a recent issue underplayed Weintraub's coproducer's role.
1

EMI Records U.K. has "declined" to distribute the
new album by Marianne Faithful! on Island because it
objects to the lyrics of one song, "Why D'Ya Do It ?" The
same LP, entitled "Broken English," ships in the U.S.
Monday (5) via Warner Bros., Island's distributor. No

HARRISON

LOS ANGELES -A &M Records
becomes the first label since the
early '50s to commercially market a
series of 10 -inch albums. The label
tested the waters earlier this year
with Joe Jackson's "Look Sharp" album on two 10 -inch disks and reportedly sold 50,000 units.
New product in 10 -inch contiguration is coming on Squeeze (six
songs on one 10 -inch disk). Police's
"Regatta de Blanc" on two 10 -inch
disks similar to Jackson's with a
Norman Seeff poster included and
the Reds on two 10- inchers.
A more unique release will be Joe
Jackson's "I'm The Man" available
in a boxed set of five singles conrained in special sleeves that when
assembled form a poster.
Suggested list on each product is
dependent on manufacturing costs.
The Reds will retail for $4.98 and the
Squeeze for $5.98 making them
"more accessible to the consumer
and a viable retail merchandising
item," according to David Steffen,
national sales manager.
The Police set will retail for $8.98
and Joe Jackson for $9.98.
Initial pressing on the Squeeze al-

g
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bum will be 10.000 units. Explains
Steffen: Its one more foot in the
door to get people to listen to them
and also to gain a foothold on the
next album. If it does that then its
accomplished its purpose.'
For the Reds album, pressed so
that interest in the original 12 -inch
configuration is not lost, initial
pressing was slated for 5,000 units
although that has been upped to
10,000.

The Police 10-filcher, with the
poster unavailable anywhere else,
will have an expected pressing of
35,000 -50,000 and the Jackson
boxed set, modeled after similar
packages put out by MGM in the
'40s, has an initial run of 10,000 although that will probably be increased to 50.000.
None of the pressings will exceed
50,000 to insure collector status. Remiler allocation at the outset will be
proportionate to how well the Joe
Jackson "Look Sharp" album sold.
The 10 -inch disks are being
pressed by Fidelatone in Los Angales, since they are the only local
plant with 10 -inch presses.
Says Jeff Ayeroff, A &M's creative
services vice president: "These items
are not a 'satin jacket' thing for the
industry or a way to get a record on
the air. They are for consumers, kids
and cult buyers. Rock'n'roll is very
charismatic and the high prices for
these items are indicative of the market for them."
Ayeroff says that unlike the short
lived picture disk, these records are
meant to be played and sustain a

longer life.
package was designed by
Chuck Beeson, who Ayeroff calls the
Each

"unsung hero" of all A &M's
uniquely packaged albums and
products.

The Reds album shipped last
week while the other packages have
a

Nov.

14

release date.

When the "Coach Charter Company of the Year" with
20 of the most luxuriously fashioned, custom designed, sleek, modern touring buses ever put on
the road throws in 3 million dollars in liability
insurance ... they're backing their service and your
tour -to the hilt! And they don't stop there!

problems are reported thus far. On the British situation,
Island managing director Tim Clark says, "Obviously we
regret EMI's decision not to be involved." He holds that
"Why D'Ya Do lt," which contains sexual references,
has "absolute artistic integrity, and is a vital part of the
album." The disk will now be shipped throughout Britain by seven local independent distributors, and at a
lower price ($10.50) than EMI -handled Island product
iodate. But EMI will handle Faithfull'ssingle from "Broken English," tagged "Ballad Of Lucy Jordan."
Scuttlebutt has it that Kenny Buttice, Elektra/Asylum's vice president of promotion, may he shifted to a &r,
becoming the label's first v.p. in that area since Charles
Plotkin exited in June 1978. Butticc signed Shoes, which
has a hot chart LP. The recent rumor that the label may
also appoint a v.p. of artist development appears to be
wrong. ... Expect further parings of the Elektra staff,
which started out the year 125- strong, currently numbers
103 and may wind up in the 87- range. And with those
trimmings the roster may have to be further cut. But the
label does have something to cheer about: the Eagles
have the week's number I LP and number 2 single.
Dolly Parton has formed her own label to be called
White Diamond Records. RCA will distribute the label
with first product anticipated for June. Parton, her manager Sandy Gatlin and Gallin's partner, Ray Katz, are
the principals. She will be among the pop flavored artists recording for it with first product due out next year.
Diana Thomas will run the label out of L.A.
Bob Jacobs, former chief financial officer and more
recently president of financially troubled GRT Corp.,
at presstime, was reported to have resigned. Jacobs was
rumored to be dissatisfied with the way in which the
San Jose federal bankruptcy court had cut off his water
in trying to reestablish consistent sources of income,
such as the Sunnyvale duplicating plant. which was
shuttered recently. GRT petitioned for reorganization
under Chap. XI several months ago.
Expect WEA to buy out Britain's Radar Records from
founders Martin Davis and Andrew Lauder soon. WEA
distributes the label outside North America, where CBS
distributes Nick Lowe, Elvis Costello and others.
Credit representatives of major vendors convened
Wednesday (24) at the home office of Odyssey Records
& Tapes in Capitola, Calif., with chain owner Rich Bullock, general manager Rick Albert and chief financial officer Dick Spingola. Details of the meeting, convened at
the behest of Bullock, could not be obtained. Persons attending declined comment It is understood that these
same industryites will gather again soon.
Bullock reportedly presented a deferred payment program to his suppliers, which in turn credit managers
must take back to corporate financial officers for consideration. Tom Heiman of Peaches is rumored to have profcrred a similar plan covering past indebtedness to his
suppliers about 60 days ago, asking they prolong his repayment of present accured delinquency over a number
of years. He asked that his future billing be established
under a new account number, it's rumored. Heiman did
not return a call of inquiry about the rumor.

NARM's board of directors cancelled its Thursday
(25) meeting with industry bigwigs in New York The
board meeting slated for Friday (26) went on as scheduled.

The Marshall Tucker Band has shifted from benefits
for Jimmy Carter to the U.S. Olympic Fund for which it
shows its wares Nov. 18 in Lake Placid, N.Y., with Rory
Gallagher opening. It marks the first known benefit by a
recording artist for the 1980 athletic effort.... An overturned equipment truck on the highway on the way to a
Saturday (20) Rochester, N.Y., gig caused cancellation
that night, but Jethro Tull did the concert there the next
night. ... Tom Waits finally moved out of his plebian
digs at the Tropicana Motel on Santa Monica Blvd. In
L.A. to the more patrician Silverlake section of L.A. And
can Rickie Lee Jones be far away?
Flacks Norm Winter and Justin Pierce wont all -nut to
get music critics to the Blind Date concert al Stanwood.
Hollywood, last week. They offered blind dates to those
reviewers who desired companionship.... WEA combines Its torrid streak with the numbers one and tun slots id
both best selling albums and the Hot 100 nccuppied by
their recordings. ... NBC -TV's new prime time entry,
"Top Ten," was yanked just before its first viewing. with
word it might be transplanted to another slot in the future. It was to have covered the tops in recorded product
along with other features.... Paramount's prerecorded
videocassette division has appointed Russ Berea s Video
One-Stop, Los Angeles, as its exclusive distributor for
Southern California and Nevada. Berens operates the
Nickelodeon Records store in Century City Shopping
Plaza, Beverly Hills.
DJ Steve DahL WLUP -FM, Chicago. who fomented
the Comiskey Park "Disco Demolition" this summer,
won't be a panelist at the Loyola Univ. National Radio
Conference Friday through Sunday (2 -4). University student activities director Gordon Stiefel says "the decision
was made because of the security and safety of the
campus based on Dahl's track record at public appearances." ... The state of Washington has its first pressing
plant. Rainier Records, a six -press plant in Sumner ...
Evanston, Illinois,' Audio Consultants made sure tenor
Luciano Pavarotti listened to test pressings of "Verisno
Arias" on the finest possible rig. They sent over IMF
speakers powered by a Yamaha receiver, while turntable
and cartridge were by Beogram, so he could audiuon the
album due in January.
Promotion techniques for unsigned acts and p.r. support for touring and recording artists is the subject for a
joint NARAS -Columbia College forum at City Center
Holiday Inn, Chicago, Monday (29) at 7 p.m. Cary
Baker, Ovation p.r. chief; Jim Sotet, Phonogram /Mercury singles promo boss; Chicago Tribune pop music
scribe Lynn Van Metre, Winois entertainer editor Guy
Arnston, WLS-AM p.d. John Gehron. WXRT -FM Manager Seth Mason, and WBMX -FM manager Ron Craven
will be moderated by WLS DJ Bob Strout.
Leif Garrett portrays a featherweight boxing champ in
his next lv movie role.... Factors Inc. Harry Geissler, the
tie -in merchandise outfit, explains new trends in Tshirts, button and poster sales in a stop at Toronto's
CE-ro for a talk show.... The Guinness Book Of Records gifted Paul McCartney with a rhodium record
award as the world's most successful composer and performer.

Digital LPs Emerge As Top Charters
Continued from page J
Among stumbling blocks, admittedly holding up pop productions
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the only custom coach company authorized by the C C for interstate
carnage, owns, maintains and constantly updates the wond's largest Peet of new diesel
powered MCrs specifically built for touring talent with all the conveniences of home built
m video 8 audio cassettes. color TV, AM /FM quad. CB radio. au conditioning,
telephone. 6 combination safe All in roomy, stunning interiors. unsurpassed for quality
and comlon Huge rear staterooms. spacious front lounge areas. sleeps 10 to 15
comfortably From gig to gig- Oonexiona guarantees your sate. prompt arrival
used coaches for sale For details call Gaspar Damanfi at (201) 663 -0140
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County Avenue, Secaucus, N.J. 07094

with digital has been the limited
amount of digital equipment, the
lack of multi -track flexibility and in
the case of 3M a usable editing system for its 32 -track digital recorder.
And although the 3M system has
been in studios since the beginning
of the year, considerable debugging
has been ongoing.
But according to Al McPherson,
chief engineer at Warner Bros. studios, and Tom May, director of the
A &M Studios, it has taken nearly a
year to familiarize themselves with
the 3M system.
3M indicates that it will have a
non -prototype editor on display at
the AES in New York this week and
phal the editor should be in use at
studios during the first quarter.
In fact, according to May, Albert's
next LP hopes to employ full digital
multi -track editing. The "Rise" LP
was mastered on 3M equipment but
transferred to analog for editing.
And 3M also indicates that several
more studios "arc on the verge" of
www.americanradiohistory.com

taking delivery of the firm's system.
Spectrum owner Arne Frager indicates he became sold on the Sony
system at last May's AES in Los Angeles and bought the PCM 1600 2track system for his studios at a cost
of nearly $70,000. He's already eying
Sony's promised 32 -track digital system which the firm hopes to have
available as a product, not a prototype, by the first quarter of 1980.
And that system promises full editing capability.
Others with the Sony PCM include Wonder, who purchased two;
CBS International and Polygram in
New York, and L.A.-based CBS
staff producer Bruce Botnick who
owns his own unit. More studios,
however, are buying or are close to
purchasing the Sony system for

client use.
Frager adds that he's gotten so
many requests thus far to use the system that he will begin offering a remote service with it because of the
unit's portability.
Wonder sought Spectrum out, according to Frager, because although
the Motown artist had been recpstd.

mg extensively with his own units,
he had no experience in preparing
the digital 2 -track master for the
lathe.
"We had done a number of digital
projects with our system," says Frager, "including the recent Cryers LP
for Mercury so we had the experience." Transfer was made from
Wonder's PCM to Spectrums with
lathe cutting taking place last week
at the JVC cutting center in L.A.
Wonder did a lot of the recording
and mixing for the LP at lA.M. studios in Irvine, Calif., and at Crystal
Sound in L.A. The set ships in two
weeks.

According to Dr. Thomas Stock ham of Soundstream, who indicates
that some 50 Soundstream digiat
projects have been completed. the

firm is currently working on expanding its capabilities and services-such as a new editing system
and a multi -track recorder.
The Soundstream system is 2 and
4 -track and Skip Konte of I.A.M. indicates that his studio is helping test
and develop an 8 -track unit for.
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You have seven days to prepare yourself.
't.
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zz Top. Deguello.
Produced by Bil. Ham
On Warner Bros. Records

8,

Tapes (HS 3361)
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A roots journey.

Outspoken, impassioned,
and pulsing with the vital truth.
Bob Marley delivers
a lesson in life,
and the answer
is in the music.
Listen.
And you will hear.
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ISLAND

Bob Marley & The Wailers. Survival.

Featuring the single "Wake Up And Live" (IS 49080)
Produced by Bob Marley & The Wailers and Alex Sadkin.
On Island Records and Tapes. (ILPS 9542)
Manufactured and distributed by Warner Bros. Records Inc.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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